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PROTECTING MEDICARE AND MEDICAID PATIENTS
FROM SANCTIONED HEALTH PRACTITIONERS
TUESDAY, MAY 1, 1984

U.S. SENATE,
SPECIAL COMMITrFEE ON AGING,

Washington, DC.
The committee met, pursuant to notice, in room 628, Dirksen Building, at 9:32 a.m., Hon. John Heinz, (chairman) presiding.
Present: Senators Heinz, Wilson, Glenn, Mlelher, anil Bingaman.
Also present: John C. Rother, staff director and chief counsel;
Diane Lifsey, minority staff director; David Holton, chief investigator; David Schulke, investigator; Isabelle Claxton, communications
director; Jane Jeter, minority professional staff member; Robin
Kropf, chief clerk; and Kate Latta and Leslie Malone, staff assistants.
OPENING STATEMENT BY SENATOR JOHN HEINZ, CHAIRMAN
Chairman HEINZ. The Special Committee on Aging will come to
order.
Ladies and gentlemen, this morning the Special Committee on
Aging will investigate a serious defect in our ability to protect our
Nation's elderly and poor from treatment by incompetent and dangerous medical practitioners. The problem stems from loopholes in medicare and medicaid which allow doctors barred from practice in one
Federal program or in one State, to switch to another program or to
pack their bags and set up practice in another State. We will see today
what these loopholes mean to the 50 million Americans who trust
medicare or medicaid to finance their health care needs. Because many
of these practitioners also treat privately insured patients, this problem is a vital concern to all Americans.
Some estimate that the number of bad doctors is small. Today we
will hear estimates that as many as 36 million Americans may receive
treatment from unfit doctors each year. But whether the number is
large or small is not the point. The point here is that the Government
has no power to prevent incompetent practitioners from enriching
themselves at the expense of the American taxpayer-even as they
prey on the poor, the old, and the very vulnerable.
Let me illustrate how serious and shocking a problem we face with
a few case studies that the committee's investigative staff has
uncovered:
Dr. S. is a surgeon who performed a series of extensive and dangerous back surgeries on a number of patients. As a direct result of his
gross negligence and gross incompetence in the operating room, one
(1)
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woman died. When he lost his license in California, he took up practice in Michigan and continued to receive Federal reimbursement under medicare and medicaid. It took Michigan 4 years to finally revoke
his license. Today, Dr. S. practices medicine in New York State and
is still eligible to bill the taxpayer under medicare and medicaid.
Take the case of Dr. T. He said he had graduated from a school in
Saigon, Vietnam. Later he changed his story and said he had graduated
from a school in Hanoi. Finally in March 1981 he admitted to California authorities that the diploma he had submitted was false.
Dr. T. is a convicted felon, found guilty of submitting a false new
drug study to the FDA. He has held a license to practice medicine in at
least six States and has surrendered his license or had it revoked in at
least three. It is not at all comforting to know that Dr. T. now practices
in Nevada and is medicare and medicaid certified.
One final case in this incredible rogue's gallery is the case of Dr.
H., who treated patients in 30 or 40 nursing homes and hospitals in
California. In a 2-year period, Dr. H. billed medicare for one-half of a
million dollars. He was cited by HHS for placing patients' lives in
jeopardy, for substandard quality of care, and for billing for services
not rendered. Today Dr. H. is banned from the Medicare Programthank heavens-but he can continue to treat medicaid patients in any
State that will recognize his California license.
I am entering additional case examples of sanctioned medical practitioners into the record. Also, a series of articles from the Detroit Free
Press dealing with unfit medical practitioners will be inserted into the
record."

If any one of these practitioners had lost their driver's license for
drunk driving, their names would have gone into a national register
and they probably would not be given a driver's license in another
State. But the current lack of coordination among States allows these
dangerous, criminal doctors to hop from Pennsylvania, to California,
to Michigan-to any 1 of the 50 States.
The current restrictions on HHS authority means a doctor can be
banned in 49 States and the Federal Government still will pay him
for treating medicare and medicaid patients in that 50th State.
That is not what responsibility in Government is all about. It is a
dereliction of duty on our part that we in Congress have not given
the Secretary of HHS the authority needed to prevent these unfit
doctors from continuing to treat federally sponsored patients.
So we must set our own Federal house in order, and we must also
ask the individual States to strengthen their cooperation and communication in enforcement.
I look forward to hearing today's witnesses. They are experts in
these matters. Their testimony should help us better understand the
scope of this problem and what we should do about it.
But before I call on our first witness, I want to recognize the distinguished ranking minority member of the Special Committee on Aging,
our friend and good colleague, John Glenn.
Senator Glenn.
'See appendixes 1 and 2.
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STATEMENT BY SENATOR JOHN GLENN
Senator GLENN. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Chairman, access to quality medical care for our Nation's elderly citizens is an issue of longstanding concern to members of this committee. In recent years, proposals to cut medicare benefits have become
an annual part of our budget process under the leadership of the
Reagan administration. Concern has grown among committee members that increased cost sharing will impose a disproportionate burden
on those older Americans least able to afford it-the oldest, the frailest,
and the poorest. I have spoken out about the need to preserve access to
necessary health services, and have warned against increased health
deductibles which limit access to care.
Preserving the quality of medical treatment given to medicare beneficiaries has also taken on a new importance with the enactment of
medicare prospective reimbursement to hospitals. As I said before,
while we want inflation reined, in, we do not want the quality of health
care sacrificed under the guise of cost containment.
Today, we are examining access to quality medical services for our
Nation's elderly in a different light. As a result of an investigation
being released by the General Accounting Office [GAO] today we
have learned that medicare and medicaid patients are being treated
in some States by doctors and pharmacists who have been determined
by another State, after due process, to be unfit to practice.
The GAO looked at the careers of doctors who have their licenses
revoked by my home State of Ohio, as well as by Michigan and Pennsylvania. What the GAO found is that some of these doctors are simply moving on to greener pastures-different States where they set
up practice-and are billing Uncle Sam to pay at least part of the
cost. They are continuing to participate in the Medicare and Medicaid
Programs, a few are possibly finding employment with the Veterans'
Administration or other Federal health programs.
Doctors and other practitioners who lose the State licenses do so for
serious reasons. According to the GAO, the majority provide substandard medical care, either through malpractice, alcohol and drug
abuse, or immoral conduct. Yet the Department of Health and Human
Services has no authority to prevent these people from continuing
to bill for Federal dollars. A practitioner may be convicted of violating the controlled substances law by indiscriminately prescribing addictive drugs, yet HHS cannot exclude him or her from participating
in medicare and medicaid.

GAO cited the case of one doctor whose Michigan license was revoked in 1980 for indiscriminately prescribing drugs, failing to meet
minimum standards of care, and immoral conduct with both patient
and employee. The doctor simply moved to Florida and continued billing medicare from the sunny South.
However, the issue is much more than Federal dollars going to

unfit and unscrupulous medical providers-it is the quality of care
being given elderly and poor patients. This is a matter of particular
importance to the 31/2 to 4 million medicare beneficiaries also covered
by medicaid-almost 15 percent of medicare beneficiaries. These
"dually eligible" citizens often have little choice in health care pro-
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viders. The oldest, the sickest, and the poorest of medicare beneficiaries
simply cannot afford to "shop around."
The situation described by the GAO is intolerable. The GAO
specifically lists several ways to expand HHS authority to exclude
doctors from participating in medicare and medicaid, and to help
remedy the current disarray and the licensing of health care professionals. I will actively join my colleagues in working toward the
enactment of legislation to implement the GAO's findings. I hope
we can introduce it in the near future and see it become law this year.
What can we do about all of this? Well, some time ago, we faced
a similar situation in automotive safety where "problem" drivers having lost their license in one State would simply obtain one from another State. As this became recognized as a national problem, the Congress passed legislation to create the National Drivers Register under
the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration. States participate in the register by sending information regarding drivers whose
licenses have been revoked or suspended. States can then check on the
background of individuals seeking a license within the State. The program has been enormously successful.
Surely if we can curtail the number of bad drivers on our Nation's
roads, we can take steps to limit the number of unfit health care providers practicing on our Nation's senior citizens. We must insure that
the persons we entrust to make life or death decisions are competent
and qualified to do so.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman HEINZ. Senator Glenn, thank you very much.
Senator Melcher.
STATEMENT BY SENATOR JOHN MELCHER
Senator MELCHER. Mr. Chairman, not as a medical doctor but as a
veterinarian I have had some experience in the licensing of professionals in my profession. I served on the State Board of Veterinary Medical Examiners for a number of years and I am familiar with the procedures. A license to practice medicine is not easily obtained. There are
many qualified doctors, medical doctors in this country who are here
for one reason or another who have had difficulty in obtaining a license
and still have that difficulty. And losing a license after being once obtained, I do not know of any State where that is not a profound determination by that State's authority to cancel out that license. It is preposterous that in this country that there can be medical doctors who
have been licensed and who have lost their license in a State and still
find it easy or find the opportunity to treat medicare or medicaid
patients. Tt is not that big a problem.
The problem ought to be resolved.by legislation that bans those doctors who have lost their license from participating in medicare or
medicaid until, if and until they have reinstated themselves at the
determination of that particular State's board of medical examiners.
It is not like we are dealing with millions of people, we are dealing
with thousands of people and they can be tracked. What is missing in
this whole chain of events, sad events, is the fact that we have no
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specific law requiring HHS to deny access to medicare or medicaid
and, therefore, deny them the opportunity to practice medicine once
they have lost their license in a particular State.
I do not go for this idea that somehow doctors who have licenses in
several States, if they lose it in one State, that casts a grave shroud
over their capability from practicing in any State until they can
recover that license in the State wherein they lost it. I think they
should be banned from medicare or medicaid treatment of patients
and I think that requires a law. I think we are capable of suggesting
law and drafting that law. Hopefully, the Senate will follow through
with passing it.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman HEINZ. Thank you, Senator Melcher; and thank you,
Senator Glenn, both for excellent statements.
Before hearing from our first witness, I am going to insert into the
record the statement of Senator Larry Pressler, who unfortunately
cannot be with us today due to a previous commitment.
[The statement of Senator Pressler follows:]
STATEMENT OF SENATOR LARRY PRESSLER
Mr. Chairman, I would like to thank you for organizing this hearing on this
very important subject. I commend the committee for their fine work in researching this issue and for their concern to protect America's elderly.
Medicaid and medicare beneficiaries are most susceptible to medical practitioners who are unfit to provide medical care. For many years, physicians practicing in one State after having lost their licenses to practice in another State
were merely swept under the rug or overlooked. The time has come when members of the medical profession, and we as lawmakers, must accept the responsibility of protecting elderly Americans from the incompetent physician. Too
often, medicaid and medicare beneficiaries are elderly members of our society who
fall prey to the unfit doctor.
The majority of the residents of my home State of South Dakota live in rural
or small town settings, but still receive medical services from very capable personnel. I, for one, want to protect these people from incompetent new physicians
who may begin a medical practice in South Dakota.
The more information we can collect and disseminate on this subject, the better
prepared our elderly citizens will be to avoid victimization by unfit medical
doctors. I think this is an extremely worthwhile use of our time and energy, and
look forward to the testimony of our witnesses today.

Senator HEINZ. We are very privileged to have our first witness, Dr.
Robert C. Derbyshire at the witness table.
Dr. Derbyshire is not only a distinguished surgeon, he is a well
known author. He has trained at Johns Hopkins University, the Mayo
Clinic, and the University of Minnesota. He practiced actively for
over 30 years.
Throughout his career he has been devoted to correcting the problems with licensing and disciplining of physicians. He has published
a book and numerous articles on that subject. Dr. Derbyshire is the
past president of the Federation of State Medical Boards and is currently on the National Board of Medical Examiners.
Dr. Derbyshire, we are very pleased and privileged to have you here
today.
Please proceed.
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STATEMENT OF DR. ROBERT C. DERBYSHIRE, SANTA FE, NM, AUTHOR AND PAST PRESIDENT OF THE FEDERATION OF STATE
MEDICAL BOARDS
Dr. DERBYSHIRE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, I feel honored by
your invitation for me to appear before your committee.
Today, I shall address the general subject of incompetent, unscrupulous, and unethical physicians who have licenses in two or more
States. When actions are taken against them, and I am repeating
your wise words, Mr. Chairman, if you will forgive me, when actions
are taken against them in one State, they merely move to another and
continue their depredations upon the public.
First, I should like to furnish with you a little summary of the
problem of incompetence among the medical profession in the United
States. In 1976, the New York Times correctly quoted me as stating
that 5 percent of the physicians in the United States were incompetent.
After the hue and cry had died down about my airing dirty linen or
washing dirty linen in public, the medical profession began to take
this rather seriously and recently the estimate has been changed, I
have changed my estimate from 5 to 10 percent. And I think that the
American Medical Association-I am not sure-I am speaking as an
individual, not for any organization, I think that they are approaching that figure also.
You may say that that is a very small number, 10 percent of doctors
are incompetent, but when you break it down there are some 450,000
physicians in the United States practicing today and if 10 percent of
those are incompetent, that makes 45,000 incompetent physicians who
are practicing.
Assuming that the average doctor-this is an assumption of a fairly
busy doctor-sees 800 patients a year, this means that 36 million
patients every year are treated by incompetent physicians.
Now, this does not necessarily indicate mass murder by physicians,
I assure you, because as you know many diseases are self-limited. But
who knows when these incompetent physicians will fail to recognize
a life-threatening disease or to overtreat a minor ailment such as giving penicillin for a cold in the head and causing a death from an
anaphylactic reaction.

The situation is serious however when we consider that from 1977
to 1982 the State disciplinary boards as nearly as I have been able to
determine, invoked some 1,500 sanctions against physicians. This
means that only 0.3 percent of the incompetent physicians were disciplined during that period.
Throughout the years the reason for disciplinary actions have been
constant. Narcotics violations have led the list with some 40 to 60 percent and these are followed closely by mental incompetence, fraud and
deceit in the practice of medicine and conviction of felonies. And I
could go on and on, the list continues.
Having furnished you with this background, I shall now consider
the problems caused by failure of States to take action against doctors
who have been sanctioned in other States. There are many physicians
who for various reasons collect multiple licenses. Consequently, when
one State revokes or suspends a doctor's license, he merely moves to
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another State in which he is already licensed and continues his
depredations.
For the sake of brevity, if not elegance, I shall call these people
State-hoppers. An example that comes to mind immediately is that
of a doctor who practiced near a State line. His license was revoked
in his State for habitual drunkenness, for violation of his probation,
and he immediately moved across the State line whose laws were different. And he was followed by his large number of devoted patients
and continued his incompetent practice.
Why does this happen? There are several reasons, not the least of
which is lack of communication among the boards. The Federation of
State Medical Boards of the United States has only partially solved
this problem by acting as a central repository for all disciplinary
actions. However, the federation has not been completely successful
in this effort because many of the States do not report and all the
federation can do is go on the information that they have.
The hospitals in general-I am not pointing the finger at anyone,
but I have had a lot of experience with this-many hospitals cause
complications because they are all too willing to engage in plea bargaining with their underqualified physicians and they will say in essence: Doctor, if you will leave we will allow you to resign from the
staff voluntarily, quote, unquote, an excellent method of exportation of
problems.
Another problem is distrust among boards. For example, one board
revoked a doctor's license for manifest incompetence. The court upheld
the board's action. He held licenses in four other States and he immediately moved to Florida where he was licensed. I am not necessarily
pointing the finger at Florida, but he moved to a small town in Florida
where he practiced for 2 years. For some reason or other, he left there
and went to New York where he was already licensed. The New York
board knew about his record of revocation of license, and yet he practiced there for 11 months. This makes almost 3 years that this person
was traveling from State to State and setting up a practice.
After 11 months, they finally had a disciplinary hearing in New
York and the upshot of the hearing was that they thought that the
action of the original State was too harsh and so they put him on probation.
Incidentally, the icing on the cake in the original State was they
added the complaint which was proven in the hearing that he took
advantage of his lady patients.
Still another difficulty involves the lack of uniformity of sanctions.
For example, in 1980 four doctors were found guilty of exchanging
narcotics for sexual favors. Yet for this crime for which I personally
believe a doctor should be forever banished from the profession, three
were placed on probation and one was only reprimanded.
In many other States, of course, their licenses would have been revoked. One of these cases ended in a tragedy when a young lady who
had been involved died from an overdose of narcotics.
There is a crying need for reform of the State laws. Incredibly, at
present only 15 States have laws that would permit the disciplinary
board to take action against a physician who has been found guilty of
an offense in another State if listed in the original State statute. In
fact, in some States the law forbids such action.
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However, if all States pass such laws it could help prevent the all too
prevalent State-hopping. Medical malpractice is another disciplinary
concern touching peripherally on State-hopping. Lawyers and doctors
alike are not always certain as to what constitutes malpractice. There
is an old English proverb with which you are probably all familiar
which says that "every dog is entitled to one bite."
This applies to the malpractice situation of course, but the question
arises, when is the first bite so severe as to warrant action to prevent
subsequent bites?
Cercainly no board would discipline an internist who, for 20 years,
had practiced excellent medicine in his community and had never had
a malpractice suit against him, if he missed a diagnosis of acute appendicitis, which is easy for the best of us to do.
On the other hand, if a doctor is operating-and this is an actual
case-if a doctor is operating on varicose veins and he ligates the
femoral artery resulting in high amputation of the extremity of a 34year-old woman, the board would take a little different view and will
make sure that he is not allowed a second bite. Yet he might have
multiple licenses permitting him to bungle in another State.
Mr. Chairman, the magazine Hospital Practice recently published
a series of articles by me on the general topic: "Medical Discipline in
Disarray." I would like to submit these for the record.'
In closing my formal remarks, I might add that perhaps a more
appropriate title for this series of articles would be "Medical Discipline in Chaos."
Mr. Chairman, I have deliberately kept my remarks brief. I am
happy to answer any questions from your committee.
Chairman HENIZ. Dr. Derbyshire, thank you very much for some
really excellent testimony. We commend you on your willingness to
continue to speak out even if you do not get 100-percent agreement
from all members of the medical profession. But I think they are
beginning to catch up with you a little bit and they seem to be agreeing
with you more that there is a problem.
Let me ask you this: You spoke of the tendency for hospitals to,
in effect, plea bargain with physicians so that they resign. The result
of that being the exportation of those problems elsewhere.
Could you comment further on the extent of that problem? That is,
where by not facing up to a real issue, that it just becomes someone
else's problem?
Dr.

DERBYSHIRE.

I have no figures on that, Mr. Chairman, but

having been on the New Mexico Board of Medical Examiners for
31 years, I have been confronted by this problem very frequently;
for instance, there was a doctor who was called before the board of
the hospital and the hospital staff and accused of incompetence. The
staff voted 50 to 1, this was in a fairly small hospital, the staff voted
50 to 1 to expel him. We assume the doctor had a vote, that is why
there was the one vote. The New Mexico Board of Medical Examiners
established a hearing procedure to show cause why his license should
not be revoked for making a false statement on his application. His
lawyer obtained a statement from the hospital that he was not expelled at all, that he was allowed to resign voluntarily. So maybe
his vote did count.
See appendix 3.
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Chairman HEINZ. What I think I hear you saying is that hospitals,
medical boards, and others do not want to get into long, protracted
legal disputes. And they tend to take the easiest possible way out for
themselves and, indeed, it may solve their problem at that hospital
or within that State. But the result is that no real solution to the
problem has been obtained, the number of people who are sanctioned,
as you pointed out, 1,500 in 5 years is very low. And as we will establisn here today we have physicians forum shopping the way a lawyer
would, but instead they are patient shopping in different States.
Do you believe that State medical associations are doing all they
can to insure that the average patient's doctor is a qualified, competent physician? After all, the medical profession is a profession,
it has its own standards, proficiency standards higher than nonprofessions, the medical profession should have a standard at least as
high or higher than any other profession. And we like to think the
best way to assure that is to have people closest to the practice of
medicine, that is, on a State-by-State basis rather than all of us who
are so wise here in Washington looking over the shoulder of physicians
in Alaska dealing with the problem. That is the theory. What is the
reality ?
Dr. DERBYSHIRE. The local medical societies are doing very little,
Mr. Chairman, I regret to say. We still have the so-called curtain of
silence. And although that is being partially lifted, the medical societies have very little to do with medical discipline. This is entirely
up to the local boards of medical examiners or the disciplinary boards.
Three States have the two separated.
Of course you are probably familiar with the scandal that happened
in Massachusetts when the-this was in the New York Times I believe
some time ago, when this man was convicted of raping a nurse and
other faults and given glowing letters of recommendation to another
hospital in another city. And the officials there in the other hospital
found out what had happened and took the first State to task. And the
answer was from an eminent surgeon: Well, nobody pays any attention
to letters of recommendation anyway.
Chairman HEINZ. Is part of the problem in getting State disciplinary actions to be more forthcoming that there is a lack of due
process protecting doctors against unjustified complaints and is there
therefore some reluctance because there is a feeling that doctors do
receive a lot of unjustified complaints and that they are unprotected
by the law; is this part of the problem?
Dr. DERBYSHIRE. Well, I think part of the problem is fear of lawsuits, of being sued for libel. I just came from San Antonio where we
had a discussion on this at the Federation of the State Medical Boards
of the United States. I was amazed to find that in only a few States
did the law protect the members of the disciplinary board against a
lawsuit.
Furthermore, practically none of the States had bureaus of risk protection whereby the-in case there was a suit without malice, that the
State would defend the member of the board. This is a serious situation
because all doctors are mortally afraid of lawyers and lawsuits, you
are aware of that.
Chairman HEINZ. Dr. Derbyshire, one last question.
We are going to hear testimony today, indeed some of us I think
feel the same way, that Congress should give the Secretary of Health
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and Human Services the authority to have nationwide sanctions on
a doctor that loses a license in a single State.
In your opinion, is the losing of a license in an individual State a
reasonable basis for excluding participation of a doctor in medicare,
medicaid, or other Federal health programs?
Dr. DERBYsHIRE. I certainly do, sir.
Chairman HEINZ. Thank you very much.
Senator Glenn.
Senator GLENN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Doctor, this Federation of State Medical Boards, do they have the
capability to do the job for the whole country?
Dr. DERBYSHIRE. This is as it implies, Senator Glenn, it is a federation, a loose federation of all of the State boards. The greatest contribution they have made as far as I know, in the last 75 years, is the
establishment of uniform licensure examinations, which is far superior
to the way we used to do it before. But they have no statutory authority, they can just advise.
Senator GLENN. I was wondering if they could be the action area for
keeping track of this thing like we have from national groups that
keep track of a number of different matters.
Dr. DERBYSHIRE. If the States will report, they can do it. But the reporting still is not as it should be.
Senator GLENN. You said in your testimony that, at present, only
15 States have laws to permit the disciplinary board to take action
against a doctor who has been disciplined in another State for an
offense listed in its statutes. In fact, some States forbid such action.
Dr. DERBYSHIRE. I did say so. That is true. My feeling is that all
States should have similar laws.
Senator GLENN. Well, I think so too. How many States would forbid such action? Is that a sizable number of States?
Dr. DERBYSHIRE. I do not know. I got that from the GAO report
and they did not give numbers.
Senator GLENN. Where do the incompetent doctors come from? I
have not read all of the GAO report yet, but have there been any
studies of that? Are there medical schools that are turning out incompetents or are there more foreign doctors coming in ill-trained from
foreign schools, do we have any pattern there that would also be worth
looking into?
Dr. DERBYSHIRE. I have made only a superficial study and with the
help of the American Medical Association I have not been able to determine that disciplinary actions among foreign medical graduates
are more numerous than those among American graduates.
Senator GLENN. Are there any particular schools in this country
that appear to be sufficiently below level, that are turning out incompetents who are more likely to get disciplined than others?
Dr. DERBYSHIRE. Do you understand I used the term "incompetents" broadly, psychiatric illness, drug addiction, and so forth. I cannot see that there is much difference between the graduate of Harvard
Medical School or any of the rest of them. It is widely dispersed and
most of these are due to mental illness.
Senator GLENN. You mentioned, I think, that up to 60 percent of
these cases may be narcotic related.
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Dr. DERBYSHIRE. Yes, sir.
Senator GLENN. Is that correct?
Dr. DERBYSHIRE. That is a pattern that has gone on through the
years and by narcotics violations, I mean violations of the law, selling
narcotics for resale on the street, drug addiction, that is unfortunately
too common among doctors. It has Deen estimated that 100 doctors
will relapse into-or will lapse into addiction every year. That is part
of what my estimate of 10 percent is based upon.
Then we have the alcoholics, of course, and they are harder to
detect than some of the others because, unfortunately, alcohol is, as
you know, a socially acceptable dangerous drug. And so it is rather
difficult to get at those people, a lot of them.
What is the difference between a social drinker, a heavy social
drinker, and an alcoholic?
Senator GLENN. What is the most common type of sanctions against
doctors?
Dr. DERBYSHIRE. All of the States try to rehabilitate these people
if they possibly can and by rehabilitation they think if there is any
chance at all that this can be done without danger to the public, they
might suspend the license for 6 months and insist that the doctor go
into some form of treatment. If the case is not so severe, they-the
board-will lay down very strict rules for his probation with the
hope that he can be rehabilitated and returned to practice as a useful
citizen.
But if he violates one term of his probation, he is through. His
license is revoked.
Senator GLENN. What difficulties face a doctor who decides to represent his or her profession by sitting on a medical licensing panel?
Do they face some problems themselves?
Dr. DERBYSHIRE. They face personal problems, shall we say andSenator GLENN. Is that a problem on tooting the whistle on the
incompetents?
Dr. DERBYSHIRE. That is right. And you asked me what effect this
has. These people usually work for practically nothing, just per diem
and travel time, that is about all. A lot of these people are very hardworking, they are in active practice and I can remember one case
which we had a hearing that went 5 days and half the night and all
of us were practicing physicians, very busy and terribly worried about
what we left at home. I do not mean to be crying on your shoulder
but that is what a lot of these people have to put up with.
Another thing is if they have served conscientiously on a board,
this is no guarantee that they will win popularity contests from their
colleagues.
Senator GiENN. Yes.
Half a million doctors or 450,000 in the country is not a large
number by modern statistical capabilities that we have.
Do you think that we need-is there additional law needed on this
or is there sufficient authority now in Health and Human Services to
go ahead and set up a system; do we need additional law, in your
opinion?
Dr. DERBYSHIRE. Just State laws, that is all.
Senator GLENN. Do we need a Federal law to take care of this across
the whole country ?
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Dr. DERBYSHIRE. Well, if it would be constitutional-excuse me, I
am not a lawyer, butSenator GLENN. I am sure it would be constitutional.

Dr. DERBYSHIRE. We could do it by regulation and I am very much
in favor of that.
Senator GLENN. Yes; I was just questioning whether we need a new
law on the books or whether there is existing authority in HHS now,
in your opinion, to do this on your own?
Dr. DERBYSHIRE. As far as I know we need a new law.
Senator GLENN. Thank you.
Chairman HEINZ. Senator Glenn, thank you very much.
Senator Melcher.
Senator MELCHER. Doctor, you recited an old proverb, every dog is
entitled to one bite.

As a veterinarian, I would like to put a proviso on there, provided

the dog does not have rabies.
Dr. DERBYSHIRE. Oh, thank you, sir.
Senator MELCHER. In my State for a veterinarian you cannot get a

license to begin with if you have ever been convicted of a felony. And
you lose the license, period, upon conviction of a felony, if you commit
a felony after acquiring a license. I assume that is pretty much the
standard for medical doctors in all States.
However, the State laws do govern licensing procedures and I
assume, doctors, that you have served sometime during your career on
a State licensing board?
Dr. DERBYSHIRE. Yes, sir, for 31 years.
Senator MELCHER. For 31 years. And what State?
Dr. DERBYSHIRE. New Mexico.
Senator MELCHER. That speaks for itself on your authority to give
us rather expert advice in this field.
However, in one State if a physician has lost his license and attempts
to be licensed in another State, that is not going to happen, is it?
Dr. DERBYSHIRE. Will he be licensed in another State? Oh, he can
be.

To get back to one of my original examples, the manifestly incompe-

tent doctor whose license was revoked, he went to Florida and then
he decided that he wanted to go to the District of Columbia. He ob-

tained a license in the District of Columbia but the authorities finally
found out that he perjured himself on his application and they revoked
his license. But yet they still let him continue practicing in New York.
Senator MELCHER. He had already had his license in New York,
however, right?
Dr. DERBYSHIRE. Yes, sir, and he already had a license in Florida but
he decided maybe he wanted to get one in the District of Columbia.
Senator MELCHER. He only obtained that license however on committing perjury?
Dr. DERBYSHIRE. It was revoked on the basis of perjury. Oh, yes,
he obtained the license on the basis of perjury, yes.
Senator MELCHER. And that perjury was to the effect that he had
not admitted to the revoking of his license in Florida ?
Dr. DERBYSHIRE. That is right, in another State.
Senator MELCHER. That is right.
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So it is a question of somebody who has obtained, as a graduate for
instance, a recent graduate obtained four licenses, perhaps, while he is
fresh and can answer all the questions.
Dr. DERBYsHiRE. The record is 12, sir, in my experience.
Senator MELCHER. The record is 12. And then taking advantage of
those previous licensures he moved from one State to another in what
you call State-hopping?
Dr. DERBYSHIRE. Yes, sir.
Senator MELCHER. Now for us you have answered the Chairman's
question on whether revocation of a license was serious enough in your
opinion to a ban, that is revoking the license in any State, whether that
was serious enough to ban that physician from practicing medicine in
the realm of medicare or medicaid from then on and you have answered
in the affirmative, you thought it was serious enough.
Dr. DERBYSHIRE. I do.
Senator MELCHER. Now, my question to you is this: How about sanctions? Something less than revoking the license in a particular State
but nevertheless a very serious charge and a very serious punishment
leveled by that licensing board in that State. Do you believe that while
that physician is sanctioned in any State that it is serious enough to
ban that physician from practicing medicine on medicare and medicaid
patients?
Dr. DERBYSHIRE. I do, sir.
Senator MELCHER. Thank you very much, because I think a Federal
law can require just that and I agree with you that I think a law is required and is reasonable.
Dr. DERBYSHIRE. May I add something, Mr. Chairman?
I think that your veterinary board standards may be higher than
ours. You said that you could revoke a license for any felony?
In going over these, some of the felonies that have been committed by
physicians, everything from kidnaping to armed robbery and so forth,
I do not say that there is a crime wave in the profession, but there are
a few who cause trouble.
Senator MELCHER. I believe you also mentioned rape and drugsillegal sale or illegal use of narcotics, and in my State that would be
a felony, and I think in most States it would be. Either one would be
a felony.
Dr. DERBYSHIRE. But you would be surprised at how few States take
action against this. They put the doctor on probation.
What would be the terms of probation? I promise not to rape any
more nurses or what? I do not know.
Senator MELCHER. Would probation fall-I would assume that probation fell in the broader category of sanctions.
Dr. DERBYSHIRE. Yes, sir, there are four or five things a State can do.
Revocation, suspension, probation, reprimand and the reprimand of
two types: private and public where it becomes a public record and the
press has access to it.
Senator MELCHER. So in all those instances I would include all of
those sanctions. And while they were in effect I would think it appropriate that Federal law prohibitDr. DERBYSHIRE. Well, I was expressing my personal opinion when I
said I felt that doctors found their fellow physicians who exchanged
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narcotics for sexual favors. I think that such a doctor should be banned
from the profession for life, but maybe I am a bit Puritannical, I do
not know.
Senator MELCHER. I do not think so.
Thank you very much, doctor.
Chairman HEINZ. Thank you very much, Senator Melcher.
Senator Wilson, if you have any opening statement or any comments
you care to make in addition to questioning the witness, we would be
pleased to have it. We welcome you.
STATEMENT BY SENATOR PETE WILSON
Senator WILSON. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. I commend
you for conducting this important hearing. I think that when the
Federal Government is spending almost $60 billion on medicare and
$20 billion on medicaid, we have abundant reason to be concerned. In
fact, we have a duty to be concerned about what appears to be a glaring loophole in State laws that allow those who are really not fit to
practice medicine in any State to escape from one only to subject
patients in another State to very real jeopardy.
Doctor, let me ask this: It seems that there is no great consistency
between the States, to put it mildly from your testimony, and in a
number there are inadequate safeguards, but for those States that do
take the trouble and who are concerned to safeguard patients from
professional incompetents, is there any sort of adequate device possible
that will allow a cearinghouse to function to give warning if a physician has lost his license, for example, if he has been revoked in New
Mexico and he goes to California and California authorities wish to
safeguard their patients, how may they learn of his shortcomings a
Dr. DERBYSHIRE. Well, they communicate with the State in which
the offense has been committed, that is the easiest way to do it.
You are talking about clearinghouses, the American Medical Association keeps an extensive file on all doctors from the time they enter
medical school until they die. And routinely, we have communicated
with the American Medical Association saying: "Has any disciplinary
action ever been taken against this physician?"
The AMA has been extremely reluctant, for obvious reasons to me,
because of the danger to lawsuits and they have enough lawsuits on
their hands as it is, they are reluctant to give this information. But
they have relaxed their policies now to the extent that they will say:
"I suggest that you communicate with the Louisiana board," or whatever board they know about. And then the onus is on the State board.
Senator WILSON. Suppose California contacted Louisiana, and I
do not know that this is the case, purely hypothetical, let us say that
they contact State X from which the doctor has come. There is on file
no record of disciplinary action but only some record, as I gather is
true in some States, that the doctor has voluntarily ceased to practice.
Is there no way that they can go behind that rather blank record.
Dr. DERBYSHIRE. Well, if the doctor-this is a euphemism of courseif a doctor finds that he is under the gun too much, rather than go
throliigh an extensive hearing and be exposed to much unfavorable
publicity he will voluntarily surrender his license. And that is equivalent to revocation, in my opinion, because he is finished.
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Senator WrLSON. And is it a universal practice among the States
that someone who has been practicing elsewhere, and who comes into a
new State in order to be able to practice there he has to be licensed by
that State. And I assume that they automatically check with the State
from which he came.
Dr. D)ERBYsHIRE. Yes, sir.
Senator WILSON. So that the real problem you think is not with respect to those procedures, it is more with respect to the laxity of the
performance criteria of the individual States as it relates to the practice of an incompetent physician there? It is not that the new State
cannot find out?
Dr. DERBYSHIRE. They easily can. Sometimes they do not.
May I give an example? A doctor's license was revoked in one State
for gross incompetence and he went to another State in which he was
already licensed and the State wrote to the secretary of the original
State and said: "Will you send us a transcript of the hearing?" This
is part of the distrust that States have. You can imagine how thick
the transcript was. The hearing lasted 2 days and the secretary sent
this promptly. Six months later there was a request from this State:
"Will you please send us a transcript of the hearing?"
Now, this is just plain inefficiency as far as I am concerned. The
State went ahead and sent it but we have a certain amount of laxness
and inefficiency among the boards, I regret to say.
Senator WILSON. You feel I gather from your response to Senator
Melcher that with respect to at least the involvement of the Federal
Government in terms of our funding that a Federal law that makes
requirements is in order?
Dr. DERBYSHIRE. Yes.
Senator WILSON. Thank you very much.
Chairman HEINZ. Senator Wilson, thank you very much.
Senator Bingaman.
Senator BINGAMAN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Doctor, we are glad to have you here in Washington testifying.
I appreciate your testimony.
Let me just ask-it sounds like there are a series of problems here.
One is boards do not get adequate information with which to properly discipline physicians. Perhaps secondly they do not have the necessary authority and the statutes to properly discipline physicians.
Third, they perhaps do not have the necessary competence to keep
track of these cases and discipline them. Fourth, they may not have
the will because of the problems of living in the profession and not
wanting to become unpopular among their colleagues. And I guess
fifth, you mentioned that they may have problems in their own liability because of libel actions, that type of thing. You do not have the
necessary legal protection.
Can you identify those problems that you believe enter into the
difficulties and, if so, can you identify any one that is more in need
of attention than the others?
Dr. DERBYMSTRE. Just one? Will vou give me two?
Senator BINGAMAN. Go ahead, pick out the top two out of those
five.
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Dr. DERBYSHIRE. Well, some years ago, not too long ago I conducted
a study of all of the State boards and sent out a questionnaire. The
main questions were: Is your board adequately funded? No. 2,
do you have an adequate number of investigators? And along that
line. Eighteen of the 50 boards in the United States said they were
not adequately funded, and I am not justifying laxness, you understand that, but as you probably know the highway department can
get just about anything they want but then the legislature starts
economizing, they cut down on the budget of the small agencies like
the board of medical examiners. This is a serious problem.
The second thing is I believe that politics enter into this too much.
There is an article on that in this collection to which I referred and I
think that there are too many doctors on boards who know the respondent too well and maybe they are friends of his and they take it upon
themselves to be advocates for this person, ask him all sorts of leading
questions that makes him look good. And I think that that doctor
who knows the respondent well or who gets referred work from him
should disqualify himself. But there is no law that says he must.
Senator BINGAMAN. Doctor, would it be fair to say that if the information problem was solved some of these others might solve themselves in the sense that if there was a national clearinghouse that
listed whatever disciplinary action was taken against any physician
by a State board, and that information was not only available to State
boards but was public information, would that not cause a board to
respond more responsibility?
Dr. DERBYSHIRE. I certainly do.
Senator BINGAMAN. Do you think that would help?
Dr. DERBYSHIRE. Yes, sir; I do. And I do not care whether the

computer is connected with the highway, what is it, the drivers' license
bureau or anything else. Just as long as they have access to this.
Senator BINGAMAN. So that if the information were there is a central place and if it was public information so that everybody could
get a copy, then that would help the problem substantially, in your
view?
Dr. DERBYSHIRE. Of course I do not have to tell the ex-Attorney
General about the law, but of course we have been warned repeatedly
not to report anything until the case is completed, and there has been
a court decision if necessary.
You will agree with that, I think.
Senator BINGAMAN. Yes, I will. OK. That is really all I had.
Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman HENIZ. Senator Bingaman, thank you.
Dr. Derbyshire, I want to thank you for some truly excellent testimony. We appreciate your being here. Thank you so very much.
Dr. DERBYSHIRE. I thank you for inviting me, sir, and members of
the committee.
Chairman HEINZ. Next I would like to have those witnesses repre-

senting the General Accounting Office and the Office of the Inspector
General please come forward to the witness table.
We are going to hear first from Michael Zimmerman, the Associate
Director of the Human Resources Division of the GAO. He is accom-

panied by Tom Dowdal, Group Director, Human Resources Divi-
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sion and Don Warsing, Evaluator, Human Resources Division of the
GAO. These two men are responsible for completing the General Accounting Office report on sanctioned medical practitioners that I have
here in my hand.
This report which they are introducing today documents the Government's shocking inability to protect patients at federally-supported
health programs from unfit doctors that we just had described to the
committee.
In addition, we have with us today Richard P. Kusserow, the Inspector General for the Department of Health and Human Services.
In general, it is Mr. Kusserow's office upon which the burden falls to
protect Federal beneficiaries and Federal health dollars.
First I would like to call upon the GAO.
Please proceed.
STATEMENT OF MICHAEL ZIMMERMAN, WASHINGTON, DC, ASSOCIATE DIRECTOR, HUMAN RESOURCES DIVISION, GENERAL ACCOUNTING OFFICE, ACCOMPANIED BY TOM DOWDAL, GROUP DIRECTOR, HUMAN RESOURCES DIVISION; AND DON WARSING,
EVALUATOR, HUMAN RESOURCES DIVISION

Mr. ZIMMERMAN. Thank you.
Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, we are pleased to be
here today to discuss the need for expanded Federal exclusion authority for practitioners to help ensure that medicare and medicaid recipients receive quality care.
Our review showed that medicare and medicaid patients are in fact
being treated in some States by health practitioners whose licenses
were revoked or suspended in other States.
Chairman HEINZ. Mr. Zimmerman, I just want to say for the record
I notice you are summarizing your statement.
Mr. ZIMMERMAN. That is correct.
Chairman HEINZ. Your entire statement will be made a part of the
record.
Mr. ZIMMERMAN. Thank you.
These practitioners were able to continue practicing under medicare
and medicaid because existing Federal exclusion authority does not
permit a national exclusion of practitioners who are found by State
licensing boards to have failed to meet minimum professional standards. Accordingly, the Federal Government's assurance that medicare
and medicaid recipients receive quality care is diminished.
The first part of my statement will focus on the need for expanded
Federal exclusion authority. Next, I will briefly discuss the need to
include all exclusions and sanctions in HHS's planned information
system on sanctioned providers and practitioners. Both of these issues
are discussed in our report.
Licensing of health care professionals is a responsibility of the
States, and practitioners can hold licenses in more than one State.
Medicare and Medicaid Program administrators are responsible for
determining that practitioners are licensed in the State where they
practice before paying claims for services they provide. normally by
contacting the various State licensing boards. When a State licensing
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board revokes or suspends a practitioner's license, he or she can no
longer legally provide services in that State and the State licensing
board makes medicare and medicaid aware of this.
In our review of licensing boards' disciplinary actions in Michigan,
Ohio, and Pennsylvania we identified 328 health care practitioners
from 6 professions who had their licenses revoked or suspended for
1 year or more, or surrendered them for disciplinary reasons, during
the period January 1, 1977, through December 31, 1982. These sanctions were imposed when the practitioners did not meet professional
standards because they had problems-such as alcohol and drug
abuse-or committed acts such as malpractice, sexual offenses, or
drug trafficking.
State boards which are responsible for assuring that practitioners
are qualified to treat patients, can sanction practitioners for their
actions related to any patient. However, HHS is responsible only for
practitioners' participation in medicare and medicaid and can exclude practitioners only for acts committed against these programs
and their beneficiaries. Because of these differences, HHS excludes
relatively few of those practitioners sanctioned by State boards.
There are also differences in the reasons for State sanctions and
HHS exclusions although the reasons for both types of action are
serious. Over 70 percent of the HHS exclusion actions were for criminal violations against the programs, such as fraud.
However, 58 percent of the 328 licensing board sanctions in the
three States were for problems that affected the practitioners' ability
to meet minimum professional standards or to provide quality care.
Reasons for State sanctions nationwide are similar to those in the
three States. For example, 61 percent of the actions nationwide reported by the Federation of State Medical Boards during a 4-year
period involved problems that affected quality of care as compared to
the 58 percent we found in the three States in our review.
The problems that caused the physicians to lose their licenses are
serious. However, it is important to note that the problems involved
only a small percentage of the Nation's physicians. For example, in
1982 only 1 in 1,000 physicians lost their licenses for disciplinary reasons.
Of the 328 practitioners sanctioned by the three States, 122 held licenses at least 1 other State at the time of the sanction. Having licenses
in other States permits sanctioned practitioners to move to another
State and continue practicing.
Of these 122 practitioners, 30 corrected their problems, retired, or
died. The other 92 had to relocate if they wanted to practice. We were
able to trace 49 of these practitioners to other States and found that
39 obtained provider numbers to directly bill Medicare and Medicaid
Programs. The other 10 relocated, but did not obtain a provider number. They could be serving Medicare and Medicaid patients in a hospital, clinic, or other institution where the institution and not the practitioner bills the two programs for services provided. We could not
determine the whereabouts of the other 43.
Of the 39 practitioners who moved to other States and enrolled in
the Medicare and Medicaid Programs, 28 originally lost their licenses
because they committed acts or had problems which, according to the
State licensing boards, showed that they did not meet minimum pro-
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fessional standards. The other 11 practitioners were sanctioned by the
States for various criminal activities. Only three of these practitioners
were excluded by HHS from participation in medicare and medicaid.
This permitted the others to participate in the two programs in other
States and, in some instances, commit the same or similar acts.
State licensing officials said the main reason for allowing practitioners to remain active in their States was that they did not know
about disciplinary actions in other States. In cases where they were
informed and considered the offenses serious enough to remove the
practitioners' licenses, they usually were not informed of the other
States' actions in a timely manner. In addition, when States are informed, it takes up to 3 years to sanction practitioners because of the
procedures they must follow.
Under current law, HHS can exclude practitioners from participation in medicare and medicaid. However, we believe that HHS's current exclusion authority is insufficient in the following instances:
Practitioners who lose their right to participate in medicaid in one
State for such reasons as habitual overutilization can continue to practice under medicare in that State or relocate to another where they
hold a license and practice under medicare and medicaid.
Practitioners who lose their right to participate in medicare for
such reasons as providing inappropriate care can continue to participate in medicaid in any State where they hold a license.
Practitioners who lose their license in one State can relocate to
another State where they hold a license and practice under medicare
and medicaid.
Practitioners convicted of crimes other than medicare and medicaid
fraud can continue to practice under medicare and medicaid.
The kinds of situations when HHS cannot nationally exclude practitioners discussed above involve serious problems. Practitioners have
been found unfit to participate in medicare or medicaid in a particular
State, or have been found unfit to practice in one State. We believe that
to protect all medicare and medicaid patients from practitioners found
unfit, HHS needs the authority to nationally exclude them from participation in these programs after reviewing the findings that caused
action to be taken against the practitioners. Also, if HHS could sanction nationally a practitioner sanctioned by a State licensing board, it
would help eliminate the lag time between action in one State and
action in other States where a practitioner holds the licenses.
The Office of Inspector General plans to submit legislation which
will expand the current exclusion authority to cover convictions for
drug-related offenses and other crimes, and to exclude nationally from
medicare and medicaid practitioners excluded from either program
for reasons other than a criminal conviction against one of the programs. We are recommending that this legislation proposal be expanded to provide for a national exclusion when a practitioner has
been sanctioned by a State licensing board.
HHS is also establishing a reporting system which will include
public information on practitioners who have been excluded from
Federal health care programs and from other public and private
health care payment programs that choose to participate in the information system.
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However, HHS is not planning to include initially in this system
practitioners sanctioned by State licensing boards.
We believe that to be effective the system should include public
information on all practitioners sanctioned by States because they
committed acts or have problems that resulted in State licensing boards
determining that these practitioners did not meet minimum professional standards.
We are recommending that the information system include all practitioners sanctioned by State licensing boards.
Mr. Chairman, this concludes my statement.
We will be glad to respond to any questions that you may have.
Chairman HEINZ. Mr. Zimmerman, thank you. I am going to withhold questions until after we hear from Mr. Kusserow.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Zimmerman follows:]
PREPARED STATEMENT OF MICHAEL ZIMMERMAN

Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, we are pleased to be here today
to discuss the need for expanded Federal exclusion authority for practitioners to
help ensure that medicare and medicaid recipients receive quality care. While
reviewing how the medicare and medicaid programs operate, we noted that it was
possible for medical practitioners-medical doctors, osteopathic doctors, podiatrists, chiropractors, dentists and pharmacists-who held licenses in more than
one State, to have one of these licenses suspended or revoked by a State licensing board but relocate and continue to treat medicare and medical patients.
Our review showed that medicare and medicaid patients are in fact being
treated in some States by health practitioners whose licenses were revoked or
suspended in other States. These practitioners were able to continue practicing
under medicare and medicaid because existing Federal exclusion authority does
not permit a national exclusion of practitioners who are found by State licensing
boards to have failed to meet minimum professional standards. Accordingly, the
Federal Government's assurance that medicare and medicaid recipients receive
quality care is diminished.
The first part of my statement will focus on the need for expanded Federal
exclusion authority. Next, I will briefly discuss the need to include all exclusions
and sanctions in the Department of Health and Human Service's (HHS's)
planned information system on sanctioned providers and practitioners. Both
of these issues are discussed in our report "Expanded Federal Authority Needed
to Protect Medicare and Medicaid Patients From Health Practitioners Who
Lose Their Licenses" (GAO/HRD-84-53), which was issued today.
BACKGROUND

Licensing of health care professionals is a responsibility of the States, and
practitioners can hold licenses in more than one State. HHS administers medicare and medicaid at the Federal level. To participate in these programs, a
practitioner must hold a valid State license. Medicare and medicaid administrators are responsible for determining that practitioners are licensed before
paying claims for services they provide, normally by contacting the various
State licensing boards. When a State licensing board revokes or suspends a
practitioner's license, he or she can no longer legally provide services in that
State and the State licensing board makes medicare and medicaid aware of this.
However, sanctioning action by one State does not automatically result in
sanctioning by other States where the same practitioner holds licenses.
Although the specific procedures vary somewhat from State to State, the
sanctioning process generally proceeds as follows. The State licensing board
becomes aware of a possible problem with a practitioner. The board conducts
an investigation and notifies the practitioner of the findings. The practitioner
is informed of potential actions and of his or her right to a hearing. If the
board decides to suspend or revoke the practitioner's license, he or she has the
right to appeal the decision administratively and/or through the courts.
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Nationwide, relatively few disciplinary actions are imposed by individual
States to protect their citizens from being treated by incompetent, unetiiical,
and/or unqualified health care practitioners. In our review of licensing boards'
disciplinary actions in Michigan, Ohio, and Pennsylvania we identified 328
healh care practitioners from six professions who had their licenses revoked
or suspended for 1 year or more, or surrendered them for disciplinary reasons,
during tne period January 1, 1977, through i-ecember 31, 19z2. These sanctions
were imposed when the practitioners did not meet minimum professional standards because they had problems-such as alcohol and drug abuse-or committed
acts-such as malpractice, sexual offenses, or drug trafficking.
State licensing boards sanction many more practitioners than HHS excludes
from participation in medicare and medicaid. The boards, which are responsible
for assuring that practitioners are qualified to treat patients, can sanction practitioners for their actions related to any patient. However, HHS is responsible
only for practitioners' participation in medicare and medicaid and can exclude
practitioners only for acts committed against these programs and their beneficiaries. Because of these differences, HHS excludes relatively few of those
practitioners sanctioned by State boards. For example, while the licensing boards
in Michigan, Ohio, and Pennsylvania sanctioned 328 practitioners in 1977-82, HHS
nationwide excluded 335 practitioners from September 1975 through December
1982. Also, only 15 of the 328 practitioners sanctioned by the three States were
also excluded by HHS.
There are also differences in the reasons for State sanctions and HHS exclusions although the reasons for both types of action are serious. Over 70 percent
of the HHS exclusion actions were for criminal violations against the programs.
However, 58 percent of the 328 licensing board sanctions in the three States were
for problems that affected the practitioners' ability to meet minimum professional standards or to provide quality care. We found that 189 State sanctions
(58 percent) were taken because of such problems as malpractice, alcohol, drug
abuse, and immoral conduct which affect quality of care. Seventy-five (23 percent) were due to drug trafficking, drug sales, or violation of the Controlled Substance Act; 29 (9 percent) of the practitioners were sanctioned for criminal acts
of private insurance fraud; and 28 cases (8 percent) occurred because of the practitioners submitting false medicare or medicaid claims. Seven sanctions (2 percent) were for other reasons.
Reasons for State sanctions nationwide are similar to those in the three States.
Information reported nationally by State licensing boards to the Federation of
State Medical Boards for 1979-82 on 1,388 practitioners showed that the reasons
for actions taken in Michigan, Ohio, and Pennsylvania are similar to the reasons
for actions taken by licensing boards throughout the Nation. For example, 61
percent of the actions reported by the federation involved problems that affected
quality of care as compared to the 58 percent we found in the three States in our
review.
The problems that caused the physicians to lose their licenses are serious. However, it is important to note that the problems involved ohly a small percentage
of the Nation's physicians. For example, in 1982 only about 1 in every 1,000 physicians lost their licenses for disciplinary reasons.
Of the 328 practitioners sanctioned by the three States we identified, 122 held
licenses in at least one other State at the time of the sanction. Having licenses
in other States permits sanctioned practitioners to move to another State and
continue practicing. Of these 122 practitioners, 30 corrected their problems, retired, or died. The other 92 had to relocate if they wanted to practice. We were
able to trace 49 of these practitioners to other States and found that 39 obtained
provider numbers to directly bill the medicare and/or medicaid programs. The
other 10 relocated, but did not obtain a provider number. They could be serving
medicare and medicaid patients in a hospital, clinic, or other institution where
the Institution and not the practitioner bills the two programs for services provided. We could not determine the whereabouts of the other 43.
When practitioners sanctioned by State licensing boards relocate, we believe
serious questions arise concerning the quality of care provided by them to
probmedicare and medicaid patients because there are no assurances that the began
lems that led to their sanctioning in one State were corrected before they
treating medicare and medicaid patients in other States.
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Of the 39 practitioners who moved to other States and enrolled in the
care and/or medicaid programs, 28 originally lost their licenses because medithey
committed acts or had problems which, according to the State licensing boards,
showed that they did not meet minimum professional standards. The other 11
practitioners were sanctioned by the States for various criminal activities. Only
three of these practitioners were excluded by HHS from participation in medicare and medicaid. This permitted the others to participate in the two programs
in other States and, in some instances, commit the same or similar acts. For
example:
-A medical doctor was found to be mentally impaired and unfit to practice
medicine by the Michigan Medical Board in June 1978. He surrendered his
Ohio license in the same year but moved to New York and received medicare
and medicaid payments. In April 1982, New York revoked his license for
gross incompetence based on another State's action.
-An Ohio dentist moved to Pennsylvania after he surrendered his license in
Ohio because of drug usage and illegal possession of drugs. He participated
in the medicare program in Pennsylvania. He also enrolled in the Pennsylvania medicaid program, but received no payments. In August 1983, the
Pennsylvania medicaid agency took action to deny all future payments to
him based on information received concerning a guilty plea in Pittsburgh
to a Federal criminal charge of illegal prescribing practices.
-An osteopathic doctor was licensed in Michigan in 1949 and also obtained
licenses in 13 other States. In March 1951, he was convicted of unlawfully
selling drugs in Michigan and did not renew his Michigan license but continued to practice elsewhere. In 1964, he was convicted of illegal drug sales
in Texas, and many States began taking sanction actions against him. He
again obtained a Michigan license in January 1972. In 1982, he was convicted of illegal drug sales for the third time and sentenced to 10 years in
prison. Over the years, he worked under a Public Health Service grant, at
the Veterans Administration, and as part of a group practicein Michigan
serving medicaid patients.
In summary, practitioners sanctioned by State licensing boards because they
fail to meet minimum professional standards are moving to other States and
treating medicare andmedicaid patients. The continued participation of these
practitioners in these programs raises serious questions about the quality of
care some medicare and medicaid patients are receiving. There is no assurance
that the practitioners corrected the problem that caused them to lose their
licenses. They can continue to move and practice without correcting their problem until each State where they hold a license individually takes a sanction
action against them.
ADDITIONAL AUTHORITY

NEEDED AT THE FEDERAL LEVEL TO PROTECT MEDICARE AND
MEDICAID BENEFICIARIES

A primary reason why sanctioned practitioners were able to go to other States
to practice was that the other States never learned about the practitioners'
previous offenses or, by the time they did, many months or years had passed.
When States are informed, it takes up to 3 years to sanction practitioners
because of the procedures that must be followed and the shortage of personnel
to carry out these procedures. Spocifically, for the 39 practitioners that we
identified as relocating and practicing under medicare and/or medicaid after
a State licensing board had revoked or suspended their licenses, as of October 1983, 18 had their licenses suspended or revoked in the other States where
they held licenses and 21 still held licenses. The time elapsed between the initial
sanctioning action and action by the other States averaged about 2.6 years. ranging from 6 months to 5.2 years. On the average, 3.5 years had elapsed since
the 21 practitioners still holding licenses had been sanctioned by the initial
State. The range was from 10 months to 8.7 years.
State licensing officials said the main reason for allowing practitioners to
remain active in their States was that they did not know about discipinary
actions in other States. In cases where they were informed and considered the
offenses serious enough to remove the practitioners' licenses, they usually were
not informed of the other States' actions in a timely manner. In addition, State
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licensing laws may preclude a State from taking action based solely on another
State's sanction.
Under current law, HHS can exclude practitioners from participation in
medicare for a number of reasons:
-Conviction of a criminal act against medicare, medicaid, or title XX of
the Social Security Act (section 1128).
-When HHS imposes a civil monetary penalty for acts against medicare or
medicaid (section 1128A).
-Submitting false claims to medicare (section 1128).
-Habitually providing more services than necessary to medicare beneficiaries
(section 1862 (d) ).
-Submitting medicare claims with charges that substantially exceed the
practitioner's customary charges (section 1862(d)).
-Providing services to medicare beneficiaries that are of a quality which fails
to meet professionally recognized standards of care (section 1862(d)).
HHS has authority to require all States to exclude practitioners from participating in medicaid only when the practitioner is convicted of a criminal act
against medicare, Medicaid, or title XX (section 1128) or when HHS has imposed a civil monetary penalty on the practitioner for acts against medicare or
Medicaid (section 1128A). If HHS excludes a practitioner from medicare for
one of the other allowed reasons, it is required to notify State medicaid agencies
of this but cannot require the States to exclude the practitioner from Medicaid.
We believe that the current practitioner exclusion authority HHS has is sufficient in several respects. Our review of HHS's exclusion authority under medicare
and Medicaid showed four potential gaps:
-Practitioners who lose their right to participate in medicaid in one State for
such reasons as habitual overutilization can continue to practice under
medicare in that State or relocate to another where they hold a license and
practice under medicare and Medicaid.
-Practitioners who lose their right to participate in medicare for such reasons as providing inappropriate care can continue to participate in Medicaid
in any State where they hold a license.
-Practitioners who lose their license in one State can relocate to another
State where they hold a license and practice under medicare and medicaid.
-Practitioners convicted of crimes other than medicare and Medicaid fraud
can continue to practice under medicare and medicaid.
The kinds of situations when HHS cannot nationally exclude practitioners
discussed above involve serious problems. Practitioners have been found unfit
to participate in medicare or Medicaid in a particular State, or have been found
unfit to practice in one State. We believe that to protect all medicare and medicaid patients from practitioners found unfit, HHS needs the authority to nationally
exclude them from participation in these programs after reviewing the findings
that caused action to be taken against the practitioners. Also, if HHS could
sanction nationally a practitioner sanctioned by a State licensing board, it would
help eliminate the lag in time between action in one State and action in other
States where a practitioner holds licenses.
The Offiee of Inspector General acknowledges that the Social Security Act does
not give HHS this authority. In fact, the Office plans to submit legislation which
will expand the current exclusion authority to cover convictions for drug-related
offenses and other crimes, and to exclude nationally from medicare and Medicaid
practitioners excluded from either program for reasons other than a criminal
conviction against one of the programs. However, this proposal is too limited, and
we are recommending that it be expanded to provide for a national exclusion
when a practitioner has been sanctioned by a State licensing board.
HHS INFORMATION SYSTEM ON SANCTIONED PrOVIDERS SHOULD BE EXPANDED

Through its Office of Inspector General, HHS is establishing an information
reporting system which will include public information on practitioners who have
been excluded from Federal health care programs and from other public and
private health care payment programs that choose to participate in the informa-

tion system. However, HHS is not planning to include initially in this system
practitioners sanctioned by State licensing boards. We believe that to be effective
the system should include public information on all practitioners sanctioned by
States because they committed acts or have problems that resulted in State licens-
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ing boards determining that these practitioners did not meet minimum professional standards.
We are recommending that the information system include all practitioners
sanctioned by State licensing boards.

Chairman HEINZ. Mr. Kusserow.
STATEMENT OF RICHARD P. KUSSEROW, WASHINGTON, DC, INSPECTOR GENERAL, U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND HUMAN
SERVICES
Mr. KuSSEROW. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Like Mr. Zimmerman, if I may summarize my comments now and
submit the full text for the record?
Chairman HEINZ. Without objection, your entire statement will be
a part of the record.
Mr. KUssERow. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
We are delighted for an opportunity to come before you today and
to explore this area of loopholes and gaps in our sanction authority
and I know that Margaret Heckler, Secretary of Health and Human
Services also shares this great concern as will be evident in my testimony.
The Medicare/Medicaid Programs provide health care to 51 million
aged, infirm, and disadvantaged Americans.
Since 1965, there has been an enormous growth in these programs
going from $5 billion in 1965 to nearly $80 billion last year. There
has been a parallel growth of problems relating to false, fraudulent,
or otherwise improper claims being submitted by health care providers.
As part of our effort in the department to step up the camnpaign
against these types of wrongdoers, we have had two major weapons
added to the Inspector General's arsenal. This is all a part of an
effort to bring together the sanctioned resources of our department
to deal with these types of problems.
In the last quarter of fiscal year 1983, Secretary Heckler transferred to our office from the Health Care Financing Administration
the authority to suspend or terminate from participation in medicare/medicaid all health care providers who engage in fraudulent or
abusive practices.
During the same period of time, the civil money penalties law providing tough monetary sanctions against health providers engaged
in fraudulent practices was also formally implemented by the departinent.

Under these sanctioning authorities, health care professionals engaging in improper practices can be suspended from participation
in the Medicare and Medicaid Programs and/or financially penalized.
They also provide for termination of agreements between the department and hospitals, nursing homes and other institutions engaging
in similar acts.
Under various sections of the Social Security Act as amended, an
administrative sanction may be imposed on an individual who:
1. Submits false claims or statements for payment.
2. Submits or causes to be submitted bills or requests for payment
containing charges substantially in excess of customary charges.
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3. Furnishes services which are determined to be substantially in
excess of the needs of the patients.
4. Furnishes services which are determined to be of quality failing
to meet professionally recognized standards of health care.
5. Fails to keep adequate medical records to demonstrate the need
for services rendered.
In addition, criminal convictions related to either medicare or medicaid are grounds for suspension from those programs.
A provider sanctioned under any of the above authorities is excluded for specific periods of time in almost all cases.
At the end of the period the provider may apply for reinstatement
but reinstatement to the program is contingent on our determination
that the offense is not likely to recur.
It should be noted that the State and local agencies responsible for
licensing or certification are notified of the suspension and are requested to invoke a sanction in acordance with applicable State law
or policy.
Since this transfer of the sanction authority to our office 9 months
ago, the Office of the Inspector General has imposed 480 sanctions,
a figure which is 11/2 times the total cumulative sanctions that have
been applied in the previous 11 years.
Since the authority has been in existence within the department, we
have had a very small amount of sanctioning activity until the last
quarter of last fiscal year. We are taking an active role in our department in pursuing criminal investigations and eliminating all administrative loopholes which breed fraud, waste, and abuse.
Pursuant to our civil money penalty authorities, our office has collected also more than $5 million in the last 9 months for recycling to
the health care programs.
The civil money penalties law and the new suspension-exclusion
authorities are very potent weapons. Coupled with the fact that would
be defrauders among the health care providers now face an increased
risk of imprisonment, these sanctions should underscore the message
that the total resources of our office are massed in an all-out effort to
root out those few who would tarnish their profession by preying on
our health care programs. That should go a long way to correct the
attitudes conducive to fraudulent behavior.
The findings that Mr. Zimmerman presented on behalf of GAO
this morning are ones in which we concur. -Our staff has had ongoing
discussions with GAO during the past year. From the date of the
transfer of the sanction authorities to our office we became acutely
aware of gaps that exist in our present sanctioning authority. Although the transfer of the sanctioning- authorities from HCFA to
our office in 1983 represented a major step in the right direction, many
gaps in these authorities still exist, some to which GAO has siluded.
For example, we are unable to bar individuals or entities that have
demonstrated patterns of fraudulent behavior and have been convicted
of defraiidinf private health care insurors or defrauding other Federal, State, or local government programs.
Take the following case as an example of the concerns we cannot
address under existing authorities.
We recently sanctioned a doctor, a nurse. and a coowner of an abortion clinic for submitting false medicaid claims over a 3-year period.
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The amount of false claims came to over $2 million. These persons
had already been convicted by a State court. The sentence amounted
to 3 years probation and restitution of $540,000 for all three. We sanctioned each for a period of 7 years, respectively, from the Medicare
and Medicaid Programs. However, the clinic still operates, which was
a point agreed to with the State during a plea bargaining session.
Because there exists a gap in our sanctioning authority, we cannot stop
reimbursement to the clinic except to specific services that we can
prove were provided by one of the individuals that we have sanctioned.
There are many other instances that we have found of health providers who have been sanctioned as individuals that are a part of group
practices and the group practice continues to bill. We believe that
this is a major way in which health care providers can circumvent the
sanctioning process during the period of their exclusion or suspension.
Based upon our review of existing authorities, we have begun drafting legislative recommendations for modifications which are needed
to plug the remaining loopholes available to abusers of the health
care programs administered by our department.
Included in our recommendations are requests for such authorities
as the ability to exclude individuals or entities from medicare or
medicaid that have been convicted, in connection with either the
delivery of health care, or a Federal, State, or local government
program, of (1) fraud or financial abuse, or (2) neglect or abuse of
patients. We are recommending authority to exclude those convicted
of unlawful manufacture, distribution, or dispersing of controlled
substances.
Further, we are asking for legislation to exclude those individuals
who have been sanctioned for defrauding or abusing the Medicaid
Program from participation in the Medicare Program. With respect
to civil monetary penalties, we are recommending legislation to permit unified judicial review of the imposition of monetary penalties
and medicare and medicaid suspensions imposed under the civil monetary penalty statute; the subpoena power in all civil monetary penalty proceedings, not just in proceedings involving medicare; civil monetary penalties for claims submitted after the date of exclusion from
medicare and medicaid pursuant to peer review organization determination; and increased State share of civil monetary penalty awards
in order to encourage State investigation and referral of medicaid
fraud cases. We are recommending grants of authority to terminate
from medicare and medicaid participation providers or suppliers
where one or more of its owners, managers, or directors have been
convicted of medicaid or medicare-related crimes, or who have been
sanctioned either by exclusion from program participation or by civil
monetary penalties; exclude persons from participation in medicare
and medicaid who are engaged in conduct which violates the antikickback provisions of the Social Security Act; exclude any entity
that fails to grant immediate access upon reasonable request to the
OIG for the purpose of review of records, documents, or other data
necessary to the IG in performance of the statutory responsibility;
set forth an expressed statute of limitations for civil monetary penalty proceedings; and make several technical clarifying amendments
to those statutes granting authority to control fraud and abuse.
Finally, I would submit, Mr. Chairman, that there should be a statu-
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tory minimum exclusion period of 5 years for individuals convicted
of a criminal offense related to our program.
If there are any questions at this time, I stand ready to answer them,
Mr. Chairman.
Chairman HEINZ. Mr. Kusserow, thank you very much.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Kusserow follows:]
PREPARED STATEMENT

or

RICHARD P. KusszEow

Good morning, Mr. Chairman, members of the committee, I am Richard P.
Kusserow, Inspector General, Department of Health and Human Services. I am
here today to discuss the work of our office regarding the administrative sanction authorities as they relate to the medicare and medicaid programs.
Americans spend over $300 billion a year on health care, annually. It has
become this nation's third largest-and most vulnerable-industry. Medicare
and medicaid, which together represent the second largest expenditure in the
department, next to social security, provide health care to 51 million aged, infirmed and disadvantaged Americans.
Since 1965, federal funding for direct health care service has grown from $5
billion to nearly $80 billion last year. Along with the growth of these two programs has been the parallel growth of problems relating to the false, fraudulent
or otherwise improper claims being submitted by health care providers. Stopping
health care ripoffs and insuring that scarce funds reach those for whom they
were intended, has become the number one priority of the OIG.
In an effort to strengthen the department's ability to protect the multi-billion
dollar health care programs, two major weapons have been quietly added to the
inspector generals arsenal. These invaluable weapons have helped launch an
all-out, long-term counter attack against health care providers who would defraud or abuse this nation's fragile but vital medicare and medicaid programs.
In the last quarter of fiscal year 1983, Secretary Heckler transferred to the
inspector general's office from the health care financing administration the
authority to suspend or terminate from participation in medicare/medicaid all
health care providers who engage in fraudulent or abusive practices. During
the same time period, the Civil Money Penalties Law (CMPL), providing tough
monetary sanctions, was formally implemented by the department, further
empowering the inspector general to take action against health providers who
abuse or defraud these programs. Let me add, Senator, that our acquiring such
authorities could not have been achieved without your support and the assistance
from persons such as you.
Under these sanctioning authorities, health care professionals engaging in
improper practices can be suspended from participation in the medicare and
medicaid programs and/or financially penalized. They also provide for termination of agreements between the department and hospitals, nursing homes, and
other institutions engaging in similar acts.
Under various sections of the Social Security Act as amended, an administrative sanction may be imposed on one who:
(1) Submits false statements or claims for payment.
(2) Submits, or causes to be submitted, bills or requests for payment containing charges substantially in excess of customary charges.
(3) Furnishes services which are determined to be substantially in excess
of the needs of patients.
(4) Furnishes services which are determined to be of quality failing to
meet professionally recognized standards of health care.
(5) Fails to keep adequate medical records to demonstrate the need for
services rendered.
In addition, criminal convictions relating to either medicare or medicaid are
grounds for suspension from those programs.
A provider sanctioned under any of the above authorities is excluded for
specified periods of time, in almost all cases. At the end of the period, the
provider may apply for reinstatement but reinstatement to the programs is
contingent on our determination that the offense is not likely to recur.
It should be noted that the State and local agencies responsible for licensing
or certification are notified of the suspension and are requested to invoke a
sanction in accordance with applicable State law or policy.
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Since receiving the sanction authority nine months ago, the OIG has imposed
480 sanctions-a figure which is one and a half times the cumulative sanctions
applied in the previous 11 years since the authority has been in existence within
the department. The following cases, taken from our files, illustrate some of
the crimes that scar this noble and caring profession:
-A physician was excluded for five years after a State Professional Standards Review Organization (PRSO) unearthed a pattern of poor quality of
care, overutilization of service and improper record-keeping. The litany of
charges against this doctor included: stating that he had performed a full
rectal exam and found no abnormalities when, in fact, the patient had had
a colostomy and was without a rectum and, noting that a female patient
had normal breasts although one had been surgically removed.
-An anesthesiologist, convicted of filing false medicare claims, was also suspended for three years. He defrauded medicare of over $50,000 by inflating
the amount of time he participated in operations.
-A psychiatrist, convicted on 20 counts of presenting false claims to medicare and medicaid, was terminated from the Medicaid Program for a 3-year
period. She had billed for non-existent patients. She also billed individually
for children she met each Saturday at a swimming pool for group therapy.
The OIG is taking an active role both in pursuing criminal investigations and
in eliminating all administrative loopholes which breed fraud, waste and abuse.
In this role, maximum resources are directed against the criminal and civil
abuses occurring in these programs. The new civil money penalties authority
provides another sanction tool in these efforts.
In 1981, concerned by testimony that up to 10 percent of all medicare and
medicaid claims contain false information, Congress responded by authorizing
the Department to develop and implement a program for the administrative imposition of civil money penalties against wrongdoers.
Until enactment of this landmark legislation, the Federal Government was
limited to court prosecutions under the False Claims Act or the criminal code to
compel restitution of funds illegally or improperly claimed. Criminal prosecutions were often times not forthcoming in many health care provider fraud
cases. For a variety of reasons such as clogged court calendars, or insufficient
dollar amounts the Department of Justice was unable to exercise its legal authority.
The CMPL was designed to deal with providers who submit bills for items or
services not provided as claimed. It hits defrauders where it hurts-in the pocketbook. Over and above any prosecutive action, the Department now has the authority to impose assessments and penalties to recover dollars lost as a result of the
submission of false claims. The law permits an assessment of up-to-twice the
amount claimed-against any person or organization who knows or has reason to
know that items or services were not provided as claimed. In addition, not more
than $2,000 per each item or service improperly claimed may also be levied as a
penalty. This insures that there is no unjust enrichment of wrongdoers, and that
they pay a substantial penalty.
HHS regulations specify that the Inspector General of HHS will make the
initial proposal to impose CMPL assessments and penalties. Persons receiving
an initial proposal have the right to a hearing, and judicial review of any final
departmental determination. Unless a hearing is requested, a person would have
no further appeal rights. Hearings are recorded and the parties have the right
to be represented by counsel, to present evidence and witnesses, to cross-examine
and to present oral arguments and written briefs.
Our office has collected more than $5 million for recycling to the health care
programs since passage of this no-nonsense legislation. The following are some
recent CMPL cases:
-A doctor in the northeast continued to bill medicaid even after being suspended as a result of a criminal conviction. We recovered overpayments and
penalties of approximately $120,000.
-An oxygen supplier in the West was billing for oxygen that was not supplied.
We recovered $165,000 for over 2,000 false claims submitted.
-A pharmacist in the Midwest was making claims for payment for services
not rendered. Recovery was $56,000. He was also indefinitely suspended from
medicaid. His total number of false claims was well over 1,000.
Our office recently conducted a study of convicted medical practitioners and
found that they rarely are willing to accept or admit to the guilt of their wrongdoing. Instead, a variety of convoluted rationalizations are routinely offered to
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defend their actions. Their only expressed concern had been the possible loss of
their license to practice, but even that was often considered a minimal risk compared to the potential payoffs from cheating.
There is the textbook example-one with which I know you are quite familiarof a well-known cardiologist and author who bragged about filing nearly $1
million in false medicare, social security and workman's compensation claims.
He was nabbed through extensive investigative work by our office, convicted on
a representative 67 counts of fraud, sentenced to seven years incarceration, five
years probation and a $300,000 fine. In a separate civil matter, this same physician and his wife agreed to settle a false claims suit for $500,000. He claimed
his "psychopathology" made him fill out phony medicare and medicaid claims.
Unquestionably, the civil money penalties law and the new suspension-exclusion authority are potent weapons. Coupled with the fact that crooked health
care providers now face an increased risk of imprisonment, these sanctions
should underscore the message that the total resources of our office are massed
in an all-out effort to root out those few who would tarnish their professions
by preying on our health programs. That should go a long way to correct the
attitudes conducive to fraudulent behavior.
The findings presented by GAO this morning are ones with which I can concur.
My staff has had on-going discussions with GAO during the past year, and we
are fully aware of the gaps that exist in our present sanctioning authorities.
Although the transfer of the sanctioning authorities from HCFA to our office
in 1983 represented a major step in the right direction, gaps in these authorities
still exist.
For example, we are unable to bar individuals or entities that have been
convicted of defrauding private health insurers or defrauding other Federal,
State or local government programs. Take the following case as a sample of the
concerns we can't address under existing authorities.
We recently sanctioned a doctor, a nurse and a co-owner of an abortion clinic
for submitting false medicaid claims over a three year period. The amount of
false claims came to over $2 million. These persons had already been convicted
by State Court. The sentence amounted to 3 years probation and restitution
of $540,000 for all three. We sanctioned each for a period of 7 years, respectively,
from medicare and medicaid programs. However, the clinic still operates which
was a point agreed to by the State during the plea bargaining session. Because
there exists a gap in our sanctioning authority, we can not stop reimbursement
to the clinic unless we can prove that a service is being provided by one of these
three persons.
Based on our review of existing authorities, we have drafted legislative modifications which are needed to plug the remaining loopholes available to wrongdoers of health care programs. Included in our request are such authorities as:
-The ability to exclude individuals or entities from medicare or medicaid that
have been convicted: (1) in connection with (a) the delivery of health care,
or (b) a federal, state or local government program of any crime related
to fraud, theft or financial abuse or with neglect, or abuse of patients; or
(2) of unlawful manufacture, distribution, or dispensing of controlled substances.
-The ability to exclude those who have been sanctioned for defrauding or
abusing the medicaid program from participation in the medicare program,
and vice-versa.
Our full list of recommendations is attached and is being submitted for the
record.
In addition, we also support the GAO recommendation that we be able to exclude nationally for an appropriate period of time a practitioner sanctioned by a
state licensing board. At the present time, we have no authority to exclude a
practitioner from the medicare and medicaid programs on the basis of state licensing board suspension or a revocation of a license, or if the practitioner has surrendered his license voluntarily. There needs to be a nexus between state board
action and our authority to exclude a practitioner from medicare and medicaid.
We would consider this to be another vital tool in our arsenal of weapons now
being used to reduce fraud and abuse in the department's health care programs.
In conclusion, let me say that we plan to make it very difficult and costly for a
health care provider to defraud or abuse the medicare or medicaid programs. I
know that we have the support of every member of this committee in achieving
that goal.

35-874 0 - 84 - 3
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SUMMARY

OF BECOMMBNDED AMENDMENTS

TO SANCTIONING

AUTHORITIES

(1) Exclude individuals or entities from medicare or medicaid that have been
convicted: in connection with (A) the delivery of health care; or (B) a Federal,
State, or local government program, of: (a) fraud or financial abuse; (b) neglect
or abuse of patients; or (c) unlawful manufacture, distribution, or dispensing of
controlled substances.
(2) Exclude individuals or entities who have been sanctioned for defrauding
or abusing the medicaid program from participation in the medicare program.
(3) Exclude an entity from medicare and medicaid where the owners, managers or directors of that entity have been convicted of medicare or medicaid
related crimes.
(4) Exclude an entity from medicare and medicaid which fails to make required disclosures that it is owned or controlled by convicted individuals.
(5) Exclude individuals or entities from medicare and medicaid, who engage
in conduct in violation of the antikickback provision in the Social Security Act.
(6) Exclude any individual or entity that fails to grant immediate access,
upon reasonable request, to the OIG for the purpose of review of records, documents, or other data necessary to the IG in the performance of his statutory
functions.
SUMMARY

OF RECOMMENDED MODIFICATIONS TO CIVIL MONETARY PENALTIES LAW

(1) Permit unified judicial review of the imposition of monetary penalties imposed under the civil monetary penalty statute, and medicare and medicaid
suspensions.
(2) Provide for subpoena power in civil monetary penalty proceedings.
(3) Provide civil monetary penalties for claims submitted after the date of
exclusion from medicare and medicaid pursuant to a peer review organization
determination.
(4) Increase State share of civil monetary penalty awards to encourage State
investigation and referral of medicaid fraud cases.
(5) Add to the type of claims subject to civil monetary penalties claims that
a person knew or had reason to know were false and fraudulent.
(6) Provide a six year statute of limitations for civil monetary penalty actions.

Chairman HEINZ. Mr. Kusserow, let me say that I think the last time
that you were before one of my committees, I think it was the Finance
Committee's joint hearing with the Aging Committee, you were relatively new in your responsibilities as Inspector General of HHS.
Subsequent to those hearings we were able to give you some additional authorities. I understand that the Secretary backed you up with
additional enforcement people.
I think your testimony today as well as the record that you have
established independently of that testimony illustrates that you have
done a very, very good job in cracking down where you now have the
authority and I just want on behalf of our colleagues to commend
you for the progress you have made, the work you have done and for
many of the recommendations you have made here.
I would be remiss if I did not also thank GAO and Mr. Zimmerman,
you and your staff for this very comprehensive report. You omitted
in your verbal testimony some of the examples that you uncovered
here. I thank you for doing that in the interest of time, but I think
it is in a sense unfair to you and your staff and the very difficult job
they had in successful tracking down literally dozens of people, and
several other dozens you were unable to track successfully, not to
acknowledge the-not only the careful documentation of each case but
to omit, at least on the verbal record, the real horror stories that you
have with great meticulousness identified and documented. Perhaps
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we will get to some of them a little later. But I do want to focus on
one specific issue here.
The principal difference between what you recommend as a set of
authorities for the Secretary of HHS and what the draft proposal
that you mentioned is that the sanctioning of State boards would not
in and of itself be a cause under the Secretary's draft legislation for
the prohibition on participation from the medicare and medicaid Program; that is the principal differences as I understand it based on your
testimony.
Do I understand you correctly?
Mr.

ZIMMERMAN.

At the time we looked at the draft, Senator, that

was the case. It may have changed since then.
Chairman HEINZ. Mr. Kusserow, have you got anything you would
like to say about that?
Mr. KussERow. Yes, sir, Mr. Chairman.
First, let me thank you for your kind comments on the progress we
have been making with your encouragement and assistance in the
health care programs.
Second, the concern that we have is that we have a number of cases
where physicians or other health providers have been convicted of
felonies related not only to fraud but also to patient abuse and have
been sanctioned by the State societies or by State courts and have
situations where they could continue to be permitted to practice on
medicaid and medicare beneficiaries with us being basically helpless
to do anything about it.
So we would certainly endorse any provision that would allow us
to get at convicted providers.
The GAO report goes beyond that and recommends exclusion based
on State board sanctions for any other cause, such as impairment of
the physician or other health provider. We would endorse that as well.
Chairman HEINZ. Is there any place where you would not endorse
the GAO recommendations to us?
Mr. KuSSEROW. No, not at all. I would endorse all of its recommenda-

tions. In fact, I would go much further than what they were able to
do. They focused on a narrow band of problem areas. I would look at
the wider band and try to look at all the loopholes that exist in the
sanctioning authorities and take care of those at the same time.
Chairman HEINZ. What would be the principal areas where you
would like to go farther than GAO?
Mr. KuSSEROW. One of the problems that we certainly have been
having is a tie-up of very expensive resources in dealing with administrative hearings that take place because sanction health providers
appeal the period of their suspension or their exclusion.
If a person has been suspended for a criminal conviction, there
should be a minimum period of 5 years so that we do not waste the
ALJ's time and that of our staff in dealing with it.
Then we have a number of technical problems related to compelling
records and testimony and securing exclusions.
So we have submitted, or with your permission, would submit for
the record a complete set of all of our recommendations as well as the
drafts as they now exist with regards to possible legislative remedies
in these areas.
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Chairman HEINZ. Senator Melcher suggested that as long as a physician was ineligible to practice by virtue of disciplinary action in a
particular State, the sanctions, that is, nonparticipation in medicaid,
medicare, should continue to apply. Do you agree?
Mr. KuSSEROW. I believe that if they are not allowed to practice
on the population at large, they absolutely should not have any authority or right to practice on beneficiaries in the medicaid or medicare
programs at any time.
Chairman HEINZ. With respect to the term of any nonparticipation
in Federal programs, why would it be desirable to have a limitation of
5 years or are you not proposing it as a limitation?
Mr. KUSSEROW. Well, I would be proposing it for a felony conviction

or conviction of any violation of criminal statute. I think that a minimum period of 5 years should ensue.
Chairman HEINZ. You are saying it would not be limited, 5 years
Mr. KussERow. It would not be limited to 5 years; it would only be
a minimum. It would go from 5 years on up to total exclusion permanently from the program.
There might be mitigating or extenuating circumstances that might
cause us to want to consider readmitting them to the program after 5
years back in the program with demonstrated good conduct and competence.
But a convicted provider should be suspended for a minimum of 5
years. We should not be going through expensive hearings to have
somebody go from 5 years to 3 years or 18 months to get back into the
program after they have been convicted.
Chairman HEINZ. Mr. Zimmerman, I gather you would not disagree?
Mr. ZIMMERMAN. No, Senator, I certainly would not.
Mr. Kusserow is dealing with the problem on a daily basis. He is
very close to the technical issues that he is confronted with in trying to
administer the program and it sounds to me like he has a problem here
that is going to require some type of solution beyond the issues that we
considered.

Chairman HEINZ. Very well.
One other question.
When you say, Mr. Kusserow, that you could endorse what the GAO
is saying plus some other things, you are speaking for the department
in this case?
Mr. KuSSEROW. I cannot speak for the department, but by the statutory authority that set up the Inspector General's Office, I certainly
can speak for the Inspector General's Office directly to the Congress
on this issue.
But I am confident that Secretary Heckler would agree with us on
this point.

On the recommendation that GAO made with regard to setting up a
national clearinghouse to keen records of suspended or otherwise sanctioned physicians, I would point out we do not now have the authority
to do that. It would require statutory relief to effect that recommendation.
Chairman HEINZ. I have a question that is only somewhat related to
the issues we have been talking about. It does have to do with. generally
speaking, the prevention of fraud but some unique questions that have
arisen under the new DRG, diagnostic-related group system that we

have. It is our understanding that the American Medical Association
and some in the physicians community have expressed concern regarding the new physician attestation form now being required for medicare billings to hospitals.
Why is that form being required?
Mr. KuSSEROW. There are a couple of reasons, Mr. Chairman.
First, we heard from Dr. Derbyshire who pointed out that there are
a lot of problems in the physician community. Proportionately they
represent a very tiny part of that physician community but by the
sheer size, nearly half a million physicians, just by the sheer size it is
a large problem.
What we had happen a little over a year ago is that the Congress of
the United States changed the basis of payment in the hospital setting
from a retrospective cost-plus basis to a retrospective DRGChairman HEINZ. Prospective.
Mr. KUSSEROW. Prospective reimbursement system. And when that
happened, the documentation that would cause payments changed.
Before it was on the cost reports of the hospital; now it is going to
be on the basis of diagnostic-related group.
Now, when the physician makes a diagnosis and in fact determines
what the diagnosis is which results in the DRG payment.
The new diagnosis form contains a warning statement that says that
if you provide false statements on that form, then you could be
prosecuted. The Department of Justice advises us that without such a
warning statement, we could have a situation where physicians could
in fact be falsifying the diagnosis, causing a higher reimbursement
rate or higher payment rate, and yet avoiding prosecution.
The concern that some sectors of the medical community have, is
that they did not have it for 19 years, why do they have it now. The
answer to that is that for 19 years we had a retrospective payment system and now we have a prospective payment system which makes the
basic payment system different because it is keyed upon the physician.
Chairman HEINZ. Have you been working with the American Medical Association on that issue?
Mr. KUSSEROW. I have worked with the health provider community
with regard to that. We are trying to work out some of their concerns.
I have scheduled meetings with them. Some of them are concerned with
the language of it, its position on the form, things of that sort.
We will try to work out what we can in resolving the differences and
the concerns that they have for their constituencies.
Chairman HEINZ. I hope you work that out because with the new
prospective payment system, the administration really turned the old
system on its head. As you well know, under part B of medicare, the
physician portion of medicare, we have exactly that same kind of
attestation. With DRG's being diagnostic-related basic payment system, it is terribly important that those diagnoses be just as accurate
for part A of medicare as they have been all along for part B.
We hope that all difficulties will be satisfactorily resolved.'
Mr. KuSSEROW. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, that shares our concern.
I do not believe that we can be in a position of removing a control
that would permit somebody to engage in fraudulent practices and
then not be able to prosecute them later on.
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Chairman HEINZ. That is of particular concern because of the
change that we have made in the way we reimburse health care. In
previous years one could argue that there was no particular need for
this type of attestation. Now it is essential to the operation of this program. Indeed, one of the things that I think that every Member of
Congress who has studied the DRG system worries about is the incentive in that program to complicate and proliferate diagnoses. In so
doing, more money could be obtained for every individual case that
comes in the door of the hospital. Without some kind of basic control,
neither the Congress nor the taxpayer nor anybody else, including
the board of trustees of that hospital and the review organizations will
have, it seems to me, the kind of quality management information system and controllership system that everybody I think would agree
would be necessary.
So I thank you for your initiative in that area.
Mr. KUssERow. Thank you.

Chairman HEINZ. Gentlemen, I have no further comments for any
of you. What you have done is excellent.
We thank you all for really excellent work.
Mr.

ZIMMERMAN.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

Chairman HEINZ. Our next panel consists of representatives of the
American Medical Association. Dr. John J. Ring is a member of the
AMA Board of Trustees. He is accompanied by Ross N. Rubin.
I think the committee, gentlemen, is anxious to hear what the American Medical Association thinks about this problem and what you think
should be done about it.
Let me ask Dr. Ring, a medical doctor, to please proceed.
STATEMENT OF DR. JOHN S. RING, MUNDELEIN, IL, MEMBER,
BOARD OF TRUSTEES, AMERICAN MEDICAL ASSOCIATION, ACCOMPANIED BY ROSS N. RUBIN, DEPARTMENT OF FEDERAL LEGISLATION, AMERICAN MEDICAL ASSOCIATION
Dr. RING. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, I am John J. Ring,
M.D. I am in the general practice of medicine in Mundelein, IL. I
am now and have always been licensed in one State, the State of
Illinois. I do not intend to obtain a license in another State. Accompanying me today is Ross N. Rubin, director of AMA's Department
of Federal Legislation.
The American Medical Association appreciates the opportunity to
testify today concerning the issue of reimbursement under Federal
health care programs for health care practitioners who lose for cause
a license to practice in one jurisdiction and then relocate to another
State where they also hold a valid license.
The General Accounting Office has discussed this matter with the
AMA, and we are aware of the. concerns expressed in their report regarding continued participation by such practitioners in Federal reimbursement programs and we are aware of GAO's recommendations
to address these concerns. The GAO has defined health care practitioner to include doctors of medicine, doctors of osteopathy, podiatrists, chiropractors, dentists, and pharmacists.
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The AMA is also concerned that health care practitioners who have
been found unfit to practice in one jurisdiction can relocate and practice in another jurisdiction where they hold a license. Such actions by
practitioners concern all professionals in the health care field, since
such practitioners discredit their professions and the State licensure
programs in this Nation. State licensure has been and continues to be a
major factor in assuring the high quality of health care available to all
citizens.
One positive note about M.D.'s is that the number of physicians
involved is relatively few. For physicians, the number of State license
revocations, suspensions, and surrenders for cause, relating to fitness
of practice, is small. Moreover, in cases of impaired physicians, the
advent of programs by State and local medical associations to assist
impaired physicians in overcoming their problems and reentering
practice diminishes the motivation to simply relocate when a problem
is detected.
The AMA maintains a unique database of licensed physicians called
the AMA physician masterfile. The masterfile contains independently
verified information on all physicians licensed to practice within the
United States and includes information such as address, declared
practice specialty, medical education, graduate training, board certification, States where licenses have at some time been granted and a
record of State licensure actions.
The AMA has a longstanding policy of cooperation with State
licensing boards seeking information from the AMA regarding disciplinary actions taken in other States. This is especially important
in light of the fact that in many States revocation of a license in
another jurisdiction constitutes grounds for sanction. When the AMA
receives a request from a State medical board about licensure actions
concerning a physician, that information is promptly provided.
Unfortunately, some States do not routinely take advantage of the
AMA masterfile information. Many States contact the AMA about
the files about particular physicians. Today, we provide information
that we have to States on request. And I must respond to Dr. Derbyshire's comment that the AMA is reluctant to provide this information because of lawsuits. He is correct that the American Medical
Association does not want any more lawsuits.
But we respond to all requests from any State licensing board with
information in our files, provided it is verifiable. The State boards
however may not request the information from the AMA or they
may not know that a physician licensed in another State may have had
an action taken on that license.
Because of this processing and cross-referencing problem, the AMA
intends to make the information we have available more useful to State
licensing boards. When the AMA receives verifiable information concerning a license revocation, suspension or surrender for cause and
when that action involves a physician's competency to practice, we will
notify the medical licensure boards of all States in which our records
show the physician has held a license.
While this committee is particularly concerned with treatment of
the elderly under Federal programs, we believe it is equally important
that the whole population is protected. It is therefore necessary for
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States to take prompt action concerning information regarding practitioners whose licenses are revoked. We are pleased to cooperate in
this patient advocacy role.
In light of concern during the mid 1970s about medical discipline
laws, the AMA developed model State discipline legislation. This
legislation has been distributed to State medical societies for use in
improving State licensure laws where necessary. In light of the concern
about practitioners who hold multiple licenses, the AMA will update
its model State legislation to include suspension, revocation or surrender of a medical license for cause relating to a physician's competency to practice medicine in one State as grounds for disciplinary action in another State.
We will also modify the draft legislation to provide for expedited
due process procedures so that a licensure action can be completed as
quickly as possible, consistent with constitutional safeguards.
It is also the policy of the American Medical Association to terminate a physician's membership in the AMA, if the physician is a direct
member of the AMA, when a license is suspended, revoked or surrendered for cause. For those sanctioned physicians who are members of the AMA through membership in a State medical society, the
AMA will advise the State medical society and encourage appropriate
action.
We realize that this committee's primary concern focuses on the
quality of care for the elderly who receive services under medicare and
medicaid.
The GAO report points out that there are significant gaps in authority of the HHS Secretary to prevent a practitioner who has been sanctioned in one State from continuing to participate in Federal programs
in other States.
Closing gaps such as these while providing appropriate safeguards
and administrative procedures would assist in safeguarding the Medicare and Medicaid Program and beneficiaries in some cases from unqualified practitioners. In the case of license suspension or revocation
for cause relating to medical competency, we believe blanket exclusion
from participation in medicare and medicaid would be appropriate,
regardless of licensure status in other States.
The AMA would support legislation in this area. We would add that
appropriate safeguards must be provided in cases of possible exclusion to assure that the original license suspension or revocation occurred for serious reasons relating only ot competency and not merely
because of a failure to pay registration fees, to obtain required continuing education credits, or other technical reasons.
Mr. Chairman, we commend this committee and the GAO for highlighting this important issue. As we have discussed, the AMA will be
taking affirmative actions to assist in this area. We hope however that
the committee's concerns do not overshadow recognition of the important and valid role of the States in licensing and disciplining health
care practitioners. Delays are not acceptable prior to license suspension or revocation where the delav results from lack of resources or
timely utilization of information. We encourage States to adequately
fund their medical licensing programs.
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The AMA will be pleased to discuss with this committee and others
the development of appropriate legislation to address the concerns of
practitioners with multiple licenses who lose a license in one jurisdiction and then relocate to another State where they hold a license.
We would be pleased to answer any questions the members of the
committee may have.
Chairman HEINZ. Dr. Ring, thank you very much. And as I understand your testimony, let me commend you for your testimony because
it sounds to me that here is an issue on which the General Accounting
Office, the Inspector General of the Health and Human Services, myself and I gather the medical profession essentially agree; is not that
correct?
Dr. RING. Yes, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman HEINZ. Not only do we agree on the problem, we agree on
the solution.
Dr. RING. Yes, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman HEINZ. I should simply declare that the hearing is completed and adjourned, but I have not done that yet. But we are all
grateful for favors, large and small. I would not put this in the small
category at all.
I also serve as a member of the Health Subcommittee on the Senate
Finance Committee, so if any of my questions wander beyond medicare and medicaid, there is a reason for that. And one of the issues
that you yourself did touch on here is the overall number of physicians
that may or may not be competent to practice medicine.
We had in the testimony offered by Dr. Derbyshire a suggestion that
the 500 or so. physicians a year who have been sanctioned in some way
regarding their license is the tip of a much larger iceberg. That this
is one fraction of a percent of all practicing physicians. He suggested
that between 5 and 10 percent of physicians for a variety of reasons
are not fully competent, in his words, to be practicing medicine. And
one of the things that Dr. Derbyshire indicated that I found quite
credible, having been a member of the board of several hospitals during my time in private as opposed to public practice, is that it is much
easier for a hospital or its medical staff to take a doctor who is not performing well aside and say, "We would like you to leave our hospital,
we do not want to get involved in lawsuits and we will not do anything
if you will quietly leave," rather than taking more overt action.
How many incompetent physicians do we have out there who are
not being subject to the sanctions by virtue of losing or having their
licenses suspended?
Dr. RING. I do not know and I do not think Dr. Derbyshire knows
either.
The estimate of 10 percent, I as a practicing physician feel may be
somewhat high. I do not believe that 1 in 10 of my colleagues is incompetent.
Chairman HEINZ. One in twenty?
Dr. RING. I do not know what the number is but I think it is incumbent upon the medical profession and the State licensing boards
to identify incompetent practitioners and see to it that they no longer
practice.
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You are looking at an incompetent physician right now, Mr. Chairman, if it comes to the removal of a brain tumor. I think I am pretty
good at family practice. Incompetence would have to be defined pretty
clearly to me and I would have to see some better statistics than Dr.
Derbyshire has to come up with a valid estimate.
I might add that I too am on a hospital board and'the question that
he brought up is a very valid one. Hospitals tend to say: Let us get
rid of this problem, we do not want a lawsuit, we do not want this or
we do not want that.
The way our hospital approached it is that on all applications for
staff privileges at the hospital we require the applicant physician to
sign a waiver and actually a directive to other hospitals and other
bodies to supply our hospital with all the information that they have.
It has been very useful in our hospital. And if you ever get back on
another hospital board, Senator, it might be useful in yours.
Chairman HEINZ. I am still on one. They have not defrocked me yet.
Dr. RING. But we have had nice information, good information
which we have been able to use.
Mr. RUBIN. Mr. Chairman, if I might add on that. The AMA has
been concerned about this for a long time in our model State legislation to encourage the improvement of State licensing. We would recommend that States adopt mandatory reporting requirements for hospital review committees or hospital governing boards, and for physicians who become aware of hospitals, that when a physician becomes
aware of incompetent practice, for example,. that physician is mandated by.State law to report to the State licensing board.
On the other hand, there has to be some protection for those practitioners and we would also encourage States to adopt some type of
immunity from legal action where a physician made a good faith report
so that somebody is not placed at jeopardy by doing what they think
is right, by going to a State board and then winding up being sued for
libel when they have made a good faith report.
Chairman HEINZ. Well, that is a problem. It is even sometimes a
problem when you bring in expert testimony to get a physician delicensed.
I have talked to a physician here in Washington not too long ago
who had to make a trip to Florida to testify regarding somebody they
had kicked out of a hospital here. He went down to Florida to testify
against him down there. The lawsuits ensuing that that fellow was
threatened with were a real concern to him. Unfortunately, the physician in Florida got off with a slap on the wrist.
In any event, I hope you will follow up with your model legislation
and get States to attend much more aggressively to this problem. I
think we all-I think the American Medical Association has come a
long way in the last 5 or 10 years in recognizing that there is a problem. Ten years ago the answer was that there was no problem. Some
said, "It could not possibly be 5 percent, it has got to be much smaller
than that." Now we are kind of saying, "Well, maybe, maybe between
5 and 10 percent. Who knows ?"
One of the things that might help is if States went about recertification. In a sense, Members of Congress get recertified every 2 and 6 years.
If it is good for us, why is it not good for members of the medical profession? And by the way, recertification is not foolproof.
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Dr. RING. If States feel that is the appropriate role, we would support that.
Chairman HEINZ. How do you feel about it personally?
Dr. RING. I feel favorably. I am a member of the American Academy
of Family Physicians and I am a diplomat of the American Board
of Family Practice and we are up for recertification every 6 years
just like Members of the U.S. Senate.
Chairman HEINZ. Very well.
Let me at this time talk to someone who has not yet had to have his
license recertified, he has only been here 3-or 2 years.
Senator Wilson.
Senator WILSON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I apologize for the fact that another hearing claimed my attention
and I had to come back in late. I gather in my absence there has been
agreement by virtually everybody, including AMA as to the wisdom
of some remedial legislation.
Let me just at this point ask one question. When the problem with
respect to revocation of a license arises from causes other than professional competence, is there an opportunity for a physician to cure
his defect to rehabilitate himself ?
In other words, where it is not a function of his competence so much
as-well, to pick an example, just to make the point, where he has been
careless about paying his dues or something like that, is there an
opportunity for the physician to be rehabilitated in his State or if
he chooses to go to another State to have his credentials reinstated?
Dr. RING. Usually there is, Senator, and it is the position of the
AMA that actions preventing physicians from participating in the
Medicare and Medicaid Program should not include failing to pay
his license fee by a matter of 7 days.
With regard to other rehabilitative activities, AMA and the State
medical societies or strong proponents of impaired physician programs
where we can get a physician who is impaired by alcoholism or drug
abuse, get him into a program, rehabilitate him and put him back into
practice where he will do himself and the community some good.
Senator WILSON. Does the draft legislation have any impact on
any of those programs?
Chairman HEINZ. I think, Senator Wilson, in fairness to Dr. Ring,
when you say draft legislation, I think he is referring to the recommendations of the GAO.
We do not have as yet, Senator Wilson, any legislation introduced,
just a set of recommendations from the GAO to go on.
Dr. RING. I have not seen the legislation. I hope the legislation
when it does come would include the concepts that you bring up.
Mr. Ru-BIN. Senator Wilson, your State of California has probably
one of the more progressive programs in that area with a State
licensure law that allows for a variety of sanctions rather than an
all or nothing termination. It is a recognition of the people in Sacramento that the community and the Federal Government have a
large investment in supporting medical education. It has a tremendous investment in their training and that if a sanction less than
total revocation of a license can still provide a community resource
under supervision after a certain rehabilitation period, possibly a
suspension of privileges to write prescription drugs or something like
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that, the physician can still be a resource for the community and
return to practice.
As an attorney, a loss of a license for me means that I have lost
my livelihood, basically, the same thing for the physician. And we
commend those States that are progressive enough and try when
possible to rehabilitate a physician.
I think Dr. Ring pointed out when there is a physician that cannot
be rehabilitated, they are a black mark on the entire profession and
we would support them being severely sanctioned.
Senator WILSON. Yes; I have a note here that indicates to me that
with respect to the recommendations you apparently expressed what
I would anticipate be a normal concern about due process. I do not
see that being any problem, though.
Dr. RING. Senator, we see protracted due process as a problem.
Senator WILSON. I am sorry.
Dr. RING. We see protracted due process as a problem, due process
which takes 41/2 years rather than a couple of months.
Senator WILSON. Has there been any sort of problem of that kind
in the States?
Dr. RING. I think there have. There were some examples cited where,
while the process is going on, the physician was still in the program.
In Illinois, if I might, Mr. ChairmanChairman HEINZ. Please.
Dr. RING. The Medical Society identified rather serious problems
in medical discipline and went to the State recommending a rather
stringent medical disciplinary act in upping our registration fee from
$10 a year to $40, with all sorts of added investigators and of generally tightened up medical disciplinary plan. We have the $40 assessment every year but the State has not seen fit to spend the money
and it has not, to the satisfaction of the Illinois State Medical Society,
tightened up medical discipline to a sufficient extent. Encouragement
of the States is a vital part of this program.
Chairman HEINZ. We would agree.
Senator WILSON. Let me ask this final question:
I represent a State that has a great number of military installations
and also an enormous retired military population.
Is it possible for doctors whose licenses have been revoked to enter
the military and practice without a license from any State?
Dr. RING. I think that might be possible, although I am only licensed
in Illinois and only have been licensed in Illinois, I practiced in two
States in one territory by virtue of my service in the military. That is a
possible loophole.
Mr. RuBIN. I think you are absolutely right, Senator, it is a Federal
constitutional responsibility to protect Federal officers from harassment by States. The decision goes back to the Supreme Court in the
1700's. We understand, though, that the Department of Defense is
now initiating programs so that all military physicians and other
health care practitioners would be required to be licensed in at least
one jurisdiction. But they are doing that on a voluntary basis. States
cannot regulate Federal officers.
Chairman HEINZ. And to answer Senator Wilson's concern, if it on
reflection turns out to be as real a concern as it is now, I think that it
would be possible, Senator Wilson, to draft legislation that says that
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any physician that loses eligibility for medicare, medicaid, title V,
title XX, would also be rendered ineligible similarly for participation
as a physician or providing similar services to the military. I think
there is a way to deal with that if indeed it is serious a problem. It can
very well be a loophole and I commend you for bringing that to our
attention.
Senator WILSON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Thank you, gentlemen.
I have no further questions.
Chairman HEINZ. Senator Wilson, thank you very much.
Dr. Ring, thank you very much for your excellent testimony and
also you, Mr. Rubin. We appreciate your attendance.
Dr. RING. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman HEINZ. Our final panel consists of Mr. Wood and associates and Mr. Carter.
Would you please come forward to the witness table.
Mr. William Wood is the executive director of the New York State
Office of Professional Discipline. He is accompanied by Daniel J.
Kelleher, director of investigations; and Ms. Frances S. Berry, director
of the National Clearinghouse on Licensure and Enforcement, Council
of State Governments, Lexington, KY. Also, Mr. Robert T. Carter who
is the counsel for the Kentucky Board of Medical License. I am told
that he is involved on a daily basis with the investigations and prosecutions of unfit medical care practitioners.
Together these witnesses should help us better understand the State
perspective on this problem.
Mr. Wood, would you please proceed.
STATEMENT OF WILLIAM L. WOOD, JR., NEW YORK, NY, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, OFFICE OF PROFESSIONAL DISCIPLINE, STATE
OF NEW YORK
Mr. WOOD. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, I am very pleased to
appear before you today to discuss the need for a national disciplinary
information system covering physicians and other health care professionals.
I am executive director of the New York State Education Department Office of Professional Discipline. My office is responsible for receiving complaints and investigating and prosecuting through administrative proceedings allegations of professional misconduct against
30 professions licensed by the New York State Board of Regents,
500,000 licensees in all. These professions include medicine, dentistry,
nursing, pharmacy, psychology, chiropractic, podiatry, and optometry.
In addition, I am chairman-elect of the National Clearinghouse on
Licensure, Enforcement and Regulation and cochair of its committee on the national disciplinary information system. CLEAR is an
affiliate of the Council of State Governments. It is a voluntary national
organization of State agencies involved in licensure, regulation, or
enforcement of licensed professionals.
This month CLEAR will publish its first quarterly report of disciplinary actions that had been taken by its subscribing members.
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I first became aware of a need for a routine, frequent and comprehensive sharing of professional disciplinary information when, as
head of the New York State Attorney General's Education Bureau,
I was engaged in the administrative prosecution of a medical doctor
who, for a fee of $5,000, agreed to sew synthetic wig fiber into bald
men's scalps to give them the appearance of having hair. These
victims included many elderly Americans. While the disciplinary
proceeding was pending, the physician left New York for Florida
where he was already licensed and opened an office there. When complaints about his practice in Florida developed and it was also learned
that he was being prosecuted in New York, he left Florida and sought
licensure, reportedly, in Texas and then South Dakota. Currently,
his whereabouts are unknown. Although he has been revoked in New
York, it is possible that he could still be practicing somewhere in the
United States.
Another case involved a 63-year-old woman who was left catastrophically disabled after being operated on by a physician who,
though legally licensed in Florida, had in a period of 21/2 years been
previously revoked in New York, Michigan, Nevada, Ohio, and
Arizona.

Because of the mobility of many licensed professionals and the fact
that many of them maintain licensure in more than one State, it is
essential that States exchange disciplinary information, if they are
to effectively discharge their responsibility of protecting their citizens' health, safety, and welfare.
New York State's attempt at solving the need for exchanging information before it turned to CLEAR was to periodically mail to
every State a report listing all the disciplinary actions that had been
taken by the State Board of Regents. However, because many States
have autonomous boards for each profession rather than a single
agency with responsibility over many professions, such a mailing
involves many hundreds of pieces of mail and not just 50.
But, in any event, a number of States followed suit. Nevertheless,
even though we were advising every State of New York's decisions,
we heard from relatively few States. We strongly feel that a single
comprehensive report issued by CLEAR to the States that subscribe
will be a giant step forward and win maximum usage.
We agree that the Department of Health and Human Services
should be granted additional authority to use State sanctions as a
basis for excluding practitioners from Medicare and Medicaid Prograins.

However, if such additional authority were granted, but no mechanism existed for the dissemination of such disciplinary information,
little purpose would be served. For that reason we support any idea
that may lead to a more comprehensive, more efficient system for sharing disciplinary information.
Both the State of New York and CLEAR look forward to cooperation with you in this effort. We will make our disciplinary information
system available to the Department and will -be happy to furnish any
other assistance it may require. And we would be very happy to respond to any questions that you might have.
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Chairman HEINZ. Mr. Wood, thank you.
I am going to withhold any questions until we hear from our next
witness, Mr. Carter.
Mr. Carter, please proceed.
STATEMENT OF R. THOMAS CARTER, LOUISVILLE, KY, LEGAL COUNSEL, KENTUCKY STATE BOARD OF MEDICAL LICENSURE
Mr. CARTER. Thank you, Senator. Senator Wilson.
I appreciate the opportunity to speak to you today because I think
it is important for you to hear from someone who is in the trenches.
I am one of a handful of attorneys employed full time directly by a
licensure board to prosecute disciplinary cases. I am here to share some
of the experiences in the field of medical discipline that bear upon the
issues being discussed.
In my position I have the opportunity to observe and become involved with medical licensure matters in all the States and I can assure
you that the problems which I wish to discuss are faced by every State
medical board.
The American health care delivery system has its greatest impact on
aging Americans because they utilize the system the most. Because
they do so, these individuals are those who are most likely to be impacted, directly or indirectly, by the problem in physician licensure
and discipline which I have been asked to address.
The problem is the movement from State to State of physicians who
have committed acts of misconduct. Time does not allow me to define
the problem with any particularity, however, please understand that
this problem is complex with many, many nuances. Simply stated, the
problem consists of physicians who have been disciplined or who could
potentially face discipline, by a State's physician licensure board moving to another State in order to escape its jurisdiction without a restriction or to avoid prosecution in a jurisdiction they are leaving.
Some examples that I am familiar with may be helpful.
Example No. 1. Dr. W. is convicted in Pennsylvania of medicare
fraud and his license in Pennsylvania is revoked. After serving his
sentence he moves to Kentucky, where he already holds a license, 'and
establishes a practice in a rural part of the State. By the time he is
discovered to be in Kentucky and the process of prosecution is begun,
a year has passed. Thus, Dr. W., a convicted medicare felon, has practiced over a year, in the State to which he moved without Government
scrutinization.
In the following examples I will need to disguise the identity of the
individuals and of the States and some of the facts, because these cases
are under litigation or investigation presently.
Example No. 2. Dr. X, is an alleged substance abuser who was dismissed from a hospital in State A for inappropriate behavior in the
operating room. The doctor was also prosecuted in the same State for
misdemeanors involving theft and brandishing a deadly weapon. After
the doctor learns that he is being investigated by State A's licensure
board, he surrenders his license in that State and moves to State B
where he also holds a current license. Thus, he has done what we commonly call surrender and run.
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The State of surrender dismisses the case for pragmatic reasons and
State B is left with the task of proving misconduct that has occurred
in a distant State. Dr. X. continues to practice in State B all during
this period, about 2 years. He, like the physician in the previous example, practices in a small community.
Example No. 3. Dr. Y., who practices in a small town in State A,
becomes the subject of a major investigation pursuant to allegations
of fraud, overutilization, drug abuse, misprescribing, and inappropriate care. Because of the State's enormous investigation workload, the
investigation of the doctor is delayed and then, once begun, is lengthy
and difficult. In the midst of the investigation, the doctor apparently
loads his entire operation onto a truck and heads to State "B," where
he presumably has a license, and State A gears back its investigation,
again for pragmatic reasons.
Example No. 4. Dr. Z. practices in a village located in State A. He
is removed from the staff of the local hospital for alleged gross malpractice in February 1981. In May 1981, he applies for licensure in
State B and gives a "no" response to a question on State B's application
asking whether he had ever been censured by a hospital. When contacted by State B, State A indicates that the doctor is licensed in good
standing, probably because the hospital has not yet informed State A
of its action. The doctor practices in a small town in State B for 3
years before the original State notifies State B that his license in that
State has been permanently revoked because of incompetence and gross
malpractice.
There are many other examples of the problem which could be cited.
It is a major concern of the Federation of State Medical Boards of
the United States, Inc., which held its annual meeting last week. The
representatives of all the States in attendance recognize the need to
take corrective action such as:
First, the development in each State of more expedient investigational and prosecutoral apparatus.
Second, the development of laws that not only allow but make mandatory the sharing of derogatory information among State boards, no
matter the stage of the proceeding.
Third, the implementation of more thorough scrutinization processes
for physicians entering a State.
Fourth, the passing of sterner laws concerning the reporting of misconduct to the licensure boards by physicians, hospitals, and medical
societies.
Fifth, the development of laws which give boards personal jurisdiction over licenses thus allowing States to long-arm violators despite
the fact that they may have surrendered their licenses.
Medical licensure is a power of the States and should remain with
them. The States have been working, with the Federation's encouragement, to pass and implement legislation which will help end this
problem that plagues American medicine. However, for a host of reasons, the States cannot move with great alacrity in this area. As Dr.
Derbyshire noted, less than 20 States have as yet passed a law that
allows for the discipline of a physician in one State if he has been
disciplined in another State.
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Therefore, the States need help. Perhaps this help could be through
the mechanism of the medicare system, such as a provision that would
allow for the suspension, under certain circumstances, of the reimbursement rights of any physician who has been disciplined by a
hospital, medical society or State board, or who has left a jurisdiction
while under investigation. However, such a measure has limitations
since a physician could simply begin doing business on a cash basisas many do-and avoid the effect of such action.
Perhaps a better Federal control would be through the vehicle of
the Drug Enforcement Administration's controlled substances permit.
This permit must be held by every physician who wishes to utilize
controlled substances in his practice and is therefore a very precious
item. The problem of interstate movement of offending physicians
could be much alleviated if a physician's DEA permit could be restricted if he attempted to leave a jurisdiction either during an investigation or after formal discipline has been imposed by the jurisdiction's
licensure board. The law would certainly have to be drawn so as to
avoid being "over-broad" but it would not lack for at least one rational
basis in fact: Probably over half the investigations conducted by
licensure boards involve misconduct relating to controlled substances.
Although time does not allow, this committee should at some
juncture consider what actually is the greatest issue facing State
medical boards: the foreign medical graduates. Although many of
the individuals are well qualified, and let me stress that many are
well qualified, many are not. The States have been struggling for
years to develop a method of review that would insure the competency
of those FMG's who are licensed. The issue is noteworthy here for
three reasons:
First, foreign medical graduates appear, from my experience, to
present a disproportional number of disciplinary problems, not necessarily things that should be formally disciplined, but discipline
problems, especially fraud, although I should stress that this may be
due to a cultural adjustment that many of the foreign medical graduates have and local prejudices.
Second, foreign medical graduates, particularly alien FMG's, move
from State to State much more often than American trained
physicians.
Last, unlicensed, and what I mean by that is those who are actually
unable to obtain licensure, foreign medical graduates have a tendency
to gravitate to hospitals where they serve as physician assistants and
surgical assistants whose services are often paid for, one way or another, by Medicare and other reimbursers.
In conclusion, I hope the committee noticed in the examples I cited
earlier that every physician involved moved from a small town in
one State to a small town in another State. Small towns today have
a high percentage of older Americans. They usually have but one
nursing home, one hospital, if any, and very few physicians, sometimes no more than one. They appear to be good places for offending
physicians to hide. Some people argue that a bad physician is better
than no physician. I do not accept this argument because bad physician care is sometimes a greater threat to the public welfare than none
at all.

35-874 0 - 84 - 4
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Mr. Chairman, that concludes my remarks and I would be glad to
entertain any questions that you or Senator Wilson might have.
Chairman HEINZ. Mr. Carter, thank you and Mr. Wood both for
some excellent testimony.
I would like to divide my questions really into two components.
First, the question of that information system which both of you
brought up, Mr. Wood with his work with CLEAR certainly is deeply involved with it. He does point out that the single largest problem
is the voluntary nature of people subscribing to the usage of your
register.

It seems to me that the logical thing for us to do-I am speaking for
myself, I am not in a position to speak for Congress or members of
this committee individually-would be as a condition for State participation in medicaid which is a Federal matching fund program to require that States give us information at a minimum of all completed
disciplinary actions taken against any of these professions we want
to look at it, not just M.D.'s but many of the ones that Mr. Wood has
described as well.
There is a difficult line to draw and I sitting here do not know how
to draw it. But it is the question of how you handle people who are
under investigation and at what point should an alarm bell of warnings go off for medicare and medicaid?
The suggestion Mr. Carter that you make which is providing a meaningful check point so that people do not leave the jurisdiction while
they are under investigation sounds extremely helpful to me. And I
am indebted to you for the description of the Drug Enforcement Administration's controlled substance permit which might be a very effective means. You point out quite correctly that a large number of these
people, as many as half or more are involved with selling phony prescriptions to patients who go out and then get themselves a lot of dangerous substances. I think that is a most practical, ingenious suggestion. And I would also agree with you that in fashioning the way it
should work you have got t6 be careful because you do not want for
the wrong reasons to impede someone's travel, although I would like to
know just how serious a problem it is. If a physician is under investigation, in what circumstances should he forfeit-not should he not
forfeit his controlled substance permit if he is going out of the State?
Mr. CARTER. Well, I will note two things here.
First of all, I find the profession at large, even many of the better
physicians, to be somewhat naive, in my experience, about the controlled substance problem. I invite people all the time to come walk
with me for a week and be shocked, that there are things going on that
are amazing.
The Kentucky Medical Board for instance has provisions that allow
for temporary suspension of a license or restriction of a license such
as the restriction of someone's ability to prescribe controlled substances during the pendency of an action, but we have to file a coinplaint first before we can temporarily suspend. Therefore, that does
not really correct the problem of what happens during an investigation
when a physician is under scrutinization for drugs and he takes off to
another State. That is why the States are in kind of a bind because
of some limitations in open records laws, and because the States are a
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little wary of sharing investigational information not formally entered of record because of the enormous implications of civil rigIts
suits. There needs to be some kind of a national check, especially for
people who are involved with drugs.
And I might note this, that the AMA has been part of a program
known as PADS, which stands for prescription abuse data synthesis.
We are implementing this in Kentucky, it has been implemented in
other States, it is a mechanism by which you can identify both regionally and according to physician and drug where the problems are in
controlled substances, because I would note to you that invariably the
States and cities which have metropolitan areas near borders, this
problem crosses State lines all the time and invariably the physician
has a license in both States. And before both States can figure it out,
the trouble is in both States. That is why I wish-and I think it is unfortunate that DEA has been forced to cut back its staff and its investigations. There is a need for the Federal Government to become
a little more active in helping States deal with what I consider, to be an
interstate problem.
Chairman HEINZ. Mr. Wood, let me ask you: At what stage in the
disciplinary practice should a physician, for example-should States
and your organization CLEAR be allowed to obtain and disseminate
derogatory information on a physician?
Mr. WOOD. I think clearly the safest answer to that question is that
the information ought to be disseminated-to the public only after there
has been a final determination of misconduct, that is, after the licensee
has been afforded due process, the opportunity to confront his accusers
and to make a defense, and so forth.
However, many States, including New York, authorize their enforcement agencies to share any investigative information they may
have with any other proper State agency, so we can share information
with other State licensing and enforcement agencies and we can share
information with criminal authorities within our State and outside of
our State. My feeling is that it is entirely appropriate to share such
information as long as the States with whom you are sharing the
information recognize that the licensee is entitled to due process; that
merely because you have opened investigation does not necessarily
mean you are going to be able to establish misconduct on the part of a
licensee.
I think an early warning system, where at an early stage of the investigation the information can be shared so that other States are at
least on notice that there is an investigation, will result in a better job
by all the States in the discharge of their responsibilities.
Chairman HEINZ. SO you are saying you would not recommendwell, let me ask and turn it around.
Would you recommend that we, the Federal Government, do exactly
that with respect to the people, that HHS be notified of any such proceedings and that without taking any disciplinary action, HHS notify
other States?
Mr. WOOD. Yes, I think that would have to be an effective system.
I think you would be able to handle that system and that it would be
effective and help protect the public.
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Chairman HEINZ. Would you agree with Mr. Carter's suggestion
that, as I understand it, and maybe he will correct me if I misunderstand it, that we should-while someone is under investigation in a
State, in effect restrict their ability by calling their Federal controlled
substance permit if he or she moved out of State until that investigation is concluded; does that seem like a good idea to you?
Mr. WOOD. I doubt that-I believe that the courts would not permit
you to do that. I do not believe they would permit you to do that until
there had been due process afforded that practitioner.
So from a practical point of view, you are going to have to give him
an opportunity to respond to charges before you apply any sanction.
Chairman HEINZ. What would you do to avoid the problem of
people skipping States before the conclusion of their investigation is
reached?
Mr. WOOD. They do not need to be present in a State to bring a disciplinary action to a conclusion. When people leave a State while a
proceeding is pending, I think it is important that you conclude your
disciplinary action against them, while still affording them due process
rights. Obviously, the fact that they have skipped suggests they are
not going to avail themselves of such rights. After you have concluded
your action, you can disseminate that information to the States, including-t-he States where they may have fled.
Chairman HEINZ. Let me yield to Senator Wilson for any questions.
I have taken my time.
Senator WILSON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
This may be a naive question, but am I correct in assuming that in
New York, disciplinary proceedings or investigations of this kind are
not public?
Mr. WOOD. Disciplinary investigations and prosecutions are confidential until they have been decided by the State Board of Regents.
Then the hearing, the transcript, the evidence can be made public.
The authority that we have to share them with other enforcement
and law enforcement agencies is separate and apart from the general
confidentiality that the investigations and prosecutions are afforded.
Senator WILSON. In other words, if you conduct an investigation
and conclude that a complaint is not warranted, as a result, no action
of a disciplinary kind will be taken, then the case is closed and remains
confidential; who could have access to that? Could someone-could
your counterpart in California?
Mr. WOOD. Yes, my counterpart in California.
In other words, a responsible State authority that presumably operates under law and recognizes standards of fairness and therefore
would not be able to take any adverse steps against a licensee where
our investigation had concluded that that person was without fault.
We could share that information with other State agencies. We could
not share that information with the general public, not with the press,
not with professional societies, with individuals who make inquiries
to us about the individual. We would not make that information public
to those.
Senator WILSON. Mr. Carter, did you want to respond to that?
Mr. CARTER. Yes, I think it should be pointed out here that one of
the things that is a problem is the open records and meetings laws.
All the States are different. In Kentucky, for example, the minute we
file a complaint-now, you have to understand people file grievances
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with a board but that does not mean a complaint is going to be issued
and the board has to make a probable cause of determination for a
complaint to be issued. But once that complaint is filed, the complaint
and everything in the record that goes in afterward is just like it
would be in a civil or criminal case, and it is open to public scrutiny.
All our hearings are open to public scrutiny. This affords the public
an opportunity to more or less weigh its own evidence, I suppose.
We, however, do not share information during the course of an investigation. We will discuss generalities like I am doing here, but we
will not discuss individuals. That is a decision that has been made
that we think is appropriate, based on what we are facing with open
records, meetings laws, and civil rights laws.
Senator WILSON. I am a little confused. Mr. Wood has stated that
New York, that kind of proceeding would be closed.
Mr. CARTER. That is right.
Senator WILSON. And it is in Kentucky as well; I would think it
would be almost everywhere.
Mr. WOOD. No; you would have different systems in different States.
So in Kentucky, he is indicating that their State law does not permit a veil of confidentiality to be placed over those proceedings. The
same would be true for the State of Florida.
Senator WILSON. So what is closed in your State is open in another?
Mr. WOOD. That is right.
Mr. CARTER. I might note there is a qualification under the revised
law that we recently got through the Kentucky General Assembly
that would allow us to close the proceedings but only when, there is
information of personal character about persons other than the
charged physician. For instance, patients. It is not a protection for
the physician.
Senator WILSON. What remedy is there in Kentucky for a physician
who is the victim of a false charge?
Mr. CARTER. You have to understand in Kentucky now we have
several-many investigators. We also have physician consultants who
review the results of investigations. We have an investigation committee composed of physicians who review all the matters involved
in the investigation in closed session and recommend action to the
board.
By the time it gets to the board, it has been reviewed by probably
8 to 12 doctors who feel like there is probable cause to file a complaint.
That is a safeguard in that regard.
There are also some other safeguards I do not have time to go into
today in the new law that will go into effect in July.
But the bottom line is, I do not think that I ever filed a complaint
and probably will not that we do not feel like there is serious misconduct and we can prove that case.
Now, technical things have arisen in the course of cases, certainly.
Senator WILSON. What you are saying is that there is a private
hearing that precedes a public hearing?
Mr. CARTER. Yes, sir; we do invite the charged physician, especially
in serious matters, before the investigation committee so that he will
have an opportunity to respond to the grievances that have been made
against him before any formal complaint has been issued by the board
itself.
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Senator WmisoN. Mr. Carter, does DEA or does anyone else have
any idea of the magnitude of drug offenses by physicians?
Mr. CARTER. Senator, the problem is one of degrees. Serious offenses
involve physicians that would require revocation I think are percentagewise small. However, there are numerous problems the physicians
have that do not get reviewed or we decline to review them for whatever reason.
Let me give you a good example. Controlled substances, you have a
number of people who are-we can identify four types of controlledsubstances persons: persons who abuse, persons who deliberately traffic, persons who inappropriately prescribe deliberately, and people who
are simply ignorant of pharmacology. Pharmacology has changed so
much in the last 10 years it has been very difficult I think for many
physicians to keep up. Well, they are not bad parties; they need reeducating.
But I daresay my personal opinion is that probably one-fifth of the
physicians in the country could use some retraining in pharmacology.
I have physicians who tell me all the time where they get their information is the drug salesman. Well, this is a serious problem and it is
not easily corrected by us. It is a serious disciplinary problem in general terms, but it is not worthy of formal complaint. And therefore it
does not show up in the numbers of disciplinary cases in the States. But
these are problems that need to be corrected if health care is to be extended in an appropriate fashion to the public.
So I think that when Dr. Derbyshire says 10 percent, I think there
may be 10 percent that have problems and need review.
Chairman HEINZ. If the Senator would yield for a comment.
The committee, my recollection is, only last year held a hearing on
the misprescribing of drugs by perfectly honest doctors but doctors
who had become incompetent to prescribe drugs not just because they
willfully malpracticed but because, as Mr. Carter has said, things are
changed so much. And a study has done in my home town of Pittsburgh, actually in Beaver County as I recollect, that indicated that as
many as 40 percent of the doctors really had an inadequate knowledge
of pharmacology and we had many real case histories describing how
several drugs would be prescribed, there would be side effects from
those drugs, more drugs would be prescribed. The end result was that
in some cases 15 or 20 prescriptions would have been inflicted on a
person and, indeed, the underlying cause had been so obscured by all
of the symptoms of the drugs that the patient never really got well and
suffered a variety of-the patients suffered a variety of very, very
serious problems. This is a very serious problem for the elderly because
they end up having the most number of multiple prescriptions. I cannot recollect, Senator Wilson, whether you were here for that hearing
but I wanted them and you in case you had not been made aware of it;
it is a very serious problem.
I thank you for yielding.
Anything additional?
Senator WILSON. No, Mr. Chairman, I have no further questions of
Mr. Carter or Mr. Wood.
Senator HEINZ. I have one last question for Mr. Wood.
Mr. Wood, would you just following up on what Mr. Carter said
regarding foreign medical graduates, please briefly describe the prob-
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lems you were having in verifying the medical education records of
foreign graduated doctors?
Mr. WOOD. We have recently encountered a case in New York
State-I am afraid its dimensions go far beyond New York Stateand it is a situation where people have presented medical degrees and
supporting credentials that reflect that they have completed a medical
education, when in fact they have fraudulently obtained those credentials, in many instances purchasing them and paying up to $27,000 for
the documents. And in some instances never setting foot on the island
where the medical education was offered.
The case that initially came to our attention involved 165 people
who had paid $1.5 million to a man named Pedro DeMesones, to obtain
fraudulent degrees and credentials. We became aware of these cases
during the last 4 months. All of them involve the unauthorized or unlicensed practice of medicine. These cases got a lot of public attention
and hospitals in New York have called to our attention people who
were graduates of the medical school involved so that now we have
500 active cases involving purported medical graduates who we believe obtained their degrees and credentials fraudulently.
Chairman HEINZ. Did you say 500?
Mr. WOOD. Yes; 500 in New York State.
Chairman HEINZ. Just in New York State?
Mr. WOOD. That is right. There are active investigations in California and Illinois and Massachusetts and a number of other States.
Chairman HFINZ. Time does not permit us to go into it now, but
this sounds like a subject for another investigation and hearing by our
committee.
I thank you for bringing it to our attention. I would only observe
that, as I mentioned in my opening statement where I quoted the case
of a doctor, a Dr. "T" who first claimed that he had a diploma from
the University of Saigon. When that was checked up on-by the way,
it was the University of Saigon, campus of Montpellier University in
France, claimed that-6h, no, it was not Saigon, it was up in Hanoi
and presumably that it was going to be a little tougher to get the
records out of Hanoi, there might be a few CIA operatives still in
Saigon, and he did not have to pay anybody for those fraudulent
diplomas and he managed to fool a number of people for quite a while.
Indeed, he is still fooling people in Nevada, as I remember, yes, he is
still practicing in Nevada and he is medicare and medicaid certified,
so he is still fooling us. And that he did not have to pay, you know,
neither he nor anybody else apparently made any money off that,
unlike the 300 people who paid $1 million-plus to that person you
mentioned. So this is a significant issue as well.
We thank you both for highlighting it.
Unless there are any further questions from the committee, Senator
Wilson, it would be my intention to adjourn.
I want to thank you, Mr. Wood, and I want to thank you, Mr. Carter,
for coming considerable distances. We appreciate your testimony. It
has been very valuable.
Thank you so very much.
The hearing is adjourned.
[Whereupon, at 12:08 p.m., the hearing was adjourned.]
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APPENDIXES
APPENDIX 1.-CASE EXAMPLES OF SANCTIONED MEDICAL PRACTITIONERS
R.C.C.,
Disciplined

for illegally

M.D.

selling prescriptions

for quaaludes.

-- Summary of Practice and Disciplinary Actions-o

Has held licenses

o

License revoked

in

o

Now licensed in

two states

o

Between 12/3/75 and 1/8/76 issues six prescriptions for 30
quaaludes each, to three "patients" (actually Florida
Criminal Law Enforcement agents.)
Asks the undercover
agents what names the prescriptions should be in to avoid
issuing too many scripts in one name, and charges agents
$60 per prescription.

o

July 1978: the State of Michigan serves complaint
the Florida drug sales.
He moves to Florida.

o

Between 2/22/79 and 8/27/79 issues eleven prescriptions to
various patients for a total
of 660 three hundred mg.
quaaludes.
The quaaludes were not issued to these persons
in the course of his professional practice.

o

November 1979, Florida State Supreme Court affirms the felony
conviction of selling controlled substances.

o

Now licensed in

o

As recently as 1982 has practiced in
Medicare reimbursement.

o

Presently eligible for Medicare reimbursement

in

four states

two states
(NY,

(NY,
(FL,

PA,

MI,

FL).

MI).

PA).

on him for

NY and PA.

New York,

receiving

in

PA.
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R.C.C.,

DATE: December
JURISDICTION:

3,

M.D.

1975 through January 8,

1976

Florida

EVENT: "...issued
six (6) prescriptions for 30 quaaludes each, to
Three (3) Florida Department of Criminal Law Enforcement
agents ....
did not conduct a physical examination prior to
writing these prescriptions for his patients.
In addition,
he asked the patients what names the prescriptions should be
written in to avoid issuing too many scripts in one
name.... sold the prescriptions to the agents for sixty
dollars ($60) each."

DATE: November
JURISDICTION:

1,

1976

Florida

EVENT: Pleads nolo contendere to the criminal charge of
"...unlawfully selling or delivering by means of
prescription, in bad faith and not in the course of
professional practice, a controlled substance".

DATE:

May 10,

1978

EVENT: Federal Drug Enforcement Administration revokes DEA
registration.

DATE: July 6,

1978

JURISDICTION:

Michigan

EVENT: Complaint served on Licensee.

Moves to Florida.
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DATE:

Prior to December 31,

JURISDICTION:

1978

Michigan

EVENT: "Notice and Application for Renewal sent to Licensee.
There was no response..."

DATE:

February 22,

JURISDICTION:

1979

through August

27,

1979

Florida

EVENT: "...issued
eleven (11) prescriptions to various patients
for a total
of six hundred and sixty (660), three hundred
(300) mg. quaaludes.
The quaaludes prescribed.. .were...not
issued to these persons in the course of Respondant's
professional practice."

DATE:

May 8,

1979

JURISDICTION:

Michigan

EVENT: At a Department of Licensing and Regulation hearing on a
Complaint, "no one appeared on behalf of R.C.C."
The hearing
was adjourned "to allow time for a second renewal notice to
be sent to the Licensee... there was no response by the
Licensee."

DATE:

September 7, 1979

JURISDICTION:

Michigan

EVENT: License revoked.
"...
it was established that the
Licensee's license to practice medicine in Michigan had been
automatically revoked."

DATE: November
JURISDICTION:

21,

1979

Florida

EVENT: "The State Supreme Court ...
conviction
of the Respondant."

affirmed the felony
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DATE: January 28,

1981

JURISDICTION: Florida
The Florida Board of Medical Examiners
EVENT: License Revoked.
"ordered and adjudged that the license to practice medicine
in the State of Florida of R.C.C., M.D., be and hereby is
revoked.

STATUS: ACTIVE.
New York License,

Issued 2/25/63; Expires 12/85.

Medicaid and Medicare certified.

Pennsylvania License,

Issued 1/06/66;

Eligible for Medicare reimbursement.

Expires 12/84.

57
D.Q.F.,

M.D.

Disciplined for Unnecessary and Grossly Incompetent Surgeries
--Summary of Practice and Disciplinary Actions-o

Has held licenses in 12 states
MN, MO, ND, SD, VA).

o

Licenses revoked in 6 states (CA,

o

Licenses expired or voluntarily surrendered in 4 states
KY, VA, and MD (denied renewal due to lack of good
character)).
Status of license in North Dakota is
unclear.

o

Now licensed in 1 state (IN).

o

Between 2/67 and 8/68 performs six unnecessary and grossly
incompetent surgeries on California patients, severely
deforming a 16 year old girl's arm in one case. Also
cited for injudicious use of antibiotics and unnecessary
multiple drug orders, among other charges, in some of
these cases.

o

Between 2/70 and 10/71 applies for licenses in Michigan,
Nebraska, and South Dakota, failing to disclose his
California license in the Michigan and South Dakota
applications.
Each state grants a license.

o

From 10/74 through 3/75 works as medical director at G
E
C
S
in Michigan.
Terminated Tor
falsifying his application and personnel record.

o

From 5/75 through 8/75 finds work as medical director at the
F
M
C
in Michigan.
Is asked to resign for
falsifyiing his employment application.

o

March 1977: A Michigan State investigator is unable to locate
Dr. F. after tracing his movements extensively,
discovering a false address and sudden departures along
the way.

0

Now licensed in Indiana.

(CA,

CO, IL,

IN, KY,

MD, MI,

IL, MI, MN, MO, NE).
(CO,
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D.Q.F.,

M.D.

DATE: July 13, 1960
JURISDICTION:

Illinois

EVENT: Granted Illinois license.

DATE: July 16,1960
JURISDICTION: North Dakota
EVENT: "...was granted a license.. .by reciprocity with
Illinois... the Secretary was instructed to hold up delivery
of said license until.. .presented (with) original medical
diploma.... (Licensee) practiced a few weeks.. .and then left
the State ....does not intend to resume his practice... and
requests the return of his $100.00 reciprocity
fee....request.. .denied."

DATE: December 19, 1964
JURISDICTION:
EVENT:

California

Granted license

DATE: February 23, /967
JURISDICTION:

California

EVENT: "...performed on.. .patient (A.M.) a lumbar laminectomy and
excision of the intervertebral lumbar disc.... (In April)
performed a lumbar spine fusion on said patient... .Each of
said surgeries was unnecessary and constituted grossly
negligent and incompetent conduct... said lumbar spine fusion
was performed with no significant X-Ray, or other findings,
to support such major surgery... .patient received unnecessary
and injudicious administration of antibiotic medication while
hospitalized... (and) suffered a post-operative wound
infection which could have resulted from the injudicious use
of said antibiotics."
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DATE: March 16,

1967

JURISDICTION: California
EVENT: "...performed a supracondylar osteotomy of the left
fhumerus on his patient,- S.T., who was approximately 16 years
of age.
Performance of said surgery was unnecessary and was
grossly incompetent, in that.. .said osteotomy was performed
with grossly inadequate internal fixation which resulted in a
severe...deformity and marked decrease in elbow joint
motion.... There was routine post-operative use of unnecessary
multiple drug orders in this teenage patient."

DATE:

December 18,

JURISDICTION:

1967

California

EVENT: "...performed a lumbar laminectomy on (patient
P.N.)....Said surgery was unnecessary and was performed...in
a grossly negligent and incompetent manner... .The period of
conservative treatment before said major back surgery.. .was
inadequate in the case of this patient, who was 60 years old
and suffering from degenerative arthritis... .There were
insufficient indications... to justify performance of the disc
surgery.... In the course of the performance of said
surgrey... a surgical accident occurred in which a portion of
a surgical instrument.. .was broken off and lost.. .the patient
was not advised by respondent concerning said surgical
accident, nor was it recorded by him in his operative
report."

DATE: January 26, 1968
JURISDICTION: California
EVENT: "...performed surgery upon (L.K.)....Such surgery was
unnecessary and its performance was grossly negligent and
incompetent, in that... .Whereas conservative treatment was
called for, respondent proceeded to perform surgery two days
following the inconclusive myelographic findings... .patient
was given multiple medications post-operatively, in the
absence of any medical basis for prescribing said multiple
medications."
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DATE: February 1968
JURISDICTION: California
EVENT: Patient P.N. fell, "sustaining a comminuted undisplaced
fTacture of the left patella and a right elbow injury.
She
was hospitalized and four days later respondent performed an
open reduction and circumferential wiring of the undisplaced
fracture.
Said patient wore a cast for over three months and
had no post-operative physical therapy... .was re-hospitalized
in June, and... respondent performed an arthrotomy and
meniscectomy.
Following this surgery the patient received
several months of followup treatment, when respondent left
town suddenly.
The said surgeries were each and all
unnecessary and the conduct of respondent was grossly
negligent and grossly incompetent....Respondent provided
inadequate physical therapy in this case of an obese patient
following two surgical procedures on her knee.
After several
months of post-operative care respondent sent the patient a
letter advising her to seek orthopedic care elsewhere and
requesting payment of the surgical fee in full, and refused
to release the patient's medical record because her bill was
not paid in full."

DATE: August 1968
JURISDICTION: California
EVENT: "...performed a lumbar laminectomy on his patient, N.G.,
and removed lumbar discs L4 and 5.
Performance of said
surgery by respondent was grossly negligent and grossly
incompetent... .Following surgery, there was no relief of the
patient's back or leg pain... .After approximately three
months of post operative care, respondent sent the patient a
letter advising her to seek orthopedic care elsewhere and
requesting payment of the surgical fee in full."

DATE: February 10, 1970
JURISDICTION: Michigan
EVENT: Applies for Michigan license, "...failed
his California license" on application.

to list notice of
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DATE:

September

JURISDICTION:

2,

1971

Nebraska

EVENT: Nebraska license granted.

DATE: October

18,

JURISDICTION:

South Dakota

1971

EVENT: "...a
license was issued by the Board..." as a result of
reciprocity with (licensee's) licensure in the State of
Minnesota.
In the application... for licensure by
reciprocity, he... failed to make any disclosure of having
practiced in the State of California, even though his
application required such disclosure."

DATE: August 23,
JURISDICTION:

1972

California

EVENT: "The California medical certificate..
.was
revoked by the
Board of Medical Examiners of the State of California
for.. .unprofessional
conduct by reason of gross negligence
and gross incompetence...."

DATE: March 10,
JURISDICTION:

1973

Minnesota

EVENT: "The Minnesota State Board of Examiners suspended the
license of Respondent based upon the Revocation of
Respondent's license to practice medicine in the State of
California"

DATE:

June 1,

JURISDICTION:

1973
South Dakota

EVENT: "...voluntarily
surrendered his license to practice
medicine and surgery in the State of South Dakota, as well as
waiving all
rights to renewal or reinstatement of such
licensure at any future time."

DATE: June 1,

1974

35-874 0 - 84 - 5
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JURISDICTION:

Nebraska

of gross negligence and gross
"...acts
EVENT: License revoked.
due cause for the
incompetence (in California)...are
revocation of his license to practice medicine and surgery in
the State of Nebraska .... It is hereby adjudged, ordered and
decreed... the license... to practice medicine and surgery in
time...."
the State of Nebraska... is hereby revoked for all

1974 through March 1975

DATE: From October
JURISDICTION:

Michigan

.
S
C
E
EVENT: Works as medical director at G
TforTalsifying his application and personnel reco-Th

Terminated

DATE: From May 1975 through August 1975
JURISDICTION:

Michigan

H
W
C
M
EVENT: Employed as medical director at the F
Requested to resign by management for falsifying
in-Dearborn.
his employment application.

DATE: October 3,
JURISDICTION:

1976

Illinois

Medical Disciplinary Board of the State of
EVENT: "...the
... filed a formal complaint against said Respondent
Illinois
and sent notice of said complaint to the Respondent by
registered and regular mail...."
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DATE: November 3, 1976
JURISDICTION:

Illinois

EVENT: The Medical Disciplinary Board held a "hearing on the
complaint filed by the Department...Respondent was not
present at said hearing... (although) due and proper statutory
notice of the hearing was received."

DATE: December 20, 1976
JURISDICTION:

Illinois

EVENT: "...the Director of the Department of Registration and
=Eucation.. .did sign an order that the License of the
Respondent.. .as a physician, be suspended for six months
during which period (he) might appear before the Medical
Disciplinary Board to offer evidence relevant to (his) future
licensure.
If (he does) not appear.. .during that six (6)
month period then...license... shall be revoked."

DATE: March 1977
JURISDICTION: Michigan
EVENT: License revoked, based upon California and Nebraska
actions.

DATE: March 18, 1977
JURISDICTION:

Michigan

EVENT: "The Board requested that an attempt be made to locate
D.Q.F., M.D., and personally serve the attached 'final
order'...the investigator went to the University of Michigan
Campus" and was "advised.. .that Dr. F. resigned without
reason... and left a forwarding address"...the investigator
went to the forwarding address, and left a message there,
"but to date has not heard from Dr. F.".
The investigator
went to the L
H
Center where "the
Administrator...advised that Dr. F. was released.. .after
receiving information from the Board that (his) medical
license had been revoked....the only address (the
Administrator) had for Dr. F. was 8230 Merriman Road,
Romulus, Michigan.
Same day, found 8230 Merriman Road,
Romulus, Michigan to be a non-existent address... .Unable to
determine the whereabouts of Dr. F. to serve the attached
'final order.'"
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DATE: August 11,

1977

JURISDICTION: Illinois
EVENT: License revoked.
"...the Director of the Department of
Registration and Education... did sign an order that the
license of the Respondent.. .as a Physician and a Surgeon, be
revoked.... the order of revocation...will be implemented as
soon as possible and practicable as provided by law."

STATUS: ACTIVE.
Indiana license,

issued 7/1/65,

expires 6/30/84.
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M.R.J.,M.D.
Board Certified Family Physician Excluded by HHS for:
Unnecessary Services
Poor Quality of Care
Poor Documentation

Summary of Medicare Earnings:
1978 - $27,884
1979 - $32,256
1980 - $48,539
1981 - $31,843

DATE:

May 13, 1980

JURISDICTION:
II.

DHHS Health Care Financing Administration,

Region

EVENT:
"...a New York County Health Services Review Organization
TNYCHRSRO) physician advisor (family physician) performed an
on-site visit ...
and reviewed nine (patients') charts.
Based
on this physician's findings, NYCHSRO requested written
rationale from Dr. MRJ for:
1. The routine performance of physical examinations,
rays, and laboratory testing every six months.

chest x-

2. The lack of chart documentation concerning breast and
rectal examinations.
3. The frequent use of B-12 injections.
4. The use of hormonal drug combinations to treat arthritis."
DATE:

Between July 14,

JURISDICTION:

1980 and September 11,

1981.

NYCHRSRO

EVENT:
NYCHSRO holds a series of consultations and discussions
of cases with Dr. MRJ and several expert physicians,
including a family practitioner at Dr. MRJ's urging.
These
physicians verified the previously identified problems.
DATE:

September 15,

JURISDICTION:

1981

NYCHRSRO

EVENT:
NYCHRSRO reaffirms its decision to recommend permanent
exclusion from the Medicare, Medicaid, and Title V programs.
Forwards recommendation to New York Statewide Professional
Standards Review Council, Inc.
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DATE:

November 23,

1981

New York Statewide
JURISDICTION:
Council, Inc.

Professional Standards

Review

NYSPSRC forwards recommendation of NYCHSRO to DHHS' HCFA
EVENT:
Region II office with statement that NYSPSRC's "...Committee
(on Sanctions) agreed with the PSRO that significant
deficiencies in the quality of medical care provided by Dr.
MRJ included the following:
-- Management of patients seriously below acceptable
standards of medical care;
-- Inappropriate use of pharmaceuticals, including but not
limited to: Vitamin B-12 injections, hormones, iron,
anti-depressants, and anti-inflammatories;
-- Abusive overutilization
-- Inadequate

of services

and visits;

chart documentation."

The New York Statewide Professional Standards Review Council
also agrees with the PSRO's finding that Dr. MRJ's medical
practice is potentially dangerous to the health and wellThe Council's recommendation is as
being of his patients.
follows:
"In the opinion of the Council, the care provided by (him)
to federal beneficiaries was flagrantly below acceptable
levels of professionally recognized quality
standards.. .Therefore, the Council recommends to the
Secretary of Health and Human Services that (he) be
to provide Title V,
excluded permanently from eligibility
XVIII and XIX on a reimbursable basis."
DATE:

June 18,

JURISDICTION:

1982
DHHS,

HCFA,

Region II

EVENT:
Regional Division of Quality Control's forwarding PSRO
"Sanction Report" to Director of Bureau of Quality Control
Dr. MRJ be excluded from
with recommendation "...that
in Title V and XVIII, and XIX programs for
participaton..."
he can demonstrate that the
at least one year or "...until
grounds for the exclusion have been removed."
DATE:

September 3,

JURISDICTION:

U.S.

1982
Congress

Section 143 of the Tax Equity and Fiscal Responsibility
EVENT:
amending Chapter 11 of the Social
Act of 1982 (TEFRA),
Security Act, inadvertently removes DHHS' authority to
exclude Dr. MRJ from the Medicaid and Maternal/Child Health
programs.
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DATE: June 29,
JURISDICTION:

1983
DHHS

EVENT: HHS writes to Dr. MRJ notifying him of their proposal
7...to exclude all
items and services furnished by you from
Federal reimbursement under title
XVIII (Medicare) and title
XIX (Medicaid) of the Social Security Act for a period of 3
years..."
and providing him with an opportunity to submit
written arguments as to why he should not be excluded.
November 2, 1983:
Dr. MRJ notified of his exclusion from
participation in the Medicare program (alone) for a period of
three years.
The exclusion occurred because Dr. MRJ
"...provided services which failed to meet professionally
recognized standards of health care; provided services that
were not medically necessary; and failed to provide adequate
documentation of such medical necessity and quality..
.At the
conclusion of three year period of time or anytime
thereafter, you may be eligible
for readmission to the
programs."
DATE:

November 30,

JURISDICTION:

1983

DHHS

EVENT:
Attorney for Dr. MRJ writes HHS requesting an immediate
Xiaring regarding his exclusion from Medicare program,
claiming in part that "irreparable harm is being done to Dr.
J. and his patients."
DATE:

January 12,

1984

JURISDICTION:
United States District
District
of New York.

Court for the Southern

EVENT: Dr. MRJ sues HHS and numerous others, seeking a
preliminary injunction preventing HHS' exclusion from being
implemented.
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F.L.S.,

M.D.

Disciplined for:
Falsifying of Medical School Diploma
Falsifying Results of Blood Tests
Failing Competency Test
-- Summary of Practice and Disciplinary Actions-o

Has held licenses in
WV).

o

Licenses revoked or surrendered in
OH).

o

Now licensed in

1 state

at least 6 states

(AZ,

CA,

MA,

at least 3 states

NV,

OH,

(AZ,

CA,

(NV).

March 1981:
Admits to California Board of Medical Quality
Assurance (BMQA) he misrepresented his educational
qualifications.
In agreement with the Board, he surrenders his
license prior to BMQA's filing
of a formal proposed decision.
BMQA's accusation is then dismissed, but BMQA retains the right
to raise the issues again if he should ever reapply for a
California license.
o

A Federal Grand Jury in California indicts him on
July 1981:
ten felony counts.
Indictments include multiple counts of
submitting to the Food and Drug Administration
falsified
blood
test
documents while engaged in human subject research designed
test
a
new
drug
approved
by
FDA.
to

o

Convicted of submitting false documents to the
October 1981:
FDA.
Ordered to pay a $5,000 fine (in lump sum or installments),
receives a suspended prison sentence, is placed on five year
probation, and is prohibited from practicing medicine unless
lawfully licensed.
Nine counts are dismissed.
o

Having admitted the medical school diploma he
March 1982:
submitted with his application for licensure in Arizona is false,
and having failed a medical competence examination, the Arizona
board revokes his license.
o

The Nevada state board revokes his license
October 1982:
based upon the other state
and federal actions, but stays the
revocation and orders five years probation.
o

November 1982:
After receiving from the Ohio board two
citations (alleging falsified
graduation papers and a felony
conviction), he surrenders his license to practice in the state.
o
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F.L.S., M.D.

DATE:

March 1, 1981

JURISDICTION:

California

EVENT:
"F.L.S., M.D., admits he incorrectly represented his
educational qualifications to practice medicine in the State
of California and is desirous of surrendering his certificate
of licensure to the Board of Medical Quality Assurance for
their formal acceptance.
In consideration therefore, upon
accepting the proffered surrender herein, the Board of
Medical Quality Assurance agrees to dismiss the
accusation.. .prior to the submission of a proposed decision
with no prejudice to the board's raising the issues therein
in a formal proceeding should F.L.S., M.D., reapply for
licensure in California."
DATE:

July 9, 1981

JURISDICTION: U.S.

District Court, Central District of

California.

EVENT:
"...A Federal Grand Jury indicted F.S. on 10 Felony
counts."

DATE:

October 15,

JURISDICTION:

1981

U.S. District Court,

Central District of CA.

EVENT:
"...convicted of the offense of submitting false
documents to (the) Food and Drug Administration... as charged
in Count Three of Indictment....IT IS ADJUDGED that on Count
Three of the Indictment the defendant pay a fine to the
United States in the amount of $5,000.00.
Imposition of
sentence as to imprisonment only is suspended and defendant
is placed on probation for a period of five (5) years...and
upon the further conditions that defendant (1) pay the fine
herein imposed in a lump sum or in installments arranged
through the Probation Office; (2) not practice medicine
unless lawfully licensed; and (3) take no part in the conduct
of any medical research investigation in connection with new
drug applications or otherwise....IT IS ORDERED that Counts
One, Two, Four, Five, Six, Seven, Eight, Nine and Ten of the
Indictment are hereby dismissed....".
DATE:

January 14, 1982

JURISDICTION:

Ohio

EVENT:
"...the Ohio Medical Board issued a citation letter to
Dr. S. concerning his alleged falsification of his documents
of medical education."
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DATE:

March 4,

1982

JURISDICTION:

Arizona

EVENT:
"...Doctor S. admitted that in applying for a license to
practice medicine in the State of Arizona he submitted a
diploma entitled
"Diploma de Doctorate en Medicine et
Chirugie", from University of Saigon in Saigon, Vietnam, as
evidence of his graduation from medical school and further
admitted that he now recognizes said diploma is false.
Nevertheless, Doctor S. contended that he did in fact attend
medical school at the University of Notre Dame School of
Medicine in Hanoi, Vietnam."
Doctor S. was ordered to
undergo an oral medical competence examination.
"A review of
the transcript of the oral medical competence examination and
the conclusions of the examiners show Doctor S. to be
medically incompetent.. .in that he is lacking in sufficient
medical knowledge and skills,
in that field of practice in
which he engages, to a degree likely to endanger the health
of his patients...
.Doctor
S. is guilty of unprofessional
conduct and medically incompetent.... IT IS ORDERED that the
license of F.L.S., M.D., for the practice of medicine in the
State of Arizona.. .be and hereby is revoked."
DATE:

April 14,

JURISDICTION:

1982

Ohio

EVENT:
"...the
Ohio Medical Board issued another citation
alleging a felony conviction."
DATE:

October 25,

JURISDICTION:

letter

1982

Nevada

EVENT:
The state
board, "...having duly considered the entire
record and proceedings, found the Respondent guilty of the
charges in the Complaint, to wit:
That Respondent's license
to practice medicine had been revoked by another jurisdiction
and that Respondent had been convicted of a felony, and
concluded that cause existed for the following Order...NOW
THEREFORE IT IS ORDERED that Respondent's license to practice
medicine in the State of Nevada is hereby revoked; provided
however, that the execution of said Order of Revocation is
stayed and Respondent is placed on probation for a period of
five years beginning with the effective date of this Order."
DATE:

November

JURISDICTION:

22,

1982

Ohio

EVENT:
"the above-named physician voluntarily surrendered his
medical certificate
to practice medicine and surgery in the
State of Ohio..."
STATUS:

ACTIVE.

(On probation, must annually demonstrate
practice obstetrics)
Nevada License,
Medicare,

Issued 6/7/76,

Medicaid certified.

competence;

Expires 12/31/84.

may not
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D.Y.S.,

M.D.

Disciplined for Grossly Negligent and Grossly Incompetent Surgeries
--Summary of Practice and Disciplinary Actions-o

Has held licenses in at least 3 states

o

Licenses revoked in at least 2 states

o

Now licensed in New York.

o

Between February 1968 and November 1969 performed on three
California patients grossly negligent and grossly
incompetent back surgeries, resulting in one woman's
death.

o

About 1970 leaves the country to live abroad.

o

October 1973:
California's Board of Medical Quality
Assurance (BMQA) revokes his license (he is not present at
the hearing; represented
by attorney).

o

March 1976:
Michigan reinstates his license.
Works in
Detroit until December 1976, when he is fired.

o

Leaves the country again,

o

February 1979:

o

During 1981, New York is investigating his problems in
California and Michigan.

0

During 1982, applies for licenses in Kansas and Alaska.

(CA, MI, NY).
(CA, MI).

spending 1977 in Europe.

Michigan license revoked.
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D.Y.S.,

DATE:

M.D.

February 26,

JURISDICTION:

1968

California

"Respondent has been guilty of unprofessional conduct in
EVENT:
that he was grossly negligent and grossly incompetent with
respect to his care and treatment of his patient, T.O., as
follows:
"Respondent performed extensive and dangerous surgery,
consisting of a bilateral laminotomy and a total
laminectomy on said T.O. .... Said surgical procedures were
performed by respondent in the absence of physical or
other findings to support the said surgery, and respondent
thereby subjected his said patient, T.O., to the risk of
dangerous and unnecessary surgical procedures."
"Respondent has been guilty of unprofessional conduct in that
he was grossly negligent and grossly incompetent with respect
to his care and treatment of his patient, R.T. as follows:
"Without first localizing or verifying the existence of a
lesion, or determining the existence of an emergency or
indication for a surgical procedure, respondent performed
an anterior cervical disc excision and an anterior
decompression of the cervical spine and dura upon said
In performing said surgical
R.T....
procedure... respondent was guilty of gross negligence and
gross incompetence in that it did not appear that said
R.T. was suffering from any condition which would justify
the surgical procedure performed by respondent, and the
same constituted unnecessary and dangerous surgery."

DATE:

November 18, 1969

JURISDICTION:

California

"Respondent has been guilty of unprofessional conduct in
EVENT:
that he was grossly negligent and grossly incompetent with
respect to his care and treatment of his patient, F.P. as
follows:
"Respondent, without prior myelographic or
electromyographic or physical findings of sufficient
magnitude to warrant a surgical procedure, performed
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extensive and dangerous surgery, consisting of an anterior
discectomy and anterior decompression of the dura at the
C-5 to 6 and C-6 to 7 levels on said F.P.... Respondent
was guilty of gross negligence and gross incompetence in
the performance of said surgical procedure without
myelograhic, electromyographic, or physical findings of
sufficient magnitude to warrant such an extensive and
dangerous surgery."

DATE:

April 19,

JURISDICTION:

1969

California

EVENT:
"Respondent has been guilty of unprofessional conduct in
that he was grossly negligent and grossly incompetent with
respect to his care and treatment of his patient, M.D., as
follows:
"Respondent caused said M.D. to be admitted...and on April
21, 1969, respondent performed on said M.D. an anterior
cervical disc excision, according to the Cloward
Technique, with discogram at three levels, a three level
Dowel-Cloward Iliac Crest Graft, with three level anterior
disc excision and posterior decompresion back to the dura
and slightly laterally.
During the course of said
surgical procedure, respondent encountered a large bleeder
at the C4-C5 level and packed it with Oxycel.
A dowel
graft was hammered home over this Oxycel.
The use of
Oxycel by respondent under said circumstances during said
surgical procedure, and the hammering home of the dowel
graft over the Oxycel pack as aforesaid, each constituted
acts of gross negligence and demonstrated gross
incompetence by respondent.
As a direct result of
respondent's said gross negligence and gross incompetence
in the management of M.D.'s case, she expired on April 22,
1969."

DATE:

October 24,

JURISDICTION:

1973

California

EVENT:
"The physician's and surgeon's certificate heretofore
issued by the Board of Medical Examiners to respondent...to
practice medicine and surgery in the State of California is
revoked, separately and severally as to each of said causes
for discipline."
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DATE:

March 12, 1976

JURISDICTION:

Michigan

Michigan Department of Licensing and Regulation
EVENT:
reinstated Dr. S.'s expired license.

DATE:

February 1, 1979

JURISDICTION:

Michigan

"Licensee, then a Board Certified Orthopedic Surgeon,
EVENT:
after a formal hearing before the California Board of Medical
Examiners.. .was determined to have committed acts of
unprofessional conduct in that he had been grossly negligent
and grossly incompetent with respect to the care and
treatment of his patients.... the holding in Maccarato v
Grub,...in LeBlance v Lentini...(is instructive)"The reliance of the public upon the skills of a
specialist and the wealth and sources of his knowledge are
not limited to the geographic area in which he practices.
He specializes so
Rather his knowledge is a speciality.
that he may keep abreast. Any other standard for a
specialist would negate the fundamental expectations and
The standard of care for a
purpose of a specialty.
specialist should be that of a reasonable specialist
practicing medicine in the light of present day scientific
Therefore, geographical conditions or
knowledge.
circumstances control neither the standard of a
specialist's care nor the competence of an expert's
testimony.
"Licensee being a Board-Certified Orthopedic Surgeon in 19681969 is held to a national standard of care and having
performed the acts violative of the standard of care in
California, he violated minimal standards of care in
Michigan ....The license to practice medicine in the State of
Michigan heretofore issued to D.Y.S., M.D. shall be and
hereby is revoked."
Shortly after this action, according to an article in the
"S., 55, did not have
Detroit Free Press, dated 4/4/84:
kind words for the Michigan Board: 'I think they're the
In
biggest bunch of lying, cheating frauds in the world.
spite of the fact that I had good references from Detroit,
and in spite of the fact that I was the most super-trained
and highly trained man in the entire history of the world,
They should be lined up in front of
they revoked my license.
the AMA building in Chicago and machine-gunned to death and
the blood left there for a day.' "
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DATE:

August 12, 1981

JURISDICTION:

New York

EVENT:
In response to New York State Department of Health's
inquiry into Michigan state action, certified copies of final
order sent New York.

DATE:

October, 1982

JURISDICTION: Kansas
EVENT:
License application denied based on California's action.
Kansas notified by Michigan Board about California & Michigan
revocations per Kansas Board's request.

DATE:

November 19,

JURISDICTION:

1982

Alaska

EVENT:
In response to Alaska's Division of Occupational
licensing request, Michigan authorities sent certified final
order of Michigan decision.

STATUS:
ACTIVE
New York license, expires 12/31/85.
reimbursement.

Eligible for Medicare
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APPENDIx 2.-NEWSPAPER ARTICLES DEALING WITH UNFIT

MEDICAL PRACTITIONERS
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*UOIMDAY: Whymany coarnpotent doctors vwit never be
caught.
*TUESDAY:Doctors who have
tost their IlCenses ceo get them
back - again end egain.
*WEDNESDAY:Doctoa who
lose their icenses n Mtichitgan
oen become other states' probiem.n and vtce cena

.

*THURSDAY:The drug problerm- doctors who'take them,
doctors vho sel therm
*FRIDAY: Medical societies,
hospitols and maopractice suits
also are srupposed to help contrdl
incompetent physicians. They
don't.
* SUNDAY: Solutlons. The
state plans cauinge. Hovwto finde
good doctor, report e bad one
and monitor the care you get.
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Three weeks after
the-.4eth of
Pamela Wehl-.
Arnold. left, the
Board, of Mediine
concluded that Dr.
ca'ol Varner's'
handling of the
case showed
Varner', above,'
was an "imminent
threat" to public
sefety. Wahllohvtle

'Townahip. called

"Just
tVarner
ftotslly inept ...
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Doctors practice
while wheels turn

ByDOLLYKATZ

I re Press
Macil Wrnle

PamelaWahl-Arnold most likely would be alive today i the
state had suspended Dr. Carol Varner's license one month earlier.
Arnold was the victim not only of bed medicine but also of a licensing system that requires an average of 2tA years - and as
long as nine years - to investigate, prosecute and decide a case
against an incompetent doctor, and then to enforce that decision.
Meanwhile. the doctor is free to treat patients.

35-874 0 - 84 - 6

the hell was she
allowed to
practice? Whyt
protecticn do you
have against bed
doctors?';"

w~~~~~~I

Varner practiced from heroffice nearLansing for five years
while the cases
against
herground
to their conclnalons. (See
charn
on Page 12A).Thecauses
of the delay areclear and
chronic: So arethe result.
ArnoId, anloffice manager for Burger King, showed
up at
Varner's Okeoos office Mirch 19,1982, with classic symptoms of
untreated dialbetes. Later testimony would indicate that she had
beendrinking large quantities of water and was uriating
frequently. She was weak, gasping for breath
and clutching her
stomach in pain.
Shehad been referred to Varner by alocal chiropractor. She
could not have known that the doctor examining her had been
under investigation by statelicensing officials since 1969for
improperly presnibing narcotics, and in 1973had temporarily
SeeWAIT, Page12A
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Licensing board cure
is slow and uncertain
WAIT, from Page IA
lost her license to prescribe narcotics.
She probably did not know that Varner had been
kicked off the staff of Lansing's Sparrow Hospital in
1977 for mishandling obstetrics cases - or that
Varner was defending herself in two cases before the
Michigan Board of Medicine, cases she would lose:
One, filed by the state Attorney General's office in
1981, charged Varner with 20 counts of irresponsible
drug prescribing.
'lhe other, which the state filed in 1978 and
amended in 1980, charged Varner with incompetent
treatment of seven patients, including a woman
whose baby almost died during a home birth.
For at least a week before that birth, Carribea
Chappel, 25, had symptoms of pre-eclampsia, a potentially fatal complication of pregnancy. But Varner
went through with the home birth, arriving without a
stethoscope or other basic medical equipment, according to the hearing examiner's findings. She reportedly
tried to speed up Chappel's difficult, 21-hour labor by
dousing her with vinegar and witch hazel. She
performed an episiotomy - an incision to widen the
vaginal opening - on Chappel and did not repair it.
She prescribed sea lettuce leaf tablets for Chappel's
post-delivery bleeding, which continued for five
weeks until another doctor removed the retained
pieces of placenta that were causing the bleeding.

F,.e Pe-ePlPo

Jacob Chappel, now 5, survived Varner's incompetent treatment.
The baby, Jacob, was rushed to Sparrow Hospital
in critical condition and survived a traumatic night
during which his heart stopped twice, according to the
state charges and his mother.

Que'stions nto! asked
The drug charges and her handling of obstetrics
cases eventually would cost Varner her license.
But during the snail's pace of the process, Arnold
lost her life.
On that March day in her office, contrary to basic
medical practice, Varner did not ask Arnold whether
she was drinking a lot or urinating frequently, even
though Arnold said her throat was dry, drank a cup of
water in Varner's presence and excused herself to use
the bathroom, the hearing officer found.
Varner did not ask Arnold if she had a history of
diabetes: She did not perform the simple urine or
blood tests that would have revealed the diabetes.
Instead, Varner concluded that Arnold's rapid
breathing signaled an anxiety attack. She made
Arnold breathe into a paper bag to slow her breathing.
"Just take it easy," she told Arnold. She gave
Arnold a pain shot and a prescription for sedatives,
and sent her home, with instructions to come back if
she was not better in a few hours.
Three hours later, her friend, Teresa Wood,
brought Arnold back, no better. Varner recommended
counseling.
That night, Wood called Varner, said Arnold was
getting worse and asked if she should take her to a
hospital. No, Varner responded, it would just confirm
her emotional feelings.
The next morning, Wood could not wake Arnold.,
An ambulance took her to Sparrow Hospital, where,
doctors diagnosed diabetic coma.
The diagnosis came too late. Arnold died the next
morning, despite emergency treatment.
Varner later claimed she was mbisledby Arnold's
unusual symptoms - although the doctor at the
hospital testified he was able to diagnose Arnold's.
diabetes within 30 seconds.
"I did miss the diagnosis," said Varner, now 59. "I
had never before seen a woman in diabetic coma who
was alert and wide awake. And she gave such ai
wonderful history to indicate a severe neurotic."
Both the doctor who signed the death certificate
and the doctor who performed the autopsy concluded
that Arnold died of diabetes, but Varner insisted that
Arnold was a victim of poor treatment at the hospital.
"She didn't die of diabetes," Varner said. "She was
drowned. They gave her too much fluid at the
hospital. The hospital knew they'd blown it, so they
sicced the family on me."
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I)PotIor tan "jimnaineni threat'
three weeks after Arnold's death, on April 14,
1982, the Board of Medicine concluded that Varner's
handling of the case showed she was an "imminent
threat" to public safety. Invoking its emergency
powers, the board summarily suspended her license
while it considered the charges.
Eight days later, the board issued its decision on the
1978 charges of incompetence in delivering babies and
treating gynecologic patients.
Varner's license was suspended for at least a year.
Upon reinstatement, she would not be allowed to
practice obstetrics for three years.
Ilad the board's order come 34 days earlier, Varner
would not have been able to treat Arnold.
Six months after Arnold's death, the board revoked
Varner's license on the basis of the 1981 drug charges.
And last August, the board revoked Varner's
license again because of her treatment of Arnold.
The board ordered that the two revocations run
tconsecutively. Because a doctor can apply for reinstatement a year after a revocation, the board's order
means that Varner can apply for her license in
September.
"SHE KILLED my sister," said Arnold's brother,
William Wahl, of Northville Township. "The doctor
you depend on was just totally inept. She couldn't
even make the basic diagnosis.
"The whole point is, why in the bell was she
allowed to practice? What protection do you have
against bad doctors?"
The agency that is supposed to protect Michigan
citizens against bad doctors is the Michigan Department of Licensing and Regulation, which includes 13
boards that license the state's 170,000 nurses, medical
doctors, osteopathic physicians, dentists and other
health care professionals.
Like other states' medical boards, Michigan's
Board of Medicine licenses new doctors, who have
graduated from medical school and passed examinations, and established doctors - like Varner - who
can show they are licensed in other states. Varner was
originally licensed in Ohio. After the Board of Medicine licenses doctors, it is supposed to make sure they
remain at least minimally competent.
In practice, though, the board does not monitor all
20,000 of Michigan's doctors - 4,000 of whom are
currently practicing in other states.
Instead, it weighs evidence against those who
come to the attention of the Department of Licensing
and Regulation because of citizen complaints or
because they have been disciplined by a hospital, sued,
or investigated by drug agents.
VARNER'S OBSTETRICS case took five years to
wend its way through the state licensing system, from:
June 1977 - when licensing officials learned of the
problem-until the hoard suspended her license in
April 1982. The drug case took almost three years.
A Free Press study of 187 cases brought before the
Board of Medicine by the attorney general from 1977
through 1982 shows that Varner's cases took longer
than average but were not unusual.
21
In those six years, the average case took /syears |
.from the time the doctor came to the state's attention *
until the board's order took effect.
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The process takes so long partly because the.
Department of Licensing and Regulation is disorganized and underfinanced. But it is also the result of a
regulatory system that seems designed more to protect the health care professional's license than to
protect the public's health. (See steps, Page 13A.)

jIklays hiurt sone' cases
Some cases do move swiftly.
The board revoked Dr. Pedro Berdayes' license
only 15 days after an off-duty police officer caught
him injecting himself with Talwin, an addictive
painkiller, in a pharmacy parking lot.
That April 1980 case was handled so quickly
because Berdayes' license had been taken away once
before, in 1977, after he admitted he was a Talwin
addict. The board had restored his full license only
three months before the parking lot incident.
Berdayes' first case took three years, slightly
longer than average. But many cases take far longer.
Dr. Willard Green signed an agreement in 1983,
shortly after his 80th birthday, that he would retire
when his license expired at the end of January 1984 almost eight years after Pontiac General Hospital
notified the board that his admitting privileges would
.not be renewed because of poor quality patient care.
Dr. Joseph Rucker Sr. lost his license last year nine years after the state learned about botched
abortion attempts at his Detroit clinic.
Indeed, delay sometimes renders the board's action
meaningless.
Eight-year-old Tracey Mallory died of blood poi'soning in Traverse City in 1975. Her doctor, Charles
McManus, admitted her to the hospital by telephone,
never went in to examine her and never diagnosed her
illness. By the time the board's 60-day suspension of
his license took effect, in 1981, McManud already had
moved to Hawaii and begun a family practice.
MOREOVER, A BAD doctor often practices for
Years before the problem even comes to the state's
attention.
Dr. Stanley Lynk's reputation as an irresponsible
drug prescriber was well established in Flint by 1976.
But the board did not get wind of the problem until
11980, after one of Lynk's patients died of a drug
overdose and the attorney for the family notified the
*board. Lynk, who by then had moved his operation to
'a room at the Scenic Motel in Grand Blanc, was
'summarily suspended Sept. 2, 1981.
Some incompetent doctors may never be caught.
Licensing officials do not know about the skin
doctor who gave a 61-year-old woman the gruesome
disease that helped kill her. In an attempt to treat her
herpes infection, the doctor on April 1, 1982, gave her
a smallpox vaccination -despite repeted warnings
from the manufacturer and the federal government
that the outmoded practice is dangerous and has no,
:proven value in the treatment of herpes or any other'
disease.
At the site of the vaccination on her left arm, the,
woman developed a small ulcer, filled with dead skin
and pox virus, that grew - and grew. By the time Dr.
IMarc Gurwith, an Infectious disease specialist, saw
her at St. Lawrence Hospital in Lansing. the ulcer was
,two inches square. Within a month, another ulcer
formed on her left thigh.
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DOCTORS TRIED to kill the pox viruses with
interferon. They tried to cut away the ulcer on her
thigh. Nothing worked. The areas of dead and dying
tissue spread across her arm and thigh.
Eventually, doctors discovered an underlying cancer that had raised havoc with her body's defense
'system, permitting the vaccine virus to grow unchecked.
Ily the time she died last spring, the ulcer on her
arm measured about six inches by five inches.
Gurwith said he believes the smallpox vaccine
infection contributed to the woman's death. "It certainly made her miserable the last months of her life,"
he said.
Although Gurwith sent a report on the case to the
federal Centers for Disease Control, he would not
reveal the doctor's name and says he will not report
him to the state.
"I'm certain he'll never do it again," he said.
"Secondly, although I consider it malpractice and bad
medicine, there are people who do it.
"I'm not sure it's my business to report it, nor do I
think the medical board would do anything about it."
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July 15,1982
Hearing.

Sept. 14, i882i eardrwrok. Vanw, icenw..

May 25, 1983:
Admnmlstratvelaw ludgeIssuesopinion
finding VarnenIncompetentIn Arnold's
treatment.

Aug. 10, 1983:
Board revokes Vannenslcense again,
orders that the two revocations run
consecustvely.

Nov. 11, 1984:
Varner is eligible to apply to get her
license back.
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Sevei Peps: now the system works
1. COMPLAINT ANALYSIS.
Every complaint against a doctor - whether from an
individual, ahospital or alaw enforcement agency must
enter the system through the Office ofComplaint Analysis,
which packages it for its journey.

The office reviews the complaint to determine whether
any of the charges could be a violation of the state
licensing act (tee disputes arenot) and sends it toan
"investigator or, it Ialleges incompetence, to a board
member for evauatuion.
By law, incompetence complaints must be sent to a
board member within five days of receipt. In tact, a
complaint now spends as long as six months inpaperwork
MAYER at its first stop.
Fr. Pre-i/DICK
board members andothers associated with
Attorneys,
The state Board of Medicine, which makes the
department have complained for years about the

the final decision on a complaint against a
doctor, sits at the end of a long, tortuous road
that all complaints have to follow through the
Department of Licensing and Regulation.
State law, judicial decisions and bureaucracy
have endowed the process with the rigor of a
the complexity
a Japacomplexity ofofaJpproceeding and the
courtcourtprocedingand

office's inefficiency. Complaints disappear or are lost. One
complaint file, about a doctor who had lost his license to
bears this notation: "closed on an
narcotics,
prescribe date
... due to an unknown reason."
unknown
Licensing officials appointed last year by the Blanchard
administration have acknowledged this problem, among
others, and have vowed to improve the operation.

Some 250 cases are now scattered through
the steps of the system.

the Board of Medicine last December.

nese tea ceremony.

to get alittle
something, itofseems
time Icheck
"EveryWilliam
of
the Department
administrator
Howe,into
worse,
Licensing andRegulation's Bureau ofHealth Services, told

2. INVESTIGATION
The first investigation of Dr.Carol Varner's activities took
three years before a formal complaint could be filed. The
second took 1% years. The third, a year.
Staff shortages are partly to blame. State budget cuts.
last May reduced the number of full-time investigators
from 17 to six - to handle investigations for 13 licensing
boards that regulate more than 170,000 health care
professionals. Investigators interview witnesses, conduct
undercover work, serve subpoenas and collect records.
The two Investigators in Detroit are handling a total of 120
to 140cases.
Even when there were 17 investigators, they did not
always seem to allocate their time according to the
seriousness of a case. The Free Press investigation
showed that, except in emergency cases, investigators
took each case as It came in, without priorities. An
investigator spent almost a year determining that a St.
Clair Shores doctor was supervising a physician s assistant without the approval of the Board of Medicine. (The
doctor was reprimanded.)
Investigators usually have been trained in law enforcement, not medicine or regulatory law; the civil service
hiring guidelines require no specific educational background. No in-service training is provided, but bureau
director Howe says heis planning a training program for all
.
employes.

Investigators operate independently of board members
and attorneys. In the cases studied by the Free Press, it
was the investigators who decided whether and how cases
should be pursued. One investigator warned Varner about
her prescribing habits and then closed the case against
her.
In another case, an assistant attorney general sent
memos to investigators beginning in November 1979,
asking them to investigate complaints about Dearborn Dr.
John Chester Watts' prescribing. The investigators dedined to investigate until 1981.Watts' license was summarily suspended in January 1982.
"I would say the single biggest cause of delays is that the
board has no control over the handling of the cases and no
information about the cases and no records about them,"
said Dr. James Fenton, a Bay City radiologist who has
been a board member for six years and now is its
chairman. "We have no power, no authority (over the
department employes); we just sit and wait. Evenif I know
there's a case cooking, I can't get in there and put a torch
under anybody.
"We've offered many suggestions and comments. I've
gotten into shouting matches with one of the bureaucrats.
Were furious with these delays. Sometimes I teel I want to
go down and punch somebody in the nose because they're
so slow."
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DETOUR: CRIU;NAL COURTS

Ifa-criminal case starts, the ltcensing case usualty stops.
Everybody benefits except the public.
Prosecutors are glad because they nsually don't like to
share their Information or their, witnesses with other
enforcement agencies, for fear It will damage chances for
a conviction.
Investigators and licensing officlat can accept It because
their jobs become easier. Because conviction of a fetonyis
ground for license revocation, the state's attorney need
only wait for the court to act, then present a copy of the
conviction to the hearing officer, and the states case Is
complete. Even it no conviction results, the court testimony often still can be used.
Doctora benefit because they can.continue practicing.
The public, however; must watt that rhtch longer to find
out if doctors like Eugene Jakubowski and Leo Donaldson
are fit to practice.
Jakubowski, a former urology resident at Henry Ford
iHospitaL was convicted InNovember 1982of participation
In a prescription mhi that Investigators said poured mltUionsof doses of addictive, drugs Into the community.
fakubowst, who worked undercover for the FI1 after
agents caught him served three months in prison it,

Lexington, Ky., was released and is on parole in Detroit.
He remains fully licensed. The states challenge to his.
license, based on the 1982conviction, Is pending before
Ithe Board of Medicine.
Donaldson, a surgeon, was charged with second-degree
criminal sexual conduct after a woman claimed he molested her while she was a patient at St. Joseph Mercy Hospital
in Pontiac on Dec. t5, t982.
The Oakland County Prosecutor's Office has refused to
give state licensing investigators the woman's address
and phone number and has suggested they wait to
question her until the criminal case Is finished. The state Is
waiting.
Meanwhile, the hospital's teaching faculty has refused to
certify Donaldson to take the American Board of Surgery
examinations because of his "totally inadequate' performance as a resident, according to minutes of the faculty's
Aug. 1, 1983,meeting.
Donaldson, who Is black, charges that the faculty's
actions were ractally motivated and that hospital officials
helped concoct the criminal charges in retaliation for
Donaldson's civil rights suits agaInst them.
Donaldson Is on the staff at Kirwood General Hospital

3. ATTORNEY GENERAL'S OFFICE
A completed investigation goes to one of tour assistant
attorneys general who handle cases for 22 boards in
pddifion to the Board of Medicine. The lawyer who reviews
a case often sends it back to Step Two for more
investigation.
A complaint against Dr. Albert Keefer. of Concord,

4. COMPLIANCE CONFERENCE.
Once notified of charges, a doctor must be given a
chance, at a conference with a board member, to demonstrate either that the charges are a mistake or that the
violations were trivial and have been corrected.
Finding a conference date that fits the schedules of the
doctor, the doctor's lawyer, the assistant attorney general
and the board member can take months. Carol Varner's
compliance conference came almost four months after
she was charged with incompetence in the obstetricsgynecology cases.

charging him with prescribing massive doses of narcotics
for minor problems like gum pain, went back to investigators for another I1 months of investigation after an
attorney examined it. Total investigatory time: two yearn.
Keefer, who died recently, ultimately lost his license for six
months.

EMERGENCY ACTION:
SUMMARY SUSPENSION

;

If the doctors behavior appears to be "an imminent
threat to the public health, safety and welfare," the
attorney general can ask the Board of Medicine to
summarily suspend the license pending a decision on the
charges,
Intheory, this provision allows the board to protect the
public against the most dangerous doctors whie the case
wends its way through the system.
Infact, imminent threat is a slippery concept not easily
applied.
The designation is easiest to pin on doctors who have
been convicted of crimes. Convictions are unambiguons
and easily understood - particularly by judges who might
be Inctined to strike down a suspension based on the
vaguer concept of competence. Preston Ports, a Three
Rivers physician diagnosed as a chronic paranoid schicophrenic won a three-year court stay against the board's
'1975 summary suspension.
In practice, summary suspensions are used not necessarily against the most dangerous doctors, but against
those whose guilt can be most easily established.
Dr. James Gotham, a neurologist, was suspended from.
the Harper Hospital staff In December t98t because he
exhibited Impaired memory that doctors attributed to a
rare neurological disorder, The hospital immediately notlfled the board of the suspension.
The board did not summarily suspend Gotham as an
"Imminent threat" until 1Ihyears later - after he pleaded
guilty In U.S. District Courtro writing illegal prescriptions
for Ouisatudes, a mauchfubuseds
edlatve&
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5. NEGOTIATIONS
The conference is ftollowed by informal attempts at a
settlement, much like plea bargaining in the criminal
courts.
The first two lawyers that Carol Varner hired bargained in
succession with the board's lawyer for almost 1% years
before a proposed settlement on the incompetency
charges fell through. I the matter had gone directly to a
hearing. Varner might never have treated Pamela Arnold.
Dr. Lois Dunegan sparred with the state's attorney for
almost three years over charges that her incompetence
led to the death of a 19-year-old Lansing area woman.
Dunegan operated on Cheryl Burnham after the woman
was injured in a trattic accident. The state charged that
she tailed to detect the woman's internal bleeding, which
proved fatal.
By the time the board suspended her license Feb.8,she
had moved to Pennsylvania and a surgeon's job at a
hospital there. The physicians who hired her were unaware
of the charges against her.

6. HEARINGS
Drawing out hearings for a year or more seems to be
art for defense lawyers and their clients.
almost a dine
Adjournments reschedulings and other delays can add
months to the process.
Varneroseight days of hearings stretched from the
beginning of October 1980 to the end of July 1981.
Included was a delay of more than two months when her'
attorney withdrew from the case and she had to find
another.

7. BOARD
At the end of the hearings, the administrative law judge
handling the case writes an opinion and sends it to the
Board of Medicine, composed of 10 doctors. a physician's
assistant and three people not in a health care profession.
Writing the opinion can take several months. The opinion
on Carol Varner's obstetriqS cases came out nine months
after the final hearing and two weeks after Arnold's death.
Board members read the opinion and decide whether to
revoke, suspend or limit a doctor's license, impose probation or dismiss the charges.
After the board rules, the doctor can move the case into
yet another arena: the courts.
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What the state revokes,

the courts can restore
ByDOULY
KATZ
FreeFre,, NMdc Wrier

A final order of the Board of Medlcineoften marksonly thehalfway point
in the process of disciplining a doctor.
In the next step, the board is the
defendant andthe doctor the accuser. A
doctor who loses before the board
might win in the courts - time, money
or license.
If the Board of Medicine had its way,
Dr. Robert Siltery would not be prncticing today. The board ordered the Grosse
.Pointe pathologist's licensesuspended
for at least two yearsn But a circuit
court judge overruled the board and
restored Sillery's license.
The courts haven't made up their
minds about Dr. Norbert Anderson, 54,
of East Lansing, but he's in no hurry.
He's been practidng three years undera
court order blocking his two-year suspension for prescribing 6,700 tablets of
a morphine-like painkiller for a drug
addict.
Judges ultimately agreed with the
board that Detroit physician Joseph
Rucker Sr. Is Incompetent - but not
before he earned almost St million in
Medicaid fees during the four years his
case was In court.
One in five physicians whose Bcenses are revoked or suspended wins a
court stay, according to the Free Preos
Investigation of cases before the Board
of Medicine from 1977 through 1982.
Court reprieves tend to be long.
Once a case enters the courts, it stays
there an average of almost two years,
the Free Press investigation found.
Meaawhile, the doctors continue to
practice.
TODAY, four physicians whose Bcenses have been suspended by the
board for alleged irresponsible drug
prescribing continneto practice under
the shelter of court orders.
One is George Shargel 69, of Bloomfield Hitts, charged with ramuing a
..reaciptIon mill on L Seven Mile In
:Detdit The board declared Shargel an
Eimminent theat to the public sfety"
In 196I1and suspended his ticense on
eeucy heals.Oakland County COr.

G

prdled
-

bn e sive up hlideim to
prencribe narcotica autil federal Soffi
dais dedde whether to prosecute:

Court stays also are protecting Anderson; Donald Finch, 65, of Onaway,
suspended in 1980 for prescribing massive quantities of narcotics to four
patients, and William Stewart, 48, of
Union City, suspended last June for
overprescribing amphetamines.
State law guarantees the right of
court appeal in licensing cases, but does
not require stays. Legal tradition. and
precedent allow stays only if the evidence suggests the appeal will be successful and the board's order reversed.
YET JUDGES often Ignore those
guidelines when doctors ask for stays.
Rucker's license was suspended in
1979, then revoked in 1980 for a series
of bungled abortion attempts that left
two women sterile and resulted in the
birth of a baby missing partof her scalp.
But Rucker obtained stays allowing
him to continue practicing for four
years. After Ingham County Circuit
Court judges threw out the stays, the
Michigan Court of Appeals reinstated
them.
"To me, it does not serve the public
well when circuit judges grant stays (to
doctors) almost as a matter of course,"
said a Detroltjlawyer who often represents doctors.
"A guy with a sld mask walks into a
bank and robs It; I have found judges
not reluctant to givethat person aton of
time. Yet you can prove a physician Is
totally and completely Incompetent,
give him a fair (hearing, and the moment he appeals to circuit court, a judge
will grant a stay.
"I don't think thats right. It goes
back to the notion that dottors can do,
no wrong."
Judges who grant stays argue that a;
decision to revoke a phyicilns lfciare
dhould not be taken lightly..'
"You're-talking about sonmebodys
right to engage in a profesion. Youare
not talking about something inalguilcant," sid James Giddings, the Lngham
-County circuit judge who upheld the
.board's order saspending Rucker's Be
- four years after the board
IMme4the order.

MOST DOCTORS who take
jr
!cases to court gain only time. But
doctors won four of the 12 court appeals concluded in the years the Free
Press studied.
In two cases - Dr. Jack Mart's, 56,
of Muskegon, suspended a year for
overprescribing addictive drugs, and
Dr. Rolando Mateo, 45, of Detroit, suspended six months for billing for surgery he didn't perform - judges reduced the saspensions to one month
because they felt the board had been too
harsh. In a third case, a judge ordered a
training license restored to a psychiatric resident who had been involved in a
cocaine purchase in 1979.
The fourth case was Dr. Robert
*Sillery, 60, a Grosse Pointe pathologist.who was fired as Oakland County medical examiner in 1981because thecounty found he had falsified 919 autopsy
reports. In two cases, survivors said
they could not collect accidental-deathU
benefits because Sillery listed the caUs6i
of death as a rare disorder of the
pancreas, when the victims actually
were electrocuted.
In 1979,Sitlery said Jamie McGrew,
25, died of liver disease. After the body
was exhumed, another pathologist
found fatal head injuries that his parents had charged were inflicted by a
Madison Heights policeman.
Nine, months after Sillery was fired,
the hoard suspended his license fee two
years after finding he had falsified
Information In an; autopsy report on a
17-year-old girl.
Sillery appealed and won. Lat December, Wayne County Circuit Judge'
Robert Colombo, noting the suspension
was for what the law calls la violation
of general duty," ruled that standard Is
too vague. The state plans to appeal.
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AS A REACTION to suchdedsions,
state Rep. Wilbur Brotherton, R-Farmdngtoti,ha Introduced a bill to bar
oidges'rom staying ordeTsof the Board
of Medicine and the MichiganlBasrd of
Osteopathic Medicine.
And the state Supreme Court has
Issued new rules to limit stays In appeals of licensing board deciudons.Now
a court may order a stay only If It finds
that the applicant will suffer Irreparable harm without a stay. that the publi
won't be harmed and that the court:
probably will decide in the ipplicantas
favor.
But those rules reflect the principles
that courts were to have been following
all along.
Meanwhile, the readiness with
which judges grant stays in such cases
ted Dr. Norman Rotter to resign from
the Board of Medicine two years ago.
He wrote: "It should not take years
to determine that a questionable practitioner shouad not be licensed, only to
find out that the decision of this ,board
has no presumptive validity in court
and that a revoked license can be restored during a seemingly endless process of appeals and review of our efforts to safeguard the public,.
I was honored to have been chosen,
but I cannot serve when I Cafnot function.,

Dr.Donald Finch: TheOnaway doctor poasewith a groupof townspeople in 1955,
during a tund drive to expand their healthcenter. Twelve-year-old Russel'i,ee
whose picture Is displayed In the photo, died In an accident In 1949,when lthe
nearest doctor was.26 miles away.Finch stilt practices in the northem Michigan|
town, underthe protection ot a three-year-old court stay. In November 1980,the,
'Board of Medicine tried to suspendhim 90days tor overprescribing narcotics. One
patlent received 6,800 tablets of Percodan, a highfy addictive morphine-like
In18 months.
,painWliter,
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How Michigan
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Dr.Jack tfiars: The MushrIgondoctor was suspenddby the Board of
Medicinetor a yea tor irreprescribing pep
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Pills sad ther addictive
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This investigation began almost 10 years ago, when Free Press medical
writer Dolly Katz wrote a series of stories that led to state regulation of abortion
clinipcs

At one of the clinics she visited, unannounced and unidentified, Dr. Joseph Rucker Sr. examined Katz, told her she
was pregnant (Katz has never been pregnant) and scheduled an abortion. Ruckers -assistant was an ex-convict
with no medical taining whom Rucker allowed to perform
abortions.
After the story, the state investigated and eventually
charged Rucker with incompetence in three botched
abortion attempts. His license was revoked - last year,
after nine years of investigations, hearings and legal
delays.
The case led the Free Press to examine the state's
system of licensing doctors. Using the Freedorn of Information Act, Katz studied each of the 205 doctqrs who
Dol!y Katz
came before theBoard of Medicine on formal charges from 1977 through 1982
(and eliminated 18 for various technicalities).
For each doctor; Katz developed a chronology of state actions and searched
court records for malpractice cases. Then she tried to find each doctor. More
than 5,000 documents were copied and assembled for the study: Almost all the
statistics used in the series were developed by the Free Press from these,
documents.
The 15-month study covered the 20,000 doctors licensed by the state Board
of Medicine but not the 3,900 osteopathic physicians licensed by the Board of
Osteopathic Medicine.
Katz, 38, has been Free Press medical writer since 1970. A native of
Cleveland, she isa graduate of the University of Wisconsin. In 197677, she was
a Nieman Fellow at Harvard.
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bad doctors/the burden of proof
Second of seven parts
.,e doctor who misdiagnosed
length of a pregnancy, and.
04sed the abortion of a fetus
.i6ftimated to be seven or eight
rmonths along; the pathologist
who filed 919 false autopsies;
the doctor who has been sued 10

times for malpractice ...

... The evidence

was not enough
By DOLLYKATZ

6toe. A physican on the deportment's Board of Medidinewho.
Six years ago, Dr JulioArosts reviewed the rese recommended
oft Ptrelt attemptedAnabortion that the doctorbe chorgedwith
OhOWestlatd mwoman
whoa he incompetence.
dipond a IS to 20 weef pregBut no formal charges were
ever ItlI d . Asiatantattoraey
W98wrong:
W,
Benerai who aeaInaed the niThat oght. alter the wsaan deane cnacudad he could noe
*lyweil
d a lae sta child doctors prove iscourpetence against
to Amso,aor thecare waceosed.
hadhegarseven
ta
.$ttnmnthapregnant.
Aeosta ha eontinuedhis oblbaby livedfour msnthaat stetrieo-gynecolngypracticeandls
sCEltdrec's Hospitat before his
onDtafdat GroeandBrentGenerei
heartand lungs faItes.
hospitalsin Dtroit.
InMinhigon,It Is nslaughter,
Acosta'scaseIs,a enompteot
a felony,to pertorman abortionon
a viable etus - wne who can how difficult it canh to provea
And It
sprvive oetdde the womb. Most physician is incompetent.
doctorr will antperlormAnabor- helpsshow whythestateBoardon
tionon a etus olderthan 22 to 24 Medicineeach year takes away
weeah, andmnoy Will notabort a only about a halt does ot the
20,000MIchigan erarses
heldby
ktes nnorethan 20 weeh old.
doctora.
State haltth officials who in.
veltigated the Incldert calledIt a
Tradilion, the law, the uncergroa ereror end recanomended tain nature o1 medlcineand the
that the state Departmentof ttSeePROOF,Paget8A
ceasing and Rejatadon itvestlhabe

*U Atgenwho bane
hivybdibaneeescmget
Users
bAM. - .oin -rt .a1 0
*vWEDNiSDAY:,Dtorm who
lose theitr icenses a, Mictioas
ontehbecome other sitaes problems,and vice vern.
* THURSDAY:The drug probem - doctors who take them,
doctors who sell them
* FRIDAY: Medical societies,
hospitals and malpractice wits
alsoore supposedto help control
Incompetent physicians. They
dcon'tr
* SUNDAY: Solutions. The
sateplansnchonges
HowtoUneda
good doctor, report a bad one
and monitor the care you get.
-I.
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reluctace of doctorsto condemntheir
colleagues
makeincompetence
hardto
prove As a result, many- some no
1,000expertssaymomt- incompetent
doctorsAm nevercharged,ad no Actioni Mtkenagaat their licenuen.
Whenthehoarddoesact,It o nearly
always otter a doctr already h.n
harmedoneornsr pbentasaccording
In a FreeProssinvenigationof sixyears
of hoardactons.
Although theheardacntke action
ogaonst incompeteotdoctors before
they hurt pntienis,it haeno obkctive
lest lonpot apmoblem
helfreilresutaslo
injuredor deadpotients.
Once kensed, docxtms- onlike
airline pilots,crtched lcfeguards
ad
idher whohold people'siensin their
hands -oier
agin have to prove
their competence
to a cnsingaiencty
Unlessa Icensinog
agencyads agaont
them,they an prodsceanlong anthey
live in anyfield they chose limited
rnly by their own Judgment
The burdenof proof that a dactor
shooldno longerprcceimrests solely
with thestate.

14 needle marks
It aa burden thatoften proventon
ha"ey
The 21-year-oldWestlandwoman
came to Acosta foenr ahorfion In
Januay 1978.Acostaexamicedher,

ioldher shewn 18to 20 weekapreirtel endsaidhewoaIdperforma saline
ahonioo S sAIt solutioninjectedInto
the atemswouldOausecotractlionst
expetthe fetus.
But what thewomsnabortedshortly after midnightJtn. 19 wan a lice
baby hoy weighing lost ander hree
poands The Infat wan rasnedfrom
lPlymvalhiGenerl wberehe wasbhm,
to the inlemtaiecre anit tar icluet at
Children'sHospital.
Dr RomaldPoland diredor or the
cnit,entimatedthat the woman had
beenpregnat 30 to 32 weeks- or
mon than menmanths- whenshe
deliveredthe hbby.
HeInsistedthat the
PlymouthCienarl sifaf till eat a btth
certificate.
Thebtby hkd14needlemkts onhit
teck and shouldersfrom the Satine
Injection lie had a cyst In hib fang.
apparentlycmuedhy oneat the eedle
pandutrs.
Hie ived in the Children'sHospitll
infant intemicecatreunit four months,
Irying to bhathe through mmalture
lungs.Theyfinally failed, ad he died
May 28.
Arosa maintain he did nothin
Improper.
"Some ladlesbide(preancy) real
well,' he aid In a intrlew. ''lbe
patemttougshte wassoOfathertbum
20 weeks, so everytng seemedtU
coincide- the bistory,emloaltlon by
hand,by mead hy the esidentphysimanandsomebody
esebeforeme.We
all arend sbewau20 wee '

_

|

_'tou months. De, ChearsI
Ra es, sight,hi sel the stare
Heal Depaterna's dhimAen
of
i a tS sl itard heanlit,epostbe A-Wa had onM pana
t_
ifa nh
t B rgr c nerda
/grosses.
r
atthe tiann..
_
7eme chiuedfth e t-oelackm

Poland was so disturbed by the
incidentthat hegled a Complaint
with
theBoardoe Medicine.
Dr. Charles Berger,then medical
chief of thestate HealthDepartment's
I)iifnn of Maeroa andInfat Health.
ircestgated the incidentandreported
that Aconta had no explanalionfor
what Berge' calleda "grosa eror."
Berger a50 rmisd semnusquestions
ahouttheexaminontia
by theobstetrins
resident,who wansmonalghtingIrom
Ute hoopitalwhenehewan in training.
THi ADMINISTRATOR
ol theOiv.
aloe of Matemal and Inant Heflth,
JeffreyTaylor, sad strnger wordsIn
his report:
"It Is inroncelable that A woman
o
.at32weekstouldhbebceo
Misk
I
entacaandida
tefoabotion whearthe
felto should be approxlmately24
weeksor ander."
Taylor recommendedthat thecase
be referredto thesate Department
of
Licensingtan Regalaito eor
Inetiga
tion.
FmProbstetriciansontaotedby the
FreePLsasegredthat a doctorokoold
have amtroubledistnguishingbetweon
a 2i'week peegoncy and a 30-week
pregm Y.
'Tnen laa big difflenmce."
sad DrChoti Vinaceot,
associate
proreurot
obsitt ebnd
gynecolay tund
asul :ate
deam ior Admissions
at WayneSthe
UDiverntyMedicalSihool.
The differencewan ootbig enogh'for the Departmentof Uteestng and
Regulation.
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In a memo, the assistant attorney
general who reviewed the case noted
that he had no evidence - such as a
failure to perform a physical examination - to show that Acosta's care was
substandard. In addition, the, infant's
body already had been cremated, and no
scientific tests had been performed to.
prove that the baby really was 30 to 32
weeks old. Finally, the mother was not
willing to co-operate in an investigation.
The assistant attorney general recommended that the case be closed.
His recommendation wasopposed
strongly by the member of the Board of
Medicine who reviewed the case. Dr.
Donald Kuiper of Lansing informed
department officials that he thought
Acosta's treatment was incompetent
anddemanded that the assistant attorney general file a formal charge.
But licensing officials finally convinced Kuiper that incompetency
charges could not be proved. The cam
was cloud in February 1980.

De-ROnFRE PrOhDS

"I think there are a
significant number who
practice below minimal
standards and who fail
to keep up with trends
in medicine, and at the
present time, I think
medicine in general has
not developed an
effective mechanism for
controlling them."
- Dr. John Fennessey, a
Detroit pathologicvt
and
memaber of the Board of
M-edicinefor sixyears.

.52 licenses pulled
Some state investigations are more r
successful. In the period of the Free
Press investigation - 1977 through
1982 - the stateAttorney General's
Office filed formal charges against almost 200 Michigan physicians. Fiftytwo have lost their licenses.
Yet those 200 cases represent only
about 10 percent of the complaints
against doctors that the Department of
Licensing and Regulation received in
thoseyears.
Many of those complaints, of course,
were groundless or were disputes over
fees, which the slate does not regulate.
Department analysts consider only
about half the complaints they get
worth investigating.
Nevertheless, state and national
medical licensingexperts agree t
many incompetent doctors elude them.
"I know who thecompetent doctors
are in my hospital," said Dr. John
Fennesaey, a Detroit pathologist and
member of the Board of Medicine for
six years.
Asked if he knows Incompetent doctors, he repted, "Yes, I do ...
"I think there are a significant number whonpractice below minimal standards and who fail to keep up with
trends in medicine, and at the present
time. Ithink medicine in general has not
developed an effective mechanism forn
controlling them."
Noldy knows how many Mitbigds1l
-'doctorisare incompetent. Dr. Robert'
Derbyshire, past president of the US-?
Federation of State Medical Boards and,
a nationally recognized authorityon the.
'problem of medical incompetence, has',
estimated that five percent of the nastion's doctors are incompetent or ad-'
dicted to drugsor alcohol.
_

. Derbyshire bases his opinion on estimiates of mental and physical disability,
among doctors, rates of substance'
abum and studies of negligence in hos-e
pital caserecords.
I
Other estimates range from threepercent In 10 percenL A recently pub-:
tishedMayo Clinic study concluded that
theincidence of alcahogom among doctors might be as high as sevenpercent.,
If Derbyshire's estimate is correct.
and, if Michigan has its share -of the
nation's 24,000 incompetent doctors,
then perhaps 1,000doctors with Michigan licenses are practicing substandard,
medicine.
But most of these doctors are outside'
the board's reach. The overwhelming
-majoritynever will be charged, because
tjseBoard of Medicine would not be able
to find them or find them incompetent.

.;THE BOARDOPERATES under legal constraints that require a doctor be
proved incompetent In much the same
way that a suspect in a crime is proved
guilty.
Evidence of incompetence must be
strong enough to convince a hearing
officer who knows little about medicine. It must be strong enough to convince the Boardof Medicine. And it
must be strong enough to convince a
court, if a doctor 'appeals:
Convincihg a doctor's colleagues,
employers and licensing board of that
doctor's incompetence is not enough.
Dr. Robert Sillery was reported to
the board by thepresIdent of his prote.'
sional society, the Michigan Society of
Pathologists. He was fired in 1981 as,
Oakland County medical examiner because the county found that he falsified
.919 autopsy reports.
I
'.
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Board member James Breneman declared to the board: "Our conclusion
was that this was a dishonest pathotogist. The intent of the board was to get
this guy out of circulation."
But the board's action was overturned in court. A Wayne.County judge
in t)ecembervoided the board's twoyearsuspension efSilleryon the ground
that the sectionof the licensing law he
was alleged to have violated was too
vague.
Proving incompetence requires expert witnesses, victims' testimony and
meticulous documentation of examples
of substandard care - which the law
defioes as failure to conform to minimal
standards of practice.
"Iam re there are doctors in
private practice who mahe (grades of)
A,
B. Cand 0," said hoardChairman Dr.
James Fenton, a Bay City radiologist
ut~to say that the C-minus physician
ishcompeteOt
goes a tittle too far.
There
ore certty those who are more
competent than others."

Inlgred(ients of at ctgflse
As a result, the state goes after only
the most blatantly incompetent doctors.
In practice, that means doctors who
already have harmed patients. Those
doctors whose level of competence is
les clear-cut continue in practice until
ITey retire or until they commit an
error obvious enough to allow the state
to act.
The same holds true for doctors
suspected of mental illness, drug dealing or any of 16other legal grounds for
board action.
Board members finally caught Dr.
Bruce-Clark in enough irrational acts to
justify taking away his license on the
ground of mental illness. But Dr. Paul
Goodreau. an Upper Peninsula doctor
who was ticked off the soaf of a
hospital for alleged alcoholism, has
eluded them. (See profiles above.)
A SUCCESSFUL CASE against a
doctor requires an expert witness and
physical evidence. Attorneys for the
board will not proceed without both,
A medical specialist must testify
that the doctor's behavior Is stubstandard. If the.doctor is accused of mental
impairment; a psychiatrist must declare
the doctor unfit.
Without a medical expert willing to
testify againsta colleague, the state has
no case. The investigation against Goodreau foundered because local d tore
would not testify against him, ac
ing to department officials.
"It's easy to find a doctor to say
informally that something is incompe.
:tqace,"safd Fennesey, a hoardmmbner
,for six years.
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"Bu(at)aformolhearing, itsnmuch
more difjicult to find a doctor who wsll
do that. A little of it is 'There but for tie
grace of God go I' approach, and the
feeling they may be criticized by tome
of their colleagues, and the amount of
intestinal fortitude, time and effort
that'sinvolved in getting yourself up to
doItGETTING a medical expert is often
difficult. Keeping one can be just as
hard.
Crttenton Hospital in Rochester had
osrderedDr.Theodore
Roumal
e toobtain
consultations on all elective obstetricsgynecology cases in 1980 after the
medical staff determined he had used
poor medica a
jcajdgment
In two cases. As reeuired, the hospital reported that to the state.
The state licensing division inestigated and found a case in which Ron-;
men allegedly had cut a woman s uteruas. '
almost m half in a search for an embe4d;
dedintrauterine device (IUD).,
,,
.
The assistant attorney general who !
handled the case found a physician vho
agreed that such extensive surgery woa,
"below minimal standards." Basedont
that opinion, the state filed formal
charges against Roumell. ,
Roumell countered that the medican!
records were wrong and that he bait4
madeonlyasmallincistionintheuterus;,
Because the assistant attorney general had no way to disprove.Roumelli'
statement, the expert withdrew hisK.
objection, and the state withdrew 14v
charges last spring.
.
..
Roumell said the incident is the
work of a former priest, whom bie"
would not identify, who disagrees with.
Roumelos liberal views on contracep-;
tion and abortion.
"It was a political ploy by a priest.
he said. "We have a physician here, a.
former priest, who has different views:
about the way women should be treat:
ed. This was just one in a series of many
things that he has done in an effort to
discredit me."
Roumell. 47. has been sued for mint
practice four times. One case, brought
by survivors of a 36-year-old 'woman
who died of complications a month
after a hysterectomy, was settled for
$200,000.
A second, which claimedthat
a child had minimal b6aindamage bq
cause of avoidable birth trauma, was
settled for $200.000. 4 third, which
involved the death of a newborn. was
settled for I3I 000. The fourth, oa
behalf of a child with a Iacial scar is
pending. Roumell has d ied negligence in all four cases.
.
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Even the most impressive expert
witness is not enough for successfyo
prosecution of a case. The physical
evidence of wrongdoing must be con,
crete and strong.
For example, in the statens sceaas
0
See PROOF, Page 1

fromPag
:
if1Helfort to revoke the cenueof Dr
.tneph Rucker Sr., attorneys Intrf
duced as evidence the skull of a fetus
'that Rucker had left in a patient's
.vsruh.
. In the cae against Dr. Dale Wil;ams, the evidence was not impressive
iough.
. Williams was kicked off the taffs of
i hoopitais in Muskegon. Hehas been
for malpractice t0 times. (te
H won
and settd eves.) He iisree
being
rsued by the state Mediceadprogram;s
;'hich wants him to repay $26,170
they
ay he billed improperly.
His case before the Boardof Medi. ine involved a total OM'0 charges of
'tqoorrecord keeping and poor medical
owe in cases in which at least three
i8itients died
Two experts testified that Williams':
ire was below minimal standards.
: Dr. Richard Peters, a pathologist at
:lercy Hospital in Muskegon. testifies
trat WillDams'treatment of a 68-yeari(ad woman who died wasJsignificantly
tlow the standards" of a general pracdgloner or any doctor. Peters said Wil't'6ms made three mistakes in treating
''the woman, who died after a bloodclot;
lblocked her artificial heart valve.
:
"Becauseof these three errors, this
woman didn't make it he testified,. ,
Dr. Asptin Aardema, former chief of,
''staff as flckley Hoopital is Muskegon
'testified that Williams', treatment of
another patient was "definitely below
the minimal practice standards In this
community and elsewhere."
'

BUT EVENwith such testimony, the;
'statecould not prove its case. A major
problem, according to the assistant at:torey general and a board member,
:was that medical records comprised,
most of theevidence. The records were
:so poor that attorneys for the state
'could not prove that Williams, and not
an assistant or another doctor, had
committed a particular error. For ex!ample, Williams maintains that he
dn't have that much to do with f
care of the 66-year-old woman who,
did
:
d.edFurthermore, as state Board of:
; :Medicine Chairman Fentonpointed out;
Williams had a lot of supportIn his
Icommunity.
\

I

FacedwIththecosofltearingsand
depositions,
with no certain outcome.
ithn
astate setted.
Williams agreed to,
,1kesomeextramedicalcoures,alocall
prgeon agreed to monitor his practice
w
161'a year, and the case was closed;
_

;--

_*_*

Xsdem, now practicng in F. M

extremely
oe
disappointed. They hid a
good case.What (Williams) did is be
wore them out; he actually wore them

oat. There's no excuse for hat."
WILLIAIMSstilt runs a clinic in
Muskegon that he sayshandles 50to 75
patients a day. The other physician at
the clinic, Jack Marrs, was suspended
by thelBoard of Medicine in 1980for
irresponsible prescribing Pf amphetamines and other drugs. Williams testi,
find as in expert witness on Marrs
behalf.
Williams insists hispatient care'waa
nd substandard. He mid the incompe
not
tencychargesweretrumpedunpbylcaj
hospitals. which he sald felt threatened
by his efforts to reduce hospitalization
through Innovative payment arrangements with Medicaid.
"MuskegonIs a very conservative
town," he said. "There was a lot of
dissatisfaction with me and the Medicaid proposal inthe medical
souety."
The board's reluctance to proceed
without strong evidence is based, at
least in part, on its experience In the
courts.
;
At least five timesin the last seven
years, Michigan courts have ruled that a
board action
was improper or too harsh j
and have canceled or drastically reduced the penalty as Wayne County
Circuit Judge Robert Colombo~did Ir
Robert Sillery's case.
I

Iit

of incompetence l

Some Incompetent doctors did not
start that way. But theygot old, a littie
less skillful, a little more forgetful and aJ
little less in touch with medical devel-i
opments. At some poist, they crossed
over the line from competence to in,,
competence.
Dr. Benton Schiff former chief o1
surgery at the 600-bed Hurley Medical'
Center in Flint, hadnever been suad fot
malpractice - until, at age 65, he;
performed surgery on a 36-year-old
woman who had a goiter.
In attempting to remove her thypoid
gland, he accidentally severed or damaged the nerves to her vocal cords. She
now talks through a hole In her throat;
A jury awarded her 8250,000.
Eight years later, InApril 1983, tli
Board/'ofMedicine, on theunderstanding that Schiff was going to end his
hlgcai practice agreed to lost his
licenseto prohibit any surgery under.
anesthesda. Schiff died beforethe order
could be Implemented.
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"I'VE SEEN elderly physicians in
other (hospitals) who are practicing
who should obviously not be practicing.
and they're tending to make mistakes,'
says Dr. John Gilroy, chairmanof the
neurology department at Wayne State
tiniversity Medical School.
Fourteen such physicians surrendered their licenses from 1977through
1982after their mistakes brought them
to the board's attention.
One of them, born in 1894,still was
treating patients in Lonsing in 1979.
Complaints about his prescribing habits
had begun to reach the board about
three years earlier. One complaint noted that he had bought 12,000 amphet-.
amines in nine months. Another concerned his practice of writing
prescriptions for addictive drugs just to
get patients out of his office.
The 43-year-old woman he was
treating for high blood pressure did not
know that. She also did not know that
the 4rfig he was giving her, the sedative
butabarbital, is ineffective against high
blood pressure and had not been used
for that purpose for some 20 years.
On Dec. 6, 1979, she developed a
severe headache. He told her to lie
down. Two days later, she was dead.
She had suffered a stroke, a common
complication of untreated high blood
pressure.
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Six months later, the doctor surrendered his license. He since has suffered
stroke
and is unable to reply to
a
questions ahoat the incident.
IF THAT DOCTOR had been required to take a periodic competency
test to renew his license, his deficiencies might have become apparent before a patient died.
Pilots for commercial airlines must
take proficiency tests every year. Lifeguards certified by the Red Cross must
renew their training every three years.
* But a doctor, once licensed, is considered eternally competent.
Sixyearsago, theLegislaturedecided that health care professionals should
not have lifetime licenses. They ordered
health licensing boards to develop competency tests and to administer them at
least every four years as a condition of
license renewal.
to begin by
The tests were supposed
this October.
Instead, a Michigan State Medical
Society task force, set up to study,
competency testing, has concluded that
it cannot be done - at least not fairly
and economically.

'{

'K

Competency, the task force report
concluded, is as hard to measure uas
incompetency. It includes knowledge;
but It ulsoencompasses judgment, tech.nical ability, elf-discipline and a caing
and ethical attitude-difficult qualities
to assess.
It's almost Impossible to measure
competency" declared former board
Chairman.Kuiper, a member of the
medical society's task force. "Insteadof
trying to determine if 20,000 are competent; our idea is focusing on those we
suspect a problem with. Let's look at
those people we have reason to believe
are incompetent."
: At the request of the Department of
Licensing and Regulation, state Rep.:
Mat Dunaskiss, R-Lake Orion, has in4
troduceda bill to repeal the require-I
ment for competency testing. Instead:
licensing boards would be required st1
study ways of measuring competency
and submit reports to the governor by
October.
If the bill passes, the Boardof Medicine will be back at square one, trying
to assess incompetence.

Competency, the task force report concluded, isAs
hard to measure as incompetency. It includes
knowledge, but it also encompasses judgment,
technical ability, self-discipline and a caring and
ethical attitude - difficult qualities to assess."It's
almost impossible -to measure competency," said
Dr. Donald Kuiper, a former chairman of the
Board of Medicine and a member of the medical
society's task force. "Instead of trying to
determine if\ 20,000 are competent, our idea is
focusing on th\ose we suspect a problem with. Let's
look at those people we have reason to believe are
incompetent.
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Bizarre examination Doctor keeps license
forced the board to act despitegoing tojail
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Case lacks colleague
who's 'willing to talk'
By comparison, a driver for United
Parcel Service is able to make an
average of 150 to 200 deliveries a
day.
The jury deadlocked. 10-2,in favor
of conviction. Jurors later said that
those opposed to conviction felt that
Lee did not intend to cheat the state.
The judge declared a mistrial, and a
new trial was scheduled. That case is
pending.
Meanwhile, Lee pleaded no contest
last October to federal charges of
income tax fraud.
When she gets out of jail, she will not
be able to treat Medicaid patients
because she has been barred from
the state program.
But she will be able to treat other
patients because she is still a physician in good standing with the licensing board. Without a conviction on
the Medicaid charges, the chances of
an action by the Board of Medicine
are slim.

were settled for small amounts, and
The Board of Medicine has been
following the activities of Dr. Paul .two are still pending.
Goodreau since 1975and has been
The state filed a complaint against
unable to come up with enough eviGoodreau in the case of the 15-yeardence to take action against his li- old boy. But the board dismissed it in
cense.
December 1977 because the eviAccording to Board of Medicine dence was not strong enough and
because Goodreau's colleagues In
files, Goodreau, 57, was placed on
Hancock felt he was recovering.
probation at least twice because of
alleged problems with alcohol and
"We have situations where there's a
finally suspended from Portage View
lot of smoke, but you can't get to the.
Hospital in the Upper Peninsula. Goo- bottom and find the fire," says Dr.
dreau maintains that the charges
Donald Kuiper, who retired as board
were a smoke screen for local docchairman in December. "We get a lot
tors' jealousy of his large practice.
of complaints on a few doctors. We
look into those, but we're not able to
Robert Benjamin, then administrafind they're in violation of the law, and
tor of the hospital in Hancock, said
therefore we can't do anything."
Goodreau was suspended after he
tried to deliver a baby while he apparLater, in response to more allegaently was drunk. He has not had
tions from the hospital that Goohospital privileges since 1978.
dreau had a drinking problem, state
investigators returned to Hancock
But suspension from a hospital is
but could not find doctors willing to
not, In itself, legal evidence of Incomtestify. The last investigation was
petence. The board must find that
closed last summer.
the icctor's work is incompetent.
"Any time an attempt has been
Goodreau has been sued for malmade to get information, no intormapractice at least six times. One suit,
tion has been forthcoming," said an
settled for $45,000, involved the
assistant attorney general who
death of a 15-year-old boy, allegedly
asked not to be named. "We never
after Goodreau tailed to recognize
the seriousness of injuries from a seem to get anyplace .... No one Is
willing to talk."
motorcycle accident. Three others
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Doctor lost his license
after woman lost life
By DOILY KATZ
Fr. PeY MeIa.
a Wril.

The Michigan Board of Medicine
could not save Tammy Dohm.
She would have been 21 this year,
probably finished with her accounting
studies and perhaps still training horses
on her fathers 60-acre grain farm near
gau Claire, In southwestern Michigan.
But the Berrien County college
freshman died on the operating table,
six months alter her 18th birthday, of a
surgical error.
She was Dr. Weldon Cooke's last
surgical mistake. Her death convinced
the Board of Medicine to suspend
Coohe's license.
TiHEBOARD KNEW before Dohm's
death that Cooke had problems. He had
made a surgical error in another case
that the board knew about. That patient, a 31-year-old mother of seven,
also died.
But the practical need to prove in.
competence means that doctors must
show a pattern of errors - measured In
patient death and disability - before
the board can take definitive action.
'Surgical errors do occur," said Dr.
Henry Kallet, the board member most
closely Involved In Cooke's case, In
explaining why the board did not take
away Cooke's license after his first
mistake.
Tammy Dohes's death established a
pattern for Cooke.
"How many times can a doctor be
allowed to commit the same error?"
asked New Mexico physician Robert
Derbyshire, past presidentof the Federation of State Medical Boards of the
United States, in a recent issue of the
Hospital Practice journal.
Derbyshire described a board-certitied surgeon in another state who injured three gallbladder patients in four
months
"His errors had been fatal for alt
three patients Eventually, with the
discovery of gross blunders in other
operations a pattern of incompetence
- at hideous cost to his patients emerged.
"His certificate was revoked too
late. This moved one critic to remark
that a license to practice is a license to

kill."

A victim anid her doctor

LEOLA WILLAMS' surgery was
Cooke's first documented mistake. She
underwent surgery June 4, 1975, for
removal of as Inflamed gallbladder.
When he removed the organ, Cooke
committed "serious surgical errors"
and damaged the duct that carries bile
from the liver to the small intestine, the
attorney general charged.
i
Williams went home eight days later
but was back in the hospital June 22,
with bile dralning from her 'incision.
Cooke never properly diagnosed or
treated her complications, the state
charged. She languished for eight days
asd died July 4 of massive bleeding.
Her family sued Cooke, the hospital
and others Involved in the case. The
lawyer hired to handie the suit eventually settled f or $195,000 - filed
a complaint against Cooke with the
Board of Medicine.
The board proposed that Cooke be
put on prohation forthreeyears, so they
could moaitor his practice.
Cooke still was negotiating with the
board Nov. 7, 1981, when Tammy
Duohk came to him for a laparoscopy.
Often calied "Band-Aid surgery," a
laparoscopy peresits the doctor to inspect the pelvic organs with a sulm
lighted tube. The tube is inserted
through a half-inch Incision alter the
doctor inflates the abdomen with carbon dioaide or nitrous oxide gas
BUT COOKE made two mistakes

I

that led toDohm's death, the board later
would conclude.
First, he used ar to innflate her
abdomen. Carbon dioxide and nitrous
oxide dissolve quickly in the hlood; air
does not.
Second, he punctured the vera cava,
the principal vein that carries blood
back to the heart.
An sar bubble entered through the
puancure, blocked the blood flow ad
stopped Dolke's heart. She died shortly
afterward.
Cooke resigned from the hospital
statf that day. Nine months later, he lost
his Michigan license.
But he s011had his Indiana license, so
he signed on as s physician at Indiana
State Friton in Michigan City, where he
now works.
Cooke, 56, got his Michigan license
back gotyear, with the proviso that,
for a year, mother surgeon stand in on
all his operations.
"Let me just say I have made mistakes," he said. "I'm afraid in meedicine,
we no longer have the right to make
mistakes anymore. I can prove (the
Dohm case) was an honest mistake."
In Tammy Dubon's memory, the
Michigan Association of Western Horse
Clubs has established an annual Friendship Award.
Kallet was asked if the Board of
Medicine could have prevented her
death.
"I hope not," he replied.
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l, hack last spring
Krawczyk, 66, gut his license
wat as he did In 1974, alter a dso-month mtspesson.
ItN THE EYES of the Stateof Michigan, nodoctur
Iss permanently hod.Every doctor whose license In
- bd
n
revoked deserves a chance to get it back
sometimes a second chance, and sometites a third.
The only exceptions since 1977 hove been two
doctors who bad moved their practices to other.
staten and - to avoid, the time and expense of
herringa - signed agreements not to enerebos their
legal right to apply for reinstatement of their
icesses.
i
Michigan
In Michigan, a doctor whoe license In revoked
has at leant a 50-S9 chance of getting it hack;
according to a Free Press study of six years of board
sex
Drag addicts and drag dealers, convicted
offenders, doctors whose mirsakes hove khlied their
patients - alt bone been given bock their licenses
and told to try again, and again.
Dr. Larry Kympusdid nat contest charges that he
enticed three of hiu severely disturbed psychiatric
;
.
patients Into homosexual reationhips.
The Bloomfield Hills psychiateist piled one 23schizophrenic patient with alcoahl, druga
year-old
and paraographic movies, and took him to hotel
rooms In Pontiac and Dearbora. At their last meetIng, Kmmpusbribed the man to retract confessions
he had made to other doctors about their sexual
12A
BaeSECOND CHANCE, Page
1A
SECOND CHANCE, tram Page
encounters aver three yearn. Under
Kmpus' direction, the patient wrote to
those doctors that be was the victim of
ballucdnations.
laterarrestedonvictKompus was
e4d of attempted criminal sexmal canduat and delivery of drgs, and sentI one to seven years in the Stote
teared
Plison of Southern Michigan at Jackson. He was paroled after nine months.
THE BOARD OFMEDICINE revoked Kompus' license Aug.6, 1980,
while he was in prson.
Two and a half years later, Kompus
convincedthe boardhehad reformed.
He gothis license back Feb. 28,1983.
The U.S Drug Enforcement Administration, notconvinced of Kumpus reform,
has declined to give him back his federal license to prescribenarctics.
Kompus, 45, now practices psychiatry at the Veterans Administration Hospliedin Allen Park.
Asked tocomment on his treatment
by the board. Kompu smid: "IUtink It
was very good, and I'm very happy
where I am now."
By state law, a doctor whomelicense
is revoked need wait only a year to
apply for reinstatement.
By comparison, lawyers - regulated by the Michigan Supreme Court,must wailt ive years to reapply ftr a
revoked license.
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0f 10 doctoro judged to hove poird
the Booed
1982,
From 1977 through
such athreatduingthe 1977-82period,
licenses. Eight
18
of Medicine revoked
.
t work.
a
doctors osked for reinstatement four a half re now bock
One of them isDr. Ronald Zajac, an
got their lices es ack.!
s would end
employes
whose
doctor
eye
Six doctoro did iot apply for reinhis patients bhoe when they deided be
otatemen t because they already bud.
dother
wastoodrtggedwthcocalneand
stiti.
theU
where
states
to
other
rmoved
substances to treat people.
wvre licensed. Due doctor received
Investigators fousd him living with
bbt k-to-back revocations and is not.
bis 74-year-old mother In a house that
ejigible to reapply yet. Of the remaining,
bad no electricity and was booted by
three, one tIll Is unticensed, and twa
bur.ngg trash, which covered tbe floos
could nut be located.
to a depth of three feet and supported
the investigators weight. The HamTHE BOARD SOMETIMESgives an
tramck health and fire departensts
errant doctor more then a second
declared the house unfit to tire In.
chance. If a reinstated ticense Is reThe beard oummarl asuspesded bis
It
back,
ggvv
can
beard
the
again,
yoked
1 5. 1900.
license Nov.
again - and .again. The Free Proes,
A year anda half latur, the board
doctort
study found that one In floe
gave it back but without authority to
hod been
board
who came before the
prescribe narotica. The board also pot
there at least once before. .
.Zajac on three years' probation and
Dr. Richard Sundting's long rehaordered him to see a psychiatrist twice
tionthip with the board begn In 1975,
prachas
H e since
' week for a year.
h e was an anesthesiotogint at
when
notkbe
c oud
tired in the Detroit area but
McLaren General Hospital In Flint.
While assisting In an operaton, be lo cated recently.
doc ipra
con sidera tame
The board
h imsefwith
surreptitiously Injected
more salvageable than others and daiDem erol, a morphine-like painkiller.
Idistea of
accordingly.
penalties
lors
Its
I
anesthesianother
fln
d
ad
to
h
staff
The
the board witi give a
a
revohin glicebse,
ologist to continue the operation.
It
yearas
suspension to a doctor whom
The board gave him a second chance:
expects will reform. The doctor still
his narcotics ticense,
He
h ad to give up
but be ould keep his medical license. must prove competence to get the tiits
cense back, but the board Is saigtaing
suspendA year later, Sundling was
favorable intent.
ed from University of Michigan Hospi(Sometimes, the board considers a
Ann Arbor fur Demerol abuse.
talin
doctor so incompetent thatIt issues a
The board then revoked his license.
longersuspenson, tobheadoffthePOW.
They gave him a third chance the
bility of the doctor's regaining the tdocthat
provison
the
year,
with
nest
censeinayear.Threetimesinsixyears,
tors at Chelsea CommunityHospitai
icenses for18
i
the boardsuspended
w est of Ann Arborsupervise him.
months tothree years. Two of those
A year after that. Sundling admitted
subsoeuentiy
doctors were elderly and
he was injecting himself with narcotics:
retired. The third moved to Calilornia,
The board, taking emergency action,
wherehe now practices.)
summarily suspended his license.
The next year, when Sundiirgasked
IN SIX YEARS, theboard has reforIt back again, the board agreed to
tused to relicense only onesuspended
give him a fourth chance provided ie,
doctor: psychiatist AllGu ner, who
switch fromanesthedology to thkther
persuaded twoof his patients to have
specialty, such as radiology.
sexwithhim as part of their treatment.
In October 1981, Sundling got a
But Dr. Arnold Kambly, an Ann
limited license to enter a radiology
Arbor psychiatrist who had anaffair
residency at William Beaumont Hospiwith a patient, got his ticense back
trl in RoyalOak. It did notInclude a
despije theobjections of his bearing,
license to prescribe narctics.
examiner. Kambly, now 67, became;.
Contacted recently at Beaumont,
sexually involvedin 1975 with a 30-'
Sundhingsaid he plans to goInto pracyear-old woman he was treating for
fora
apply
will
and
teion his ownsoon
marital problems. Sbe lutor sued him,
foil license. Hehas n compiants about
and settled for $180,000.
the board. "I think-they treated me very
Kamblyo soran an adolesceat treatfairly," he said.
ment centeb that closed In Jibe 1980
the state Department ol Socia
alter
boardo.
REVOCATION is not the
only means of stopping a doctor from
an
is
deemed
practicing. If a doctor
immediate threat to public health,
board members can take away the.
doctoras license on an emergency basls
- called a "summary suspendon" and hold a hearing later.
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Zeiassemployes
con tof
with
t~~~~~~~-rge
tompumlost h4p Dr. Ronald
0.. Larp
license and went to lst for wouid cancel his appointcocaine to ass
with
dragged
pat~iednts.
psyottlotrlc
tseiducn
lists homosexual relationships.He hashn nicense back
now, and practices psychihyl

patietl. Health official deJ
cdared his trash-tlied Ham4
hburini
unl for
tramick h nouaie

ion Hosptial in Allen Pork.

In November 1S89 lit got
back In November 19Z

Haos h'isscoop
'habltatlon.
Admotoistraat the Vetwrarm

Servicesraisedquestions about ptleott
safety and movedto revoke its license.
Kambly had also been convictedof
fraud for billingthe government for
therapy sessionshe neverteldAt his 1982reinstatement hearing,
Kamblysaid that hisoffsir beganalter
thewoman's treatment ended,cndthat.
thefraudcase wss basedon hispolicy
nl billingfur missedappointments.
The hearing ufficertooka dim view
of Kambly's detense.
"It has been two years since the
sndhe shows no remorse
suspension,
fur what occurred, which indicates
there hasbeen onchange in (hissbility)
to serve the publicin a lair and honest
manner," wrote Frances Farzley.
The board did not agree.They decdaredKamblyto be "of good moral
character" and gave him his license
back Dec.It, 1982t
Kambly,who has snunlistedtelephone number, did not respondto a
letter requesting sninterview.
Another doctor now considered
competent IsWeldonCookeof Berrien
County,whosesuspensioncameafter
two of his surgicalpatients died.
The lirst, a 31-year-oldmother of
sevenchildren,died IngerrienGeneral
Hospitola monthalter Cookedamaged
her bileductswhile removing her gallbladder.Thesecond,TommyDohu,18,
diedon theoperating tableduring enploratory surgery whenCookeacciden.
tallypunctured the principalveinfrom
to theheart.
the abdomen

Cooke lost his Michigan licensehera
year, which hi rpent working as I
doctor at Indiana State Prison.
His license was restored In February
t983, after two physiclans and the
administrator of the Berrien Ceorter
clinic where he cnre worked vouched
for him. He is still working In Indiana,
although he sodd at his hearing that he
intends to practice in Michigan.
OTHERsuspended doctors wtowon
relicensure include Dr. Leo Fuoeetesof
Oakland County. convictedof Medicaid
fraud; Dr. Jerome Wisreski of Grand
Rapids,who traded drugs for sex, and
Dr. Joan Shapiro of Birmingham, who
abused drugs.
In 1979, Shapien twice staggered
into the delivery areaat William Beasmont Hospital with her hands infected
and bleeding from drug Injections, and
once delivered a baby while she was
apparently under the influence of
drugs. She it now back on thestaff at
the Royal Oak hospital. She did not
respond to a request for an interview.
Making licensingdecisions requires
board members to juggle concepts of
retribution, rehabilitation, property
rights asd protection of public safety not always successfully.
"My philosophy is, we're not here to
protect doctors, we're here to protect
the puhlic," sad Dr. Docald Knlper,
former chairman of the hoard.

But Dr. Henry Kaliet, as Asn'Arbor
pathologist who hnsbeen on the bhoard
since 1977, cited other omnisderaftoner
"The courts have held the license is a
valued property, snd therefore (the
doctor) has a property right
"Doctors are a driven group, and
they tend to rehabilitate themselves I
like hringing people back into the mainstream, lut in a gradusi manner.
"There hansto be some element of
punishment with sny trausgression. If
you take away a man's livelihood for a
year, that attracts his attention."
Added Dr. James Fenton of Bay City,
board chairman: "To take the license
away after all that educationis o very
serious thing, sndI like to think those
who are suspended would be given sn
opportunity for rehabllitatbon"
SUCH CONSIDERATIONS apparently figured in theboard's decision to
return Dr. Larry Kompus license.
Kompwsshowed at his hearing that
he had received psychotherapy sndhad
volanteered as a teacher at Detroit's
Lafayette Clinic, a well-known psychiatric Inslitution.
The hkering olficer, Gregory Hfnbday, was Imprcsed. He wrote that
Kompus "openly sndhonestly testified
sbout his wrongful conduct. He has
expressed sorrow and regret for hiN
mistakes. He regularly attends church
with his family. He no lonjerengages in
the wronglul conduct heretofore dec
scribed.

.
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"This applicant, and the profession,
should be given the opportunity to
demonstrate to'the public that truly
remorseful and rehabilitated practitioners are worthy of the public's trust."
One psychiatrist who examined,
Kompus, however, sounded a note of
caution. Dr. Frank Ochberg, former
director of the state Department of
Mental Health, agreed that Kompus
was competent. But he warned: "There
still exists a possibility of temptation
and of weakness in this direction."
The board tried to steer a middle
course between the doctor's rights and
the public interest. Kompus would get
his license back, but only for work in
supervised settings approved by the
board. He would have to continue psychotherapy.
The board has used similar restrictions in restoring other licenses.
The board ordered Weldon Cooke to
have another surgeon stand in on his
operations for a year and to submit l0
percent of his cases to the board for
review. They ordered Joan Shapiro's
narcotics license withheld, required
random urine tests to detect drug abuse
and ordered her psychiatrist to notify
the board if Shapiro becomes a danger
to her patients.
ATTEMPTS TO BALANCE a doctor's "property rights" against the public's safety have had mixed results.
Most doctors come before the board
-only once, according to the Free Press
study of six years of board actions.
But at least one in five, the study
found, are repeaters. And a doctor who
falls down again might take a patient or
two along.
Patient complaints about Dt. Rolando Mateo have continued for 10
years, despite the board's efforts at
reform.
)lateo, a Detroit hand surgeon, first
came to the board's attention in 1974,
when the Police Department accused
him of billing for extensive surgery on
two police officers' hands, when they
had suffered only minor injuries.
Mateo lost his license for a month.
Seven months after the board issued
its order, 30-year-old Mary Shutran
injured her left thumb at work when
she tried to catch a large roll of paper.
Mateo performed two operations on
her, three months apart, and billed
Fireman's Fund Insurance Co. for extensive tendon and ligament repairs.
When her hand continued to hurt,
Shutran when to another hand surgeon,
Dr. Robert Larsen, a clinical associate
professor of surgery at the University
of Michigan. He operated and discov-.
ered no evidedce of the elaborate repairs Mateo claimed to have done.

Larsen concluded that Shutran originally had nothing more than asprained
thumb, but that the surgeries induced
trauma-induced arthritis. To ease the
pain, Larsen permanently locked the
second joint of her thumb.
Shutran sued Mateo and settled for
$40,000.
Asked about the lawsuit, Mateo acknowledged it had been settled but
pointed out that a jury decided another
patient's suit in Mateo's favor.
WHILE THE STATE licensing divesion was investigating the Shutran
case, another incident occurred at Deaconess Hospital.
In September 1981, according to
state records, Mateo admitted a patient
to repair an old fracture in the man's I
left ring finger. By mistake, he opened
the middle finger instead and insqrted a
wire intended to provide traction for
.
the fracture.
When X-rays taken immediately afterward revealed the mistake, Mateo,
corrected the error. Then he cut up the
incriminating X-rays and falsified his
surgery report in an attempt to conceal
the error. He did not tell the patient
about the mistake.
But the operating room supervisor
retrieved the X-rays from the wastebasket, reassembled them and submitted them to the hospital administration.
Mateo was suspended from the staff for
a month.
Charges on the Deaconess and Shlytran incidents have been pending before
the Board of Medicine since last Octo-,
her. Mateo remains on staff at Deaconess and Holy Cross hospitals in Detroit.
Some licensing officials, noting the
gravity of these physicians' offenses
and the uncertainty of rehabilitation, do
not agree with the board's ideas about
reforming doctors.
"I don't feel people are absolutely
entitled to a medical license," said a
department official who asked not to be
identified. "Why should Kambly be
licensed? Is the board expected to monitor him and make sure he doesn't take
advantage of another woman? What i
kind of man does that?
"And Kompus - when does a human become responsible for his actions? Do we excuse all deviation from
the law on the basis that this is as
emotional disorder?
"Some doctors are not capable of
being rehabilitated."
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For 22 years, the Michigan Board of
Medicine has been punishing and for.giving Dr. Robert Sosa.
Sosa,g58, lost his license in 1962 for
stealing from accident victims.
He got it back, then was put on
probation for carrying a concealed
weapon, and then was barred from
prescribing addictive drugs.
Now, he is charged with sexual
assault and extortion of a patient.
He remains licensed to practice.
Sosa was working in the emergency
room at Bell Memorial Hospital in the
Upper Peninsula when he was arrested
for stealing money from accident victims' pockets.
He was convicted in July 1962 and
put on five years' probation.
Based on that and a theft conviction
in Texas, the Board of Medicine reDr. Maxim Melnik of Detroit gave voked his license Oct. 17, 1962.
They gave it back Dec. 11, 1969.
up his narcotics license in 1972 after he
was charged with prescribing Dilaudid,
SEVEN YEARS LATER, on a Suna derivative of morphine, to addicts.
Seven years later, the state accused day night in Grand Rapids, Sosa was
the 69-year-old doctor of having sexual arrested again. A friend he had been
intercourse with a mentally retarded ,visiting colled police and told them Sosa
18-year-old patient who suffered from ,was carrying a gun. Police stopped his
cerebral palsy. Melnik did not admit to 'speeding car and arrested him after
the charge but permanently surren- they discovered a .25-caliber automatic.
Community leaders in Belding, the
dered his medical license.
Dr. Carol Varner agreed to give up town east of Grand Rapids where Sosa
her narcotics license for three years was practicing, rallied to his support
beginning in 1972, after the board before the board. Sosa admitted about
charged her with illegally prescribing 200 patients a year to Belding Community Hospital, said administrator Wilpainkillers.
By 1982, the state had charged the liam Stanley. If Sosa were not allowed
57-year-old Lansing physician with to practice, the patients would go out of
more than 30 counts of incompetence in the area for care.
Belding Police Chief William
the diagnosis and treatment of disease,
the prescription of drugs and the deliv- Crystler said the community would
ery of babies. Her license was revoked suffer if Sosa could not practice.
So the board reprimanded Sosa and
after the death of one of her last paordered the community leaders to send
.tients, a 33-year-old woman.

letters to the board every four months
for three years, attesting to Sosa's skill.
In 1983,Sosa came before the board
again, on charges that he indiscriminately prescribed addictive pep pills to
a woman.
The board prohibited him from prescribing addictive drugs for at least six
months. That limitation is still in efect.
ON FEB. 8, the lonia County pros-r.
ecutor charged Sosa with first-degree
criminal sexual conduct, sexual assault
and extortion in the case of a 41-year-::
old woman who claimed that Sosa tried
to force her to trade sex for the drugs
she needed for her addict husband.
Assistant County Prosecutor Gary
Gdbry said the woman testified at a preliminary examination that her husband had become addicted to the pain-.
killers Sosa prescribed for a back inju-.'
ry, and she feared he would die without:them.
Sosa attacked her at least three:
times over 21/ years, the prosecutor's
office charged. The first time, on May 1,
1981, Sosa forced her to have oral sex,she testified.
According to Gabry, the woman
testified that Sosa threatened to withhold prescriptions for Percodan, a morphine-like painkiller, if she resisted his
advances.
The woman also was required to
give Sosa some of the drugs as a kickback, Gabry said.
Sosa referred questions to his attorney, Douglas McFadden.
"None of that is true," McFadden
said of the charges. "The Percodan was
prescribed for valid medical reasons."
Meanwhile, Sosa can continue 'to
practice medicine while he awaits a
trial date.
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Ten doctors, one physician's assistant and three people who are not health care professionals meet monthty in Lansing as the
Michigan Board of Medicine to hash out settlements and orders. Attending a meeting inAprt 1983 are: Dr. Donald Kulper at the
head of the table, Dr. Charles Vincent (almost totally obstructed at the left of Kulper), Dr. James Breneman (partiatty obstructed), Dr. Edward Weddtn, and Dr. Addison Pinco. On the other side of the table, sitting right from Kaiper are Gay Hardy, Dr.

Roeret Gibson, Dr. JamesFeeltanandDr. HenryKallet.
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Compromise is the rule
for Board of Medicine
Detroit Whoo
hd
tAorl, the boardche
o
d the caseolD. Avtino Mapeo
Bf OOlY KATZ
treudin tgghm County Circuit Court in 1981.4l4e, a
beencon viciadof Madicetd
eli.
F,. eon.
!The penalties meted out to Michigan psychiatrist, wasaccused of seebig patients tOto 15 minutes eachand biling
pbydticanswbo violatethelicensingactare Medicaid fora 50minute ssaton. Twomembers who had different ve of the
e were:
the productol diacufsiors-amd somneines
srksmeols- mont 14peopleappointedby
ha governor.
assIstant
zTepdactors.one phyn6clao's
sad three peoplewho are ot health care
proterstiols meet monthlyio Lansingas
the hichitan Board toMedicineto hashout
settlements aod orders_
Otten the aettlemeotsire as mucha,
conipromiseamong heardmembersas betweephoardmembrs sd doctors Inques--4
rt
Uion:
"-Thehoard is a mlcrocosm of a0ctety,'
s tihe formerchalrmsnt)r. Donald Kulper
oflanting. know how.certalun(members)

view certain offenses,andthey don't alt
the same way."
vi8W;thbem

PNinish or protect?
Last April,thehordconndered thecase.
otir.Avelio iMopeof Detroit,who had
bein casvicted of MedicaidtroudInIngham
Coldity Circuit Court in 1981.d
Mape,a
psoehlatrist, was sentced ot seeingpatients
10to 15minutes each sodbillingMedicaid
to, a 50-minute
session.
Dr. HeatyKallet,as AnnArborpathologistwho views economicfraudwith particflrq distaste, proposedthat Mapebe anspeaded for three months snd, after that, be
resiulredtohireacertifledpublicaccountaut
to Iupervise
his billings and,tor three years,
efud.quarterly report to the board.
.Mostother boardmembers wereuncomtertabl with the severity of the propesed
peasity.

_.

.

Dr. Carol Pearson,left, a psychiatrist,
suggested that Mape was performing an
important service because few
psychiatrists wii treat Medicaid patisnts.
She seemed to agree withmost of the
other board members whowere
Uncomfortabe with the severity ot the
proponCed
penalty.

Dr. Henry Katget,right,an Ann Arbor
pathologist who viewseconomic fraud
rwith
particudar distaste, proposed that
Mape be suspendedforthree months
and, after that, be required to hire a
certified public accountant to supervise
his billingsand, for three years, senda
quarterty report to the board.

said Mape _,
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Kallet was not impressed: "This gentleman was one of the high rollers. He'll live."
But Kallet clearly was in a minority; his
proposal was rejected, 7-4.
Dr. Edward Weddon of Stockbridge suggested a lesser penalty: one month's suspension, plus a requirement that a certified
public accountant oversee his records.
That proposal passed easily.
"There are some lovely tours of Europe,"
grumbled Kallet, implying that the board
was just giving Mape a vacation.

An easier decision
The case of Dr. Lois Dunegan of Lansing,
which came up for settlement in February,
provoked less argument.
Dunegan was accused of incompetence in
the death of a 19-year-old Lansing area
woman injured in a traffic accident. Dunegan's errors, which Breneman described as a
"frightening series of events," ranged from
failure to get adequate laboratory tests to
having a friend with no medical training
assist her in the operating room.
"There's no indication that she, in her
heart, thought what she did was wrong,"
Fennessey said.
Dr. Charles Vincent, a Detroit specialist
in obstetrics and gynecology, pointed out
that Dunegan said she had gotten more
training since the incident that brought her
to the board's attention.
"The problem is not with the training,"
responded Fennessey. "The problem Is her
attitude towards her patients."

Physician's assistant Karen Kotch, who
proposed suspending Dunegan's license for a
year, said, "What she's done requires at least
suspension."
"I would be in favor of revocation at this
point," argued Dr. Addison Prince, a Detroit
obstetrics-gynecology specialist.
The suspension passed easily, with
Prince voting no.
MICHIGAN LAW requires that a physician charged with violating the licensing act
be given a chance to talk with a board
member and settle the matter before it goes
to a hearing.
The member designated by the board
brings the proposed resolution to the board
for a vote. Most cases are settled that way, to
avoid the time and expense of a hearing although negotiations before a resolution
sometimes take as long as a hearing.
Last April, Prince proposed a settlement
in the case of Dr. Benton Schiff, a Flint
physician charged with permanently damaging the nerves of a patient's vocal cords
while trying to remove her thyroid gland.
The woman, who lost her voice, sued and
won $250,000.
"He's 73," Prince told the board. "This is
his first suit in 45 years. He plans to retire at
the end of the year; he doesn't want to go out
in disgrace. He served his country well. This
one mistake he made, getting in over his
head, shouldn't be punished too severely."
The board agreed. They unanimousl
decided to allow Schiff to contnue performing surgery until the end of the year but
under the supervision of the chiefs of surgery at two Flint hospitals. After Jan. 1,
1984, Schifi was to be prohibited from
performing surgery that requires anesthesia.
Before the settlement could be approved
formally at the board's June meeting, th
I
issue became moot. Schiff died in May.
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Dr. Jesse Ketchum made a mistake that turned 63-year-old Martha Mendez, shown above in
her hospital bad in a photo taken from a television monitor, from a vigorous, healthy woman
into an all-but-dead person whose occasional eye movements provoked disagreement among
neurologists about whether they were voluntary. She died Dec. 28, 1981, after 4% years in a
coma.

I

Dr.Jesse Ketchum wants his Michigan license back.
Ina sense, it is fitting that he again wants to begin a
practice here because Michigan was the first state
to revoke his license, in June 1974.
New York revoked his license two months later.
Ontario, where he graduated from medical school
in 1943,revoked his license June 3. 1975.Nevada revoked his license two days later.
Ohio revoked his license April 15, 1976.
Arizona revoked his license a day later.
Yet after he'd lost his
licenses in all those
places - and served a
prison term - he still
managed to get a job as
a doctor at a Florida
hospital.
Atter less than a year
on that job, he made a
mistake that turned 63- Dr. Jesse Ketchum
year-old Martha Mendez trom a vigorous, healthy
woman into an all-but-dead person whose occasional eye movements provoked disagreement
among neurologists about whether they were voluntary.
Ketchum's troubles began in 1969,when William
Beaumont Hospital in Royal Oak kicked him ott its
staff for substandard practice of obstetrics and
gynecology.
Two years later, 25-year-old Margaret L. Smith of
Ypsilanti sought an abortion from Ketchum in
Buffalo, where he had moved to take advantage of
New York's liberal abortion laws. Prosecutors
charged that he tried to perform the abortion by
slicing into Smith's uterus; she bled to death.

KETCHUM DENIED the charge, but in October
1973a jury convicted him of criminally negligent
homicide. He was sentenced to a maximum of three
years at Attica Correctional Facility.
But Ketchum got a stay while he appealed. Free on
$10,000 bond and still licensed in Michigan and New
York, he returned to Detroit.
Five months later, three Detroit police officers
testified that they caught Ketchum masturbating at
the Frisco Theater, an adult movie house on Woodward. Ketchum, who said he was doing research in
his role as a sex counselor, was convicted of
indecent conduct.
A month after that incident, Ketchum attempted to
perform a second-trimester abortion in his Huntington Woods office on a woman who subsequently
had to be rushed to William Beaumont Hospital in
Royal Oak, where she was admitted in shock.
Based on those incidents and the New York
conviction, the Michigan Board of Medicine summarily suspended Ketchum's license. The other
slates slowly followed suit.
Meanwhile, Ketchum lost his appeals and served a
year in Attica prison.
When he was released, in March 1976,he wasn't
licensed anywhere in the United States. Florida
subsequently refused to let him take its licensing
exam.
BUT FLORIDA has a loophole in its licensing law.
Residents - doctors who are taking advanced
training - don't need licenses in Florida. So six
months after his release from Attica, Ketchum got a
position as an anesthesiology resident at Jackson
Memorial Hospital in Miami.
He was there in July 1977,when Martha Mendez
came down to Miami from her home in West New
York, N.J., to help her niece, who had broken her leg
and was having trouble caring for her family.
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* While there, Mendez developed abdohin.al
&aImps Sheentered Jackson Memorial HospItal ont
,
'July 26.,1977, to have hergallbladder removed
Ketchum was the anesthesiologist
'
,Toevvrdthe end of the operation, according to the
testimony of one of the surgeons, Ketchum mistakenly gave Mendez straight anesthetic gas Instead of '
a minture of anestheti end oxygen. Mender west
Info a cons
,
In thine
y4!Ait~years,
wwithhercare .
InShea
a nuremainehd

~oerma

nursinghomeIn JerseyChit paidfor with the

$540,000 settlement from Dade County, whichapartek,

owned
nd the Uniers~ty
ospital, ofMiami,

which staffed It. She died Dec. 28. 1981. M
Because Ketchum was unicensed, Fforida could '
take no action against hkn.
Now Ketchum, 68, wants his Michigan license
back. As was his right, he requested and received a
formal hearing last year. When the Board of Medicine receives the hearing officer's opinion, they will
decide whether to restore his license.'
When Martin Arsowitz, Mendez's attorsey, heard
that Ketchum had asked for his license back, he
wrote the Michigan board in protest:
"My client was never given the opportunity to
choose her anesthesiologist. What do you think her.
choice would have been had she known the facts
about Dr. Ktetchum prior to the administration of
anesthesiar.
Ketchum did not reply to a written request for an
interview, sent to his fast known Michigan address.
His attOrey. Joseph Reid, did not return several
telephone calls.

..
.
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ONE WOMAN who rememhbers.Hah wet is Rosa
Naparstek, a former Michigan lawyer now fining in.
California. Naparstek, who had helped In the battle
to legalize abortlons, went to Hah's clinic in 1973, a
month after the U.S. Supreme Court struck down
restrictive state abortion laws.
. The-night
before her operation. she met with
friends who had had dangerous, Hiegat abortions.
"We counted our blessings that I could be the
recipient of a safe and, a legal abortion," she

recalled.

then 28, eeded op ins hospital with a

massiveinfecfion that rectuiredremoval of her
uterus, her spleen, part of her colon and the
creation of a permanent colostomy, a hole in her
side through which fecal waste is passed. A tube
was Inserted through a temporary hole in her throat
so she could breathe. She was In a coma for two
months, In the hospital for five.
"When I came to, I had to go through physical
rehabilitation," she said. '1 couldn't talk. I couldn't
walk, I couldn't move.'

______

.. .n
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Dr. Ming Hah's abortion clinic in Uvonia was
ordered closed by the state Health Department In
1974 because it was' dirty and poorly staffed. The
Board of Medicine summarily suspended his license
in 1975 for casually prescribing Dilaudid, a synthetic
morphine, as a headache remedy.

I

So Hah moved to Chicago.
There, a Chicago Sun-Times series on abortion
clinics identified Hah as the "physician of pain" who
pertormed abortions without waiting for the anesthetic to take effect.
The Illinois medical board revoked his license in
1576, based on Michigan's action. Court delays
allowed Hah to continue performing abortions in
Illinois until 1978, when the revocation took effect
So Hah moved to New York.
Though that state's licensing agency knows of his
past, Hah remains a physician in good standing
there. The Queens address on his license is the
same as the address for American Birth Control, an
abortion clinic.

Rosa Naparstek. left. a former Michigan lawyer now living In California, who had helped in
the battle to legalize abortions, went to Dr.Ming Hah's (right) clinic in 1973. She ended up
in a hospital with a massive infection that"
required removal of her uterus. her spleen. '
part of her colon end the creation of a'
permanent colostomy. a hole in her side
through which fecal waste is passed.
Naparstek suedHahand, autera two-week trial,
settled olt of court for $68,000.
Duringthe trial, her boyfriend, now her hrosband,remarked:'One thingI hope comes of this is that
MingK. Hahwit never bearound to practice hiscraft
anywhere."
Repeatedattempts to contact Ming Hahat his
NewYorkoffice'were rebuffed, with explanations
first that hewas busy,thenthat he wason vacation,
thenthat he wasnot the Dr.Hahwhohad pra
in Michigan,although their birth dates and work
histories are the same.
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""L0n
Dd Y.u
h 19b9 Dr. Donald Y. Swrt performedback
slurgery on a California woman and killed er in
the process, the California Board o1 MedIcal
tXaminerS ruled. The board revoked Stewart's
license in 1973 for gross Incompetence" In the
t6eatment of the woman and three other people
who underwent dangerous. unnecessary back
surgery.
Three years lter, Stewarl asked the Michigan
Qepartment of Licensingand Regulatlonto reinslate his expired license. He pald S85 In delinquent feew. and the department Issued a license
tMarch 12 1976.
Three days later, Stewarl's resume arrived In
toe departments office. At the bottom. Stewart
had typed that hbi California cense had been
revoked for unreasonable cause - only crft.
cisms were intellectual, not ethical or morel"

For tour months in 19789undercover agents for the Michigan
Board of Medicine paraded
through Dr. Mehmet Kursun Kaeat'soffice in Grand Rapids,asking
tor drugs to make them leel good'
apphetamines, steeping pils morphine-like painkillers
Kasat gave them what they wanted He later pleaded guilty to delivery of amobarbital, a sedative.
The doctor, then 55. also propositioned a patent and tried to sexualtyassault his 19-year-old receptonist. concluded a hearing offtcer tor
the Board of Medicine.
A Kent County judge did not believe Kasal's patient and acquitted
Kasa I a soliciltationcharge. Kasal
told tn. hearing offtcer that he had
not assuilted his employe.
Neveriheless, the Board ot Medicine revoked his license in May
1980.
Kasal stilt had Florida and West
Virginia licenses.He went to Wheeting W. Va.,inDecember 1981.Elght
months later, futhiling a longtime
desire to work InFlorida, he set up apart-time practice inthe small town
of Ocoee, near Orlando.
The Florida medical board caught
up with Kasal last December and
suspended his license.
But he is stil welcome in West
Virginia

Dr. William Carrance
Dr. William Carrazahha bad
trouble withdrugsin three states.
NewYork'smedicalboard saysit
put him on probationfor a 1958
tederalheroinconvictionin Nevada.
WhenCanranza
cameto Michigan
in 1975,
boardmembers
gavehima
limitedlicenseandrestrictedhimto
the RedfordMedicalCenter.They
relentedthenextyear,grentinghim
a tull license.
Then,in 1981,Waterlordpolcae
accusedhim of trying to run his
girlfriendover with his car and
chargedhimwithfelonious
assault.
Police searchedhis home and.
foundcocaine.
Theassaultchargewas dropped
in exchangefor a guiltyplea to
cocane possession.
A-judge sentencedhim to 610
daysin jail and
three years' probation, and ordared him to attenda substance
abusetreatmentprogram
Last August,the board ordered
his Michigan
licensesuspended
for
two years,
Theaction hasittle enectonCarranza.whohas beenback in New
Yorksinceat leastNovember
1982
He saidhe's workingin the emergencyroom ot a largeNewYork
City hospital.but he won't nal
whichone.

MiCHIGAN'S REVOCATION machinery rumbled for three years before the board wasabsi to
take Stewart's license away. For at least part of
that time. Stwart worked in Detroit, performing
sprgery at small local hospitalt
Now Stewart in in New York, where he has
pRacticed medicine since he lost his Michigan
bcense in 1979. New Yorks revocation procedures, even more Ponderous than Michigan's,
have been at work on Stewart's case more than
tour years, with no decision.
*tewart, 55, did not have kind words for the
M=chigan board: "I think they're the biggest
busch of lying, cheating trauds in the world. In
spite of the tact that I had good references from
Detroit, and in spite othetact that I wasthe.most
saper-tralned and highly tralned man In the
entire history ot the world, they revoked my
license.
'They should be lined up in hront ot the AMA
building in Chicago and machine-ganned to
death and the blood lef there for a day."

Di. Rbod Y.Walkiii
Psychilatrst Robert M. Walker called hbi
Taylor office the Walmor Holistic ClInic.
Implying a comprehensive attitude toward
health care. But the only thing comprehensive about Walker's clinic were the bills he
submitted to Medicaid and Blue Cross-Blee
Shield.
Investigators who want to his clinic nine
lises in late 1979 and early 1979 reported
that he gave them Valium tor the asking.
One investigator reported that Walker
checked his asura," told him his heart was
going counter.clockwise instead of clockwise, "fixed" the investigator's heart by
nubbing bb chest end sold him a gold
pyramid to wear on his head tor treatment of
headaches and tension. (EX)
v
0,
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BiLE CROSS and Medicaid charged thet
Walker owslt a few minutes with each patient, then submitted buis for psychotherapy, lab fasts end other services fbey said he

neverprovided.
On May 11, 1981, a Wayne County Circuit
Court judge sentenced Walker tofour years
probation for Medicaid fraud. Walker aeso
agreed to repay $20,000to Medicaid and the
Blues
The federal government.suspended him
from participation In Medicare and Medicaid
for four years.
In September 1981,the Board of Medicine
suspended his license for two years, beginning in May 1951.
BUT WALKER has not been in Michigan
since 1979. He's in Calftomia, where he
works for the Los Angeles Coanty Mentai
Health Department, treating patients at the
San Pedro Mental Health Clinic.

If

I
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amlphetainese.
painkillersand other dangermu drings. the clinic operator told fed
eral agents
KRYGOWSKI WAS indicted in January

,

:

DI

Michigan . . . Things have

been much better for me here."
-Robert

M. Walker

"I don'tcareto comebackto Michigan,'he
says. I dont like the climate,andI think
there'smuchmore learningexperiences
in
CalitorniaThingshavebeenmuchbetter for
mehere."
in February1903,the Calitorniamedical
boardfiledchargesagainsthim,basedon
his Michigan
suspension.

-

The Michigan Board of Medicine consid- . 1983 alon5 with 15 other people, incfuding II
ered Dr. Bruce Krygoaetl such a public
three physicians and a pharmacist He
I
menace that It Invoked its emergency pown- pleaded guitty to distibution of Tuien,
ers to suspend hbi license without a hearing.
painkiller. Last tall. he was sentenced to
In Ohio, he's a doctor In good standing.
year and a dayin jail, which wansuspended.
Krygowski, 3i4, worked In what federai
taend
three years' probation and a $10,000
agents called the largest prescription drng
min in the Detroit area ODer two years, the
Krygowskrs plea convinced the Board o0;
Med-Care Medical Clinic on Schaeler and its Medicine that he was an 'imnidnent threat tic
successor, United Physicians Medical Ceo- the public heaith, safety and weleare Ther
ter on Sin Mile, took in about $70 'tiiniOn board summariy suspended his icense De,
from the sale of illegal prescriptions tor 14.

,!

"I don't care to come back to

i

,

't

While Dr. Timothy Stem was ananesthesiolagist at Dickinson County Hospital In the
Upper Peninsula, he wrote fraudulent prescriptions for Dilaudid for himself, according
to formal charges filed with the Board of
Medicine.
Dilaudid is a modified form of morphine,
intended for treatment of severe pain. Like
morphine, it Is highly addictive and often
abused.
Stern would write prescriptions in the
names of his father-in-law, who lives in New
Jersey, and his father. who livesin NewYork,
the state's attorney charged. Intwo weeksin
July 1979, Stern wrote prescriptons lor
more than.200Dilaudid tablets, according to

Krygowski
mightbe an'lmmhrent
threat' in
Michigan, but in Dayton, Ohio, he i a realdent in plastic surgery at St. Eiz1abethHospi
tal. He did not return phone calls.

.

.

.

,

Il
the formal charges.
Four months auterthe hospital hired him, n'
fired him.
Without adminting the charges, Stemr
agreed in November 1980 to surrender his
license.
He then moved to Rochester, N.Y., where'
he opened a pain ciinic, treating as many as
40 people a day, usually with anesthetic
injections and acupuncture
The New York state Health Department has
decided to file its own fomnal charges
against Stem - the specifics o1the charges
are secret - but he remains licensed while
the case wends its way through New Yorks
intricate disciplinary system.
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4RUGS, trom Page IAHydrick of Grand Rapids, a member of
the state medical society's Impaired
Physicians Program for westers Michigan.
: Hydrick explained that most addicted doctors stay away from patients
%yhenthey are drunk or drugged.
: Hydrick lost his license for a year
after he prescribed so many painkillers
for a woman thuatshe became addicted.
She had to be hospitalized, detoxified
apd treated In a drilg asuse program.
Ino its findings, the board said Hydrkk's patient frequently shared the
drugs with Hydrick at their homes.
Hydrick now says he "possibly" was
imlaired at the time and that he used to
dridk "a fair amount." But he maintains
that the woman implicated himbecaue
the Attorney General's Office threat
eqed her.
IN tHERSTUDY M 100 alcoholic
phydicians, Dr. LeClair Bissell of New
York City noted: "Many of the physidans stated that their alcoholism has
aever resulted in injury to their pa-

tients.

: Although this feeling is often
Shared by the colleagues of alcoholic
physicians, It is a view that Is difficult
to accept.
"."Sincealcoholism interferes In so
many ways and with such a multiplicity
n1functions, there can be little doubR
that the patients receive a lesser level of
dare than the physician is ableto deliver
When he is sober."
i The indulgent attitude toward physcians and the "conspiracy of silence"
ire changing, to a great extent at the
listlgation of organized medicine. The
AMA Council on Mental Health reOoried in 1972 that it had sent letters to
ail state medical Societies, asking about
programs to idetify and belp addicted
*-.ihyacidam
'Twenty-three states had no such
drogram, and three state societies veheq*etniy denaed that a problem existed.
- Since then, at the urging of the
iMA,40 state medical societies have
developed programs for impaired doctprs. More than 30 states have enacted.
the AMA's model legislation, whicl
empowers stOtellcenung boards to act
against sick doctors.
: Michigan has both a medical society
glogram and a"sick doctor" regulation.
Michigan's state and county medical
sceties have committees of doctor"
*wevisit phyicianu whom they have
*tardare impaired and try to persuad*
Ithemto get treatment The society also
haaset up a $50,000 fund to provide
ivI-Interest loans to phyiciams wbo
t$ust Interrupt their practices to Bgt:
teatment-

rf a doctor agrees to contact a pay*
=latriotor enter a drag treatment
program, the society' ro ends except
_ art informal contact with the inior-.

rgumt.

If the doctor refuses, the society's
oYrlealso ends. Society members do not
report the doctor to the Board of Medi-

rine.

*"We have no firsthand knowledge
i ;f flis fitness," says Dr. Douglas SarI ent co-chairman of the Wayne County
!bdcal Society's heaith and weil-belng
committee. "So our position Is the per.cn who has notifled noshould report"
the doctor.
: For reasons of confidentiality, the
Michigan State Medicao]Society does
not keep detailed statiswtcs on the Fnpaired doctor program. The reports
they have received, through the end of
1982, indicate that society members
qdqtacted 146 Impaired doctors in 28
-months. Members say they perswraded
iX3to accept treatment; national statistis suggest about 60 will recover:
Fdrty-three refused and presumably
continue to practice.
SOME OTIHERSTATES' medicalsodeties have taken a more active aPproach.
The Medical Association of Georgia
has developed an elaborate two-year
treatment program that includes hospitalization, care in a halfway house.
"mirror-image therapy" In which the
doctors help treat other addicted patients, and aftercare at weekly Caducews Clubs, modeled alter Alcoholics
Anonymous. Since the program begosx
In 1976, more tha 500 doctors havel
been treated; more than 300 are back In
practice.
Such programs seem more effective
than many state licensIng boards In
protecting patients from sick doctors.
They certainly are faster.
In Michigan, a case before the Board
of Medicine takes an average of 2W
years to final resolution. While the case
Is being resolved, the physician umoally
remains free to practice.
Dr. Franz Jordan began having
problems with drugs as early as 1970,
when an Oklahoma court found him
guilty of public drunkennam. Dosing
his years of practice In Owosso and
Boyne City, the Board of Medicine
twice Inveatigated him for suspected
drug abuse but was unable to find
enough evidence to warrant formal
charges. in 1977. local doctors concorned about his treatment of patients
: wrote the board.

Most of the larser county medical
societies in Michigan have Intervention commfttees to try to persuade
addicted physicians to get treatment.
In WayneCounty, individuals concerned about an impaired physician
can call 567-1640, 8:30 am. to 4:30
p.m. weekdayk, and ask for the
Friends of Medicine. A doctor vdill
call back. Your namewillbe kept
confidential.a
If yotir county medical society
doesn't have an impaired physician
committee, call the Michigan State
Med cal Society at 517-337-1351,
8:1s am. to 5 p.m. weekdays, and
ask for the Impaired Physician Program.
The medical societies can only
persuade. The state Board of Medicine is the only ageucy that can
restrict a doctors practioe or revoke a license. To report an impaired physician, write the Department of Ucensing and Regulation,
Bureau of Heaith Services, Box
30018, Lansing 48509.

In 1978, after Jordan's third hospitalIza1losIn a year for problems associ.
ated with drug abuse, the board
launched another Investigation that led
to formal charges in 1979.
Jordan was allowed to continue
practicing, prdvided that he submit
urine samples and psychiatric reports
for two years to prove be was not
taking drugs. He reportedly moved to
Puerto Rico last July.
Tbeboard first heardof Dr. George
Stokes In 1978, when Munson Medical
Center in Traverse City reported that
Stokes had been suspended from the
staff because he was drunk when he
came to the emergency room to treat a
patient. The state charged, and Stokes
admitted, that he had been an alcoholic
for 10 years.
.A yesr later, when the boardissued
its final order, Stokes already had entered a treatment program and was
recovering. The board simply put its
stamp of approval on the program.
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SO THE DILEMMA.
Independent treatment is faster but
leaves the public defenseless against
inpaired doctors who refuse or fail
treatment andcontinue to practice.
.State board action provides some
public protection and control but takes
much longer.
Four years ago, the State of California began a program that addressed
both needs.
A Callfornia doctor Impaired by
drugs, alcohol or physical or mental
illness can apply for entry to the Diversion Program for Impaired Phyidcansa
ad arm of the state liceaisingboard.
If, after an interview, the doctor is
accepted - andalmost all who apply
are - any board Investigation is hted.
An evaluation committee .designs a
treatment program for thedoctor, who
might be allowed to continue practicing, sometimes under restrictions.
Although state disciplinary actioas
ae public records, thedoctor's partcipotion In the diversion program is confidental; upon successfil completioe, ail
records are destroyed.

lroua results:

-P L s 1#1

t I1982, 126 doctors were pardciptin$ lnthe program, and17completed thbir treatment. Four years is not
enough to measure long-term success,
but the program has had some shortterm effects, as documented in a letter q
graduate wrote to the program director
almost two years after beginning treatment:
: "It is difficult tocomprehend all that
has occurred in my life since that evening In late July 1980 when I spoke to
you for the first time ...
I have progressed from a despairing, depressed individual with nofuture
but continued deterioration and probable saicide, to a productive, competent
phyaician, a reliable and trustworthy
friend, and a compassioante and understanding father and husband. I have
grown to like and respect myself for the
first time in many years'
An addicted doctor who, enters a
treatment program has a better-thaneven chance of re6svery, according to
statistics from drug treatment centers.
Most treatment programs report that
60 to 75 percent of their doctor pationt
recover.

' That Ishigher than the general poprate, which a Mayo
ulatlon nssuccess
Clinic study found to be between 50andd
60 percent
. The Mayo researchers discounte4
Intelligence and education as Iactors iD
1
the doctors' higher recovery.rate. Instead, they cited pressure from state
licensing boards and hospitals as major
reasons for doctors' more favorable
outcomes. The threat of losing something as prestigious and lucrative as a
medical license is a powerful motivator,
they suggested.
The favorable outlook Is an encouraging sign for therapists trying to get
reluctant doctors to heal themselves.
The directors of Georgia tsreatment
-program wrote, "Perhapsthe single
most Important lesson this program has
taught us Is that while disabled doctors
cannot reach out for help, they will,
when motivated with appropriate
treatment demonstrate a high rate ol
recovery.
The value of such recovery to the
individual physician, his or her fatiily,
and community is incalculable."
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Benaumonoptl
the state charged, she continued to treat, in the labor anddelivery areaof Williamn
yearn hatfore,'
Iin RoyalOak, talking rapidly and,walking unsteadily,wish:
psychiatric patients despite her impairmnsnt.
Schneider-. blood runningdownherleft bendfromwhat appearedto be!
According tothisa tate's format accusaltion,
disorders without sufficient: a fresh inject Ion Site.A month later, she appearedInthe Dice diagnosed seriousmnental
basin,mined up her notes and orders, end Peppered,namecondition, her handsswollenand bandaged. Four'
patilenlcharts with Inappropriate comments, ouchas 'Pa-. months after that, secm - tmdih 0dlvr
tient dramatic and fuolof BiS"and '(The patient) gaveme baby. Shewalked unsteadily andsuffered memorylapses:
my diagnosis." .She allegedly disrupted a hospital by: during the delivery.
er
The board suspende e ien o
attemptingto0conduict asing-along lathe visitoraslountge.
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Doctors who sell drugs
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illegally sold prescriptions for 1,200
tablets of oarcotics, tranquilizers and
diet pills because, he testified, he needed to buy a S14,000 engine for his twioengine Beecheraft airplane
The activities of doctors like Marshall have helped make Michigan the
nation's largest wholesale purchaser of
pep pills, codeine and Dilaudid, a highly
addictive morphine derivative. Michigan ranks No. I in sales of five of the
eight drugs the federal Drug Eniforcement Admdnistration regulates most
strictly because, of their high potential
for abuse.
Diet pills llke Desoxyn are a particular problem. These drugs, called amphetarnines, also are known as pep pills
because of iheir stimnulanteffect They
are highly addictive, and their usefulness in weight control is, by the mansfacturers' admission, questionable.
One-third of the Desoxyn distributed in the United States is sold to hospitals, doctors and pharmacists in Detroit,
according to 1982 and 1983DEA statistics. After it reaches the streets, federal
drug agents bebeve, much of it is
shipped illegally to other states.
THAT TRAFFIC continues despite
Michigan Board of Medicine reprlations intended to strictly Eimitamphetamine prescription Ior weight control.
Marshall is one Michigan doctor
who got caught. In January 1983 the
board suspended his license for at least
a year, and a month later, after his
conviction on drug charges, a judge sent
him to the federal prison in Marion, Ill.,
where he is now. He already Is eligible
to apply for reliceosure.
But drug abuse experts say most
doctors who illegally sell drugs do not
get caught.
"We believe a substantial portion of
the problem in Michigan is due to a
small number oi dishonest doctors and
pharmacists," wrote members of MOP
UP (MDs, Osteopab4 anmdPharmacists
against Unnecessary Prescriptions), a
group of Macomb County health professionals and drug enforcement of11dais trying to reduce prescription drug
abuse.
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Dr. Michael Marshall of
Southfield, left, is one Michigan
doctor who got caught. In
January 1983 the Board of
Medicine suspended his license
for at least a year for selling drug
prescriptions, and a month later,
, a judge sent him to the Federal
Prison Camp in Marion, Ill.,
where he is now. He already is
eligible to apply for relicensure.

"The reasons for this growing problem in Michigan can be stated simply:
The profit isenormous, the likelihood of
being detected is minute, and the likelhood of being successfully prosecuted
- with jail or loss of licese - if
detected is minute."
Since 1977, according to a Free Press
study, the Boardof Medicine has taken
action against 53 of its 20,000 licensed
doctoes ior illegal drug prescribing. O0
those, 34 Inst their licenses to practice
for at least a year.
Over that time, prescription drug
abuse continued to grow, according to
DEA figures. Since 1978, there have
been huge increases In the amounts of
stimulants, sleeping pills and narcotic
painkillers prescribed and dispensed in
Michigan.
In those years, Michigan's wholesale
consumption of Diiaudid, for example,
increased almost 400 percent. The staUsocs suggest to drug investigators
that Michigan is an Interstate disdfibmUnn center for illegally prescribed
drugs.
WHILE THE PROBLEMhas been

growing, state enforcement activity
has beendecining.
Until last year, the slate Department
ofLicensing and Regulationpaidfnrsix
investigators and two secretaries to
work with the MichiganState Police's
Diversion Investigative Unit, which
tries to controlIllegalsaoeand use of
prescription drugs.
Budgetcubtforced the department
to eliminate those emplnyeslast May.
Withthat fundinggone,the unit's staff
statewide has been cut Inhail.
"We're alive,but not really well,"
said Lt. JosephYoung of the unit's
Lansing office."I had sinInvestigators
and a secretary. Now I've got three
sergeants and nosecretaries my investigators have to do their own typing.
"Las year, my stadl investigated
onercomplaints short of what they did
the year before.I don't think they'll be
ableto keepup.It's just goingto catch
up with us."
Besidesmoremoney,state and federal drug enforcement officialsweuld
like to see Michiganenact a triplicate
prescription law likethe one InIllinois.
Such a law would require three
copiesof every prescription for addictivedrugs - one for the doctor,one for
,the phamacy and oneforacenrual state
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agency that could monitor the prerfb
ing and dispensing habits of indiv!dil
. I.
triplicatepk4
"1think if you tssued
scriptiona you'd eliminate anywhf
from half to three-quarters of themrb:
lem," said John Mudri, diversion cpntrol supervisor for the DEA's Detail
office.
The problem of amphetamine aba44
prompted the Board of Medicine c
years ago to enact prescribing restrittions. Among other limltations. t
rules" prohiblC
board's "amphetamine
doctors from prescribing them fOr:
weight control to any patient for nmote:
than three months in a row.
Butthe rules seem to have had little,
effect on the consumption of pep pills In:
Michigan.
The medical board of at least one'
suate - Wisconsin - has prohibited
doctors from prescribing ampbet.
;
amines for weight control.
"Wefelt it was a very good rule, nh
we've had a lot of good luck with at:
said Deanna Zychowski, administrati e
assistant to that board. I think it fpht
down a lot of the weight loss clinics
where doctors were handing there it.
They pautkind of folded."

) doctors and pharmacists.
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TM
tell o doctor
seldom

F-Docqtorsseldom tell onl doctor's

bookdescribing his ordeal with drug
Dear Ann Landers: I havetwo
addiction,"Dr. Patrick Reilly" (a
riends whose 4-year-old daughpseudonym) worries: 'Maybe the
ters weresent to the samedoctor
medical rocdetyIn Cleveland had
- onefor an injured ankle, the
faund out. They would pull my U1other with a badcold. He perI would never be able to procceneol
formed vagin exams on both
lieemediclneagain"
and
girls, wih ao nursepresent
conatMedicalsocietles are
They
wihout cons ,ling the mothers.
polItIcaland trade organazations that
Thisdoctor was committed to a
doctarsajaalI they choote. The toddmenvalhospital about 10 years
ier' rtrongest sanction isexpulsion -.
.ago. In our ton thereis no mediwhichhasnolegalor practical effect
:cal. socrety. snly gossip from
on a doctor's privilegeto practice.
-nursesabout Ahisparticular docor imReporting an.ineompetent
-<or.What can be done?-Small
paireddoctor to a county,oate or
-Town in Nebraska
national medicalorganization Is like
physiother
The
Neb..l
Dear
reporting abad driver to the Ameri_,
cians in town should report the
canAutomobileAssoclation:The ordoctor to he county and state
might deplore thebehavgaazUations
Amerto
the
medical soMitets and
is now 'lor, but neither isequipped,legallyor
above
Posey,
Robert
Dr.
ican Medical Association headbefore the State politically, to deal with theproblem.
charges
facing
Chicago.
quarters in
If medicalsocretiescan'tstop bed
Board of Medicine that at leat
DearAnn:You're wrong.
eight women have been victims doctors frompracdticng,theyatleast
al- of hi substandard care. One is mightbe expected to alertlicensing
Dr. Dale B r's ulster-ln-taw
mostdiedin 1974becauseDr.Robert dead, one lost her baby, and sia boards.
Butthey dn't. Organized medi.Posey failedto bcognirze her severe underwent allegedly unneceanever blows the whistle
'nternalbleedifn aker's late-night ary surgery. He was first re- tine airnost
callstp other doctors saved ported to the Ingham Countay on its
telephone
members.
TheFreePreustraced dowa~the
i 94
Medial oit
MarilynMaynard's liDe.
originalsources for 187casesirrought
Medical Society is 1B74.
*Bakerreported Posey to the
test her baby, Azd six underwent before the st011Board of Medicine
InghamCounty Mdi Society.
from 1977through1982.The cue
- The medical society pasued the allegedly
unnecessary surgery.
(In a
areceo- originated from 193complaints
Hearings on the charges
-complalnttothe oalsociety of obstefew cases. more thaaone person or
2riclansendgynwclogists. The com- tinutng in Lansing.
to theboard about
agency complained
*aidntdied there
likeAr Loaders, adoctmrk
PEOPLE,
MANY
_ Fiveyears laher,the state DepartCounty medicalsocieties filedfour
jnent of Ucensing undRegulation maybellevethat theAmericanMelland Its localaffillates ofthose 193 eomplaints
learned of the incident fromother calAssocdation
Oulyone stat1profiessonal society
from
of
appeal
ceorts
ultimate
are
the
Bst
of
it
to
the
tong
end
adder
sources
filedagdunstPosey with the substaindardcare by doetors Tey - theMichigat Societyof PathmloTharges
may think that these societies, partic- gists - filed a eomplaintduring the
MichiganBoardb/ Medichne.
- In theyears since Bakerreported ularly theAMA,canroachout from siXyeara
Iadividual doctors didnot domuch
Poseyto theconty medicalsociety, Chicago snd atopadoctor frompracbettor. Iasix years, 10doctors stepped
otleasteightother women havebeen ticingrg
victimsof Poseyls substeadard care, Even some doctors sharethose forwardto charge colleagues wtuy
thestate has charged. oe is dead,one bellefl.In "A Private Practice,"a
new Incompetence.
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Lawsuits don't stop bad doctors
Dr. Dale Williams of MusMalpractice lawsuits, despite their
kegon. left, says he can't
popularity, their numbers and the
get insurance anymore
apprehension thdy instill In medical
because he has been
circles, do not protect the public from
bad doctors,
sued 10 times. He won
They do not separate the good
three cases and settled
-seven. Cheryl Burnham's
;diocts from the bad.
parents sued Dr. Lois
-- They compen~t only afraction of
-7pstients injured y negligence.
I
Dunegan. right, after a
And they donIt drive beddoctors
prosecutor raised
oat of business. Dcoswho aresued.county
questions about Duneso many times that they can't get
gan's "assistant" in the
coverage simply practice without insurance.
I
operating room - a
Fifty-seven percent of Michigans
_
friend of herswho hadho
doctors have had malpractice claims
medical training.
filed against them, according to a
survey commissioned by the Michi an
Insurance Bureau, Anational study by
the Rand lnstitute for Social Justice
A malpractice suit or claim is not
Such an enormous burden of
indicates that more than half of malproof of incompetence, as the high claims might be expected to drive the
practice claims are dropped with no
rate of dropped claims indicates.
doctors out of business because Inalpayment to the patient.
Even a case that's settled often practice insurance companies wivuld
Partly for that reason, lawsuits
does not contain enough evidence of
refuse to underwrite their high- risk
seldom lead to formal charges before
incompetence to constitute a licensing
practices.
the Board of Medicine.
violation.
But nothing prevents adoctor fIfom
:
One Coldwater physician's insurer
practicing without insurance.
MICHIGAN RESIDENTS filed
paid $35,000 to a woman who sufDr. Dale Williams of Muske
more than 6,000 malpractice lawsuits
fered complications from exploratory
says he can't get insurance anyotegon
nore
from 1977 through 1982. But only 10 surgery.Anassistantattorneygeneral
because he has been sued l0time, s.He
of some 200 cases that came before
thought the case was strong enough to
won three of those cases and se ttled
the Board of Medicine during that
bring before the Board of Medicine.
seven. The latest settlement, aptime were based on suits.
The formal accusation charges that
proved last October, will comper nsate
It's not that the state doesn't know
the doctor burned a hole in the woma 23-year-old man who limps bec ause
of the lawsuits. Bylaw, malpractice
ans intestine while trying to cut away
Williams allegedly failed to diagni Dsea
insurance companies must provide the
adhesions with an electric knife. The
hip disorder 10 years ago. The itisurMichigan Insurance Bureau with dewoman developed asevere abdominal
ance settlement will pay the man
tailed information about each claim
infection and inflammation of the
$200,000 plus $525 a month for rthe
filed and settled, whether or not the
lungs.
rest of his life
claim leads to a lawsuit. The bureau,
After a hearing, an adminstrative
in turn, sends the information to the law judge concluded that the state had
Now Williams practices wit bout
Department ofLicensing and Regula- not proved that the incident was more
insurance. He charges that the 10
tion.
than an "unfortunate result," which
lawsuits were filed at the instig ation
But for a year, beginning in No- can happen to any doctor, no matter
of other doctors who felt threalaened
vember 1982, nobody in the licensing how careful.
by his attempts to develop innov ative
agency was looking at them. Officials
ways of delivering health care to Poor
said they had neither the time nor the
NEVERTHELESS, some doctors
people.
staff to examine 175claims and suits a have more unfortunate results than do
NeI)rr PA4s
month and decide: which warranted
others.
investigation.
;
A four-year study of 8,000 doctors
Now they are being examined, by in the Los Angeles area found that
order of licensing officials appointed fewer than one percent of them acby the Blanchard administration.
counted for 10percent of all malpracEven when the department has tice claims and almost a third of all
looked at the lawsuits, it has not used
malpractice payments.
many as a basis for formal charges.
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MOST DOCTORS are not sued 10
times, or even twice. Nevertheless,
since the mid-1970s, organized medicine has voiced increasing alarm and
outrage at the growth in the number
of malpractice suits. According to the
Michigan State Medical Society, the
number of claims filed against doctors
has increased 336 percent in the last
six years.
Yet malpractice is a much bigger
problem than those statistics indicate.
Although a lot of malpractice suits
might be frivolous, they are outweighed by the many cases of negligence that never result in a suit. If
Michigan is like the rest of the nation,
it has nine "silent" victims of malpractice for every one who sues.
A 1982 report by the Rand Corp.'s
Institute for Civil Justice estimated
that, at most, one in 10 patiO .s injured by negligence files a claim.
"Only a fraction of the stock of
potential claims are actWall filed,"
w :eRand consultant Pat'icia DanZQ . "Very crude estimates suggest
th .t at most one in 10 potentially
a, donable injuries gi . .. e to a
claim."
Why the other oi-ie do not sue is
unclear because .ao one has inter.viewed them.
. ow they are
Many ....t,.. n
victims. Cheryl burnham's parents
had not i:tended to sue over their 19year-old daughter's death. They believed Dr. Lois Dunegan when she told
them everything possible had been
done to treat Burnham's internal injuries from the traffic accident.
It was only after the Ingham County Prosecutor's Office raised questions about Dunegan's "assistant" in
the operating room - a friend of hers
who had no medical training - that
the Burnhams contacted a lawyer.
"Good manners and a saintly appearance can overcome a great deal of
incompetence," said Dr. Thomas DeKornfeld, chairman of the University
of Michigan anesthesiology department and head of a committee studying ways to improve state regulation
of health professionals.
"I know doctors who are unlikely
to be sued because their patients think
they're just wonderful."

Fifty-seven percent of
Michigan's doctors have
had malpractice claims
filed against them,
according to a survey
commissioned by the
Michigan Insurance
Bureau.
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YIis hospitals...

Kicked ouwt of one, on to another'
A hospital's ability to protect patients ends at its doors. A doctor
kicked out of one hospital can simply
go on to another.
Sparrow Hospital of Lansing put
Dr. Robert Posey on probation and
limited his privileges after the Maynard Incident (see story, top left)
and a series of other near misses.
But Sparrow's actions had no effect on Posey's privileges at nearby
St. Lawrence Hospital and Ingham
Medical Center, to which he subsequently transferred his practice. With
the exception of Marilyn Maynard's
near-death, the state's incompetency
charges are based on incidents that
occurred at Ingham and St. Lawrence.
Dr. Dale Williams (see story, bottom left) was kicked off the staffs of
two large Muskegon hospitals, Hackley and Mercy, on charges of poor care
of patients. Three cited in the charges
died; another almost died.
But Williams still can admit pa
tients to the nearby 46-bed Heritage
Hospital, which he helped found.
Hospitals need doctors to function,
but doctors do not always need hospitals.
Dr Joseph Rucker Sr. of Detroit
performed abortions in his own clinic,
assisted by an ex-convict with no
medical training. In the three years
before he lost his license in 1963,
Rucker switched to a more general
practice and earnmd almost SI million
taking care of Medicaid patients from
his office.
THE DANGERS of keeping incompetent doctors on staff are obvious,
but some hospitals have learned that
kicking doctors off their staffs also
has its perils.
St. Lawrence had to defend itself
in court for five years against psychiatrist H.C. Tien.
Hospital officials dropped Tien
from the staff in May 1977 after years
of turmoil over his extensive use of
electroshock therapy, traditionally
administered only to severely depressed patients. Before they told him
to leave, hospital officials had to hire
separate aides and nurses for Tien
because the regular staff refused to
work with him

. impf

b&-i

Psychiatrist H. C. Tien was dropped from one hbspital's staff after
other staff members at that hospital refused to work with him'
because of his extensive use of electroshock therapy. He's now'
practicing at another hospital and has twice sued the hospital that
kicked him off staff. Above he Is shown in a pictufe taken from a book
he paid to publish about the use of television in therapy.

lien used shock treatments to
"erase" his patients' undesirable personality characteristics. In the period
of confusion that accompanies recovery from electroshock, Tien's patients
would be fed chocolate milk from
baby bottles, given new names and
"reprogrammed" into different personalities.
Tien sued St. Lawrence twice,
once after the hospital refused him
permission to perform electroshock
therapy on certain patients, and again
after it revoked his staff privileges.
Both suits eventually were dismissed.
Tien still practices in Lansing. He
is on the staff at Sparrow Hospital,
which does not have electroshock
facilities.
"His record at our hospital was
clean," said Dr. W. E. Malvonado,
vice-president for medical affairs at
Sparrow, when contacted by a reporter. "We were not privy to the records
at the other institution."

The state later went up against
Tien, charging him with 36 counts of
exploitation of the doctor-patient relationship, incompetence and misrepresentation. Those charges were dismissed two years later when Tien
agreed to be more careful in his financial and patient dealings.
Tien has not responded to requests
for an interview.
WILLIAMS took both Mercy and
Hackley hospitals to federal court on
anti-trust charges. Williams charged
that the hospitals got rid of him because they felt threatened by his efforts to reduce hospitalization
through preventive medicine.
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U.S. District Judge Richard Enslen
denied the hospitals' initial motions
'tif

,^,6t

for summary judgment. Only after
41/4years of expensive fact-finding

procedures did he grant the dismissal,
ruling that Williams' professional behavior was "highly questionable" and
that his colleagues had "valid medical
and professional concerns." Hackley
Hospital estimates it spent more than
$100,000 on lawyers' fees to defend
against the suit.
St. Joseph Mercy Hospital of Pontiac tried to drop Dr. Leo Donaldson
from its residency program in December 1982 after he was charged with
sexually assaulting a patient. A federal judge ordered the hospital to
allow him to complete his residency.
Donaldson's racial discrimination
case is pending against the hospital,
and criminal sexual conduct charges
are pending against him.
Dr. Jon Stolte is suing 20 members
of the Pontiac General Hospital medical staff who suspended him in 1976,
allegedly for using poor surgical judgment. One case cited was an elective
tonsillectomy on a pregnant woman
who subsequently had a miscarriage.
The hospital's non-physician board of
trustees put Stolte back on the staff ii
1978.
"We have been asked to control
our own people on the one hand, and
on the other hand when you do, you
end up in a lawsuit," said Dr. Robert
Segula, one of the physicians named in
the suit.
Segula was pessimistic about the
future of peer review, the formal
process by which committees of hospital-based doctors monitor their colleagues.
"For the good, honest and legitimate physician who is seeking self-

improvement, peer review is very
much alive," he said. "But the one
who really needs it for policing is so
protected by the law that (peer review) is in serious danger."
Hospitals do not stand alone ii
their disciplinary efforts. By law,
hospital must notify the state Depart
ment of Licensing and Regulatioi
whenever it acts against a doctor. The
state can then pick up where the
hospital's action left off.
BUT STATE ACTION is slow at
best and uncertain at worst.
Hackley and Mercy duly notified
the state Department of Licensing and
Regulation in 1978 that they had
revoked Williams' staff privileges.
Four years later, the Board of
Medicine dismissed most of the
charges against him and ordered Williams to get an extra 300 hours of
medical education by 1985, a requirement that Williams said he already
has fulfilled.
The board did suspend Dr. James
Gotham's license - but almost two
years after Harper Hospital of Detroit
suspended him because of a nerve
disorder that impaired his ability to
practice medicine safely.
And the board did persuade Dr.
Willard Green to retire last January
- eight years after Pontiac General
Hospital refused to renew his staff
privileges because of poor quality
patient care.
Although hospitals must inform
the state when they take disciplinary
actions against doctors, they are not
required to inform patients, Even if a
patient asks, officials at most hospitals will not say whether the patient's
doctor has been put on probation or
otherwise disciplined.
-

"We have been asked to control our own people
on the one hand, and on the other hand when
you do, you end up in a lawsuit," said Dr. Robert
Segula, one of the physicians named in the suit.
Segula was pessimistic about the future of peer
review, the formal process by which committees
of hospital-based doctors monitor their
colleagues: "For the good, honest and legitimate
physician who is seeking self-improvement, peer
review is very much alive. But the one who really
needs it for' policing is so protected by the law
that (peer review) is in serious danger."
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iformsotion molpesoinmputerized
The Board of
Dcemvitsagainstdoctors,who then
Medicine,
cold bhinvetoted foritonowMt.whichhod been meetingonty 0r
havedifferent
riry two monthoheougonthoudget Uons.Thetwoagenden
systems.
computer
in Matrhbeganto meet
conotleints,
to deridematr Boardmemmbnthly
whodont havefortodive to get
frqre
forgomilergeTeimto ,sing etwill
hzrument, otid boardChairmsoDr.
Jimes Fenton.

Solution:
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Solution; theMichigatta-

pretne Court Ins-

The licensing board can take action
against only the small number of do-|
tors who demonstrate clear Incompetence. It is helpless against the doctor
whose practice Is marginal but within
the 4aw.

Soiution.

Dr-

sued an order last November reminding
judges that they should grant such stays
only itsan applicant can show that the
public wont be harmed, and if the
petitioner is expected to win the appeal.
If that doesn't help, said Elizabeth
lowe, the Blanchard administration
will seek legislation to reinforce the
point

{Donald

Kuiper, who re,-.tired Us Board of Medicine chairnian In
December, would like to see the devel-:
opment ofpeer review teams o'
l to evaluate borderline doctors'
The leamo would be catted In when the',

boa:I received complaints about cinden4 that could noqtby tliemselves he.
consfered Incompetence. but that raise
questions about a darter's care.
the peers were to go uotand look:
Slthe practice and say, 'We feel for,
9fese reasons that Dr.So and So doesn't.:
meet minimal -standards~ the board
coul impose sanctions" he said
Californla Initiated a variation
thatysytem in 1978. Called the Profg slonal Performance Pilot Project, it Authorized regional licensing boards, local
medical societies, hospitals, Insurance
companies and other agensdes to identity 7marginal doctors whose level of
care was poor but not bad ehough to
rccetiltutea licensing violation. The
agdncies would then help those doctora

Michigan has no way to ensure that
doctors remain competent after they
pass their licensing exams. A doctor,
once licensed, never again hasto take a
competency test.
As'edon as she took over as director of the state Department of
Licensing and Regulation last year.
Elizileth Howe asked eight members of the state's advisory Heaith
0ce;pations Council to study the,
department's workings and recoernind changes.

- ..
upgrade their skills.
sInflopped and was diste

contined a 1982 whes the project.
mapager resigned. The problems Inocluded lack of participation by the local'
agencies and a lack of follow-through,
In 8eal~ngwith the few docters Identi-

fiettafitneeding help.

..

~Siace 1979, Maryland has had peer

reyiew committees comprised of volunliberdoctror who snamiaf a collesague's
prseliehat the licensing boards requestiThe committees can recommend
additional education or other corrective
action. Maryland also contracts with
the state medical society to conduct its
licensing board investigations.
The procedure replaced an archaic
law that permitted the state to luke
action against a doctor only under narrowly defined circumstances, such as
conviction of a crime of "moral turpltude."
"We're very satisfied,' said a
upokeawonas for the Maryland State
Medical Assocation. "We think the
word is gitting through to doctors that
this procedure is in place. I think
they:re a little more careful."
The Michigan Board of Medicine can
order doctors to get additional education or can take other corrective actions
besides license revocation. Some ohseervrs say that the Maryland systein .
adds soother time-consuming layer Of
bureaucracy and that the outcome Isthe
saaae.

Doctors and medical societies don't
report bad doctors to the licensing
board. In a six-year period studied by
the Free Press, only four of 193 complaints that resulted in formal charges
came from medical societies. Only one
came from a medical specialty society,
and 10 from doctors.
states e'Solution:- Some
quire medical
societies and doctors to report incompetence to asauteagency, just as hospitals
and insurance companies are required
to do in Michigan. After Arizona passed
such a law, reports of Incompetence
quadrupled.

ff-Problem.
Judges often delay or overrule board
orders to suspend or revoke a doctor's
license. A Free Press study found that
one in fivedoctors wins acourt stay and
that the average length of that stay is
two years. A doctor the board hasfound
incompetent can continue to practice
while the caurt decides the case.

Solution: ~~~~gan.

Dcbtorain Mibhiand many,
*
other states must submit evidence of
continuing education along with their
licensure fee when they renew their
licenses every three years. Michigan
doctors have to spend an average of 50
hours a year educating themselves.
. lit such requirements easily are
satisfied by attending a few conferences and by reading medical journals.
And the Department of Licensing and
Regulation doesn't have the staff to
verify the evidence doctors submit.
Furthermore, researchers who have
studied the effects of continuing medical education on patient care have not
found that it produces any significant
improvement.
But until something better comes
along, regulators don't want to drop the
requirement.
"The real problem is it changes
knowledge but not behavior," said DeKornfeld. "Nevertheless, I still believe
it would be a mistake to do away with it
because even though it doesat do much,
I think it does do something. It's not
terribly effective, but not having it
would be a step backwards."
The State of Michigan wanted something better. In 1978, the Legislature
passed a public health act that included
a requirement for the health licensing
boards to develop competency tests.
ByOctober, the Board of Medicine is
supposed to have developed a competency test to be administered to doctors
every four years. But neither the board
nor anyone else has been able to come
up with such a test.
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"I can't seehow it can be done," said
lDr. James Breneman, who studied the
issue for the board. "Most medical
groups I've talked to feel it's premature
to try to measure (competence) and
base relicensure on it because some
physicians who might be totally competent might be denied relicensure.
"There are certain practical barriers
that exist, too - we don't have the
personnel or the money."
At the request of the Department of
Licensing and Regulation, state Rep.
Mat Dunaskiss, R-Lake Orion, has introduced a bill to repeal the requirement.

The license granted by the Board of
Medicine gives a doctor the right to do
anything in the realm of medicine, from
psychiatry to brain surgery.
"il licensed to do anything," noted
former Board of Medicine Chairman Dr.
Donald Kuiper. "The only thing that
keeps me from doing it is my own good
sense and the hospital.
"There's something wrong with our
license. It's too broad. I think people
ought to be licensed for what they're
capable of doing."

Uni-,
Columbia
Solution: Aversity
study of,
Solution:
doctor licensing recommended that fi.,
censes be limited to the area of adoctor's post-graduate training. Many
doctors apply for certification from one
or more of some 20 national specialty,.
boards, such as the American Board of
Family Practice. It would not be diffi-.
cult to take the next step and pass a law,
requiring such certification, the study
suggested.

E:~Problem
Board members are vulnerable to lawsuits. A doctor who was denied reinstatement because of previous alcohol
poblems is suing the board members as
individuals. The case is before the U.S.
6th Circuit Court of Appeals on whether board members are immune from
such lawsuits.

Solution: A bill in the Legislature, spon*oto
sored by Rep. James O'Neill, D-Sagi| naw, would grant immunity to board.
members. Licensing director Howe said
the measure is likely to be controversial.
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bad doctors/what are the answers?

The complaints pile up,
but doctor still practices
By DOLLYKA1Z
Ff"r.ne- w,11.,
*
Were it not for a midnight telephone call.
doctors say, Marilyn Maynard would have
bled to death, surroundedby all the lfesaving equipment of a large. sophisticated hospital.
The doctor whonadmitted Maynard to tbe
hospital and then, the state charges, lelt her
to hemorrhage, was Robert Posey, 40, a
Lansing specialist in obstetrics and gynecology
, Three other doctors who had not spoken
to Maynard and got their inlormation sec-.
ondhand made the decisions by telephone
that savedher Life.
The incident occurred more than nine
years ago. Posey is still practicing. while the
complaint against him wends its way
through the state's administrative machinery. No conclusion is in sight.
.MEANWHILE, at least eight other women have been victims of substandard care at
Pusey'shands, the state charges. They include Gail Jiskra, whose baby died; Constance MacDonald, who died ol cancer, and
six women who underwent unnecessary
surgery, according to the formal complaint
the Attorney General's Office has tiled with
the Michigan Board of Medicine.
'In addition, a 31-year-old woman, not
included in the state's case, has filed suit
against Posey. Patricia Hiser charges that
Pusey unnecessatily removed her uvarers,
pike by piece, in a series of operations
between 1977and 1982, but left her with the
chronic pain he undertook to relieve. Posey
has denied negligence.
Posey Is one of 27 doctors currently
defending themselves against formal
charges of misconduct filed by the Attorney
General's Office. The doctors are accused of
fraud, drug abuse, sestal assault or incompetence. MOst, like Posey,will continue ho
practice during the average 2(j years required tar resolution of a complaint ho the
Board of Medicine.
If the Free Press study oa past patterns
holdstrue, the board will find one of those 27
not guilty of the state's allegations.

Dr. Robert Posey. 40. a Lansing specialist in obstetrics and gynecology, is
ona of 27 doctors currently defending
themselves against formal charges of .
misconduct fifed by the Attorney Gen.
eral's Office.

I)iagnosis by phone
On Dec. 16, 1974, Marilyn and Charles
Maynard learned that six months of tests
and of treatment with fertility pilts hod been
successful: Marilyn, 31, was pregnant.
Sin days later, Mrs. Maynard awoke with
*intense abdomdnal cramps and such severe
dizziness that thecould not sit up.
She called Posey.who reportedly assured
her that the symptoms were merely the,
uterus "'lnigup."
.A chourtime later, when Mrs. Maynard
tried to stood up to go to the bathroom, che
had a seizure and tell unconsciouts
Her husbhudcalled Posey back, tnd he
directed them to Sparrow Hospital, a 500.
bhd facility that is Lansings biggest and

most uophisticatedhospital. Charles Maynard called an ambulunce and raced with his
row-consciouswife to the hospital. There, a
nurse tank Mrs. Maynard's blood pressure
and allegedly recorded 80/50, a very low
reading (120/80 is normat). Low blood pressure cam be a sign of internal bleeding.
The nurse called Pusey, who said the
condition was not serious and was because
of medication he had prescribed for Mrs.
Maynard, according to the Gtate'scomplaint.
"Posey (told the nurse) he would see me
the next morning, why not admit me. Then
my husband went home," Mrs. Maynard
said.
'Leo Farhat, Posey's attorney, saidPosey
was under theimpressiol she had been seen
by a doctor. "The male nurse reported things
to Dr. Poseywhich inferred that she had
been seen by a physician," Farhat said.
Shortly aoter Charles Maynard got home,
he called Marilyn's brother-in-law, Dr. Daie
Baker of Ann Arbor, to reassure him that
Marilyn was under obsereation la the hospitat and was ail ight.
Sixty miles away, Baker listened uneasily to Maynard's description of events. A call
to the nurse who had examined her increased his concern.
"It was obvious the patient was inirouble," recalled Baker, as internal medicine
specialist. "She was in shock, it sttnded
like. I remember them telling me when they
stood her up to put her in bed, she tainted.
And obhiously it was because her blood
pressure was so low.
"And what alarmed me was that no
doctor was going to seeher mumi tde next
day. I think the chances are the patient
would have died (by morning). The whole
thing was sobiharre - a hospitalas good as
Sparrow is, that this could actualty be going
On.',
BAKER CAII£D a friend, Dr. Marvin
Schrock, an Ann Arbor obstetitduon. and
described Marilyn's symptoms. Schrock,
-agread that the abdominal pain, die dbzlP
ness and the low blood pressure sounded like
a ruptured ectopic pregnancy.
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TheihtheHeardat Medicinems dedide Fileys complainIin wnit~ng,
whetherto discuptine
Posey.It it diwldo asphon..Be anpeclifc anponshileaboutwhy you encompetest doctor is, tar the most part, a
him. he can appealto the courts tnr a stay.
The mnurs otten toke years to render a
'oo
.
deeisfon.
Meanwhile, Poty continuesonstaff nt
InghamMedical Center and St. Lawrence
guspital in Looise Ht would nut dicuss
the charges agains
jan.

think the doctor was incompetet. GDienames,
,
dates, places and telephonenumbers
Y can tileacamplai
agauwl any atthe13t
censed health proteasronato' MD osteopathk
physician jDO), name, pham t dentist, PsYchologist, vetednudan, chirowactor, physcal
therapist, optometris, padirist, saitarian
and physician's assistant'
I
Complaints agamst healhratessionals
shsouid he sent to the DeParnnt led Likengnq
and Regulatin, Eeao aeal Ser
' Boo
30g18,Lansing 4NV
'
n alcomphent is ebstanti , an estant
: ttoieygenerstwStfieckagen ththe approprigieprolffoon
rd
-In a otoeacane
ERdttheheard o Medcine or the Boad a
OsfenpathkcMenkuins,
-r.

waste of time. A medical society has no power
over a doctor s mIanse, and often wil not eves
forward your comptaint to the state lilcenaing
hood.
A doctor who isabusing alcoholor other drugs
may be a special case. Many county medical
societies have abuse committees that try to get
addicted doctors into treatment. The Wayne
County Medical Society's committee can be
reached by calling 567-1640, 8:30 am. to 4:30t
p.m. weekdays, and asking tor the Friends of
MedicneBut these committees hve no caoece pow-i
er and d they fail to pensade the doctor to ge.:
treatment the doctors patientswill remain le
jeop'rdy.'
altrifY
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.ow toChoose adoctor
For many people, picking a doctor is a stab in the
dark: You get a name from a friend or a telephone
t
book and hope for the best. If you're lucky, you'l
never know if yoo picked correctly because a
serlous sltuatlon wfli never arise.
Although no method of finding a good doctor is
foolproof, the pointals outlined belowcan Improve
your odds considetablY.
Newcomersto a town often are told to call the
county medicalsociefy for namnesofdoctors. But all
you'll get will be namesfrom an alphabetical list of
members.
A beftfersource is Jthgr health professionalswho
hove worhed with th iRicocl
doctors.
GailJlnkraloot hertt baby end almotcdied under
the core of Dry Rotjat Poney,who now Indefending
himneif ogolnof Intotnyotency charges before the
Mirhigen Board of MedIcine. When she became
pregnant the second flow, sbe followed a doctor's
wggeti no in her,osearch
to r an obstetncian.
Hls advice: Call 'H~
labor end delivery floor of a
large honpital that bas en lofennivecare unit for
lotOnto.Ask the hebd nurse to recommend some
obstetricians. Call the head nurses on the other
shifts and ask them, too.
Although Jiskra sofferedfrom the samedisorder in
her secondpregnancy as In her first, shegave birth
to a healthyson, Jonathan, now three yearn old.
THE SAME PROCESScan be followed with other
specialties
Several renearchershave done studies to find out
what distinguishesgood doctors from bad doctors.
Theyfound that, In general,your chances of getting
good medical care are best if you hove a doctor
who:
* is board certified. A board-certified doctor has
taken at least fhree years of additional training
beyond that required for a license,has at least two
yearn of experience and has passeda rigorous tent
administered by one of more than 20 nationat
specialty boards. If you want a family doctor, for
example, look for one certified by the American
Board of Family Practice. If you're uncomfortable
about asking the doctor directly, took on the office
wall for a board certificate, or go to the library and
look in the Directory of Medical Speciuhsts.
* Teaches.
* Is on the staff of a hospital affiliated with a
medical school, or a hospital that hen a residency
traininriprogram.
* Worksin a group practice. Solodoctors have no
one looking over their shoulders or asking questions
and no one at hand to ask for a second opinion or
help out in an emergency.
If you have a particular concern, suchoasa chronic
disease or a problem pregnancy, ask the doctor
how it willbe handled.Ask what would happen If the
doctor were out of toam, and about his availability
on weekends and after hours.

!YOU F1IRST
EXAMINATION
willtellyoua lot. Tfa
doctor or en assistantshouldget a complete
medicalhistoryandahouldexamineyour whole
body,notJustthe partthathurto.Youmighthave
cumeIn because
yourthroathurts,but youmight
alsohavehighbloodpressure
or diabeten
thathas
not beendiscovered.
Bewaryofa doctor whodoesacursoryphysical
or
noneatal, andwantstosendyouoff quicklywitha
preocription
or
an
injection.
A
doctor
who
wants
to
orderseveralexpensive
tentsfor no apparent
reasonalsoshouldraisesuspicions.
Askquestions.
Adoctor whoistoo busyto answer
themIstoo busyto beyourdoctor.
Any treatmentshouldfollowlogicallyfrom the
_ diagnosis.
A doctorwhoprescribes
antibiotics
without clearindicationsof a bactertalInfectionis
exposing
youneedlesoly
to the riskofsideeffects.
IF YOUR-DOCTOR
recommends
surgery,get a
secondopinionuntesn
thesituationis anemergen-

Thereactiontoa request
for a secondopinion
wAil
tellyoua lot aboutyourdoctor.A gooddoctorwill
not be offendedandmayevensuggestseeking
a
o condopinionbeforeyouask.
Ifyouhavecancer,youneedto be trestedby a
cancer
speclalist,
andprobably
bya teamofspedaalots. If yourdoctor canot
referyou to one,callthe
CancerInformation
Service
of Michign. In Detrol
t
or outstate,
callthe toll-freenumber
a-"Bi-4CAWCfER,
weekdays
from8:30a.m.to 4:40p.m.
Basically,
a gooddoctorhasa clemn
record.The
Freenstewewnt stateDepartment
of licensngandRegulation
can
tellyouwhether
formalcharges
arepending
against
aphysician,
thenatureofthosecharges
andwhether a boardhasevertakendisciplinary
actionWrite
to thedepartment's
Bureau
ofHealth",ries o
300168,
Lansing
48909.
-Dolly Kutc
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Medical Discplne tn U

Obstacles to Enforcement of-Discipline
333?RTC

DRRBDYHl88

This Is thel'Jlr

NewMe<dlardoumin~a

several aile

by Dr. Derby

shire to be published in the coming months.

"Some people say that money Isnot the object
In lif, but I mythe oy object to mo .e"Thbis
outburst. coming from a so-call
discpl or
Hippocrates, was addressed tt a hotel manager
In the presence of several guests. It gve rie to
an Invest4gtlon by a state board of medical eaminers Into the professional practice at a
husband-end-wift team of pwritlabtists that
was destined to last for several yea
In 1950. two physicians, whom I a cal
John and Jane Doe, estabished a psychiirie
practice in western city. Three yeara lt. the
screlay ofthe licensing board reacved the td
low"Voomplaift
Themanager f a boal howcl called Dr.John
Dee to treat one of his guestspr acute aloholism. Hti high blood alchol blvl and a
seda iv admindt
by the dor caused
the patIent to lapse Into a s*upo s thatWhe
ust unable to pay the doctorJbr his WM
Me net day. hang readhed a reasonable
tate qfsobrey, the pan o
to
manager that th doctor had
Ci
Jvom his wallt as hi Pfe for servos. 11wever the dorhad loft a recit on the diun
er to avold any poslble aceullon oftheft A
repetition o0fthe complaInt resulted in the confontatton betwnen the manager and the doetor and th liters loud a4inaon 0f his
phIosophy oftthp itcefmedc
The members of the board of medical m
hme untutored In the lawI thought that the
doctor's extraction of his tee fhom the wallet of
an unconscious patient wa grosl unethical
-conduct and gounds for the revocaion of b
license. But couned for tMe board dlsegred. He
pinated out that although he considered the
doctor's conduct in bad tst the money bad
not bean stolen To which one cynical board

maember :reled: rhe moral to this tl Is that
Ifyou an ging to ro drunk. leave a ceiptv.
As to the on sn
in the hote lobby, uwml Mog that ths Could be dismissed as
heatuy evience incethe manae eused to
te=tlY.at a hT
to ldP forma cam-

Meanwhie a nUMblt Of other comnIlapnt

about, te Dos

m

r smitted to the bar

y by telepbons. Maiy of then concerned

ovirching and the use of cnide methods to

ollect fees. Althoug the lensIng board had
nedther t utqloty nor the desr to regulate
phyiin' e.. It did have the respons ty
to look Into the many complaints. Counsel or
the board and. Its mery therefoe W td
Dr. John Doe an hla wer to meet Informally
with them. Alter *n
discussion, l agre4

that the doctor was too eoied ith man-

ay,
and be promisd to Ca h
The results ofhecen
nwere sunceu
temporar
at let a
there1wtre no mor
complaints for sera months.
Howevert In 15 the huband-and-wlf tea
Setaibihd a inialth
du" dull aba'
Osed In te teepbone dulty,
causing outrap1 among membut_of the lac
medic"a
Onte 0ptn complints begn to pou mmto
th oallIe of the ieansig bot
mWy coing
fnom m reof the medical sociely Th board
amortsq answDere all of the but when asked
If they would he wiling to tes
at a hearbn
the comananbwe n ne heard from es"
Additional grivence unrabW to moy now
came to Ulh One Mnhved the dieclosure oft

aD.
D
8einqN/

b _s*e
bw

.

Mearew so
IS
bbe ,

M
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<J_#*1_

"Upoeiftwoma"Wim
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professional secret, but the patient refusd to
pursue it because of fear of publicity. Another
stemmed from verbal abuse by Dr.Jon Doe of
I a newspaper reporters wife She had consulted
him because he had advertised that he would
carry out an Initial examination for 1OD0 He
began the Interview by berating her for pre
sumtng that she could obtain aW help for such
a ridiculously small sum.Counsel for the board
now believed that action could be brought on
the basis of unprofesstonsl conduct
Counsel and the secretary assumed that the
reporter and his wife would understand the
necessity for her to testUfy at a hearing. But
they soon learned how mistaken they were
when in a letter to the board, the husband said
I feel my wife and I have discharged our responsibiUty to society by reporting the malpractice my wife encountered. We cannot, of
course, make a career of correcting this pr
lam. We feel It Is the responsIbility of the medcal association and the *tate board of medical
examiners to propc* and adequately supervse
the medical profesion. Nid the Joumilist
never heard ofdue process In the course of his
caeer? Furthermore, the board ecretry soon
learned that the reporter was not sone tn his
Ignoranes; he received a curt note from the
preitdent of the state medical society solu
Juat when ar you goig to revoke the license
of these two doctors
During 1965 and 1966 the number Of cmaplaints against the Doe continued to mounm
but now. fbr the first time a few of the coan
plOlnanbs Indicated that they might be wMilg
to test*t The board aounsl Interviewed al of
them In an effort to evaluato the evidence.

hands. And so at last, by painstaking InvestigailUon and long Interviews with prospecuve
witress counsel was able to build up charges
of fraud against these doctors. He also learned
that the doctors' method of treaung hypoglycemia was the Intravenous tnjecUon of whole
adrenal cortex extract. cmed Settn, which
long ago had been found to be almost Inert.
Flnally, on April 26, 1967. some eight years
after the original complaints, the two doctors
were summoned to a hearing to show cause
why their 4lcnsee should not be revoked or
suspended on the basis of fraud in the practice
of medicine.
In due time a hearing was held. It lasted five
days and the better part of a night, the proceedings being dragged out by the defense attorney, who asked each question of every witnes many times. The board members were all
serving without pay. Some were extremely concarned about patients they were having to neglect. During one recess they crowded around
counsel, Imploring him to try to put a atop to
the endl
harassment of wltneasei But counad was Orm In his contention that If he tried to
shorten the prceedings In any way. counsel for
the respondents would clalm, in his appeal to
the cort, that he had violated his cients
rights. And so the hearing dragged on.
Finally, the board members voted unanimous
ly to revoke the cn ofboth doctors. Defense
counsel then appealed the decision to the dietUit court. which reversed the decision on the
grounds that the evidence before the board was
not cear and convcing that the decision was
not suppoded b subisntial evidence and
that, In revoking the licenses. the board acted
arbitrarily and capdrcously. Te Poari then
NOW a new patter Of the Does pTese
appeaed to the state supreme court which
emerged. Th had c4apgd their peclally overruled the lower court In so don It reiatfrom pychlatiy to endocrInolg qWd were elfirmed a former decision to the effect that the
s
aledaeperts
In the treatment of hypoqcma,
trial judge cannot subatitite hi Judgment for
very patient who consulted thm bad this coo
that of the boa. The court airmed the action
dill
r
dless Of the bc t hIt In vtuly
of the board In ringing tones: he record In
al cas laboratodres reported norm bloodi the Instant cse supports the board a decislon
suprs In some Inst e thewere noD bO- by cear and convincing evidence. and the declratory tests at 1L One patient
d that Pr. sart of the bo rd to nelther unreasonaibe. arblJohn poe had mid that tests waer unne asY tsy.nor capriclous
in man case; he would oflen ma te ddl
A triumph for Justice? Yes, but some two
noale by examining the palms of the paiens
years had eapsed between the final decision of
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the RON. suprm court and the reoaton of
the ieies. Ding thws
Utne gothDroe had
be allbowd to Continue topq upon tw p
otl the asi or a etY orer othe d
coun against tebad
,
tattm.1 er
had elapied aiflee the origInal copait
'his ma. llustrt seea obetjds to e-

of duei pros among m

D

people. Inludn phyalcits,

Vhtr s, to

the riadneaii of pel to make aosan
sn4 their refusal to foilow through. Siond iS
the contFwap 'd potential Witness between
meical ethis and the law. A thrd obsta to
th~e enthicement
of dlbclpline in matw
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lower courts may

reverse board decisions.

befeving that they follow
the'eay course and hoping
that the boards WU drop
thle cliargews.
,
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anthe esne
o th
1 o1
nothe bod mambu ut c
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Wthat
n tim
woluse toesawbeabsent fro
danoipuadt jia. comn inmchi
'- es wilth tqbe reut that marry higl' quaD

eCOuRConstitute stl nsthersiM* to
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Judges of lowercous M

reverse board dec-

ton. believing that they ow the eN coure

n4 hoping that the bords will drop te
chares. oNwevert
a etesrined boyrd wtilvrot
do so
andwil
to hignrhe courts wMich
wlbl

d

hasset d wittse and boar
lqthedeaneattrney
..

den bW higher COWTL.
fthrMmo Judges ae
Mlltoo rea to issue stay orders. often ex part

rae
ue

hatruphold
thevi

bacinp

u

Whaee law allw onoy areview of therecrd.
the cusrt will not pramit the Introduction dg
new eidene eapt under unusual circ
stne.vrthless a fanorite ploy Ofthe ovr
cautous Judge n to demuad
the case to the
board fora reheaig having been persuaded
that the delna did not hae an opportunr to
preent Important evdnce. In a recent ease
en unuaull peruasie layr repreenting a
physicin who had been denked a license on
sou~nd lepl truns Induced the Judge to re
mend the cae At the second hearing. durlng
which not a shred of new evidence was Pr
ented the board capitulated and granted the
docr a lensw Lt us hope that the actin
does not "vntualWhaunt the board.
How quantly 4d the cou overrule the
decslion. of the hoa
In 1967. the Law Dopertment of the Amerinn Medical AsocatIon
published its valuable 'D_

rpnaDigs"

lhif contains a collection of court decisions
frm IBM0
through 1966 numbering 251 _oss.
lbe courwtruled ag s the boards In only
SMl a iWy
good recd, considering the obstades they mus ovrom During the I Flm
p
from 19119 through 197 the courts lpportedtheboarsn
79oe170 Thus.
the prion
ao
r
h
ned con
stntseer theyea
In four ot the severeib durin the.19687
pe00od the d s
fdthe
wode
bt bas
*on tle _Io send
r. obr aeamthe. n- one tnstne the order denypn a iem
sind
by the prsdtotthetbad,who had pevil
disqualiie himet In a~nother, a IFmueu eseld without noie or a hewng
In the thid. the tia order et the board contaied no fining o fac and there wswnoesMOWntow vlaston of the mied PracOmeAct In the fourth e the bord Ied to
P" as Maia" a hearing assuming that
they
t
the ltense puT* on the

.-:
-I P i
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,RobertC.Derbysbirebasis of a court recordoIn reviewn the case
led me. 41 1978L to address the folbwin quew
described. one can only conclude that thecre
tion to al of the beards Does our boarda
hw
leb cas of the boards and their attornys cm
adequwae rsourves to carr oqt iOwnssujov
be another obstacle to medical dsciploins
and 4isclpunawv procedu? I received ,
Another Important ob&tWcle to the enorceaws rmm 48 boards 18 said they lW not haw
ment of discipline is the practice of the courts
adequae resources. In these stales the admnI
In mqy aItates of Iss
a pate stay orders
istralon of 4disipin is sre hampered.
against the boards' That is after the board
1he problem is dirctly attributable to taet
has revoked or suspended a doctor's Ucens
legislators. amwofwhom Wt great delight In
the defense attorney promptly dobains an order
pointing accus
fngers at the 4decencies of
fom the judge temporaril reversing the action
the bo , whb rdusing to grant them au*
of the board until the court can hear an appeal.
cent fud
Moreover, the attorney for the board does not
have an opportunity to present the boarts sel
of the question. No matter bow dangerous the
practices of the appellant doctor may be hIs
In the enforcement of discipine organised
lawyermight convince the court that It was all
medicine censtitutes wo t
of Obstacles
a misunderstanding and It would be detrimenThe Ort *tew from the rluctance of wembesv
tal to the health of the community to deprive
to become ielAved often called the conspiray
Ite citens of hs healing s
. Suc or
derofsnc the second atemafrom the resistance
can remain in effect for many months untI the
of members to support needed rforms of the
case has finally been decided by the courL Remedical practice actsIn the leglaaturs
gardss of the final vicne"y of the board, this
PriClCa
disturbing to members of wedUcan be of aecondaz Importance during the pead dlsciplinay bodies is the pettuoggin 4alod that a reputedly Incompetent physIclan fenseattry who knows that hi defense is
may be allowed to pry upon his paients. Por
weas and. Ai a reMAlt. maw eveyeffrt to
-ampIe,
a physician who was lled to be
thwartu i
ttempting to catch the boaru
grssy Incompetent was allwe4 to practice
In tehnica or One ofm favorite tricts of
under an ex ports stow order for 22montths
hes lavyre is to disqua* cran members
pending appeal to the state upreme owrt. of the board and then to subpea, them as
Oranted. the court hd the revocation order
witnesses for the den w
n these t.
of the boad. during the long interim perio4
mm ar on the an the l"wyer wll trv s
however, sablitt continuehispractice re
bard to dirt
h
themt t hWey~lnsteofthe

s*ulted In the death of four patints en4 the
aimingofseveral
othe

acsed docor, apper to been tdil Unfrtin-

rs.Onecanonly
w onder

na~ m

how soundly thb4 partcular Ju~dge slept at
night Or was he Obiviouse to the reults ofhbi
mwsd1rected uthcitty?

hIf

chttceom etimes
aneed.

a#

Med1eil stadmenbers and hospital admini

tnit, arenin an excqent postton to ai ti the
enforcmet of disclip sine the ca d
s
the daily perfomasqe of their collaus

Another Impediment to the proper policing of

the meical professlon tisck of adeqate r
sources. In 19003h Ameriqan MtOdc AeF
alion sppointed a com
to 4
problen throughout the United the An Uw
portant conclusion of the

Put ae thy 4d
the JobO In attempting to
a_
tOAhI dketed the folloing V
o
the
bo
O
t
wht
b
do tw hotWal in Mow s1ole ce
committeel Meat
4
erPo Uwh the WartIn orchpw dOstpltal

borsof Me"ls exminer areI nse
finnd to do the JO they wouldl
This sweepIng statement, unsuported
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Robert C Derbysbire
the mapdty ofhosptaV arwllin
tohei
Howsever, the hospital al too otten shield their
delinquent and incompetent doctos not ony
by Oli4 to report them but as by actuay
concealing their misdeeds A glarin esampie of
this was the cae of a phyalcian addicted to
narcotitcs whose habit had been kown to the
hospital authorities for at least a Year They.
also knew that he had caused his wife to become addicted. Yet who was the lat person to
find out about it? The iocal member of the censint boa
who ined this Information
entirely by accident.

... hospitals all too often
shield their delinquent and
incompetent doctors, not
only by fatling to report
them, but also by actually
concealing their misdeeds.
Then there i the cae of the doctor Who o a
favorwte of the ho pital admllA
lon nnd
medical sta He is the Ule of evesy co*Wta
party. But one of his failings is his habit of
goi4n diet from the party to the hospital
where he often acts in n Irresponsible manner.
For some Ume hi minor ronremu covered up
by tdendly nurses or fellow physicia More
over, a his drilnkngl problems i as he no
longer confinet his imbibing to parties but be
comes a steady driker at home. The
" hospta
authorities continue to tolerate him rer4d
his 1lkin for the bottle as merey a foibl Put
the da fnally arctes when someoe &a to
cover him wtth a
uting disatr. Des the
board fnd out about It? Probaby onty by
chame as the hospital has dei
a do-tt*
*
yourfhbiltation prorm which may tb
only partally or temporarily successl What
ths doctor needs is to oce the disciplinary
power of the boa with the reathr
of los
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-MedicalDiscipline in Disarray

The Incompetent Physician
RODsRT c. DURBYSHIRE

SantoFe.LMeaX

hus Ls one of seveml

essays by Dr. Derbyshire

to be published in the coming months.

For many years. the medical profession was
most reluctant to recognize the existence of the
incompetent physician. The following personal
experience illusLrates hils.In 1965. the Judicial
Council of the American Medical Association
commissioned me to write an article entitled
"What Should the Profession Do About the Incompetent Physician?' The result was an unsensational. critical study of the three most
important agencies that should monitor the
incompetent physielanr the state and local
medical associations, the hospitals, and the 11censing boarda I found all of them deficient In
the article, which appeared In .AM&A I made
seven recommendations.
Did I say the article was unsensational? The
public press thought otherwise. To my dismay.
I found my name on the front pages of most Of
the Important newspapers in the United States.
Excerpts of the artLe appeared under such
lurid headlines as "Unfit Doctors Are Concern"
and "Is Your Family Physician Starting To
Stlpr I was besleged by telephone calls and lettern from reporters, fellow physicians and
members of the public. The AMA received many
calls from Irate physicians across the country
whose refrain was. "Why did you allow publication of this article? Who is this person who
dares criticize the medical profesion In publcr I received poison-pen letters from many
more On the other hand. there were several
commendatory letters In my maD. mainly from
faculty members of medical schools. Apparentbl,this was the first time that a physician had
openly condemned the sweep-it-under-the-rug
appreach-
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In 1973. 1 agaen ventured Into the lon's
mouth when I accepted another Invitation from
the Judial Council to present a paper. WMedlcal Ethics and Dicplne, before the atonal
Congress on Medical Ethics In Washington.
D.C. My talk was widely publicized. partly
through the efforts of the AMA. which arranged
for radio and television Interviews. In additin
the public press by no means Ignored It. Later
It too, was published In JAMA.' Nevertheest it
created scarcely a ripple in the medical pmfesso although some of my statements contog incompetent physicians were much stunger than those In the first article.
Apparently. during the nine years between
the two publications a decided change had occurfed In the attitude of physicians toward
self-criticism. How can we account for this?
There are several answers, For example as a
result of pressures from legislators and the
public and the continuing malpractice cas
the profession had finally realized that incompetence Is a real problem that can no longer be
concealed from the public, despite the protests
of some diehard physicians.
On the other hand, there are some thoughtful physicians who recognize that the days of
so-called self-policing of the profession may be
nearing an end. If physicians do not effectively
police themselves, who will? The answer the
federal government Even now physicians are
not really facing the problem of professional
incompetence-but they have made a beginning, The tools exist. although many doctors
stil use them sparingly.
be E

ntof the Proem

In 1976. The New York TIMesb correctly
quoted me as saying that 5% of doctors in the
United States are incompetent Roger Egeberg,
then with the Department of Health. Education
and Welfare. independently arrived at the same
conclusion. Translated into more dramatic
terms, at that time more than 16000 physicians did not deserve a license, Today the figure Is 22,00.
My estimate of a 5% incidence of incompetence was by no means a figure plucked from
thin air. It was an educated opinion based on
available data. For example. some 16000 or

more physicians wi become alcohol during
their professional careers, At least 100 doctors
succumb to drug addiction evey year. In additon. there are the countess victims of mental
and physical diseases as well as those who
gradually sink Into professional obolescence
because offailure to keep up with advanm.
Although many physicians, as well as the
AMA. took exception to my estimate, not all of
them were hostile several wrote to me saying
that they considered my figure entirely too low
and that 10% would be more accurate. Two
years later, the AMA conceded that from 4% to
5% of physicians were incompetent

Wbat Is Pwtfesdonallncompetce?
Before discussing Incompetence. we must define 'competence" in the context of medical
practice. In 1974. the AMUs Coordinating
Council on Medical Education appointed a
committee to study the continuing competence
of physicians I concur with the committees
definiton. -Physician competence is the function of an array of attributes which compose a
pattern of effective activity directed toward the
health and well-being of people as Individuals
or as groups.' The committee Identified three
essential dimensions encompassing knowledge,
abiities, and Judgment Abilities include communication skills, self-discipline. work habits.
and professional attitudes. Clinical Judgment
was defined as 'the capacity to apply the appropriate knowledge. abilities. and skills at the
right time."
Granted that medical competence depends
on many factors, I suggest that. from the practical viewpoint. there are at least four common
varieties of incompetence. In order of frequency. they are mental, professional, physical, and
that stemming from Ignorance or stupidity.
Regardless of the factors Involved. incompetence prevents the physician from rendering
safe. up-to-date care to his patients. Of these,
mental Incompetence is so important that I
shall deal with It separately in this discussion.
Professional incompetence is a broad term
meaning that the physician is unable to care
for patients satisfactorily because of such failIngs as faulty judgment unreliability. unavail(rnmid on poge 34)
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ability. and professional obsolescence. Avarice
may be the underlying factor in some of these
tstancs
Physical Incompetence should pose no problem. but in many cases. the profession is not
dealing with It property. This Is true partly because by law licensing boards can grant unresliicted licenses only. Howerer a licensee might
have a physical handicap that is an Impediment to competent medical practice. especially
in cases of emergency, for example. he or she
might be Incapable of carrying out cardiopulmonary resuscitation. Some physical' handicaps may be easIly concealed at the time of
licerure.

Ignorance or stupidity should not be a problem since all physicians educated In North
America are graduates of accredited schools.
Unfortunately to paraphrase George Orwel.
some schools are more accredited than others.
Although graduates of schools outside the
United States and Canada undergo a careful
screening process. they often have Inferior cinkial experience. Further. many older physicIans
are not as learned as they should be.
One of the simplest problems in the field of
medical discipline is dealing with the physician
who has been convicted of a felony. The offense
is listed as a cause for action in almost all of
the state medical practice laws. In sharp con
trast Is the problem of professional malfeasanee because It is often not clear-cut; before a
disciplinary board can take action. the accused
physician must display a pattern of incompetent behavior-a policy that is admittedly dangerous to the public but Is mandatory before
the board can Initiate action, Moreover. if the
board does conduct a hearing, it is confronted
with a parade of expert witnesses whose sole
dalm to expertise Is their friendship with the
accused doctor. When pressed. they will say.
'No, I probably wouldn't have done it that way.
but the doctor selected an acceptable form of
treatment, There Is certainly more than one
way of treating this condition.'
Oeasionaly, a doctor will male such a garing mistake that the action is indefensible,

This remtnds me of the actual case of a doctor
who. in performing an operation for vartcose
vetns, lgated and divided the femoral artery
.
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and. as a finishing touch, Injected the distal
end with a sclerosing solution. This resulted In
a high amputation of the patient's leg It is difflcult to call this anything but bungling and
manifest incompetence. To make matters
worse, further Inquizy revealed that the surgeon had been drinking and gambling until a
late hour the night before the operation. In les
dramatic cases physicians and disciplinary
bodies are understandably reluctant to condemn a colleague for a single error.
Another question pertaining to incompetent
surgeons Is How many times can a doctor be
allowed to commit the same error? For eainpie. I asked several highly qualified surgeons
how many common bile ducts they would allow
a surgeon to injure In the course of his carer.
The consensus not more than one. But even
such an obvious error may be difficult to prevent. I know of a board-certified surgeon who
injured three common ducts In four months.
His sins were compounded by his inability or
unwillingness to face his errors. which bad
been fatal for all three patients, In fact. he concealed his errors for several weeks. Eventually.
however. with the discovery of gros blmders
In other operations. a pattern of Incompetence-at hideous cost to his patientsemerged. His certificate was revoked too late.
This moved one critic to remark that a license
to practice Is a license to kill.
Professional Incompetence is not limited to
surgeons. although the mishaps In other speciaties are usually less dramatic Consequently. much more time may be required to reveal a
pattern of Incompetence In an Internist, for example. I know of one who has a long series of
missed diagnoses of appendicitis and gailbladder disease. Although he has settled some of
the resulting malpractice suits out of court. the
licensing board has so far looked the other way.
Profobnof

e Publc

What is the profession doing to protect the
public against the incompetent physician? The
first safeguard is the Initial evaluation of physicians for itoansure. The boards scruntinze
them by both examination and Investigation of
their credentials. Despite this screening proces. the granting of a license is assurance of

minimal competence only. Most states license
doctors as physicians and surgeons. presumably capable of treating all known and some
unknown ailments. If a doctor wishes to specialze. he must meet additional requirements.
Including three or more years of training In an
approved hospital. Important In the evaluation
of specialists is certification by a specialty
board. Although such certification Is voluntary
and the boards do not claim to endow physlclans with miraculous healing powers, It is an
indication of excellence rather than of minimal
competence. It also guarantees to the public
that the certified specialist has met strict educational requirements and has passed an additional examination.
Since most newly licensed physicians are
graduates of accredited medical schools and
postgraduate programs. assurance of initial
competence, although minimal. presents few
problems Of equal Importance, however. is assurance of continuing competence throughout
the Indviduals career. How can the profession
assure the public that the physician who recetled his license 20 years ago is still competent? Until 1971. physicians received lifelong
licenses. No matter how obsolescent they becamie. they could continue to practice In the
same old way. and many of them did.
The situation began to change when New
Mexico became the first state to pass and Implement a law requiring continuing education
to maintain licenses in good standing. Other
states followed suit, so that eventually 26 required periodic fulfillment of continuing education requirements for relicensure. (Colorado
recently repealed Its law.)
Enactment of these laws has by no means
met with universal approval by the medical
profession. Opposition has been based on abhorrence of compulsion. doubts that continuing education Improves patient care and claims
that the laws were hastily passed without regard for the quality of continuing medical education. Moreover. many physicians claimed It
was too expensive. The AMA has opposed mandatory continuing education from the beginning. piously maintaining that It is not necesaiy since doctors keep up voluntarily. One
5
AMA president' In roundly condemning the
paFge
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process, ai4 in part so it seem to me that
compulsoiy CME resembles many of the nostrums conceived In Washington. D.C. in that
as a remedy it is timey. convenient. and probabl wrng He probab has never seen the
mountainous accumulation of unopened Journals on the desks of many physiciana
More and more studies ar refuting the argument that continuing education does not favorablY Influene physician behavior. In fact I
have a bibliography of more than 50 artice
most of which document the benefits of continuing education. In view of this. the opponents have shfted their attack, claiming that
mandatory continuing education does not Improme patient car
Among the effects of continuing education
laws has been a burgeoning of educational offrulngs and, on the whole, Improvement in
their quality. As could be expected, there has
been some explotation of physicians by the
educational hucksters. But discriminating phyins can find many programs that will fuitlf
their needs without foreing them to deciare
bankruptcy. As for the dsctiplunay efects. I can
speak only for New Mexco since many of the
la are of such recent origin that It Is not yet
possible to draw conclusions In New Mexico.
256 physIcians have lost their license since
1971 for failure to meet the requirements, of
these 73 reida within the state.
Even the most ardent advocates of continutng education do not claim that It offers absolute sasuane ofcontinutng competencM However. they do believe It is a step in the right direotion and that It might ward off the specter
ofcompulso reenination fr relinsure.
I have dwelt at me length on the opposition
to redlonum coupled with continuing educatin. to make the point that some reform In
nedi discipline have come about In spite of
organtzed medicine-which should be leading
tbewny.
Meanwhile, efforts are under way to devise
other methods of assessing the contnuing
campetence ofphysician

71Y specialtyboars

apparently agree that lifelong Certifcaktion is
just as undesirable as ifelong licensure1 In
197, the American Board of Medical Specialtes adopted a resolution that voluntary, perF
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odic recertification of medical specialists become an Integral part of all medical specialty
programa.In 1974. all of the 22 boards then in
extstence endorsed the principle of recerifcaUion. By the end of 1978. five boards had conducted recertification procedures, and several
more had submitted plans for approval by the
American Board of Medical Specialties
Since original board certification Is vountazy. the same applies to recertification. But voluntartam may soon become a euphemism, as a
result of some subtle and unsubtle pressures.
For example. the American Board of Surgery
has decreed that all certificates issued after
1975 wIll bear a notation that they are valid for
10 years only. Moreover, in the Directory of
MedicaIl Spectallsts, the dates of certification
and recertification are Included after the physiclans' names.
Hospitals also have responsibilities In asaurIng the continuing competence of their medical
staff members. They are In an ideal position to
detect Incompetent physicians since staff appointments are made on an annual basis In all
institutions accredited by the Joint Commission on Accreditation ofHospitals. Presumably.
this gives the authorities the opportunity to
assess the performance ofall staff members before renewal of privileges. But how many hospltals seriously review the performance of their
staff members annually? Very few. rm afraid,
But another problem arises concerning the
many "fnge hospitals in the United States
that are not accredited and do not wish to be.
And then there Is the problem of the large
number of physicIans who have no hospital affiliation. How can one assess their continuing
competence? One method would be to evaluate
them by the number of malpractice suits they
have lost everyyear.
Several other methods for the assurance of
continuing competence of physician-most of
them depending on peer review-are theoreUcally excellent but far from Ideal in actual pracUc For example some authorities have placed
reliance on the Physicians' Service Review Orgnltations (PSROs) established by law. The
Intent of this law was twofodl to control the
quality of medical care and to stem the soaring
cost of medical cae However. In most states
the PSR0s have been preoccupied with cost
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contrcl to the exlcusion of quality controL
H. G. Mcguarrle and D. J1 Breaden.' In appraising methods of assesing continuing comrpetence, discusa examination, peer review, continuing education. and patient satisoction.
Noteworthy is the last-a recommendation that
I have not encountered elsewhere. The authors
suggest that this approach Is feasible through
the licensing boards. which have complete files
on all physiclan. Including complaints. However. they refer to the experience of the Callforna Board of Medical Quality Assurance, which
found that most of the complaints were not
disciplinary or quality Issues but reflections of
patient and doctor discontent as a iesult of
poor communication and fee disputes. Other
boards have had the same experience.
The liability Insurance companies also can
play an Important role in protecting the public
against Incompetent physicians In the 20
states In which medical associations have
formed their own companies, the Insurers continually observe the performance of the Insured
doctors. If a physician oses many malpractice
cases further Insurance can be denied or premiums can be increased. In addition. the insurers can place restrictions on the performance of certain procedures.
Although medical Incompetence is not rampant in the United States. Incompetent physiclans pose dangers out of all proportion to
their numbers. We can be thankful that many
dises
are sef-lImited, so the problem has
not resulted in mass murder. It is encouraging
that the medical profession is gradually begning to deal with medical tncompeteno

I am discuasing this kind of Incompetence
under a separate heading because medial soctetes. dIsciplinary boards, and legislatures ars
making special efforts to deal with IL Since the
term impalred physician" means dliferent
things to different people, a definition Is in
order. I herewt endorse that of the Florlid
Sick Doctor Law." which defines a sick doctor
as 'a physician who is unable to prctce medtime with reasonable skll and safety to his patients by reason of Mness. drmnkenues ema
ste use of druga. narcotics. chemics. or sny
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type of material or as a result ofany mental or
physical condition.- The term -Impalred phySidan" In general use today broadens the defination.
Before 1965. there were few studies of psychlatric illness In physicians For many years.
both the public and the profession regarded
the alcoholic doctor with tolerant amusement.
provided he did not do too much harm. This is
exemplified by the true story of a beloved phyasican In a small town In the West who was
often Incarcerated because of his alcoholic
rampages. In a serious emergency. however. a
hurry call would go to the sheriff requesting
the release of the good doctor to care for the
patient Never during his long career did either
the medical society or the licensing board so
much as threaten him with disciplinary action
Recently however. attitudrs have changed.

During the 1970s more than 110 articles appeared In the U.S and British literature dealing
with mental Illness among physicians, for the
most part manifested by suicide, alcoholism
and drug addiction. Why the sudden Interest In
the subject? There are several reasons. not the
least of which it the recent Information explosion In medicine. In the not too distant past.
the family doctor had little to offer his patients
but kindness and sympathy. Today. however.
the physician must possess so many technical
skinls and so much knowledge that there Is little room for error. Consequently. even slight
impairment of the physician can prove disas
trous. Furthermore. In this age of public accountabIlity and the fading godlike image of
the physician. patients will no longer tolerate
Incompetent physicians.
The state legislatures, licensing boards. and
organized medicine are approaching the problem of Impaired physicians with varying degreesofrucees.
The Legst

Ap-aczb

For many years. state licensing boards have
been concerned because they have been able to
act only after professional Incompetence has
been proved, often at the expense of the patient. We now have laws that go a long way toward correcting this situation.
In 1969. the Florida legislature passed a bi.

known as the Saick Doctor Amt sponsored by
the Florida Medical Association and the Board
of MedIcal Examiners. According to J. NesbItt,'
assistant stare attorney general at the 'time.
until then the state licensing boards were powerless to protect the public against Inompetence or Inability of the physician to practice
medicine safely unless he had committed an
act predicated on fault.
The Florida law now states that If the Board
of Medical Examiners has due cause to believe
that a physician Is Impaired, It wll have the
authority to compel him to submit to a mental
or physical examination, or both, by physicians
designated by the board. Failure to submit to
such examination will constitute admission of
the allegations unless such failure is due to
circumstances beyond the doctor's control. Another section provides for Implied consent to
submit to such examination on the part of all
licensed and registered physicians. The law allows the board to Impose a variety of penalties.
ranging from revocation of a license to reprimand. The examining committee reports to the
board. which is not bound to follow Its recommendations.
The Florida law has served as a model for the
20 other states that have passed Impaired physician laws. Some of them give the boards
power to restrict a physician's practice to a
sheltered environment. in addition to the usual
sanctions Another Important feature of the
legislation Is the authority of the board to take
emergency action. In a few states, the laws provide for appointment of the examining coinmittees by the state medical assocIations Ifthe
Involved doctors are members.
Since the Florida Board of Medical Examinera has had more experience than any other
board. it is able to report the largest number of
actions: 147. In addition, I have been able to
collect figures from eight other states. adding
up to a total of 336 The table on page 46 gives
a composite picture of actions taken under the
laws to date.
It Is Important to note the number of licenses
that have been reinstated without restrlctions.
Although the rate of rehabilitation Is only 27%,
the effort is worthwhile. Furthermore. many of
the 84 physicians still on probation may eventually be returned to unrestricted practce I
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ws unable to learn, the rate of recidivismd

The Impaired physician laws have definite
limitations. Fo -ample, they are only partisaly
effective in the am of alcoholics. Beause alcoholls a socially acoeptable albeit dangerous
drug drinke
pertenze aryng degrees of
Impairment The thin line between heavy social
drinking anaddiction is difficult to define.
oro
ince mo
provide that the
board must give the doctor ample notice of examination by the committee, the alcoholic, unkl he Is out of control, has time to dry out
and appear before the committee dean welldressed, and alert I know of one alcoholic doctor who presented himself to a psychiatrlst as
directed by the board. The psychiatrist reported that the doctor admitted to having had
problems with alcohol in the past but had
completely overcome them. Just a few weeks
after his examination, the physician committed
esuId by ingestion of a combination of alcohol and bazblturatea
There are ssfeguards the authorities must
observe when they invoke the impaired physictin act. They must beware ofwitch-hunts One
con only speculate ss to how many of the unsubstantiated chares were inspired by maim
Impaired physician laws are especially effective In dealing with elderly physicians In advanced stages of seniity Becse rehabilitation
Is out of the question. we might spare them the
embarmrassent of a formal hearing by demanding voluntary surrender of licenr
The Med Sodef
According to a recent press release from the
AMA. 40 state medeal asociations now have
programs to help impaired physictian (Unfo
tunately, the AMA Impld that the primary aim
is to help the physicians rather than to protect
the public) An important objective of these
s
cOMMItte ts early case-finding. e s
believe that If they can identify a physician in
the early stagea of addiction. efforts at rehabitation wvlfstand a good chance ofs
The program of the Medical Association of
Georgia ts a model I am Indebted to Douglas
Talbott for giving me the details of this progra of which he b the moving spltritt) The
Disabled Doctor Plan for Georgia
aug td
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In 1975. Is based on two major premise I)
disabled doctor. for psychological reasons. is
usually unable to reach out for help. 21 Fellow
physIcians who would help the disabled doctor
must take the initiative, being careful to use a
sincerely compassionate, nonjudgmental appreach.
The main objectives of the Georgia plan are
to identify doctors who are disabled because of
their addiction to or abuse of drugs. including
alcohod to persuade as maowof them as posstble to seek treatment voluntarily and to provide a means for dealing with doctors whose
disabilities have been recognized but who refuse to complete a course of treatment Although the committee has no legal powers, it
makes recommendations to the Board of medtcal Examners when Its efforts have filed. if
treatment has been successful, the committee
stands ready to help the disabled doctor to resume practic The results of the Disabled Doctor Plan for Georgia are shown In the table on
page 48.
It Is noteworthy that of 644 doctors who were
deemed to be impaIred. 321 returned to practic a rehabilitation rate of 49% This is in
sharp contrast to the 27% rehabilItated under
Ihe Impaired physician laws. However. one
cannot help betng conerned about the total Of
184 physicians (29%) who refused treatment.
broke their contracts, or underwent repeated
treatment. If one regards these as failures, the
results are not nearly so Impressive. Did the
Board of Medieal Examiners deal with them?
Apparently. It missed many because, according
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to Its reports, the board took only seven actions
because of drug addictIon between 1976 and
1979. This leaves a large number of physicians
who fell Into the cracks, an ever-present danger.
The recidivIsm rate is remarkably iwr thits is
bound to increase with the passage of time.
What are the reasons for the success of the
Georgia plan, as compared with the discouragingly low rate of rehabilitation under the ImpaIred physician laws? The usual explanation
Is that the commIttee of the medical socIety is
successful In
d
whereas the
of Medical xaminers deals mainly with
hard-core addict.

Other states have different plans. In Washington there Is no element of coercion. The Ohio
Medical Association has adopted a rnoctficatlion of the Washington system, depending on
gentle persuasion and reportIng to the licens
log board only as a last reaort
Commendable as the efforts of the medical
associations may be. they are thwarted In their
efforts In the nIne states that by law require
physicians to report to discipinary bodies any
information Indicating that a doctor may be
medically incompetent Thus, a conflict has
developed In the states that have reporting
laws-the medical societies being poweiress to
help impaired physIcians. This has caused bItterness on the part of many physicIans, who
refer to them as -snttch laws," There Is a continuing debate between those who f&vr the
handling of impairment by the medical associations and those who believe in the strictly
legal approach. Because it Is inconcelvable to
me that many state medical societies have the
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lence
dedication or resources to match the e
of the GeogLa plan I favor the disctpllnary approach through the licensing boards. I agree
with George Palmer.,' former executive director
of the Florida Board who said. -11e conclusion
of the board is that with sick physicians you
have to get their attention with the loss-ofllmensthreb

Pmendan
Obviously. the best method of dealing with
physician impairment Is by prevention. How to
aceompllsh this is the question. Preventive
measures should extend all the way back to the
collges and uniesities Many Impaled physicians should new have been admitted to
medical school In the first place However. no
matter how sound thejudgment of admissaons
committees, their decisions are based on general Impressions and test scorea rather than on
scientific methods. It is encouraging that much
research asnow In progress In an effort to predict the future sua ems or failure of medical
students In the practice of medicine. Of prlime
Importance Is the development of methods to
identify the applicant who might eventually become mentay Impaired. C ELThomas has
made a start In this direction in her precursor
study of a cohort of 1.337 Johns Hopkins medIcal students. in whom she could deine traits
that might be predictive of future trouble. 3such

as drug addiction and suicidal tendeniesL1
Also promising Is the work of L C Epstein
and his associates in1 predicting emotional
problems of physicdans. ' Given appropriate information. their study suggests, a clinician can
identify a subset of medical students at hih
risk for suicide. Of 33 caes amessed bllndly.the observer was able to Identify al of the suicIdes on the basis of the test-results.
Another preventive measure is firmness of
medical school authorites In dealing with
troubled studentL Al too familiar Is the timpaired physician who was nursed through
medical school by a psychiatrist who discovered. too late. that the student was absolutely
unsuited to practice medicine. An example re
cently came to my attention when I told the
dean of a higly respected medial school that
the licensing board had reivoked the certificate
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of one of his graduates because of drug addicUon and depression. The dean replied. 'I am so
sorry. I remember this person well and was always afraid he would have trouble since he had
serious psychiatric problems all through medical schooL
Despite all of our efforts. the impaired and
incompetent physician will always be with us.
IIt is encouraging however, that leglatort
censing boards. and medical societies have
recognized the problem and are dealing with It
by various methods. There should be no conflicts among these agencies. they can work together. never losing sight of the fact that the
primary duty of all Is the protection of the
public
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-Medical Disc4pline in Diswrqy

Malpractice, Medical Discipline,
and-the Public
ROBRT C DZRBYSHIRE

SantaFelMex

As a result of the continuing malpractice
crists. attorneys for plaintiffs are uncovering
an ever-increasing number of Incompetent
negligent physicians. There is a concomitant
increase In the number of complaints directed to licensing boards from angry citzens
who demand that they revoke licenses because of physician malpractice or incompetence This is oversimplification of a complex
problem The boards are confronted with an
old English proverb -Every dog is entitled to
one bite.' Some of my friends who are defense
attorneys frequently quote this Applied to the
medical profession, the question becomes:
How many malpractice actions should a board
allow physicians before taking action against
them? When Is the "first bite" so grave as to
warrant disciplinaly action?
In my view. the boards should judge each
case on Its own merits It Is not possible or
desirable to have an lnflsble policy. For example, an Internist who missed a diagnosis of
acute appendicitis In a young man, with resultant peritonitis and many other complications. is sued by the patient and has to pay a
large settlement. Should the disciplinary
board take action against him? No. An Investigation reveals that he Is a highl qualified,
competent physician who has never been
sued for malpractice during his career of
some 20 years and that there Is no pattern of
negligence, Furthermore. appendicitis can be
difflIcult to diagnose.
On the other hand, an otolaryngologlst in
the course of removing nasal polyps also re-
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moves generous portions of frontal lobes, and
the patient dies within 24 hours In this case
the board. regarding this as evidence of manifest gross Incompetence, demands disciplinasy action to protect the public against further
mishaps. The board places the doctor on
probation without waiting for the filing of the,
Inevitable malpractice suit This summary
action Is based In part on an Investigation
that reveals a pattern of substandard practice
elsewher which had not been divulged to the
board when he was licensed.
Both the public and the medical profession
may well remember the socalled malpractice
cresis of 1975. resulting In soaring insurance
rates and strikes by doctors. Although no
longer regarded as a crisis, the problem of
malpractice continues to smoulder and at any
Utme It could again reach mrisis proportions.
In fact, several experts say that another storm
I
may soon break,
I shall not attempt to analyze the whole
problem of malpractice, since others have already done so. I shall discuss only the Increasingly Important relationship between malpractice and medical discipline Although
many physicians are so acutely aware of the
daily risks of Incurring malpractice suits that
they no longer enjoy the practice of medicine.
they must admit that such threats can act as
a deterrent to incompetence and unscrupubus medical practice.
Oddly enough, the medical practice statutes
of only 16 states specifically cite malpractice
as a cause for disciplinary actions. The laws of
four states mention malpractice alone. and
those of 12 specify gross malpractice or repeated malpractice The laws of a few other
states list gross negligence or carelessness In
the practice of medicine as grounds for astlon, In only one state. Nevada, does the law
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maldefine Its terms unequivocally Growss
practice means malpractc where the failure
to exercise the requisite degree of care di-l
genre. or skin consists of I1 performing surgery or otherwise ministering to a patient
while the physician is under the Iniluence of
alcohol or any controlled substance: 21gross
negligence; 31 willful and consistent use of
medical procedures considered by physicians
in the community to be Inappropriate or unnecessary in the cases where used.'
The reference In some statutes to repeated
malpractice brings us back to the -one bite"
doctrine The detection of repeated malpracUte can be difficult because marny cases are
settled out of court and no official records are
available to the boards. This obviously calls
for corrective legislation. In 1983 the New
Meadco legislature amended the medical pramctire act requiring all insurance companies
that write malpractice policies to report all
settlements of malpractice cases-whether
made in or out of court-to the board of medIcal examiners. Very few other states have
such laws.
In view of the questions raised thus far, It is
not surprising that very few disciplinary ations result from malpractice. Of a total of
2.503 board actions that took place from 1969
to 1976, orly 16 were for malpractice or Its variants. But this situation may be changing. For
exampe of 1.817 actions reported to the Federn
ation of State Medical Boards of the united
Slates from 1977 through 1979. 34 were for
malpractice. Incompetence or negligence.
Twenty-six resulted in revocation of licenses.
The Report of the Secretary's Commission
on Medical Malpractice. published in 1973,
disclosed much valuable information, some of
which may have been unpalatable to physicians.' For example the commission coneluded that an important reason for the maltpractice problem is that there is malpractice.
It found that 45% of all dosed claims in 1970
resulted in payment either by way of settiement or verdic The report stated: 'The ine.
caims
capable fact Is that most smaipraceice
would never be filed if the patient had not
commisr
The
pilac"
first
been Injured in the
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don members agreed that lcensure and medIcal discipline are related to malpractice and
that more effective programs of icensure and
discipline cannot but have a favorable impact
on the incidence of malpractice.
The American Bar Association also has become concerned about the relationship between medical malpractice and medical dicdpihne. The Report of the Cominutsion on Medical Professional Liability recommended that
all malpractice judgments be reported to state
boards.a Conceding that there is no necessary
relatlonship between conduct that makes a
physician liable for malpractice action and
conduct that mandates disciplinary proceedings, the commission suggested that malpracticejudgments could in some cases serve as an
early warning signal to theboards.
Another concern of the ABAcommission is
the problem faced by medical institutions and
organisatlons in trying to obtain disciplinary
information from other hospital review commmittees. and medical societies. I share In this
concern. which I discussed In 'Obstacles to
Enforcement of Dbicpline" (iP. October 1983,
I know of only one state that asks for information regarding previous malpractice suits on
application forms. If other states were to become equally concerned this information
might constitute grounds for denial of a B1censeor. at least. for investigation of the circumltances of each suit That suit-prone doctors are undesirable additlon to the medical
community is borne out in a study by S.
Ferber and B. Sheridan.' In a four-year period.
they found. 46 (0.6%l of 8.000 physicians in
the l.s Angeles area accounted for 10% of all
claims and 30% of all payments made by insurance plans, and the average number of
suits for each of these doctors was 125 per
year.
One doctor, applying for a license in a
second state, was invited to meet with the
board because of some Information It had recelved concerning his practice habits. In the
- course of the interview, the board learned that
the doctor had many malpractice suite pendIng against him. When asked the exact num'
her, the doctor replied, -1don't know, possibly
10 or 15. 1 count this as part of the cost of
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doing business." And this was a board-certilled orthopedic surgeon with an excellent
educational background? His casaler attitude
toward his patients Indicated either an extremely callous attitude or a sick mind. Needless to say the board denied him a license. A
disturbing commentary on the system Is that
the board obtained Its Information purely by
chance
Another example of the relationship between malpractice and discipline Is the case
of the notorious Dr. John G. Nork of California who was held liable for wantonly neglgent medical practice. On the witness stand.
Dr. Nork admitted that he had bungled an
unnecessary operation on a young man, presumably for a ruptured intervertebral disk
the patient was awarded $3.710447. Dr. Nork
also admitted that he had negligently and
needlessl maimed at least 30 other surgical
patients. Despite these publicized catastroie phes, he was never challenged by the hospital.
the medical staff. the local medical society. or
the state licensing board. The details of Dr.
Nork's depredations were brought to light
when his third malpractice suit was tried In
the court of Judge B. Abbott Goldberg of the
Superior Court of Californmi In a 196-page
memorandum of dectston. Judge Goldberg
told of at least 50 additional surgical procedures that were 'unnecessary. bungled or
both. He took the Sacramento County Medical Society and the California Board of Medical Examiners severely to task for their failure
to discipline the orthopedist
An astounding feature of the Nork case was
the means by which he was exposed. His fa1sifted notes had led the hospital authorities to
believe that he was an excellent surgeon whose
patients seldom suffered complications. They
did not have the curiosity of Edward Freldberg, an attorney for one of the litigants
against Dr. Nork who discovered a contradtction between the doctoes discharge summary
and the nurse's notes of the same date. Noxk's
notes stated that the patient was doing well
postoperatively and would be seen routinely at
the office after returning home. The nurses
note indicated that the patient had awakened
in the recovery room with the same "appalling"

{

symptoms he had had before. The case was
eventually settled out of court
By persistent digging, Freidberg uncovered
a pattern of fraudulence in Dr. Nork's records,
as well as dishonest dealings with the patients to whom he recommended surgery.
Both the public and the press wva incensed
over the fact that the Board of Medical
lbamlners did not revoke his license until
February 22 1970-almost two years after Investigations had begsun
That some of Dr. Nork's colleagues were
aware of his shortcomings was evidenced in a
conversation I had with one of them. who
said. 'We tried our best to help Dr. NorkL"
If the medical profession does not Improve
its methods of self-discipline. the words of
Judge Goldberg might prove frighteningly
prophetic "Licensing of persons to practice
medicine in Itself furnishes no continuing
control with respect to a physician's professional competence and therefore does not assure the public of quality patient care. The
protection of the public must come from some
other authority-the court The beneficial effect of malpractice litigation in Improving
medical performance has been established by
the evidence presented in this case."
Another effect of the malpractice problem
on discipline Is becoming. evident In some
hospitals. Because of the increasing number
of suits against these institutions, It Is perceived that It is In the best interests of all
concerned for the medical staff and the administration to work together to Improve
medical cam For example, a surgeon has had
a series of disasters Involving operations on
the stomach, one or more of which have resulted in suits against the hospital as well as
the surgeon. The hospital authorities would
certainly show poor Judgment If they did not
carry out a complete investigation of the performance of this surgeon and impose suitable
restrictions on his activities. A few states have
laws requiring hospitals to report restriction of
privileges of staff members to the licensing
board Although the board may take no action.
believing that the hospital is adequately protectlng the public, there is a record of the physicias inadequacy and the board can follow
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is the physician
any deveiopment of a pattern of Incompetence,
A by-product of the malpractice situation.
related indirectl to medical discipline. is Its
-deterrent effect- It is sad but true that many
physicians practice more carefully than they
did in the past because they have one eye on
the potential litigant This Is not entirely
beneficial In that It has given rise tn the widespread practice of 'defensive medicIne which
Inevitably increases the cost of medical care-.
often unnecessarily. However, It may save a
physician from appearing before a disciplinary
boar
One of the most cogent arguments for the
deterrent effect of the malpractice threat was
advanced. by W. B. Schwartz and N. g.
Komesar, 'Te negligence system makes a
great deal mare sense if It is understood
primarily as a means to deter careless behavior rather than to compensate Its vicUms, BY
finding fault and assessing damages against
the negligent provider. the system sends all
providers a signal that discourages future
carelessness and reduces further damages.A recent addition to the disciplinary armamentarium is the doctor-owned liability company. There are 30 such companies, born of
the desperation resulting from the mounting
cost of insurance premiums and the refusal of
many companies to write professional liability
politd defore their withdrawal from the
malpractice field. commercial carrners placed
few restrictions on the physicians they Insured. They were concerned chiefiy with
whether the practitionera were duly licensed.
However. the physician-owned companies
carefully scrutinize all applicants In order to
assess the possible risks. paying particular attention to the physician's qualifications and
experlence. Gone are the days of on-the-jb
training, if the applicant's sole claim to proficiency is that he has assisted in a few cass.
the insurance company will say. In effedct
'Operate upon aneurysms if you like. doctor,
but we will not Insure you against any rislsk
Many of these physician-owned companies
maintain close contact with the licensing
boards and are informed of any disciplinary
actions related io incompetence. Rash Indeed
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who undertakes a procedure
for which the company has denied him insurance cnoeage. The strictness of some of
the doctor-owned insurance compantes Is illustrated in a statement by Dr. Joseph D
Sabela. president and board chairman of the
Doctors Insurance Company ofCalifornla His
more cheaply
company can povide cove
because of stringent underwriting practices.
he said. noting that It turns down about one
of every six applicants
The failings of the inedical profession in
self-policing are many. and I have cited only a
few exampies related to malpractice. For many
reasons It is extremely difficult to protect the
public agatnst negligent. incompetent physidars It is unfortimate that the profession
must place so much reliance no outside agencies to weed out incompetent doctors. However. If their efforts are successful. the number
of doctors reported to disciplinary boards
should diminish If liability companies were
required by law to report all settlements, the
boards could detect patterns of malpractice
and take appropriate disciplinary action. if
the courts and Insurance companies and the
fear of malpractice become the most Important
disciplinary weapons in medidne-dLstasteful
as the idea may be to physIcians-so be It.
SomePubcAtfltdes
As noted. angry citizens frequently complain
to medical disciplinary boards and demand
that they revoke a docor's license forthwith
Many of these complaints are based on allegations of malpractice. regardless of whether the
allegedly injured peraon has won a judgment
against the physician- In no small part because of the widespread reporting of medical
Imlrades many people believe that the failure of the doctor to restore them to perfect
health constitutes malpractice. Of courae. no
prudent physician will guarantee a perfect rerult from any procedure. Moreover, many
membera of the lay public do not realize that
a board cannot summarily revoke a doctor's
license unless thire is convincing evidence
presented at a formal hearing,
However some boards deserve the criticism
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directed agatint them Investigative reportaw
for three maor metropolitan newspapersT7h Miami HNo"ld 7e Chiago Thbum
and MheCleveland Plain Deater-have made
etensive studies confirming thi. Although
some of their allegations ae sensational and
unsupported by dear evidence, many are bnut
A campaign against licensing boards was
launched by The Miami Herald in 1979 In a
series of articles attacking Florida physicians
In general and the Florida Board of Medical
Examiners In particular for their lax disciplinary procedures and the reluctance of physicians to report their errant coleague. The
editor published all the artides In a special reprint entitled
Danerus Doctors..A Med lca
5
Dilemma, On the cover Is a lurid color picture of two doctors, one clutching a whiskey
bottle, the other with both hands full of medlcine bottles. presumably containing dangerous drugs. The authors attacked the Board of
Medical Examiners and its executive director.
Dr. George Palmer. whom they called "the
product of a past generatiom Although many
of the articles were sensational and consisted
mainly of anecdotal evidence, they did point
to many reasons for lax discipline-such as
defects in the medical practice laws, an understaffed, underfinanced state board. and a
court system that often reverses board acUons and allows the doctor to continue to
practice pending appeal.
In one artide the authors stated that patients often will not file charges against physicians, fearing embarrassment and possible
publicity. -hose who aren't embarrassed fie
malpractice suits," noted the author. who
observed that the state medical board records
only the total number of malpractice suits
against a glven physician. 'It doesn't receive
the disposiltion of the cases, and it rarely acts
against a doctor purely because of his malpractice record," Another article recounts the
case of Dr. James G. Robertson. 18 of whose
patients sued him for malpractice in the
course of 10 years. The board was never able
to learn the outcome of the suits because they
were an settled out ofcourt
The editor In a concluding comment stated
that Florlda~s laws are too lenient and that

the Board of Medical Examiners has neither
the will nor the resourcs to stop dangermus
doctors. He made several rnecmmendations.
the first of which was to fire Dr. Palmer.
Another was to make malpractice Insurance
mandatory. because "a doctor too Incompetent to obtain malpractice Insurance is too
incompetent to practice"Largely as a result of the Miami Herald exposw the Florida legislature enacted laws providing for complete reorganization of the licensing board, with a lay person as director.
In February 1980, TheCleveland Plain
Dealer published seven articles attacking the
Ohio Board of Medical Examiners for laxness
In disciplinec Like T7he Miami Herald. The
Plain Dealer collected the articles. all written
by one reporter, Walt Bogdanich, In a special
reprint entitled The Weak Pulse of Medt-

cine's Enforcer.7 The series contains Its share
of horror stories. but attempting to be fair.
Bogdanich attributed some of the faults of the
board to inadequate legislation.
He also addressed the malpractice problem.
writing In his Introduction. "The medical
board often never learns who the dangerously
Incompetent physicians are because Ohio. unlike some other states, doesnt require that
malpractice settlements be reported to the
board He contrasted the Ohio board with
that of Michigan: Although Michigan has
fewer doctors than Ohio, Its board has 24 investigators. whereas Ohio's has only seven, He
noted also that Michigan has eight investigators responsible for sifting through malpractice cases in search of incompetent doctors.
Quoting a prominent malpractice attorney,
Bogdanich pointed out that even if Ohio
passed a malpractice reporting law. the states
dangerous doctors might not all be Identified.
since Insurance companies often make payment before a suit Is filed, The point is well
taken. In cases of blatant malpractice, the insurer will offer to pay the patient promptlybefore he retains an attorney. who no doubt
could obtain a much larger settlement,
In the editorial summarizing the series. the
editor expressed his concern in his opening
paragraph. -'he 10-member Ohio Medical
(fsaifinedor pass22S)
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Board has done a shockingly poorjob ofpolicIng the medical profession. Ohio lap far be.
hind other states In providing for an effective
medical licensing board able to guarantee a
high level of professionalism. In addition to
recommending many legislative reforms. he
sharply criticized the lax policies of the
board-for example, inadequate supervision
of doctors on probation He reiterated the recommendation that all malpractice actions be
reported to the board fie seemed to agree
with my 'one bite" doctrine, although he expressed It differently -A malpractice suit Is
not necessarily evidence of Incompetenc but
several such suits are worthy of further board
Investigation into competency."
That the Plain Dealds articles did not fa1
on legislators! deaf ears la borne out by the
prompt introduction of bills designed to reform the medical practice laws.
7te Chicpo Tribune, in May 1982. attacked
the Illinois Department of Registration and
Education, the agency responsible for protectIng patients from "had' doctors Written by
several reporters. the articles introduced the
subject with the statement: Miinois's record of
disciplining bad doctors is one of the worst in
the natiomL"
One article In the series. "Doctor Sued 14
Times But No State Hearing" is devoted entirely to malpractice A survey of more than
3000 malpractice cases in Cook County found
that many physicians have been sued repeatedly without action being taken by the Department of Registration. For examnple. the
Tribune reported that '94 doctors are de'
fendants in at least two pending malpractice
suits each. 29 are defendants in three suits
each, five are defendants in four suits each,
five others are defendants In five suits each or
more Only eight of the 133 doctors have been
- caged for hearings by the state. Those hearUVgswere not prompted by the malpractice
suite
The Illinois stat legislature responded to

the Trbunes criticism by enacting correcive
legislation In July 1982; this was supported
by the state medical society. Among other reforms, the law now requires hospitals. courts.
medical societies. and professional liability
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Insurance companies to report any actions
against physicians to the Department of RPe
tstration and Education'
Another article on the relationship between
malpractice and discpilne and the failure of
appeared licensIng boards to take acton
10
cently in People Weekly. There was the
usual recitation of horrors relating to malpractice. The article continued. 'The examples
are graphic but hardly unique demonstraUons of the unwillIngness or inabIlity of authorities In the United States to lift the 1Ucenses of MDs who have been negligent incompetent. or even crIminalV The authors
concluded that the cause of the problem Is
that there In no central body policing the
medical professIon Instead. regulation is carried out on the state level and the standards
are often confusing and contradictory. The
authors apparently overlooked the Tenth
Amendment to the United States Constitution providing for states rights. which guarantees that licensing is a pollce power not
delegated by the states to the federal
governent.
D&CUssion and Conclusions
The public is becoming more and more
aroused by the repeated failure of medical
disciplinary boards to take action agsinst
physicians for alleged or proved malpractice
Many citizenst in their rage. seem to believe
that a single real or Imagined act of malpractiUe should result In Immediate revocation of
a physictan's license. Many people. including
some physicians, do not understand that the
board cannot summarily revoke a doctor's license for proved or alleged malpractice or any
other reason without due process.
I have referred to three series of newspaper
articles and to another article In a popular
magazine. In the past I have repeatedly
urged state legislatures to amend medical
practice acts to compel physician liability
companies to report all settlements against
physicians to the licensing board whether
they are settled in or out of court. The three
newspaper series made the same recommenmagazine artcle !M~aUtda nL
dation- I

maloac
fstiormUiomdlcklernghose for

e

I go sotaastsav that this would be unconstituional although my statement may be
opnt hallenge.

The fact remains that the boards can take
no actions against doctors who have been dedared gutity of malpractice if they have no
way of finding out about then. I also maintain that no board should take action against
a physician for a single mistake particularly
if his past record has been spotless, regardless of public pressure If boards revoked the
icense of every doctor on the basis of one mishap. the glut of doctors in this country would
soon become an acute shortage.
So far there has been little connection between malpractice and medical discipline. Because the public and the state legislatures
have been arused. I predict that medical disciplinary boards will soon be forced to view
the problem much more seriously.
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Politics
and Discipline
ROBERT C. DRBYSHIRE

SontaFecIMe

A licensing board has several discipllnary
hearings pending, some of which Involve
complex problems of professional behavior
and medical ethics. Obviously, those Issues
demand consideration by board members
who are mature In judgment and experience.
Suddeily. the governor. for reasons of his
own, dismisses the entire board, replacing it
with political appointees. none of whom have
had any experience In dealing with disciplinsry mattes The new members have hardly
had time to study the medical practice act
and. at best, have only vague Ideas about due
process. Is It any wonder that they will have
extreme difficulty In arriving at just and correct decisions?
lhat is by no means an extreme example of
the mischief that a powerful, politically motivated governor can create. It has happened In
the past and will be repeated in the future as
long as medical licensing boards are dominated by politics and therefore subject to the
whims of a governor.
The medical disciplinary process is influenced by politics-from the appointment of
board members through the gantUng of licenses, the conduct of hearings. and the resulting decistons. In addition. there are some
tangential political issues that deserve consideratio. FOr example. the problem of the
poorly quallfied foreign medical graduate Is
still with us. The politicians in the state legislatures have certainly not helped to solve the
problem. particularly In the states borderng
on Mexico. Legislators are often extremely
sensitive to the Influence of United States cittzens of La-in American extraction who want
to have their friends and relatives from south
Dr. DeOsbft bnnw Socrt.k)
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MedcalDisctilinein Disarrayof the border licensed. regardless of their
qualifications. They would have the boards
lower their standards for that purposeI and
sometimes they are successful There also has
been political pressure from physicians whose
children have not been able to gain admission
to U.S. medical schools and have studied In
Mexico. With the help of the AMA. they have
been able to have those students admitted
through the back door, bypassing some of the
usual requirements, such as the examinations of the Educational Commission on Foreign Medical Graduates. Since some states
will still not accept the students. considerable
confusion has prevailed.
How are licensing board members appointed? Let us count the ways. In all but five states,
the governor appoints them and they serve at
his pleasure. In Maryland. North Carolina,
and Alabama, the members are elected by the
state medical associations. In S~ew Stork. the
Board of Regents of the Department of Education appoints them, while In the District of
Columbia the commissioners sdect them. In
14 states the governors must limit their appotntments to names on lists of candidates
submitted by the medical associations. In 10,
they must consider such recommendations
but are not bound by them. Thus, In only 21
states do the governors have, unrestricted appointive powers, with or without the approval
of the senate.
As the licensing boards are legally constituted departments of the state governments.
it Is difficult to understand why organized
medicine should have any place in the appointment of members. Those who advocate
requiring governors to select members only
from lists submitted by the medical associations caim that they. being authorities on the
attributes of physicians. would thereby remove the selection process from the political
arena. They forget, however. that there Is such
a thing as medical politics. often on the ward
heeler level
As long ago as 1969, I wrote The medical
societies are by no means always likely to reommend the most. qualified people for appointrlent to boards. Frequently, they Ignore

professional and educational attributes. endorsing some faithful political stalwart who
has worked his way up in the councils of his
or her society. I know of one case In which the
first choice of the governing body of a medial
society to fill a vacancy on the board was a
graduate of an unapproved medical schoolthis, despite the fact that the law specifically
provided that all members must be graduates
of approved medical schools. While the above
might be an unusual situation. I seriously
doubt that there has been much Improvement In the process.'
How do the state executive view those laws?
Apparently they have expressed few protests. I
know of one governor, however, who bitterly
resented the influence of the medical society.
considering It a usurpation of his appointive
power. But to date. neither he nor any other
governor has formally challenged the constitutionality of those laws.
Another objection to the political Influence
of the medical societies Is the tendency of the
appointees to believe that the primary function of board members is to represent their
constituents rather than to act primarily as
protectors of the public. That is often reflected
In the conduct and attitudes of board members after they have been appointed Pressures
,from jnembers of the local medical societies
often Influence their actions.
The situation In the three states In which
the medical associations elect the board members Is far from typical It Is most unusual for
a professional association to select the members of a government agency. Because of that.
one might assume that the associations have
continuing Influence over the boards. They
deny that. Nevertheless. if a board member
does not perform in accordance with the
wishes of the association. he will have no
chance of reelection. Furthermore, this question arises: if the societies directly elect board
members, does that empower them to remove
board members before the expiration of their
terms?
In one state. Indian. there is open recognition of politics. the law states that of the
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-Robert C.Derbyshireseven board members, no more than four may
be of the same political party. In another
state in which the governor must appoint
members from lits, the medical society made
an honest effort to select able, knowledgeable
physicians, without concern as to their politIcal affiliations. The governor returned the
list complaining that it contained no Democrats. women, or members of minority groups.
In other words. his attitude was. forget about
professional qualifications. it is much more
important that they be poltticaly acceptabl.
In states in which the governors have unrestricted appointive power they have often
paid off political debts by appointing physiCans of questionable ability. It Is Indeed dimcult to understand why membership on a disciplinary board Is apolitical plum, especially if
the appointee takes his or her duties seriously. The physician should regard the appointment as an opportunity to perform an Important public service.
Politics also can enter Into the disciplinary
process in the form of conflict of interest For
exampie. a prominent and able otolaryngologist Is a member of a licensing board. Of neessity. he depends largely upon referrals
from fellow physicians to build and maintain
his practice. Suddenly. he is confronted by a
dilemmr A physician who is one of his most
important sources of referrals is summoned
to a disciplinary hearing What does the otolaryngologist do? Ethically. he should disqualify
himself from participation in the hearing But
does be? He may or may not. as there is no
law that says be must If he does not disqualify humseX consciously or unconsciously he
will act as an advocate for the accused physician instead ofas an impartial judge.
Another e-mple of conflict of Interest is
that of a board member wo holds high office
In a state or national medical association. He
must serve two masters First. as an Influential member of organized medicine, his alleglance is to the Interests of the members of
the profession. Second. as a board member.
be must be dedicated to serve the public That
problem was Illustrated by a dIsciplinary case
(awmfrdon pe
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heard by five board members. The defense attorney justifiably pointed out that two of the
five were past presidents of their state medical society. while a third was the incumbent
president. Although the attorney lost the case
on appeal. his objection was well taken In
view of the fact that the local county society
had forced his ellent to resign.
With no intent to justify the state of affairs
described. I can offer an explanation. Usually
officers of medical associations attain their
positions of influence and prominence by
hard work, no matter how misdirected one
might consider their loyalties. Consequently.
their colleagues-as well as some governorsare inclined to think that they can offer valuable services In another capacity.
Another potential political problem In medical discipline Is the desire of many board
members to be liked. They are reluctant to
take any action that might alienate them
from their colleagues or the public. They do
not realize that a truly dedicated board member can win few popularity contests. Whatever
decisions they make will elicit criticism from
either their fellow physicians or the public.
Some will castigate the members for being too
lenient others for being too harsh. Usually
their severest critics will know Uttle about the
details of the cases. The conscientious board
member will not allow such criticism to sway
him. he performs his duties to the best of his
abilities with every effort to be fair. We. can
only hope that members of disciplinary boards
will eventually develop the necessary dermal
thickness to protect them from the various
pressures brought to bear upon them.
One of the most serious miscarriages ofJusUce occurred when a board. bowing to poliUcal pressure. administered a mere wrist slap
in the form of probation to a physician whom
they had found guilty of an unforgivable
breach of professional conduct-the exchange
of narcotics for sexual favors. When asked the
reason for such leniency. the board president
explained that he and the accused physician
practiced In the same small town. The presi-

dent added that the local physicians had
brought great pressure to bear against him.
urging him to be lenient. That is another example of the misconception that the president of a board is responsible to his local colleagues rather than to the public.
Equally serious Is the political pressure
from public officials. ranging from members
of Congress to local oficisala, This is particularly abused In behalf of the unqualified applicant for licensure. Many such frustrated
physicians, on the advice of local poiticians
will appeal to members of Congress, who. in
turn. will write letters varying from requests
for information to allegations that the board
is depriving their constituents of much needed
medical care. How can those great statesmen
know that the physician in question is quaUlfled? Aren't they bowing to political pressure.
disregardIng the safety of the public?
I know of the case of one unqualified doctor
who was sponsored by the political powers of
a small town. Because of a shortage of physiclans, real or imagined. they had gone so far
as to build an office for him without learning
whether he would be able to obtain a licensM
A delegation of citizens, including the mayor
and the president of the local bank. descended upon a bewildered governor to protest
the action of the board and demand that he
override it The governor, a fair-minded man.
asked the board secretary to provide him with
more information. He was informed that not
only was the doctor unqualified but that he
had been convicted of a felony In another
state and was guilty of perjury In making a
false statement on his application form.
Politics might even influence the conduct of
disciplinary hearings. I have mentioned the
example of the otolaryngologist and his referrals Other influences can be more subtle.
When such hearings are conducted by a
board rather than by a hearing officer the
members have a chance to question witnesses. including the respondent Because of
personal friendship or Indebtedness for favors
received, a board member may feel that he
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should act as an advocate and protector of the
accused physician and ask leading questions
designed to place the doctor in a favorable
light. Furthermore, his advocacy can be extended to the deliberations of the board after
the hearing.
Hospitals are also able to exert politIcal influence. for the most part negatively. One of
the most difcult problems confronting disciplinary bodies is posed by physicians who.
because of their tremendous influence in both
the hospital and the community. feel that
they are above the law. Many of us are famillar with the Incompetent physician who. because of his personal magnetism. has a large
and devoted following. Even though his chief
claim to competence Is his skill as a confidence man, he Is Immune to disciplinary acUon by the hospital authorities or anyone
else Because of his large practice, he Is able to
till many hospital beds and to refer patients to
his colleagues Nothing short of a catastrophe
would bring him to the attention of the board.
Such a doctor exemplifies the worst kind of
medical politics to which the hospital Is a
party. The following account of an actual case
exemplifies such a situation.
A 35-year-old mother of four healthy children, the daughter of a surgeon In another
city, was nearing the end of her fifth pregnancy. The patient had recently moved to a
large city, where. at the advice of a friend, she
placed herself in the hands of the leading
society doctor, whose charm and winning

bedside manner had won him a large followIng of loyal patients. I shall call him Dr. S.
Despite the fact that Dr. S. had bungled
many cases in the hospital, his colleagues were
always willing to cover up his mistakes because he was In a position to refer many patients to them. Furthermore, he was on excel
lent terms with the hospital adminIstration
he was a member of the board of the hospital.
and his financial contributions were so generous that he was one of the leading angels of
the institution.
And now to return to our expectant mother.
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One Sunday afternoon she began to bleed so
alarmingy that a neighbor took her to the
emergency room of the hospital where Dr. S.
worked. The patient had had placenta previa
with her preceding pregnancy that neceasttated a cesarean section. so that she was
prctically able to diagnose her own condiUon. A nurse caled Dr. S- only to learn that
he was at a country dub and could not be disturbed. After over an hour a reaident who
happened to look Into the emergency zoom
had the patient transferred to surgery Immediately. He caled another staff physician, who
performed a cesarean section. The Infant was
dead, but with the help of four transfusions,
he was able to save the mother's iE. Because
he was an ethical physlcian, the substitute
returned the patient to the care of Dr. S. the
following morning.
On the filth postoperative day, the patient
developed progressive abdominal distention.
nausea, and vomiting. which soon became
stercoraceous. While Dr. 8 made rounds twice
a day. his visits were made at the doorways of
his patients' rooms, whebr he waved helo and
told them, -You're doing ftne. never so much
as laying a hand on the patient.
Meanwhile, this patients abdominal distention became progressively worse. Finally, on
the seventh postoperative day the distention
was partially relieved by complete disruption
of her Incision. A nurse called Dr. S_, who did
coma in to see the patient but sad, 'uas is
not an obstetric problem It's a surgical one. I
am going to cal Dr. T. By some quirk of good
fortune, he called an excellent surgeon, who
found that the cause of the distention was
mechanical Intestinal obstruction. He corrected It and. did a secondary closure of the
Incision.

In a later conversation with the surgeo
the patient's father asked, "Why did Dr. S. call
your Dr. T. reptledk 'Oh, he frequently calls
ma to clean up his maes,
lter at the insistence of her husband's
family, the patient consulted a lawyer about
the possibility of suing Dr. S.for maolpractice,
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The lawyer upbraided her for even considering
suing such an outstanding member of the
medical community and refused to listen to
her story. She later learned that the iawyer
was the doctor's attorney and his close personal friend.
This medically Incompetent but politically
powerful physician was shielded by both the
hospital and his colleagues. His Influence even
extended to a representative of the legal profession. (Incidentaly. shouldn't the lawyer
have Immediately told the patient that he
could not take her case beause he represented the doctor?) Unfortunately, there are still
too many physicians of Dr. S's ilk at large.
Fmm the foregoing, one might conclude
that I believe all physician members of boards
are so weak as to be swayed by political pressure. That Is not true. I strongly believe. however, that members who have had cose social
or professional relationships with alleged miscreants should voluntarily disqualify themselves from disciplinary hearings
Attorneys and legislators have made suggestions as to how to improve the conduct of
hearings. One of the most Important Is that
hearing officers conduct them and present
their findings and conclusions to the board
members, who can then weigh the evidence
dispassionately. disregarding the histrionic
tricks of attorneys. Presumably. the members
would have little or no prior knowledge of the
cases, thus minimizing political infuence.
Another possible solution has been advanced by Harris Cohen of the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services. long an
tmplcable opponent of regulation of the
health professIons by their own members.' He
advocates complete reorganization of an lIcensing boards, so that they would be composed entirely of persons who have no slf-in-.
terest In the regulated professons. His ideal
board would be composed of persons who are
experts in the fields of education, public
health. economics. health care administraton manpower, and consumer advocacy. It is
noteworthy that this board would not Include
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any experts in the field of medicine. Presumably. the board could call on physicians to tea.
tfy as expert witnesse
,
Would Cohen's Ideal board be any more resistant to political pressure than one composed of a majority of physicians? I think not.
In fact, such a board, because of the memibers'
lack of medical knowledge. would be b
dered bj pressures from different dirctons
-Mme witnessea would testuiy that the accused
, physician Is not only a great healer but a
benefactor of mankind. On the other hand.
there would be equal pressure from persons
who believe that the board should not have
granted the doctor a license In the first place
Just as In court. I believe that a doctor should
t eers. It is not
be judged by a Jury of his
unreasonable to-demand that such ajury disregard all political pressures.
Lam
Sunset
The state legislatures are now taking a renewed interest in the operations of all boards
Including those regulating medicine. A relatively recent trend was initiated In 1976 in
Colorado. After a study of all state boards and
commissions. legislators concluded that many
of the so-called regulatory boards were merely
serving the professions and trades they were
supposed to regulate. with little or no concern
for the interests of the public They found also
that the lawmakers exerclsed lttlej
government
those studles, the Colorado
legislature enacted what became known as
the sunset law, which limits the tenure of all
regulatory agencies to six years. at the end of
which they no longer exist. To be reactivated.
a board must submit to a hearing before a
legislative audit committee and prove that It

is operating in the interests of the publicand
Is not primarily concerned with the welfare of
the regulated profession.
Thirty-three other state legislatures soon
folowed Colorado's lead by enacting their own
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sunset laws. The purpose of the hearings is
typified in one of the laws, which states -The
agency shall have the burden of demonstrating a public need for Its continued existence
and the extent to which an amendment of the
agencs basic stature may Increase the efficieney of the administration or operation of
the agency."i
Licensing boards included under the provisions of the sunset laws range from those for
physicians to those for embalmers. Although
the sponsors of regulatory boards claimed
that the boards were established to 'protect
the public interest," for all practical purposes.
they soon became satraps, ruling their own
professions as they chose, accountable to no
one but the governors-who usually ignored
them after appointing the members.
While their abuses of the public trust were
not as flagrant as those of some other boards
those governing physicians were not above
primary concern with protecting the Interests
of the profession. For many years. at least two
licensing boards limited the number of doctors admitted to practice, a condition that
sunset laws have helped to eliminate.
A series of articles In the Miami Herald, to
which I referred In a previous article, caused
the Florida legislature to make drastic changes
In the medical practice act under the sunset
law. Some of them were by no means favorable to the medical profession: For example, the
file on a licensee Is no longer confidential 10
days after probable cause for a hearing Is determined. That could endanger the reputaUons of physicians even though they might
eventually be exonerated of any wrongdoing.
For all practical purposes. the new law reduces
the board of medical examiners to the status
of an advisory body, as all authority is vested
in a central agency with a nonmedical director.
Another section Invokes penalties against
doctors who refuse to provide patients with
Itemized bills at their request That seems to
be an attempt to legislate medical ethics.,
The most objectionable feature of the revised Florida law is a section, suggested by

the press, requitring doctors to post signs In
their offices notlfring patients where and how
to lodge complaints of inadequate care.
Furthermore, a complaint might call for a
subpoena demanding the names and addresses of all the doctors patients. Search
warrants could be issued for cinical records.
certainly a violation of the confidentiality of
the doctor-patient relationship. Obviously, the
Florida legislature had overreacted In Its effort
to correct the disciplinary deficliences of the,
board of medical examiners. However. the
medical profession struck back with Its own
political pressure. As a result the legislature
recently repealed the section of the law requirIng physicians to post signs in their offices,
and It modified the requirement that doctors
disclose Information from patients' records to
the extent that they cannot do so without the
patients' consent
The question now arises: Wil other state
legislatures follow Florida's lead? In how many
states will they consider the disciplinary process so deficient that they will Impose such
stringent controls? Because of widespread
distrust of the medical profession. it Is likely
that some legislators, prodded by their constituents. will rise up in Indignation. Moreover. legislators are Increasingly suspicious of
regulation of professional bodies by their own
members. While sunset laws In some states
have resulted in only minor changes in the
medical practice acts, to date no legislature
has eliminated a medical board.
Lofty as the motives of the supporters of
sunset laws might have been. I can state from
personal experience that political consideratons can enter into enforcement. In fact the
whole sunset concept may prove to be a politlcal farce. In New Mexico, which has a law
modeled on that of Colorado, I (as secretary of
the board of medical examiners) was required
to complete a 45-page questionnaire istrpreparation for the sunset hearing. That involved
many hours of work and seriously interfered
with the work of the board. Some of the ques(wntn-ed aonpage 1i5)
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ions were so vague and riddled with jargon
that they were unanswerable. However. I went
to the hearing fully prepared. I was able to
give a complete report on the board's budget.
expenditures. and disciplinary actions. as well
as an explanation of the examination system.
The committee grilled me for an hour and a
hatf at the end of which the members, with a
notable lack of enthusiasm voted to continue
the life of the board for six years more
The secretary of the chiropractic board followed me on the witness stand. He had not
even begun to complete the questionnaire. le
knew nothing about his budget or how the
boardes money was spent, and he aeemed totally-unfamiliar with the operation of his
board. After only 10 uncomfortable minutes.
the chairman excused him with thanks.t the
committee then voted unanimously to conUnue the board for six years more. with no
suggestions as to how It might be Improved.
1That was not surprising In many state chiropractors have more potical power than does
the medical profession
only result of the sunset hearings in
New Mtexico was the recommendation that
one consumer representatve srve on each
board. That is not unma~sonable as the boards
are public botdie and the pubic should be
*represented on them.
In spite of politcal influences, sunset laws
have g~rest potential for Improvinig medical
discipline. Property administered, they can
hold the boards accountable for primary concern with the welfare of the public. If phystclans persist in the beief that they alone can
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beat police their own ranks. more and more
legislatures will demand proof of that
Dscussion
In using the words "politics' and "pothclanst in a broad sense. I am aware that I
have raised many more questions than I have
answered. I am enough of a realist to understand that It Ia Impossible to eliminate all poDtical pressures that can interfere with the
medical disiplinary procesa. The members of
the disciplinary boards must be firm in their
resolve to resist the many pressures brought
to bear upon thern. The inclusion of nonmedical persons on medical boards can be helpful.
.provided the governor appoints them because
of their known ability rather than as a reward
for party loyalty. An unanswered question is.
How many nonmedical persona should be
members of those boards? In most states havIng lay members, there is only one. That has
evoked the charge of 'tokenism' by many
critics.
Despite their Ignorance of the technicalities
of medicine. lay persons can provide valuable
assistance In matters of policy. In addition to
acting as watchdogs over the boards. reporting real or Imagined abuses to the governor.
they are In a position to present the viewpoint
of the consumer. They certainly should not
constitute a majority on the boards. While I am
not In a position to present a complete analysis of their attitudes. I have iearned from talking to several medical board members that In
matters of discipline, lay members are indined to be more lenient than the board
physicians!

I feel that the proper authorities to enforce
medical discipline are the peers of the alleged
wrongdoer. But because of outside pressures.
many of them are not property protecting the
public. The answer to the problem is the appointment to medical disciplinary boards of
strong. fair-minded men and women who are
also leaders of the profession Idealistic? Yes.
But it is at least possible for us to approach
the Ideal
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own merits. In some cases, extenuating cirourmstances might warrant leniency. However.
I have found many cases Involving serious offenses In which leniency was absolutely ia
propriate.
This could serve as a theme-song for medicai
Granted that disciplinary powers resId
,
disciplinary boards. although the members
within the Individual states. many of thelr acwould probably fall to share the optImism extions can affect the whole country because of
pressed in the second line.ihe boards have
the relative ease with which physicians hold.
four.~iIain optons tn tmposIng sanctions
ti-g mutiUple lcenses can mao abouL Aithoughi
.aganintnmecal offenders: revocatLon of I-.
reporting of actions against physiclians has In;
cense isuspension, probation and reprimand,
creased, there Is need for greater lmprove'-In addition, they have the duty to deny icense .ment. Too many state boards remain Ignoranti:
. for cause- Slmpb.-tsn't it? AUlthe boardmustof actions taken against licensees In other
^do, havtig satisfied Itself of the guilt of the
states. This Is but one cause of the disarray of
Aaccse~pyslcaii.
Isto slect- on~'ofthe
medical discipline in the United States._
above 'penattles 'and Its work is finished. But - -One
.^,
frequently heard suggestion is that
'
members
of disciplinary boards often spenld ,there be a central repository of data on disci-e*.
-hoursagoniing over theresponsibility of im
pnary actions against doctors. For many.
posing the proper penalt. They may'be torn
years there have been two orgatnizations that
between their compassion for a fellow physlrollected that Information-the Americancianand theirdutytothepublic
M.edical
Associaon:'and the Federationo'fBecause the primary responsibility of the
State Medical Boards of the United Statesa._
boards is to protect the public. they must first
Until recently, Inquiries to the AMA were*
decide whether the sanctions they Impose will
fruitless-no doubt the AMA refused to diV,'-.. accompitsh-this. For example. If the'.board-- vulge such Information because of fear of law--,
members decide to place a physilianmon profc suits. Recently, however, It has relaxed Its
'tbaion, willthey be able to monitor him orher.
policy to the extent that it will refer a quesUoni ',closely enough to provide such protectioni;
about a doctors professional and ethical3"
Before they decide that an offense warranis - standing to the appropriate state board.
no more than a wrist slap as a reprimand.
The Federatior, of State Medical Boards of
they should ask themselves Is this sufficlent
the United States. with a national office in
to induce the respondent to mend his ways?.
Fort Worth, Texas. Is malkng a determined efIf there Is doubt, probation seems more apfort to gather and disseminate Information
propriate.,
-:
.
.:
about disciplinary actions to all of the states.
From extensive studies of the medical di:s . To date, the results bave been only partially
ciplinary process over many
-years.
l have
successful, but they are Improving. Most of
found many inconsistencies in penaltes as-'
the Information for this article was obtained
sessed for Identical offenses. This may~in part
from the federation and from repiles to quesreflect the need for judgtng each case-on Its
tionnalres directed to state boards. A few
state boards send notices of their actions to
=
-/; alla the
-: sother
boards in the country as well as
Dc DrO
te if-onr Ss.awr
of t- NaS
to the AMA and the federation.
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is the amendment of 15 state laws to Include
a dause recommended by a committee of the
Federation of State Medical Boards.' Cited as
an additional cause for discipline Is 'the suspension or revocation by another state of a license to practice medicine based upon acts by
the licensee similar to acts described in this
section. A certified copy of the record of suspension or revocation is conclusive evidence
thereof. In practice, however. In many cases
the action of the original state has been modifled or Ignored.
In 1980 a typical year. I found records of 30
disciptinary actions that were based on earlier
actions In other states: Of those; 19 were the'
same. 5 were more severe. and 6 were less se-:
vere. It is understandable that if another state
board previously placed a doctor on proba-5:
tion. the state In which he is currently lI-.,
censed would be incined to revoke his certifil:
cate. The authorities might look at the record
D and decide that the original action was too
lenient If there is additional unfavorable in-* formation. the board welcomes the opportuni-ts
ty to rid the state of this undesirable practi- tioner.
Less understandable Is why a state board
would impose a less- severe penalty. In some
cases, the first board revoked the doctores Ucense but the second state merely imposed a
period of probation. A striking example of
that occurred before 1980. A state board revoked the license of a physician for gross and
manifest Incompetence and for taking liberties with his women patients. The court upheld the decsilon of the board. stating thaf
the record showed clear and convincing evAdence. The doctor then transferred his activities to another of the several states In which
he held valid licenses. The authorities of the
second state requested a copy of the hearing
transcript. which was promptly delivered. Six
months later, another copy was requested as
the board had lost the first one. Again the
first board obliged. After another 11 months
the second state board held a.hearing. The:
physician's defense was that the board of the first state revoked hIs license because of a political alliance between the board secretary
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and the chief of staff of the hospital in which
the doctor had practiced. The board of the seeond state accepted that -explanation" and
placed him on probation under the mildest of
terms.
Another example Is the case of a doctor who
wrote many narcotics prescriptions knowing
that the drugs would be diverted to the street.
The board of medical examiners managed to
revoke his license as he was on his way to a
federal penitentiary to serve a five-year' sentence. He was released for good behavior after
three' years: then, with a valid .license In
another state. he promptly went to work in
'
the emergency room of a large hospital.
- '::" D.

ofachaperone.
Suspension of a license may be a punitive
action or one that Is imposed pending further
Investigation. For example. the board might
suspend a physician's license for a definite
period on condition that the doctor obtain
help for a drug or alcohol addiction In an
Institutional setting. When a doctor is placed
on probation, the terms are carefully spelled
out. If the respondent violates any of the
terms the board will revoke the license. That
seems fair enough. Yet, in 1980. 1 found four
cases In which the boards did not revoke the''
licenses but merely extended or modified the
terms of the probation.
---One form of probation Is restriction of a ll-

cense. so that the physian a pratice only .tsA- .-:.
in a state hospital, usually a menial institulion. This applies mainly to Impaired physiThrough the years. the most common disclans. but in some cases professionally Incomciplinary action has been probation, revoca-petent physicians are so restricted. Presumia.lion being second. During a three-year period
bly. this will enable the physician to practice
(1980-1982) 1 found 1.655 definitive actons.
only under supervision. The idea Is good. but,
or an average of 551 a year. Eight states remight leave much to be
ported no actions. I singled out 1980 for de- /-the supervision
2
desired. tailed analysis. During that year the boards
of
all sanctions Is the reprimildest
The
rieboards
The
actions
took 549 discipilnary
mand. There are two types of reprimand-privoked 126 licenses. and 43 more physlcans
'voluniarily surrendered theirs. (For al prac-.. . vate and public The first is an informal warning to the physician that more drastic action:vical purposes. we can say that the total
will be taken if he does not mend his ways.
number of revocations was 169.1 '.-*--.:
Most licensing board members are compas-T Public reprimand becomes part of a public
slonate people-often too compassionate- 8 record to which the press has access.
I shall not attempt to analyee every offense who sincerely want to help their troubled co-'
leagues. As revocation of a license is likely to. -listed In the 1980 report but will confine this
discussion to some of the more serious ones.
be a final action that ibrever places the ofpointing out variations and inconsistenes .
fender beyond the pale. board members can
in the penalties invoked.
sancthis
Invoking
before
for
hours
agonize
' Flony conotcions. There are certain oftlion. However. some offenses do not cause
fenses that should entail automatic revoca-.
such agonizing appralsak for example. board
tion of licenses The felonies for which physimembers find sexual molestation of children
clans have been convicted include kidnapso heinousthat they will revoketheoffender's
ping, armed robbery. and murder, as well as
about
license without any qualms. But what
larceny and falsification of records. One would
the doctor who Is accused of making sexual
think that the onl thing the board would.
advances to adult patients? How often do pattents encourage this? Or are some of the,' have to do would be to hold a revocation hearing before the offender is Incarcerated and
accusations figments of wish-fulfillment
that revocation would be the only appropriate
dreams? The doctor who Is entrapped by a
l
penalty. In 1980. 59 physicians were convictseductive patient must have been extremely
98W)s
fcrianuwa on
naive if he did not examine her in the presence
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ed of felonies. The boards revoked the licenses
of 25 and another four "voluntarily' surrendered theirs: thus. 29 of those criminals were
cast out of the profession Included In the list

The board's penalty? Public reprimand.
The record also abounds with cases that
could be classed as felonies If brought to trial.
Some of them Involved fraud, making false

were 24 cases of unspecified moral turpitude:
statements to government agencies, and other
the boards placed 12 of those doctors on proequally serious offenses. The penalties meted
batlon. corresponding, in most cases. to the
out by the boards were just as Inconsistent as
suspended sentences imposed by the courts.
those for convicted felons. I shall cite one ex-,
The boards suspended the lcenses of two felample of Inconsistency Involving two doctors
ons. implying that at the -end-ofthe suspenunder the jurisdiction of the same state
slons they would be placed on probation :..
board. In the first the board sent a letter of,
3Some examples of extremely'mild disciplinreprimand to a physician for "Fallure to use.,
ary actions taken against-convlcted. felons
reasonable care and'discrimination In the
follow, A doctor pleaded guIly to grand lark- administration of drugs. and failure to employ."
ceny In circuit court The only penalty im-'. acceptable scientific methods In the selection
posed by the board was public reprimand.
of drugs or other modalities for the treatment
Another mild penalty, private reprimand. was
of disease. Selling, prescribing, giving away. or,
Imposed upon a physician whowas convicted 1iadministering drugs for other than legal and
of common law misconduct a crime involving
legitimate therapeutic purposes. A departure
moral turpitude. Another board administered
from, or the failure to conform to. minimal
a private reprimand to a doctor who pleaded - '-standards of acceptable and prevailing medlguilty to four counts of mail fraud and falsecal practice, whether or not actual injury to a statements,
:
.. , ,patient Is established." In the second case the.
.
The impostion of probation for felonies is ,I . wording of the complaint was Identical to that
also disproportionately mild In that contextA ' in the first with one addition: 'Lacking good
board placed a physician on probation for
moral characters. The board revoked the 1conviction of a felony, namely unlawfully precense of the second physician I am unable to
scribing hypnotic drugs and causing them.to.
understand this inconsistency. The moral.
be dispensed. Another board placed a doctor'
character of the physician who was merely :on probation because he was convicted of a: reprimanded also seemed to have deficiencies.
crime Involving moral turpitude.dishonesty.
Problems with drugs. Year after year, the
.
and corruption in the course of his practice.
leading cause for disciplinary action has been.
In addition, he prescribed conrimled- sub- -violation of the controlled substances laws. Of
stances for nontherapeutic purposes or in'
549 actions In 1980. 245 (44%) were for that
exchange for sexual favors.
in
offense. M
of the charges were for pre:
Another felony, Income taxevasiorn deserves
scribing narcotics for other than therapeutic
special consideration because of widespread
purloses. Most of those physidans were,
disagreement among disciplinary authorities
placed on probation; In some Instances, the',
as to the proper penalty to Invoke,:ff any.
boards later discovered that the drugs were
There are those who claim that boards should. for the personal use of the physician. When
revoke the licenses of all such offenders bethe offending doctors were not convicted of
cause conviction of such a crime indicates a
drug-related crimes, there was considerable
serious character defect that makes the doc--- variation in the penalties imposed by the
tor unworthy to practice medIcine. On the 'boards. In some cases the boards showed
other hand. some contend that it Is alme.
extreme leniency. For example, one board OnXnot related to the practice of mediciir,_
tally reprimanded a physician for Indiscrimthereforec little or no action Is Indicat.
Y inate prescription of narcotics and for prefound a case In which a physilcan peadedki
signing prescription blanks so that his assIsnolo contendere to federal Income tax evaslorLn.
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tant could prescribe medications. Other
boards revoked licenses for the same offenses.
For the purposes of this discussion. two
categories of narcotics offenses will be considered. The first consists of 179 physicians
who were not convicted of felonies but who
were prosecuted by the boards for violation of
the laws or for indiscriminate prescribing.
The. actions taken against those offenders
.consisted of: probation (811 revocation; in
eluding voluntary surrender (50). suspension
(26), reprlmand (9). and cancellation of narcoUcs permnts (4). In addition, nine physiclans voluntarily surrendered their narcotics
'permits.One wll note that probation was the most
'frequenty imposed sanction in those cases.
-The boards also usually demanded that the,
doctor surrender his narcotics permit. Revocation was invoked in the most flagrant cases
or when the probationer had violated the
terms. Although there is considerable variation In the penalties assessed. there is more
:consistency In this context than there Is with
respect to other offenses. The nine cass of
reprimand only are puzzliqg. In most of them
the offenses'seem to be just as serious as in
others, but those physicians may have been
very early offenders. Most cases of suspension
were followed by probation Thepertods of
suspension varied widely. two lasting as long
as a year. The periods of probation also -were
*inconsistent.
The second class of narcotics offenders,
numbering 66. includes physicians who diverted dedgs for their own use. Forty of those
doctors were physically addicted, while the
others used the drugs but were not proved to
be addicted. We might call them abusers who.
if not stopped, could end up as addicts. The
penalties Invoked were probation (36). revocation, Including voluntary surrender 11). suspension (15). and reprimand 12).
The cases of many put on probation were
heard. under Impaired physician laws. In a
previous essay in this series. I pointed out the
discouragingly low rate of rehabilitation. However, except In the cases of hardened addicte
(av0 noned page 9511
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*most of the boards believe in efforts at reia-blitatlion. The two reprimands apparently
were Imposed on doctors who were on the
verge of serious trouble. One Involved a physiclan who was furnishing narcotics to his ad-

the
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the sex-for-drugs relationship with the same
patient, even though his permit had been
cancefled. This time the board revoked his id.
cense-after theyoung woman had died from
an overdose.

If a board has revoked a license. does that
dicted wife. That tragic situation is. unfortumean that the doctor can never practice
nately. all too common. Although it is a vioagain? He can periodically apply for reinlation of medical ethcs, it does not violate the
statement. During a rehearing, the same pa.
.
law.
There are other inconsistencles, partly be- -rade of character witnesses. plus a few more.
cause there Is ttle, uniformity among, the - win vouch for the fact that during the period
medical practice acts of the various states. For "-ofrevocation the physician has led an exemexample. I know of cases in which physicians' 'plary life. entirely devoted to good works.
Many of them claim td have become deeply relicenses were revoked for Incorrigible addic-'
liglous and have their ministers present dotion to alcohol or narcotics; the doctors then'
quent pleas to the board.
moved to a neighboring state In which they
From personal experience. I can say that the
were already licensed. In the second state. the;
usual penalty for such offenses is cancellation ' boards usually regret It when they restore the
licenses. I remember one doctor who served
of narcotics permits. Some states do nothing.
This, then, gives rise to the phenomenon of, five years In the penitentiary for kidnapping a.
child The doctor came from a wealthy. politi."state hopping.. Some physicians seem to col'
'cally powerful family In another state. Eventu-!
lect licenses. often having five or six :Sex offenses. Stories of physicians who, ally, an almost entirely new board ruled that, have sexual Intercourse with patients under- the doctor had paid her debt to society and
the guise of psychotherapy abound ini the- - voted to restore her license. The secretary.
who distinctly remembered all the details of.
public press. An Increasingly.common cause
the doctor's crime-such as g'irng the child a
for disciplinary action is the exchanglng of.
';
large dose of phenobarbital and leaving her
. C., '
narcotics for sexual favors.
overnight In an unheated cabin in the dead of
' In 1980. 24 physicians were found guilty of
sex offenses. Surprisingly, the. boards Im- * winter-prevailed upon the other members to
posed a mild sanction-probatiorin if 12 ',.; make her reinstatement contingent on her
passing a qualifying examination. She failed.
cases. The boards revoked the lIcenses of the
Two states that revoked licensesiruled that
other 12. Here, again, there were great ion-e '-n
sistencles. One physictan lost his licensefor-,> the transgressors would be. forever barred
x from
Ei practce Whether their actions were
.having sexual relations with patient
another case. with an identical ftnding the '" ekgal.I cannot say, but the respondents have"
notcontested the rullngincourt.'
doctor was placed on probation-for three
Pro esslonal Incompetence. Because I dls.
years.
cussed this Issue in detail In a previous essay.
In the same year, there were four cases tn-'
volving doctors who exchanged narcotics fori'. I mention It here only in passing. In 1980. the
sexual favors. In my opinion, that unques- 'boards took action against 30 Incompetent
tionably calls for revocation Yet, al four were:." physicians.. Many of the charges were 'for
gross incompetence. and there was wide varnplaced on probation.There was one case that
ation In the penalties-from short periods of
ended In tragedy because a state board had
jirobation to revocation. Incidentally. I found a
merely placed a doctor on probation or the
offense. Several months later the bosard.sum-_ case In which the board did not subscribe to
the doctrine of the "first bite." It revoked a
moned the doctor to another hearingbecause
doctor's license for gross incompetence beIt had reason to believe that he had violated
cause ie took almost four hours to performa
the terms of his probation. He had continued
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-vasectomy and In the process severed the patlents urethra.
Alcoholism Dependency on alcohol constitutes one of the
most difficult problems facing discipliniay bodies. Board
members have difficulty In detecting the faint line between
heavy-soclial drinking and alcoholism. The situaUon Is further complicated by the fact that. unlike narcotIcs. alcohol Is a
socially acceptable, yet dangerous, drug. In most of the 36
cases. the boards placed the doctors on probation. usually
preceded by suspension. However, licenses were revoked In
three cases apparently Involving hopeless drunks.
Other offenses. There were 14 cases Involving aiding and
abetting illegal proctlces. Two physicians left presigned narcotics presriptions in their offices to be used by physician's
assistants or nurses. Another doctor was found guilty of
fraud because he had Introduced a person who had never
attended medical school as a doctor and allowed him to operate in his clinic, The sanctions In all of those cases? ProbaUion. Did the punishments fit the crimes?
Discussion

--

Lack of uniformity is not confined to medical boards. Similar variatIons have been reported In state court proceedings.
In one states persons sentenced for automobile theft stay in
prison an average of 41 months, nearly three times the average of those convicted of rape. In other states. courts are not
nearly so lenient toward rapists. who are sentenced to long
prison terms. The reason for the discrepancies is that justice
Is administered under 50 different jurisdicUons.
The foregoing account supports the conclusion that the
whole system of medical discipline is in disarray. The greatest
faults, in addition to Indifference on the part of some of the
authorities are failure to report disciplinary actions and lack
of uniformity in the Imposition of penalties. The probles
affect not only Individual states but the whole county. In
view of the ever-presnt license collectors and their freedom
-of movement frtom state to state. Even though the boards
must judge each case on Its merits, aren't certain offensessuch as sexual abuse of patients and felony convictions-as
serious In Maine as in CalifornIa? Until there is national
agreement concenning these matters, we shall never achieve.
the Ideal of Mr. GIlbert's Mlkado- 'To make the punishment
fit the crime."
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What Is Unprofessional Conduct?
ROBERT

c DERBYSHIRE

Sant4FeNMe

The disciplinary codes of the medical profession stem from the meducal practice ads of
the various states, all of which enumerate
causes for disciplinary actions. Many of the
laws as well as A Guide to the Essentialsofa

the various treatment alternatives. Needless
to say. It has not been welcomed by the many
California physicians who believe that It represents legislative intrusion Into the practice
of medicine-and so It does.
There Is great variation In the number of
offenses listed In the Individual state laws.
One statute. that of Nebraska. lists 34; at the
opposite extreme is the statute of Nevada.
which lists only four. A Guide to the Essen-

Modem Medical lracticeAct.' published by

the Federation of State Medical Boards of the
United States. place those causes under the
general heading of unprofessional conduct.
Some add dishonorable conduct. The lack of
uniformity of those laws causes one to wonder just what unprofessional conduct Is. The
hodgepodge of laws and regulations that has
evolved over the years confuses members of
disciplinary bodies and the public alike,
From a study of the various medical praotice laws, I found a bewildering pattern of Inconsistency. One might think that all of the
states would be able to agree on definitions.
but they cannot The closest approach to uniformity applies to two offenses listed in the
laws of 48 states, namely. fraud in applying
for lcensure and violations of the controtled
substances laws. Those offenses are closely
followed by habitual overuse of drugs and alcohol in 39 laws. From that point on there is a
steady decrease in the frequency of offenses
listed under unprofessional conduct until we
reach fee splitting, mentioned In only' 10.
Surely. the buying and selling of patients Is
unprofessional conduct In the extreme and
no one should tolerate It. A possible explanation is that such an offense Is very difficult to
prove, After all it is highly unlikely that a fee
splitter would pay his referring physician by

teals of a Moder

Medical Practice Ad enu-

merates 19 offenses but adds the proviso that
state boards 'not be limited because of enumeration," In other words, the intent is not to
require state boards to adhere slavishly only
to enumerated acts. Others may be added, emg
conduct unbecoming in a person licensed to
practice medicine, Some state laws incorporate that proviso: it can be Important as well
as controversial as we shall see later. One
might assume that the laws containing a
large number of offenses have been amended
In stopgap fashion to plug loopholes discovered by clever defense attorneys.
An offense calling for revocation or suspension of a license in one state might be ignored
or unrecognized in another. But shouldn't
there be uniformity in the definition of unprofessional conduct? Shouldn't a crime involving moral turpitude, for example, be as
heinous in Oregon as In Maine?
One of the most important reasons for discdplinary action, listed In the acts of only 15
stated is suspension or revocation of a license
based on actions also enumerated In the laws
of another state. Some laws add that a certifled copy of the record of suspension or revocalion is conclusive evidence thereof That might

check.

Some 200 punishable offenses are enumerated in the 50 state medical practice acts, and
the number Is alowly but steadily growing.
One of the latest additions Is contained in the
law of California and makes a physician guilty
of unprofessional conduct. and at risk of losing his license, If he does not carefully spell
out to a patient with carcinoma of the breast
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afford considerable protection against the
-state-hopper. However the passage loses
much of Its potential effectiveness if not Included in the statutes of all states.
Twenty-three state laws still list the performance of criminal abortions as unprofessionai conduct, despite the Ua Supreme Court
decision of 197&2 The authorities continue to
prosecute a few doctors for performing abortions under improper conditions or beyond
the time limit set by the court.
One effect of the 1973 decision was to
empty the prisons of the convicted abortionists who had helped to swell the ranks of the
inmates. Meanwhile. doctors who had been
imprisoned for the offense are applying for licenses in states other than those in which
they have been convicted. When asked why
they do not wish to return to practice in their
original states. they repblthat they will have a
better chance of redeeming themselves if they
move to states in which they are unknown.
That is understandable. Some state boards
will grant licenses presumably because they
believe that those doctors have already been
absolved of their misdeeds. Other boards are
refusing to license them. those boards contend that the physicians knew at the Ume
that they were committing crimes and therefore are not of good moral character. As far as
I know. none of those doctors has challenged
the boards in court.
Unprofessional conduct includes two items
related to felonies: conviction of a felony (in
34 states) and conviction of a felony Involving
moral turpitude (in 23).1 have listed them separately because they are so designated In the
laws and because there is controversy about
them. For example. a board held a hearing on
the case of a doctor who, when stopped by the
police for driving 70 miles per hour in a small
village with a speed limit of 30 miles per hour,
was found to have a large amount of marijuana In his car presumably, he had been smokIng the weed while driving The court fined
him 82.000 and placed him on probation for a
year. The board called on him to show cause
why action should not be taken against him

8S8
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for unprofessional conduct. The defense of his
lawyer rested upon an old law, forgotten by
most people (including the board's attorney).
that action could be taken only if the crime
involved moral turpitude. The action of the
board? Dismissal of the case because of a
loophole In the law.
An extreme example of failure of a board to
take action against a physIcian guilty of a felony is the following A physician weasdrag ractng on a busy street In a fairly large cIty. Police estimated his speed at 70 to 80 miles per
hour. At an intersction, he struck another
car broadside. killing the driver. At a preliminary discussion by the board. the physician's
uninvited lawyer took the floor and presented
a compelling argument based on the fact that
the offense did not involve the practice of
medicine the board. by a cose vote. decided
to take no action against himl That Is Incomprehensible to me. Moreover, the doctor's plea
that he had been so seriously injured that he
would he crippled for life convinced the court
to impose only a stiff ftne and probation The
board members who voted to allow that killer
to keep his license were probably swayed by
the flood of letters from his colleagues stating
that he was a great doctor and begging for
mercy. In fact. some of the letters threatened
that action would be taken against the board
members if they disciplined the doctor.
Conviction of a felory of the second type.
one Involving moral turpitude, is a different
matter. Websters Third New Interuattonal
Dictionary defines It as 'Inherent baseness or
vileness of principle. words, or actions": it Is
also defined as "depravity." Simple? Not exactly. Defense attorneys have argued that the
disciplinary body must prone that the accused
physician is morally depraved. However. such
cases can be simple. as exemplified by the
anesthesiologist who committed sexual outrages on his unconscious patients
At first glance. one might be surprised that
mental illness Is listed as a Cause for action In
the laws of only 27 states. However. If we add
the 21 states that have impaired-physician
laws, we cannot say that the problem is lg.
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nored. Since there are many physicians who
maintain that drug addiction Is a real disease.
contained in the victim's genes. one might
argue that labeing mental Illness as unprofesslonal conduct Isstretching a point. Unfortunately. marn/ board members adopt a
judgmental attitude toward those unfortunate people, which does not help In their possible rehabilitation.
Because of the long-established sacredness
of the doctor-patient relationship. It Is amazing that only 24 laws specify as a cause for
action the willful betrayal of a professional secret. Secrecy not only protects the patient but
Is an Integral part of the relationship.
A prohibition of the prescribing of narcotic
or hypnotic drugs for other than accepted
therapeutic purposes Is Induded In the laws
of only 18 states. One explanation is that
members of some medical societies think that
the licensing board will try to tell them how to
practice medicine. They feel that Big Brother
will be constantly looking over their shoulders
as they write prescriptions Such objections
are ridiculous; no authorities will criticize a
doctor who prescribes drugs for proper indications. Those laws are designed to prevent
reckless prescribing secondarily .they can protect physicians against demands of addicts.
I have not tried to analyze all of the 200 offenses listed as unprofessional conduct In the
state medical practice acts. It Is not necessary
to go further to show that there Is no agreement among the states as to the definition of
unprofessional conduct. The advocates of
states' rights who contend that their laws are

designed to apply to their particular localities
do not seem to realize that many such laws
have nationwide Implications.
No doubt. 90%of the physicians in the United States practice medicine competently and
ethically. For them. definitions of unprofesslonal conduct are unnecessary except as
guides to proper legal practice. The laws are
most important when dealing with the estimated 10% of unethical unscrupulous, and
incompetent physician- (Readers, please note
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my Increased estimated Although a crime
wave has not struck the medical profession
the disciplinary bodies must constantly be on
guard against errant physIcians If the states
could only reach agreement on what constitutes unprofessional conduct and revise their
laws when indicated the task of the disclplinary boards would be made easier. Although I
have long been a staunch advocate of states'
rights. I condude that medical discipline
must transcend local boundaries If It Is to be
effective Somehow there should be universal
agreement as to the definition of unprofessional conduct.

Enforcement of tbe
Laws
In all but three states, the licensing boards
are charged with enforcement of -medical
practice laws. The exceptions are Washington
and Maryland. which have separate legally
constituted disciplinary committees, and New
York. where the Board of Medical Examiners
acts only in an advisory capacity to the Board
of Regents. which makes final decisions
Understandably many questions and conplatnts arise both from the public and from
the medical profession with regard to enforcement of the laws. Most do not Involve violatlons of the statutes Physicians aceuse
their colleagues of unethical conduct and patients complain about excessive fees. real or
imagined rudeness, or refusal of the physiclan to talk to patients or to family members
Although many complaints are not within the
province of the boards. in the Interest of public relations and their obligation to help people. the boards should answer complaints and
direct people to the proper authorities, usually
the grievance committees of medical societies
New York law requires that the board answer
all complaints, so that It has been necessary
to assign a fultime person to that task.
Regardless of the apparent misconduct of
a phyalscan. it does not follow that he has
violated the law-the main concern of the disciplinary body. Many people fall to under-

stand that and Join the ranks of critics who
daim that the boards do nothing. In that regard. a word concerning the charging of excessive fees is In order. Although It can be a
serious problem. It is listed as unprofessional
conduct In the laws of only three' states. The
other states have not Induded It In their statutes for several reasons. not the least of which
is the potential danger of the disciplinary
boards' setting physicians' fees Moreover.
many regard that as the Intrusion of the law
Into private business
There is widespread misunderstanding with
regard to the relationship of unethical conduct to unprofessional conduct as spelled out
in the laws The Supreme Court of Colorado
darified the Issue when it ruled. -The law
does not punish one for the mere violation of
professional ethics as such arny more than it
would expatriate a citizen for breaking the
rules of a lodge. church, or dub, It Is only
when the tinfraction attains the proportion of
a breach of legal duty that the law Is offended.
When It reaches that stage. as here alleged.
the abstract question of ethics Is merged Into
law.r Thus. according to that decision. the
members of the medical profession can seldom depend on disciplinary bodtes to enforce
the principles of medical ethics. It Is high
time that the medical societies assume the
responsibility.
No one has ever been able to write a perfect
law and certainly not a perfect medical pracUce act. particularly since most have been desIgned to cover as mary offenses as poasible.
It Is Impossible to foresee and define every action that should call for disciplinary measures. The courts have reversed decisions of
licensing boards because the particular derelictions were not listed In the laws as unprofessional conduct A notable exception was a
ruling of the Supreme Court of Kansas In the
case of Kansas State Board of the Heating
Arts v Foothe. The essentials of the case follow.
John J. Foote was graduated from Harvard
Medical School In 1938. After completing an
(oavtnued so pT 8ed)
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yoke a license on the basis of extreme Incompetency and In so doing here the board has
not unlawfully created a new ground for revocation." The common sense shown by the
court is gratifying. Of course. extreme Incompetence constitutes unprofessional conduct
We can only hope that the court's decision
will stand as a landmark that will prevent
similar delays In administration of justice.
Despite the Importance of the Kansas dedslon, defense attorneys continue to challenge
the boards whenever an alleged offense Is not
specified in the law. As far as I know, such efforts have been unsuccessful
Another favorite defense Is that the law is
unconstitutionally vague. especially when the
charges are based on unprofessional conduct
or conduct unbecoming a licensed physician,
Such defenses are not usually successful
since the board will have other evidence to
uphold Its stand.
With regard to enforcement of medical practice laws. board members have long been disturbed by the multiple roles they must play.
For example. one or more board members
might Investigate a physician and submit
their findings to the board, If the board decides to hold a hearing. some members may
act as Investigators. prosecutors, judges. Jurors, and executioners. Those concerns were
laid to rest by a United States Supreme Court
decision in 197 5 .5 The Wisconsin Board of
Medical Examiners suspended the license of
Duane Larkin because he had permitted an
unlicensed physician to perform abortions
and had been found guilty of fee splitting.
Larkin appealed to the district court which
In reversing the action of the board. said In
part -The state medical examining board did
not qualify as an independent decision maker
and could not properly rule with regard to the
merits of this case presented to the district
attorney."
The Wisconsin board ultimately appealed to
the United States Supreme Court. which
made the following decision: 'The Initial
charge or determination of possible cause and

88N

the ultimate adjudication have different bases
and purposes. The fact that the same agency
makes them In tandem and that they relate to
the same Issues does not result in a procedural due process violation:' The decision was
written by Justice White. and the court unantmous& approved it.
Imperfect as the system of law enforcement
may be. It is gradually improving, sometimes
with the help of the courts. However, the rate
of Improvement Is maddeningl slow. Much of
the problem Is due to the disarray of medical
discipilne exemplified by the inability or unwillingness of discipiinary boards to agree on
a definition of unprofessional conduct. The
discipilnary authorities can do much toward
developing a uniform definition A suitable
starting point could be a study of the Federation of State Medical Boards A Guide to the
Essentials of a Modem Medical PracticeAc
The federation. admittedly an organization
without legal authority. could help create
order out of the present chaos by working
with the National Conference of Commissioners on Uniform State Laws In an attempt to
more dearly define unprofessional conduct If
the two groups cotid produce a suitable document, the boards could then present it to
their legislators with the hope that they
would pass suitable amendments to the medlcai practice acts
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